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Abstract

The Pohlmeyer reduction of the AdS5 × S5 superstring is a fermionic generalization of the relationship
between the O(3) sigma model and the sine-Gordon model. In the reduction procedure the Virasoro
constraints are solved and the resulting reduced theory is Lorentz-invariant, integrable and classically
equivalent to the superstring sigma model. Its action is that of a gauged WZW model plus an integrable
potential coupled to fermions. Furthermore, the theory is UV-finite and conjectured to be related to the
superstring at a quantum level.

This thesis begins with a review of the Pohlmeyer reduction, concentrating on its rôle in string theory.
The main focus of the thesis is an investigation into the S-matrix of the Pohlmeyer-reduced AdS5 × S5

superstring. Expanding around the trivial vacuum, a local quartic action is constructed for the 8 + 8

(bosonic and fermionic) massive asymptotic degrees of freedom. The resulting perturbative S-matrix has
the same tensorial structure and group factorization property as the light-cone gauge-fixed superstring
S-matrix. However, it does not satisfy the Yang-Baxter equation.

As a possible resolution it is proposed to consider a particular limit of the quantum-deformed
(
psu(2|2)n

R3
)
-invariant R-matrix of Beisert and Koroteev. The exact form of the corresponding S-matrix is con-

structed and possible relations to the perturbative computation are explored. The on-shell symmetry
of the quantum-deformed S-matrix may be interpreted as a quantum-deformed N = 8 two-dimensional
supersymmetry. After describing the representation theory of Uq

(
psu(2|2) n R2

)
and the pole structure

of the deformed S-matrix the bootstrap programme is used to construct the S-matrix elements for the
bound states. The thesis concludes with a discussion of the current status of the Pohlmeyer reduction
and open questions.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Many physical systems can be understood from a variety of perspectives. These alternative viewpoints
reveal and conceal particular features of a theory. Indeed, finding novel ways to think about a system
can be a powerful method for solving interesting and apparently intractable problems.

In general, different perspectives will be more or less suitable for addressing different questions. For
example, weak/strong dualities allow the same quantity to be computed perturbatively at both weak and
strong coupling. Another example is when two theories are classically equivalent through a transformation
of their equations of motion (e.o.m.). This allows classical quantities to be mapped from one theory to
the other.

Possibly the most famous example of a weak/strong duality is the AdS/CFT correspondence [7, 8].
This is a duality between a string theory on Anti de Sitter (AdS) space and a conformal field theory living
on its boundary. The AdS/CFT correspondence has proved useful in exploring a variety of different areas
of physics, in particular in the study of strongly-coupled gauge theories. In many cases the conformal
field theory is a gauge theory with varying amounts of similarity to the gauge theories that lie behind
the Standard Model of particle physics.

One of the most well understood examples of the AdS/CFT correspondence is the duality between Type
IIB superstring theory on AdS5×S5 and N = 4 super Yang-Mills theory in four dimensions. Each theory
contains two parameters. On the string side we have the string tension and the string coupling. While on
the gauge side there is the Yang-Mills coupling and the rank of the SU(N) gauge group. These parameters
are related by the “dictionary”, which has been extended to include the translation of conserved charges,
correlation functions and more.

A remarkable feature of this case of the correspondence is that in a particular limit — when the rank
of the gauge group is taken to infinity or equivalently the string coupling is taken to zero — integrability
appears [9, 10]. In classical mechanics an integrable system is one for which there exists a set of conserved
charges, which are in involution with each other and the Hamiltonian. There should be sufficiently many
of these charges such that they completely constrain the evolution of the system. It is then a theorem
of Liouville that the system is completely solvable by quadratures. In classical integrable field theories,
which have an “infinite” number of degrees of freedom (d.o.f.), there is an infinite tower of these conserved

9
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charges. These can be encoded in the existence of a Lax pair.

Integrability appears in very different ways on the two sides of the duality. On the gauge side there
is a map between local operators and the states of a particular quantum spin chain. The operator
which measures the planar, one-loop anomalous dimensions then corresponds to the integrable spin
chain Hamiltonian [9]. On the string side the integrability appears in the two-dimensional sigma model
describing the world-sheet theory of the string [10]. For further references and a review of integrability
and the AdS/CFT correspondence see [11].

The Green-Schwarz (GS) action for Type IIB superstring theory on AdS5 × S5 was written down by
Metsaev and Tseytlin in 1998 [12]. It is based on the supercoset

F̂

G
=

PSU(2, 2|4)

USp(2, 2)×USp(4)
, (1.1)

where the algebra corresponding to the group G, denoted g, is fixed to be the invariant subalgebra of
f̂ = psu(2, 2|4) under a Z4 automorphism. The action is constructed by taking the left-invariant Maurer-
Cartan one-form, J = f−1df ∈ f̂, built from a group element, f ∈ PSU(2, 2|4). As J is an element
of the superalgebra it can be decomposed under the Z4 grading (coming from the Z4 automorphism),
J =

∑3
i=0 Ji. The action can then be written

S =
R2

4πα′

∫
d2x

[√
−hhab STr(J2 aJ2 b) + εab STr(J1 aJ3 b)

]
. (1.2)

Due to the lack of any terms involving J0 it is clear that this action has a USp(2, 2) × USp(4) gauge
symmetry. a, b are indices on the two-dimensional world-sheet with metric hab, and εab is the usual two-
index antisymmetric tensor. STr represents the supertrace, a Z2 graded trace, required for constructing
supergroup invariants. Finally R is the radius of both the AdS5 and S5 spaces, while α′ is proportional
to the inverse string tension. In this thesis we will always set the radius equal to one through a rescaling
of the string tension.

The action (1.2) has a number of important features [12]. Firstly, the bosonic sector describes strings
moving on AdS5 × S5. Secondly, it is invariant under κ-symmetry – a gauge symmetry removing the
appropriate number of fermionic d.o.f., and thirdly, it encodes the coupling to the Ramond-Ramond
five-form background field.

The quantization of the superstring theory is not completely understood. There are a number of
different approaches, some exact and some perturbative, including semiclassics [13, 14, 15, 16], light-
cone gauge quantization [17, 18, 19, 20, 21] and pure spinor formalism [22]. These approaches all have
advantages and disadvantages. Perhaps the most successful has been the light-cone gauge quantization,
however its study has been complicated due a lack of Lorentz invariance in this choice of gauge. For
comprehensive reviews and further references see [21, 11].

The subject of this thesis is a novel approach to investigating the AdS5 × S5 world-sheet sigma model
(1.2) known as the Pohlmeyer reduction [23, 24, 25, 26]. The reduction is a map between the e.o.m. of the
superstring and a new set of e.o.m., those of the Pohlmeyer-reduced theory. Up to the global F̂ symmetry
of the superstring theory this map can be understood as an isomorphism between classical superstring
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configurations and solutions of the reduced theory e.o.m.

There are a number of important features of the Pohlmeyer reduction [24]. Firstly, it solves the Virasoro
constraints. Therefore the reduced theory only describes the physical superstring d.o.f. Secondly, the
reduction preserves the classical integrability of the world-sheet sigma model. Finally, the reduced theory
e.o.m. are Lorentz invariant.

The relation, if any, between the two theories at a quantum level is only partially understood [24, 25,
27, 28, 5, 29, 30]. The aim of this thesis is to shed light on this by investigating the quantum Pohlmeyer-
reduced theory and comparing to the superstring theory (1.2). The main result is the computation and
conjecture of an exact quantum S-matrix for the Pohlmeyer-reduced theory [1, 2, 3, 4].

History of the Pohlmeyer Reduction

The history of the Pohlmeyer reduction began in 1976 with Pohlmeyer’s original paper “Integrable
Hamiltonian Systems and Interactions through Quadratic Constraints” [23]. In this paper the e.o.m. of
the O(N) sigma model in two dimensions were related to integrable Hamiltonian systems described by
N − 2 scalar fields. In particular, the O(3) sigma model was related to the sine-Gordon equation

∂a∂
aφ+ µ2 sinφ = 0 . (1.3)

The sine-Gordon equation has been extensively studied both classically and quantum-mechanically (see,
for example [31, 32, 33, 34, 35]) and is well known to be fully quantum-integrable. The Pohlmeyer
reduction directly implied and thus led to the discovery of the classical integrability of the O(N) sigma
model. In [23] the Bäcklund transformation was used to compute higher-order conserved charges and
generate classical solutions of these theories.

In the following years the Pohlmeyer reduction was explored further, including generalizations [36] and
applications, for example to scattering computations [37]. The reduction was extended to all compact
symmetric space sigma models [38, 39, 40, 41, 42] and the resulting theories became known as the
symmetric space sine-Gordon models [43, 41, 42]. However, Lagrangian formulations for these e.o.m. were
only known in a few special cases: the Pohlmeyer-reductions of the O(3), O(4) and CP2 sigma models.

The reduction relies on the conformal invariance on the O(N) sigma model. More precisely the local
scale invariance of the action is used to fix the non-zero stress-tensor components to be constant and
equal. This fixes a particular conformal frame, giving the mass scale µ of the reduced theory.

This conformal invariance only exists classically for the O(N) sigma model (due to the quantum effect
of dynamical mass generation). Therefore in this purely bosonic case the equivalence cannot extend
to a quantum level.1 Indeed, as quantum theories the O(N) sigma model and the Pohlmeyer-reduced
theory have significant differences. The dynamical mass generation of the O(N) sigma model means
that the quantum excitations consist of N massive particles, while in the reduced theory the quantum
Lagrangian-field excitations are N − 2 massive particles, with mass proportional to the scale µ. The
quantum integrability of the O(N) sigma model was later demonstrated by Polyakov through the direct
construction of higher conservation laws [46, 35].

1A priori one should not necessarily expect two theories, which are classically related through their e.o.m., but have
different actions, to be quantum equivalent (see, for example, [44, 45]).
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Mainly due the lack of any quantum equivalence, research into the Pohlmeyer reduction quietened in
the following years. Even so, during this period the reduction appeared in the context of string theory
for the first time. It was used to prove the classical integrability of strings moving on de Sitter and anti
de Sitter spaces [47, 48]. This involved a generalization of the reduction to non-compact spaces, with
vanishing stress-tensor.

To understand how the original reduction procedure and its generalizations can be used in the context
of string theory we observe that the e.o.m. for strings moving on a two-sphere in a particular gauge are
equivalent to those of the O(3) sigma model. The required gauge choice is rather simple; it is conformal
gauge – the world-sheet metric fixed to be proportional to Minkowski – plus demanding that the target-
space time is proportional to the world-sheet time. This interpretation can be extended to models with a
higher-dimensional target space, for example, the e.o.m. for a string moving on an N -sphere are equivalent
to those of the O(N + 1) sigma model.

De Sitter and anti de Sitter spaces can be thought of as analytic continuations of the sphere. It
is therefore relatively simple to modify the original reduction for these split signature spaces. Some
examples include the Pohlmeyer-reductions of strings moving on AdS2, AdS2 × S1 and AdS3. These are
the Liouville, sinh-Gordon and modified sinh-Gordon equations respectively [47]. The reduction of strings
on d-dimensional de Sitter and anti de Sitter spaces was found to be given by a generalized sinh-Gordon
equation [48]. For a review of space-like, time-like and light-like bosonic reductions and further references
see [26].

Another reason for the lack of further investigation into the Pohlmeyer reduction during the 1980s was
the absence of a Lagrangian formulation for the Pohlmeyer-reduced theory, apart from in the simplest
cases. In [49, 50, 51, 52] it was observed that complex sine-Gordon and the gauged WZW model [53] for
the coset SU(2)�U(1) plus an integrable potential are classically equivalent. This Lagrangian construction
– the addition of a potential to the gauged WZW model – was generalized in [54] to higher-dimensional
cosets G�H, giving Lagrangians for a class of integrable field theories.

Motivated by these works, an answer to the search for a Lagrangian formulation of the Pohlmeyer-
reduced e.o.m. was found in 1994 [55]. The approach of [55] was to take the e.o.m. for the integrable
theories of [54] and use the gauge symmetry to fix the gauge field to zero, which is possible only on-shell.
The resulting set of equations are a special case of the non-abelian Toda equations [56]. Furthermore,
the group-valued field can be parametrized in such a way that the e.o.m. match the Pohlmeyer reduction
of the sigma model for a symmetric space F�G [38, 39, 40, 41, 42].

For all compact symmetric spaces, classified by Cartan, it was demonstrated that the corresponding
gauged WZW model plus integrable potential gives the Pohlmeyer-reduced e.o.m. The generalization
to non-compact symmetric spaces, such as AdSN ∼= SO(N − 1, 2)�SO(N − 1, 1), with a non-vanishing
stress-tensor is straightforward [24, 26], however for vanishing stress-tensor a Lagrangian is still not
known. Even with the success of this proposal a direct reduction from the e.o.m. of the F�G symmetric
space sigma model to those of the gauged WZW theory plus potential, was still lacking.
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The Pohlmeyer reduction and the AdS/CFT correspondence

In 1998 the proposal of the AdS/CFT correspondence [7, 8] led to a resurgence of interest in the
Pohlmeyer reduction due to its suitability for working with strings moving on symmetric spaces. Indeed,
in the context of superstrings on AdS5 × S5 Hofman and Maldacena used the relation between strings
on a two-sphere and the sine-Gordon model to compute the semiclassical phase shift for the scattering of
two giant magnons [15].

The giant magnon is a classical string solution in the limit when the string world-sheet is decompacti-
fied. The string lives on the two-sphere with its end-points lying on a great circle moving at the “speed
of light”. The angle of separation of the end-points is related to the world-sheet momentum of the string.

The image of the giant magnon in the Pohlmeyer-reduced theory is the famous sine-Gordon soliton.
The time-delays in the scattering of two giant magnons and the scattering of two sine-Gordon solitons
[57] are equal. However, as the expressions for the energies are not, the semiclassical phase shift is not
the same for the two scatterings. Even so, the Pohlmeyer reduction was a key element in the first direct
calculation of the semiclassical phase shift for the scattering of giant magnons. This was an important
check on the proposed Bethe Ansatz for quantum strings [58]. Furthermore, the scattering of giant
magnons [15, 59] provided important evidence in the determination of the structure of the phase of the
magnon S-matrix [60, 61].

The giant magnon string configuration can be generalized to the dyonic giant magnon, a classical
solution for a decompactified string moving on a three-sphere with two spins [16]. This solution is related
to the soliton of the complex sine-Gordon model [62, 16] through the Pohlmeyer reduction. Furthermore,
the dressing method can be used to simultaneously construct generalized giant magnons for strings moving
on symmetric spaces, including SN , AdSN and CPN , and their solitonic images in the reduced theory
[63, 64]. S-matrices for certain of these reduced-theory solitons have been studied [65] along with their
semiclassical quantization [66, 67]. However, due to the conformal anomaly of these bosonic string sigma
models they cannot be quantum-mechanically equivalent to the reduced theories.

While originally the giant magnon and dyonic giant magnon were not found using the Pohlmeyer-
reduced theory, in [16] it was shown how to reconstruct the dyonic giant magnon solution from the
complex sine-Gordon soliton. This procedure has been used extensively to construct a myriad of finite-
length closed-string string solutions, including spiky and helical strings moving on various subspaces of
AdS3 × S3 [68, 69, 70]. The finite-gap method based on the integrability of the world-sheet sigma model
can also be used to construct these solutions [69, 71].

More recently the Pohlmeyer reduction for strings moving on purely anti de Sitter space [47, 48] has
been used to construct Lorentzian world-sheet string solutions [72, 73, 74, 75] and also Euclidean world-
sheet string solutions [75, 76]. The latter case has proved particularly useful in the study of the duality
between open strings with end-points on the boundary of AdS and scattering amplitudes/Wilson loops in
N = 4 super Yang-Mills [77, 78, 79]. The Pohlmeyer reduction has also been used in the construction of
three-point closed-string solutions, dual to three-point correlation functions in N = 4 super Yang-Mills
[80, 81, 82].

Until late 2007 all known cases of the Pohlmeyer reduction had been purely bosonic. This made sense
as the main intention had been to construct classical string configurations. However, it was natural to
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ask whether a reduction of the AdS5×S5 superstring, including fermions, existed. The answer was found
in late 2007 when Grigoriev and Tseytlin [24] and Mikhailov and Schäfer-Nameki [25] reformulated the
bosonic Pohlmeyer-reduction in a group-theoretic language, allowing the inclusion of fermions and the
construction of an action for the Pohlmeyer-reduced AdS5 × S5 superstring.

While the world-sheet sigma model for the AdS5×S5 superstring (1.2) is based on the coset (1.1), the
action for the Pohlmeyer-reduced AdS5 × S5 superstring is given by a gauged WZW model for the coset

G

H
=

USp(2, 2)

[SU(2)]2
× USp(4)

[SU(2)]2
, (1.4)

plus a potential and a fermionic extension

S =
k

4π
STr

[1

2

∫
d2x g−1∂+gg

−1∂−g −
1

3

∫
d3x εmnlg−1∂mgg

−1∂ngg
−1∂lg

+

∫
d2x (A+∂−gg

−1 −A−g−1∂+g − g−1A+gA− +A+A−)

+

∫
d2x (Ψ

L
TD+Ψ

L
+ Ψ

R
TD−Ψ

R
+ µ g−1Ψ

L
gΨ

R
+ µ2 g−1TgT )

]
. (1.5)

Here g is a USp(2, 2) × USp(4) group-valued field and the gauge fields A± ∈ h = [su(2)]⊕4, where h

is the algebra corresponding to the group in the denominator of (1.4). D± are covariant derivatives
with respect to this gauge field. The fermionic fields Ψ

R
and Ψ

L
have canonical kinetic terms, a mass

term and a Yukawa-type coupling with g. They take values in certain Grassmann-odd subspaces of the
superalgebra psu(2, 2|4). The potential for the field g, the last term of the last line in (1.5), is written in
terms of a mass µ and T , a Grassmann-even element the superalgebra psu(2, 2|4), in the complement of
g. These are introduced in solving the Virasoro constraints, breaking the conformal symmetry.

The Pohlmeyer reduction is a map between e.o.m. and therefore does not know about the string tension,
which sits in front of the world-sheet action for the superstring (1.2). Therefore, when integrating the
Pohlmeyer-reduced e.o.m. up to an action, a new coupling k is introduced, a priori unrelated to the string
tension.

The Pohlmeyer-reduced theory is classically integrable with the Lax connection given by substituting
the change of variables into the Lax connection for superstrings on AdS5×S5 [10]. Furthermore, through
a reassignment of the Lorentz charge of the fermionic d.o.f. (1.5) is Lorentz-invariant, one of the key
motivations for investigating the reduced theory. Finally, in the reduction the Virasoro constraints 2 are
solved and the fermionic κ-symmetry is completely fixed, implying that the Pohlmeyer-reduced theory
only describes the physical d.o.f. of the superstring theory.

Truncating the action of the Pohlmeyer-reduced AdS5 × S5 superstring by restricting the fields to live
in various subgroups and subalgebras one can find actions for the Pohlmeyer reductions of various lower-
dimensional models, including the well known bosonic examples [23, 49]. This method can be used to
construct the Pohlmeyer reduction of superstrings on AdS2 × S2 and AdS3 × S3. These reduced theories
can also be derived directly [24, 27].3

2 The Virasoro constraints arise from varying the string theory Lagrangian (1.2) with respect to the world-sheet metric
hab. The constraints are important as they remove the two unphysical bosonic d.o.f. corresponding to fluctuations along
the world-sheet of the string.

3 By AdS3 × S3 and AdS2 × S2 superstring theories we mean the formal supercoset truncations of 10-dimensional
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The reduction of AdS2 × S2 turns out to be the well known N = 2 supersymmetric generalization
of the sine-Gordon model [85, 86, 87]. This theory can be understood as the sine-Gordon model (from
the reduction of S2) and the sinh-Gordon model (from the reduction of AdS2) mixed through four 2-d
Majorana-Weyl fermions. Similarly the reduction of AdS3 × S3 can be understood as the complex sine-
Gordon model mixed with the complex sinh-Gordon model through eight 2-d Majorana-Weyl fermions.
While the AdS2 × S2 reduction exhibits an N = 2 supersymmetry, the higher-dimensional AdS3 × S3

and AdS5 × S5 theories do not have any supersymmetry in a conventional sense.

These truncated reductions may be of interest in the context of other examples of the AdS/CFT
correspondence, such as superstrings on AdS2×S2×T 6 [84] and AdS3×S3×T 4 or AdS3×S3×S3×S1

[83]. For the purposes of this thesis the truncations will also be particularly useful as toy models for
understanding the Pohlmeyer reduction of superstrings on AdS5 × S5.

In contrast to the Pohlmeyer reductions of bosonic models [23, 49], the world-sheet sigma model of
the AdS5 × S5 superstring theory has no conformal anomaly and is UV-finite [12, 88, 89, 90]. Therefore,
the usual argument that the equivalence between the two theories cannot exist beyond the classical level
does not hold. One may then ask if in this special case the Pohlmeyer reduction extends in any sense to
the quantum level. If this were true then the Pohlmeyer-reduced theory could provide a starting point
for a two-dimensional Lorentz-covariant “first-principles” solution of the AdS5 × S5 superstring.

The first major test of this question was an investigation into the UV-finiteness of the reduced theory
[28]. The two theories clearly cannot be equivalent if one is UV-finite, while the other is not. The
Pohlmeyer-reduced superstring is power-counting renormalizable and therefore the only divergences can
be of potential type. In [28] the one-loop divergences were explicitly shown to cancel. Furthermore,
the two-loop divergences vanish in the dimensional reduction scheme [28, 30].4 The Pohlmeyer-reduced
AdS5 × S5 superstring is conjectured to be UV-finite to all orders [28].

The vacuum of the Pohlmeyer-reduced theory is given by a constant element g ∈ H and A± = Ψ
R

=

Ψ
L

= 0. The image of this solution in superstring theory is the BMN vacuum [91]; a point-like string
moving in the time direction of AdS5 and on a great circle of S5. The quadratic expansion of the
Pohlmeyer-reduced theory action (1.5) around this vacuum gives 8 + 8 d.o.f. with equal mass µ [24].
The small-fluctuation spectrum is thus formally the same as around the BMN vacuum in the superstring
theory.

This observation motivated a more detailed investigation into the fluctuation frequencies around clas-
sical solutions of the reduced theory [5, 29]. With its key rôle in computing semiclassical corrections to
energies of string configurations [13] there are many examples of analogous calculations in superstring
theory [14, 92, 93, 94, 95, 96, 97, 98, 98, 99, 100] with which the reduced theory results can be compared.

The quantity of interest is the sum of frequencies, which gives the one-loop correction to the semi-
classical partition function of the two-dimensional theory. Due to the equivalence of the e.o.m. one may
expect the string theory and reduced theory results to agree. However, it is possible to construct a pair
of classically equivalent theories that have different one-loop partition functions. In [5, 29] agreement

superstring theories on AdS3 × S3 × T 4 [83] and on AdS2 × S2 × T 6 [84].
4 This scheme is particularly suited to actions that cannot be continued to d dimensions, of which the Pohlmeyer-reduced

theory is an example. The scheme uses 2-d Minkowski and spinor identities to write the Feynman integrals in a form that
can be continued to d dimensions and then does so.
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was shown for certain classes of solutions; classical string solutions on AdS2 × S2 (see, for example,
[101, 102, 15, 103, 104]) and various homogeneous string solutions on AdS3 × S3, including the rigid
circular two-spin string on Rt × S3 [14] and the large spin limit of the GKP folded string [105] with
additional angular momentum in S5 [13].

The S-matrix of the Pohlmeyer-reduced AdS5 × S5 superstring

The Lorentz invariance of the Pohlmeyer-reduced AdS5 × S5 superstring (1.5) is possibly its most
attractive feature. The lack of two-dimensional Lorentz symmetry in the light-cone gauge-fixed AdS5×S5

superstring S-matrix leads, for example, to a complicated structure for the corresponding thermodynamic
Bethe Ansatz for the full quantum superstring spectrum (see, for example, [106] and references therein).

The form of the light-cone gauge-fixed AdS5 × S5 superstring S-matrix (corresponding to the spin-
chain magnon S-matrix on the gauge theory side of the AdS/CFT correspondence [107]) is fixed, up to
a phase, by the residual global [PSU(2|2)]2 n R3 symmetry of the light-cone gauge-fixed Hamiltonian
[108, 109, 110]. This S-matrix is the starting point for the conjectured Bethe Ansatz solution for the
superstring energy spectrum based on its integrability (for further details see [11]).

Just as for the standard 2-d sigma models [35, 111] or other similar massive theories [112, 65, 113]
the starting point for solving the Pohlmeyer-reduced theory is to find the exact S-matrix for asymptotic
excitations. Analytic S-matrix and integrable S-matrix theory are both powerful tools that can be used to
constrain scattering amplitudes. The former, proposed by Heisenberg in the 1940s [114], makes use of the
analytic structure coming from various physical requirements such as unitarity, crossing symmetry and
bound-state poles [115], while the latter is based on the Yang-Baxter equation. The Yang-Baxter equation
is consequence of the n-particle scattering amplitude factorizing into a product two-particle S-matrices,
which is expected in integrable theories [116]. This was famously first used in 1979 by Zamolodchikov
and Zamolodchikov to construct the S-matrices for solitons in the sine-Gordon model and for the massive
quantum excitations of the O(N) sigma models [35].

Any proposal for the exact quantum S-matrix should of course be consistent with the perturbative
S-matrix computed from the path integral defined by the classical action. This motivates the study of
the perturbative S-matrix of the Pohlmeyer-reduced AdS5 × S5 superstring. There are technical issues
involved in computing the perturbative S-matrix for the generalized sine-Gordon theories defined by the
bosonic part of (1.5). Such models were mostly studied for abelian gauge groups H [117, 118, 119, 120,
121, 122, 123, 124], of which the complex sine-Gordon model [62, 112] is a prime example. For abelian
H there is an option of axial gauging,5 in which case the vacuum is unique up to gauge transformations.
One can then use the arguments of integrability and the Yang-Baxter equation [35] to conjecture an
exact S-matrix in agreement with the perturbative computation. In the case of non-abelian H there is a
non-trivial vacuum moduli space, no global symmetry and on integrating out the gauge fields one is left
with a Lagrangian that has no perturbative expansion about the trivial vacuum.

In [1] it was argued that the problem is an artifact of the gauge fixing procedure on g. An alternative
gauge fixing, the light-cone gauge choice; A+ = 0, was proposed and used to compute the tree-level

5 In general one can replace A+A− → τ(A+)A−, where τ is an automorphism of the algebra h, in the second line of
(1.5), giving the asymmetric gauged WZW theory. When h is abelian τ(a) = −a is trivially an automorphism and this is
axial gauging.
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two-particle S-matrix for the 8 + 8 massive excitations of the Pohlmeyer-reduced AdS5×S5 theory. This
choice of gauge leads to a constraint equation, which can be solved non-locally for the unphysical part
of g. Remarkably, after integration by parts and field redefinitions, the resulting gauge-fixed Lagrangian
is local to quartic order and has an [SU(2)]4 global symmetry [1]. Even more remarkably, the resulting
S-matrix factorizes in the same way as the

(
[psu(2|2)]⊕2 nR3

)
-invariant light-cone gauge-fixed S-matrix

[125, 126, 21, 11] of the AdS5 × S5 superstring [1].

It was observed [127] that this factorized S-matrix has an intriguing similarity with a particular
relativistic trigonometric limit of the quantum-deformed

(
psu(2|2) n R3

)
-invariant classical r-matrix.

This r-matrix is a classical limit of the quantum-deformed light-cone gauge-fixed superstring R-matrix of
[128], which depends on two parameters, the deformation parameter q and a coupling, proportional to the
string tension when q = 1. In the relativistic trigonometric limit the functions of rapidity parametrizing
the classical r-matrix match precisely with the perturbative computation up to rapidity-independent
constants. This observation turned out to be particularly important in the conjecture for the exact
quantum S-matrix of the Pohlmeyer-reduced AdS5 × S5 superstring.

In [2] the perturbative computation was extended to the one-loop level for the bosonic part of the
G�H = SO(N + 1)�SO(N) theories defined by (1.5). It was argued that the Lagrangian describing the
physical fields derived from the gauged WZW model plus potential should be supplemented by a one-loop
correction coming from the path integral. In cases when h is non-abelian and a direct sum, the correction
restores the group factorization of the S-matrix at the one-loop level. However, the resulting perturbative
S-matrices do not satisfy the Yang-Baxter equation, already at tree level.

For the G�H = SU(2)�U(1) theory the one-loop corrections to the S-matrix were computed in three
different ways, all giving the same result. One of these methods was based on the effective action of the
gauged WZW model [129, 130, 131, 132]. The second treated the integration over the gauge fields in the
path integral [133, 134, 135], while the third treated the light-cone gauge, A+ = 0, perturbatively in the
path integral [2]. The resulting contributions were precisely those needed to restore the validity of the
Yang-Baxter equation at the one-loop level [136, 137, 62, 138] and to match the exact quantum soliton
S-matrix proposed in [112].

As already mentioned, the G�H = SU(2)�U(1) theory is related to the complex sine-Gordon model,
where this violation of the Yang-Baxter equation at the one-loop level had been observed in 1982 [62].
The complex sine-Gordon theory was discovered independently by Pohlmeyer [23] as the reduction of the
O(4) sigma model, and by Lund and Regge as a model of vortices in a superfluid in a static magnetic field
[139]. The perturbative two-particle S-matrix of the theory was studied to the one-loop level [136] where
it was found that to preserve factorized scattering the Lagrangian has to be supplemented with quantum
counterterms [136, 138]. A semiclassical analysis [137, 62] supported the presence of these counterterms
and suggested that the coupling in the Lagrangian is finitely renormalized in the quantum theory, a feature
indicative of gauged WZW theories; see [130] and references therein. In [112] it was conjectured that the
correct quantum description of the theory should therefore be a gauged WZW model plus potential. The
exact S-matrix for complex sine-Gordon solitons including bound states was constructed [112] assuming
integrability.
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In [3] the perturbative computation was extended to the one-loop level for the Pohlmeyer-reduced
AdS5 × S5 superstring, along with the truncated models – the Pohlmeyer reductions of the AdS3 × S3

and AdS2×S2 superstrings. Studying the three models together reveals certain universal features of their
symmetries and S-matrices, helping to shed light on the most non-trivial case, the Pohlmeyer-reduced
AdS5 × S5 superstring.

Indeed, for AdS2 × S2 the Pohlmeyer-reduced theory is precisely the N = 2 supersymmetric sine-
Gordon model [85, 86]. The S-matrix of this theory has been known since 1991 [87] and is in agreement
with the perturbation theory [3]. Dropping the Lorentz generator, the N = 2 supersymmetry can be
written as the following algebra 6

(
psu(1|1)⊕ psu(1|1)

)
nR2 , (1.6)

where each psu(1|1) contains a left-handed and a right-handed supercharge and the central extensions
correspond to the light-cone momenta. The symmetry completely determines the S-matrix (up to a
phase, which can be fixed in the usual way by demanding crossing symmetry and unitarity). The exact
S-matrix factorizes under the direct sum structure of (1.6) into two copies of the S-matrix for the N = 1

supersymmetric sine-Gordon model [140, 141], with a modified phase.

In the AdS3×S3 case, for which the S-matrix was not previously known, there is a parallel construction.
After the addition of an appropriate one-loop correction, in analogy with the bosonic models [2], the
perturbative S-matrix satisfies the Yang-Baxter equation, factorizes and is invariant under the quantum-
deformed symmetry

Uq
(([

u(1) A [psu(1|1)]⊕2
]
⊕
[
u(1) A [psu(1|1)]⊕2

])
n u(1)nR2

)
. (1.7)

The deformation parameter q is a function of the coupling k (1.5). Assuming this novel quantum-deformed
N = 4 supersymmetry is an exact symmetry of the theory and conjecturing q as a function of k to all
orders, the S-matrix for the Lagrangian-field excitations of the Pohlmeyer-reduced AdS3 × S3 theory is
completely determined up to a phase, which again can be fixed by unitarity and crossing symmetry [3].

In the AdS5 × S5 case further complications appear because the gauge group H is non-abelian. The
perturbative S-matrix still factorizes at the one-loop level [1]. However, it does not satisfy the Yang-Baxter
equation, even at tree level – a feature also of the bosonic G�H theories (defined by the bosonic part
of (1.5)) for which the gauge group H is non-abelian [2] – indicating some subtlety with the realization
of integrability. Motivated by an analogy to the AdS2 × S2 and AdS3 × S3 cases and the similarity to
the quantum-deformed

(
psu(2|2) n R3

)
-invariant classical r-matrix of [127] a possible resolution to the

violation of the Yang-Baxter equation was proposed in [3]. It is postulated that the S-matrix of the
Pohlmeyer-reduced theory is invariant under the quantum-deformed supersymmetry

Uq
(
psu(2|2)⊕ psu(2|2)nR2

)
, (1.8)

which completely determines the S-matrix up to a phase (again fixed by crossing symmetry and unitarity)
6 The symbol n denotes a central extension of the algebra, while A represents a semi-direct sum.
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[3]. As before the S-matrix factorizes under the direct sum and the underlying R-matrix of the individual
factors appears as a relativistic trigonometric limit of the quantum deformation of the light-cone gauge-
fixed superstring R-matrix of [128]. This is a “quantum” version of the limit taken in [127], where the
similarity with the tree-level S-matrix of the Pohlmeyer-reduced AdS5×S5 superstring was first observed.7

The existence of a hidden two-dimensional supersymmetry in the Pohlmeyer-reduced AdS3 × S3 and
AdS5 × S5 theories was conjectured, by analogy with the AdS2 × S2 case, in [24] and was discussed
further in [143, 144, 145] from the perspective of the higher integrable charges. The supersymmetry is
thought to take a non-local form in the Lagrangian and has been demonstrated with partial gauge fixing
in [144, 146].

The discrepancy between the perturbative and the quantum-deformed S-matrices in the AdS5 × S5

case is not yet fully understood. In particular, while the perturbative S-matrix is unitary by construction,
the q-deformed S-matrix is not.8 On the other hand the perturbative S-matrix violates the Yang-Baxter
equation, which the q-deformed S-matrix satisfies by construction. One possible explanation is that
the S-matrix for the perturbative excitations in the gauge-fixed Lagrangian is related by a non-unitary
rotation to the quantum-deformed S-matrix. Furthermore, the violation of the Yang-Baxter equation
may be related to a tension between the gauge fixing of the non-abelian symmetry and the conservation
of hidden charges. On the other hand, it is also possible that the physical excitations may be non-trivial
gauge-invariant combinations of the Lagrangian fields. Currently these are speculations and it is an open
question as to what is the origin of the quantum deformation.

Alternative analyses that may shed light on the issue include the study of the classical integrable
structure of the Pohlmeyer-reduced AdS5 × S5 superstring. For bosonic models work in this direction
includes [148, 149], and for the full theory including fermions, [150, 143, 144, 145]. A second approach
is based on constructing soliton solutions [63, 66, 67] and studying their semiclassical quantization. The
solitons for the AdS5 × S5 Pohlmeyer-reduced superstring including fermions were constructed in [144].
Assuming quantum integrability one can then conjecture an exact soliton S-matrix, considered in [65] for
the Pohlmeyer reduction of strings on CPN . From this perspective the natural conjecture for the soliton
S-matrix is again based on the Uq

(
psu(2|2)nR3

)
-invariant R-matrix [144, 4].

In [4] the S-matrices for the bound states of the Pohlmeyer-reduced AdS5 × S5 superstring were
constructed using the bootstrap procedure. The bound states transform in a tensor product of the
atypical symmetric representations of Uq

(
psu(2|2)nR2

)
[144, 4]. The important feature that allows the

bootstrap to work is the meshing of the representation theory of Uq
(
psu(2|2)nR2

)
with the pole structure

of the S-matrix. At the poles the residue of the S-matrix is a projector onto a bound-state representation.
The mass spectrum arising from the bootstrap matches the soliton spectrum constructed in [144] and
suggests that for k ∈ N the spectrum truncates.

This is in contrast to the light-cone gauge-fixed superstring S-matrix, where the residue of the S-matrix
is not a projector and the bound-state S-matrix has to be instead determined by the Yangian symmetry

7 This R-matrix is also related to the Uq(su(2|2)(2))-invariant R-matrix constructed in [142] as the underlying symmetry
algebras are isomorphic.

8 It satisfies the usual braiding unitarity associated to quantum groups, however it is not hermitian analytic [147].
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[151, 152, 153]. In addition the bound-state spectrum is an infinite tower and does not truncate [154, 109].

Recent developments

More recent developments include the computation of the two-loop semiclassical partition function
along with a comparison to superstring theory [30]. In the Pohlmeyer-reduced theory the two-loop result
is equal to that of string theory corrected by a term proportional to the square of the one-loop result.
This partial agreement requires that the coupling of the Pohlmeyer-reduced theory, k, is proportional to
the string tension. It is not currently clear what the discrepancy between the Pohlmeyer-reduced and
superstring theories means. Additionally, it is an interesting open question as to how the semiclassical
partition function computations and the S-matrix picture are related.

The study of an interpolating S-matrix based on the full quantum-deformed R-matrix of [128], which
in one limit reproduces the light-cone gauge-fixed superstring S-matrix and in another gives the quantum-
deformed S-matrix of the Pohlmeyer-reduced theory, has been progressing in recent months. The non-
relativistic crossing equation [128] has been solved to compute the phase, which combined with the
R-matrix determines the interpolating S-matrix [6]. Additionally an infinite-dimensional quantum-affine
symmetry algebra, underlying the interpolating R-matrix, has been constructed [155, 156] and used to
determine the R-matrices for bound states transforming in higher representations [157].

Structure of the thesis

This thesis, based largely on the four papers [1, 2, 3, 4], describes the computation and conjecture of
the exact quantum S-matrix for the Pohlmeyer-reduced AdS5 × S5 superstring.

In chapter two the Pohlmeyer reduction [23] is reviewed, with particular emphasis on its rôle in string
theory [48, 15, 24, 25]. The derivation of the Pohlmeyer reduction for the AdS5 × S5 superstring [24, 25]
is described and truncations to lower-dimensional models [24, 27] are outlined, including the Pohlmeyer
reductions of superstrings on AdS2 × S2 and AdS3 × S3. The chapter is concluded with an overview of
the classical integrability [24, 143, 144, 145], UV-finiteness [28] and semiclassical analysis [5, 29, 30] of
the Pohlmeyer-reduced superstring theories.

In chapter three the perturbative S-matrix of the Pohlmeyer-reduced AdS5×S5 superstring is computed
to the one-loop level [1, 3]. To elucidate the more subtle features of the calculation the bosonic compu-
tation, including the one-loop correction that arises from considering the action in the path integral, is
discussed [2]. The first half of the chapter is concluded with a discussion of these perturbative S-matrices
and their integrable features (or lack thereof). In the second half the results for the Pohlmeyer-reduced
AdS2 × S2, AdS3 × S3 and AdS5 × S5 superstrings are presented [1, 3].

In chapter four the S-matrices and the two-dimensional supersymmetry of the truncated Pohlmeyer-
reduced superstring theories are explored. In the AdS2 × S2 case [24] the theory is precisely the N = 2

supersymmetric sine-Gordon model [85, 86]. Therefore, the supersymmetry is undeformed and is used
to completely determine the S-matrix for the Lagrangian-field excitations. In the AdS3 × S3 case [27]
there is no manifest supersymmetry, however motivated by the AdS2 × S2 case a quantum-deformed
supersymmetry is found. Conjecturing that this supersymmetry continues to all orders completely fixes
the S-matrix for the Lagrangian-field excitations.
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In chapter five, motivated by the discussion of supersymmetries in the previous chapter, we investigate
the similarity between the factorized one-loop S-matrix and the quantum-deformed

(
psu(2|2) n R3

)
-

invariant R-matrix of [128] (which by construction satisfies the Yang-Baxter equation). We extend the
relativistic trigonometric limit of the classical r-matrix [127] to all orders and conjecture that it should
play a rôle in the quantum S-matrix in the Pohlmeyer-reduced AdS5 × S5 theory.

In chapter six the quantum-deformed S-matrix of chapter five is used with the bootstrap procedure
to compute the S-matrix elements for the bound states of the Pohlmeyer-reduced superstring [4]. These
bound states transform in a tensor product of the symmetric representations of Uq

(
psu(2|2) n R2

)
and

the resulting spectrum agrees with the classical mass spectrum of the solitons [144].

In chapter seven the results presented in this thesis are summarized. To conclude, open problems and
broader applications are discussed, providing potential avenues of investigation for the future. In this
way the construction of the conjectured exact quantum S-matrix for the Pohlmeyer-reduced AdS5 × S5

superstring [1, 2, 3, 4] is concluded.



Chapter 2

The Pohlmeyer Reduction

The Pohlmeyer reduction was first introduced in 1976 [23]. In the simplest case it is a relationship between
the O(3) sigma model and sine-Gordon theory. More precisely it is a map between the e.o.m. of the two
theories. The reduction exploits the classical conformal symmetry of the sigma model, fixing a conformal
frame. This gives rise to a mass scale, related to the mass parameter in the sine-Gordon equation.

The reduction and its generalization to higher-dimensional [36, 40, 42] and non-compact target spaces
[47, 48] can be understood as a classical reformulation of the string e.o.m. for various symmetric spaces.
In this chapter we review the Pohlmeyer reduction in the context of string theory. Various bosonic
reductions are described starting from the Polyakov world-sheet action for the bosonic string

S =
1

4πα′

∫
d2x
√
−hhab Gµν(X) ∂aX

µ∂bX
ν . (2.1)

Here, as in (1.2), α′ is proportional to the inverse string tension, a, b are two-dimensional world-sheet
indices and hab is the world-sheet metric. Xµ are target-space coordinates and Gµν(X) is the metric on
the target space, which we always take to have signature (−,+, . . . ,+).

We then move to the Pohlmeyer reduction of the AdS5 × S5 superstring. The GS action for Type
IIB superstring theory on AdS5 × S5 [18] is given in (1.2). It can be checked that its bosonic part, with
a particular gauge fixing and parametrization of f , the group-valued field, reproduces (2.1) with Gµν

given by the AdS5×S5 metric. The reduction of this theory [24] is presented along with two truncations
corresponding to the reductions of the AdS2 × S2 [24] and AdS3 × S3 [27] superstrings.

The chapter is concluded with discussions of the UV-finiteness [28], classical integrability [24, 143, 144,
145] and semiclassical analysis [5, 29, 30] of these Pohlmeyer-reduced superstring theories.

22
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2.1 Pohlmeyer reduction of classical bosonic strings

2.1.1 Pohlmeyer reduction of classical strings on R× S2 and R× S3

We start by giving an exposition of the Pohlmeyer reduction for strings moving on a two-sphere [23, 15, 24].
The world-sheet action for this theory (2.1) can be written, using embedding coordinates, as

S =
1

4πα′

∫
d2x

[√
−hhab

(
− ∂at∂bt+ ∂aX · ∂bX

)
+ Λ (X ·X − 1)

]
. (2.2)

Here t is the target-space time and X is a three-vector, describing coordinates on R3. To constrain the
motion to a two-sphere embedded in R3 the Lagrange multiplier Λ is introduced.

Using the diffeomorphism and Weyl invariance of the action (2.2), we fix conformal gauge

√
−hhab = ηab = diag(−1, 1)ab . (2.3)

Introducing the usual time, τ , and space, σ, coordinates on the world-sheet of the string and the light-
cone coordinates x± = 1�2(τ ±σ), ∂± = ∂τ ±∂σ, the e.o.m. and Virasoro constraints 1 in conformal gauge
are

∂+∂−X − ΛX = 0 , ∂+∂−t = 0 ,

∂±X · ∂±X = (∂±t)
2 , X ·X = 1 . (2.4)

Taking the inner product of X with its e.o.m. we find that Λ = −∂+X · ∂−X. Solving the e.o.m. for t

t = α+(x+) + α−(x−) , (2.5)

and substituting back into (2.4), the resulting set of equations

∂+∂−X + (∂+X · ∂−X)X = 0 ,

∂±X · ∂±X = (∂±α±)2 , X ·X = 1 , (2.6)

are precisely those of the O(3) sigma model. At this point the reduction follows the original formulation
of [23]. The key observation required to proceed is that the set of equations (2.6) are invariant under
conformal reparametrizations

x± → x̃±(x±) . (2.7)

Given that we have solved for the target-space time (2.5), the two-sphere part of the Virasoro con-
1 The Virasoro constraints arise from varying the action (2.2) with respect to the world-sheet metric hab, before

fixing conformal gauge. The constraints are important as they remove the two unphysical bosonic d.o.f. corresponding
to fluctuations along the world-sheet of the string.
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straints (or equivalently the O(3) sigma model stress-tensor) satisfies

∂∓T±± =
1

2
∂∓(∂±X · ∂±X) = 0 . (2.8)

The conformal reparametrizations (2.7) can therefore be used to set the components of the stress-tensor
equal to positive constants. Furthermore, it is possible to choose these such that they are the same
constant; µ

2

2 . In the context of string theory this corresponds to using the residual symmetry (2.7) to fix
the target-space time and the world-sheet time to be proportional to each other 2

t = µτ . (2.9)

Thus far we have three vectors X, ∂+X and ∂−X with the following norms and inner products

X ·X = 1 , ∂+X · ∂+X = µ2 , ∂−X · ∂−X = µ2 ,

X · ∂+X = 0 , X · ∂−X = 0 , ∂+X · ∂−X = µ2 cos 2ϕ . (2.10)

These three vectors, which completely determine the classical configuration, have one unknown. This is
the angle ϕ, which becomes the dynamical variable of the Pohlmeyer-reduced theory.

The e.o.m. for the reduced-theory variable ϕ can be constructed by noting that the three vectors X,
∂+X and ∂−X form a basis for R3 (away from special points where ϕ = 0). It is therefore possible to
write

∂ 2
+X =2 cot 2ϕ ∂+ϕ ∂+X − 2 csc 2ϕ ∂+ϕ ∂−X − µ2X ,

∂ 2
−X =2 cot 2ϕ ∂−ϕ ∂−X − 2 csc 2ϕ ∂−ϕ ∂+X − µ2X . (2.11)

Taking ∂+ and ∂− of the final equation in (2.10) we find the e.o.m. for the Pohlmeyer reduction of strings
moving on a two-sphere (or equivalently the O(3) sigma model) is given by

∂+∂−ϕ+
µ2

2
sin 2ϕ = 0 , (2.12)

– the sine-Gordon equation as claimed. This equation can also be found through varying the sine-Gordon
Lagrangian

L =
1

2
∂+ϕ∂−ϕ+

µ2

4
(cos 2ϕ− 1) . (2.13)

The sine-Gordon equation is well-known to be integrable and both the classical and quantum theories
have been studied extensively [31, 32, 33, 34, 35].

2 If the sigma model is defined on the cylinder, the most that can be achieved using the conformal reparametrizations is
t = µ+x+ + µ−x−. (The full two-dimensional Lorentz symmetry of 2− d Minkowski space is required to fix µ+ = µ− = µ,
and hence t = µτ – as was done in [24] and originally in the context of the O(N) sigma model in [23]). In the case of the
cylinder, we can define the following combination

µ =
√
µ+µ− ,

and it is this quantity that appears in the Pohlmeyer-reduced theory.
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The Pohlmeyer reduction provides a direct map between the two sets of e.o.m. and therefore also
between classical solutions and integrable structures (for example, the Lax pairs). It is worth noting that
the reduced theory is blind to the original SO(3) global symmetry of the sigma model (2.2) – the reduced
theory d.o.f. ϕ is defined in terms of an SO(3) invariant (2.10). Given a solution of the sine-Gordon
equation, one can solve the linear equation

∂+∂−X + µ2 cos 2ϕX = 0 , (2.14)

to find a solution of conformal-gauge string theory. The global SO(3) conserved charges can then be
constructed, implying that even though the classical solutions are only isomorphic modulo the global
symmetry of the string sigma model, the classical solitonic spectra should be in direct correspondence
[24, 15, 16, 68, 69]. A final comment on symmetries – the reduced theory is Lorentz invariant. This is
particularly interesting as the reduction procedure appears to manifestly break Lorentz symmetry when
the target-space and world-sheet times are set proportional to each other (2.9).

The Pohlmeyer-reduced theory has a single d.o.f., matching the number of physical d.o.f. – those
transverse to the world-sheet of the string – of the 2+1-dimensional string theory with which we started.
That is, solving the Virasoro constraints has eliminated the required 1 + 1 d.o.f.

As discussed in the introduction this classical equivalence between the string and reduced theories
cannot continue to the quantum level, due to the conformal anomaly, UV divergences and dynamical
mass generation in the O(3) sigma model.

The Pohlmeyer reduction for strings moving on a three-sphere follows a similar story, however X is
now a four-vector. Therefore the set {X, ∂+X, ∂−X} do not span R4. To remedy this an additional
vector is introduced

Ki = εijklXj∂+Xk∂−Xl . (2.15)

The reduced-theory fields are then written in terms of SO(4)-invariants

∂+X · ∂−X = µ2 cos 2ϕ , ±1

2
∂2
±X ·K = µ3 sin2 ϕ∂±u , (2.16)

and the resulting e.o.m. for ϕ and u are

∂+∂−ϕ− 2 sec2 ϕ tanϕ∂+u∂−u+ µ2 sin 2ϕ = 0 ,

∂+(tan2 ϕ∂−u)+∂−(tan2 ϕ∂+u) = 0 . (2.17)

These e.o.m. can be found through varying the complex sine-Gordon Lagrangian

L =
1

2
∂+ϕ∂−ϕ+

1

2
tan2 ϕ∂+u∂−u+

µ2

4
(cos 2ϕ− 1) . (2.18)

As in the two-sphere case the reduced theory describes the correct number of physical d.o.f. – two –
and is also Lorentz invariant even though it appears to be broken in the reduction procedure.
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Motivated by the AdS/CFT correspondence we would like the Pohlmeyer reduction to generalize to
higher-dimensional spheres. For strings moving on an N -sphere, it is possible to define a set of reduced-
theory fields in terms of SO(N + 1)-invariants built out of X and its derivatives [36]. One can then
find the e.o.m. for these fields. However, these e.o.m. are non-Lagrangean. This construction can be
generalized to strings moving on any symmetric coset space (of which the sphere is an example). The
resulting reduced theory e.o.m. are known as the symmetric space sine-Gordon models [43, 41, 42].

The resolution to the lack of a Lagrangian formulation is motivated by two observations. Firstly,
that the complex sine-Gordon Lagrangian (2.18) can be found as a particular gauge fixing of the gauged
WZW model for the coset SU(2)�U(1) plus an integrable potential [49, 52, 54]. And secondly, that
the e.o.m. for the symmetric space sine-Gordon models can be found as particular gauge fixings of the
e.o.m. for gauged WZW models with higher-dimensional cosets plus integrable potentials [55, 54]. We
return to this construction in more detail in section 2.2.

2.1.2 Pohlmeyer reduction of classical strings on AdS2× S1 and AdS3× S1

In the previous section we described the Pohlmeyer reduction of strings moving on a two-sphere. The
target-space manifold was R × S2, where R denotes the time-like direction, with coordinate t. In the
reduction t is fixed to be proportional to the world-sheet time τ . Both the sphere and AdS space can be
written as symmetric coset spaces

SN ∼=
SO(N + 1)

SO(N)
, AdSN ∼=

SO(N − 1, 2)

SO(N − 1, 1)
. (2.19)

From these expressions we see that AdSN can be understood as an analytic continuation of the N -sphere.
Also analytically continuing and compactifying R to a space-like S1 3 (giving the correct number of
time-like directions) the Pohlmeyer reduction of strings moving on AdSN × S1 can be found through a
continuation of the Pohlmeyer reduction of strings moving on an N -sphere [24].

As an example, we consider strings moving on AdS2 × S1. The Polyakov action (2.1) in this case is

S =
1

4πα′

∫
d2x

[√
−hhab

(
∂aY · ∂bY + ∂aϑ∂bϑ

)
+ Λ̃ (Y · Y + 1)

]
, (2.20)

which is similar to the two-sphere action (2.2), except that Y are coordinates on the mixed signature
space R1,2 and the inner product is suitably modified

Y · Y = −Y 2
0 + Y 2

1 − Y 2
2 . (2.21)

Fixing conformal gauge and using the residual conformal reparametrizations (2.7) to set the angle
on S1 and the world-sheet time proportional to each other, ϑ = µτ , we find the following set of inner

3 This can be taken as a subspace of the S5 in the main case of interest, superstrings on AdS5 × S5.
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products and norms for the three vectors Y , ∂+Y and ∂−Y

Y · Y = −1 , ∂+Y · ∂+Y = −µ2 , ∂−Y · ∂−Y = −µ2 ,

Y · ∂+Y = 0 , Y · ∂−Y = 0 , ∂+Y · ∂−Y = µ2 cosh 2φ . (2.22)

The parametrization of the final SO(1, 2) invariant in terms of the reduced-theory field φ is based on the
inequality ∂+Y · ∂−Y ≥ µ2. This in turn follows from the physical requirement of causality in target
space.

It is then fairly straight-forward to show that the e.o.m. for the Pohlmeyer reduction of strings moving
on AdS2 × S1 is

∂+∂−φ+
µ2

2
sinh 2φ = 0 , (2.23)

which follows from the sinh-Gordon Lagrangian

L =
1

2
∂+φ∂−φ−

µ2

2
(cosh 2φ− 1) . (2.24)

As claimed this Lagrangian is formally related to the sine-Gordon Lagrangian (the reduced theory for
strings moving on a two-sphere) by analytic continuation; φ → iϕ and µ → iµ. However, due to the
presence of a non-trivial vacuum moduli space in sine-Gordon theory the two theories are qualitatively
very different.

For strings moving on AdS3 × S1 the reduced theory e.o.m. are found to follow from the complex
sinh-Gordon Lagrangian

L =
1

2
∂+φ∂−φ+

1

2
tanh2 φ ∂+v∂−v −

µ2

4
(cosh 2φ− 1) , (2.25)

again formally an analytic continuation of the reduced theory for strings moving on a three-sphere.

2.1.3 Pohlmeyer reduction of classical strings on AdSN× SN

The Pohlmeyer reductions of strings on AdSN × S1 and strings on R× SN can be combined to give the
Pohlmeyer reduction for strings moving on AdSN ×SN [24]. In conformal gauge the Virasoro constraints
(or equivalently the vanishing of the total stress-tensor) split into an AdS part and a sphere part

TAdS
±± + TS±± = 0 . (2.26)

As the e.o.m. for the AdS space and the sphere factorize, the individual pieces of the stress-tensor are
separately traceless (TAdS

±∓ = TS±∓ = 0) and conserved. Therefore the conformal reparametrizations (2.7),
which are residual symmetries of the action in conformal gauge, can be used to fix

TS±± = −TAdS
±± = µ2 , (2.27)
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decoupling the sigma models associated to AdSN and to SN . The Pohlmeyer reduction can then be
applied separately to each of the decoupled sigma models. This eliminates 1 + 1 d.o.f. leaving the
required (N − 1) + (N − 1) physical d.o.f.

2.1.4 Pohlmeyer reduction of classical strings on pure AdS space

In the section 2.1.2 we described the Pohlmeyer reduction of strings moving on AdSN × S1. Due to
its mixed signature 4 it is possible to consider strings moving on pure AdS space and carry out the
Pohlmeyer reduction [47, 48]. One may try to understand this reduction as the µ → 0 limit of the
Pohlmeyer reduction of strings moving on AdSN × S1, however this turns out to be non-trivial. For
example, considering AdS2 embedded into R1,2, the set of inner products and norms for the three vectors
Y , ∂+Y and ∂−Y are

Y · Y = −1 , ∂+Y · ∂+Y = 0 , ∂−Y · ∂−Y = 0 ,

Y · ∂+Y = 0 , Y · ∂−Y = 0 , ∂+Y · ∂−Y = −1

2
e2φ . (2.28)

Comparing to (2.22) we can see that the µ→ 0 limit is subtle – the reduced-theory field, φ, needs to be
redefined so as not to give a trivial expression. With this parametrization of the reduced-theory field its
e.o.m. is the Liouville equation

∂+∂−φ+
1

4
e2φ = 0 , (2.29)

which follows from the Lagrangian

L =
1

2
∂+φ∂−φ−

1

8
e2φ . (2.30)

For strings moving on a two-dimensional space, we expect to have zero transverse physical d.o.f. This is
consistent as the Liouville Lagrangian (2.30) is conformally invariant. Furthermore, it is invariant under
conformal reparametrizations (2.7) under which φ transforms as

φ→ φ− 1

2
log

∣∣∣∣(∂x̃+

∂x+

)(
∂x̃−

∂x−

)∣∣∣∣ . (2.31)

The Lagrangian is therefore describing the corresponding d.o.f. of string theory, which is usually gauge-
fixed.

It is possible to derive the Liouville Lagrangian as the µ → 0 limit of the sinh-Gordon Lagrangian
(2.24). As previously claimed to give the correct result the field φ needs to be redefined

φ→ φ− log
(√

2µ
)
, (2.32)

and then µ taken to zero.
4 In a definite signature space such as SN the vanishing of the stress-tensor implies that all the derivatives of the fields

must vanish and the only solution is the trivial one.
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For strings moving on AdSN [48, 72, 75] the basis for R1,2 {Y, ∂+Y, ∂−Y } should be extended to a
basis for the embedding space RN−1,2, {Y, ∂+Y, ∂−Y, Ni}, where i = 1, . . . , N − 2 and the additional
vectors have the following inner products

Ni · Y = Ni · ∂+Y = Ni · ∂−Y = 0 , Ni ·Nj = δij . (2.33)

Defining the reduced-theory fields

∂+Y · ∂−Y = −1

2
e2φ , Ni · ∂2

+Y =
1

2
ui , Ni · ∂2

−Y = −1

2
vi ,

Ni · dNj = −NjdNi = Aij , (2.34)

one can show that their e.o.m. are

∂+∂−φ+
1

4
(e2φ − uivie−2φ) , ∂−ui = A− ijuj , ∂+vi = A+ ijvj ,

∂−A+ ij − ∂+A− ij +A− ikA+ kj −A+ ikA− kj = e−2φ(uivj − ujvi) . (2.35)

This set of e.o.m. has been used extensively in the construction of classical Lorentzian string solutions
[72, 74] and Euclidean string solutions [75, 76] in AdS space.

The system of equations (2.35) has an SO(N − 2) gauge symmetry and is invariant under conformal
reparametrizations, with ui and vi transforming as

ui →
(
∂x+

∂x̃+

)2

ui , vi →
(
∂x−

∂x̃−

)2

vi , (2.36)

and Aij transforming appropriately. Therefore, following the logic discussed for the AdS2 case we expect
this system to describe N − 1 d.o.f. Viewing Aij as a non-dynamical field that should either be gauged
away or set on-shell, the d.o.f. counting is 1 + 2× 1

2 (N − 2) = N − 1 as required.5 Here the 1 corresponds
the field φ, which has a second-order e.o.m., while the two lots of 1

2 (N − 2) correspond to the fields ui
and vi, each of which has a first-order e.o.m.

For AdS2 we expect the system of equations (2.35) to reduce to the Liouville equation and indeed
it does. For AdS3, i, j, . . . take a single value. Consequently, as Aij is antisymmetric it vanishes. The
reduced-theory fields are therefore φ, u and v, where we have dropped the indices for clarity. The fields
u and v are chiral and anti-chiral from their first-order e.o.m. Using the conformal reparametrizations
(2.36) these fields can be set to 1, −1 or 0 depending on their signs. The resulting e.o.m. for φ, up to
a field redefinition, is either the sinh-Gordon [48], cosh-Gordon [75] or Liouville equation. The Liouville
equation appears when either u or v vanishes and the string is sitting in an AdS2 subspace of AdS3.
These three equations are all Lagrangean. 6

In general a Lagrangian for the Pohlmeyer reduction of strings moving on AdSN is not known, even
in the group-theoretic formulation described in the following section. Work in this direction is contained

5 A more explicit demonstration of this counting is described in [75], where after fixing the conformal reparametrizations
(by setting uiui and vivi, which are chiral/anti-chiral, equal to constants) second-order e.o.m. are found for N − 2 scalar
fields. The resulting e.o.m. are non-Lagrangean.

6 In the case of AdS4 it is also possible to find a parametrization of ui, vi and Aij that has a Lagrangian formulation.
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in [27, 26] where gauged WZW-like e.o.m. are obtained, however it is not clear if they follow from a
Lagrangian.

2.2 Pohlmeyer reduction of classical strings on symmetric coset

spaces

In this section we discuss the group-theoretic formulation of the Pohlmeyer reduction for strings on
symmetric coset spaces. The reduction for these spaces was investigated extensively in the late 1970s and
early 1980s [36, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42] leading to the discovery of the symmetric space sine-Gordon models.
The approach followed in these works involved fixing a particular parametrization of the coset space and
the resulting reduced theory e.o.m. were non-Lagrangean. A Lagrangian formulation was suggested in
[55] where it was found that the same set of equations arise from a particular gauge fixing of the gauged
WZW model for a reduced coset plus an integrable potential.

In [24, 25] the reduction of the symmetric space sigma models was rewritten in a group-theoretic
formulation leading directly to the Lagrangian proposed in [55]. It is this construction that we describe
in the remainder of this section and that can be generalized to the Pohlmeyer reduction of the AdS5×S5

superstring [24, 25].

We start by considering strings moving on the target space R×F�G, where
F�G is a symmetric coset

space and F is a compact group. To fix notation we define the algebras associated to the groups F and
G as f and g. Furthermore, we will always work in a particular matrix representation 7 of the group and
algebra, with a positive-definite bilinear form given by the negative trace. We can therefore define p as
the orthogonal complement of g in f

f = g⊕ p , Tr(g p) = 0 . (2.37)

The condition that F�G is a symmetric coset space imposes the following structure on the commutation
relations

[g, g] ⊂ g , [g, p] ⊂ p , [p, p] ⊂ g . (2.38)

For the purposes of the Pohlmeyer reduction we require the algebra f to have additional properties.
The maximal abelian subalgebra of p, which we denote a, should be one-dimensional. The dimension of
a is also referred to as the rank of the symmetric coset space in the literature. Examples where this is
not the case have been considered, for example in [26]. However, some of the group-theoretic results that
are used in the following construction do not hold, complicating the reduction procedure. Consequently
a full Lagrangian description of the reduced theory in cases where dim a > 1 is not known.

Defining h as the centralizer of a in g, that is [a, h] = 0, we further assume the following conditions on
7 By matrix representation we refer to the image under the representation map from the group to GL(n,C), as oppose

the vector space on which the matrix acts.
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the structure of these algebras

f = p⊕ g , p = a⊕ n , g = h⊕m ,

[a, a] = 0 , [a, h] = 0 , [a, m] ⊂ n , [a, n] ⊂ m ,

[n, n] ⊂ h , [n, m] ⊂ a , [m, m] ⊂ h ,

[h, m] ⊂ m , [h, n] ⊂ n , [h, h] ⊂ h . (2.39)

By construction h is a subalgebra of g. This algebra h and the corresponding group H play an important
rôle in the reduction procedure. m and n are the orthogonal complements of h/a in g/p. The generalization
of this Lie algebra decomposition (2.39) to the superalgebra psu(2, 2|4) plays an important rôle in the
Pohlmeyer reduction of the AdS5 × S5 superstring [24].

The Polyakov action (2.1) for strings moving on this symmetric coset space is constructed by considering
the left-invariant Maurer-Cartan one-form, which can be decomposed under (2.37)

J = f−1df = (f−1df)
∣∣
g

+ (f−1df)
∣∣
p

= A+ P , (2.40)

where f ∈ F is a group-valued field. The world-sheet string action then takes the form

S =
1

4πα′

∫
d2x
√
−hhab

[
− ∂at∂bt−

1

2ν
Tr(PaPb)

]
. (2.41)

Here we have introduced a normalization ν for the symmetric coset space part of the action, which is
given by the index of the particular matrix representation in which f takes values.8 9

The action (2.41) describes a (1 + dimF −dimG)-dimensional target space. The subtraction of dimG

dimensions comes from its invariance under the G-gauge symmetry, f → f g. Under this transformation
the left-invariant Maurer-Cartan one-form behaves as follows

J = f−1df → g−1(f−1df)g + g−1dg . (2.42)

Decomposing under (2.37) and using the commutation relations (2.38) it follows that

A → g−1Ag + g−1dg , P → g−1Pg . (2.43)

By the cyclicity of the trace the action (2.41) is then clearly invariant under these transformations.
Continuing on the subject of symmetries, the action (2.41) is also invariant under a global F symmetry
f → f0f , the isometry group of the target space. Finally (2.41) is classically both diffeomorphism- and
Weyl-invariant.

8 For F = SU(N), ν = 1
2
for the fundamental representation and ν = cF = N for the adjoint representation, where cF is

the dual Coxeter number – that is the value of the second Casimir operator in the adjoint representation. For F = SO(N)
the values are ν = 1 and ν = cF = N − 2 respectively.

9 The purpose of introducing this normalization is so the Pohlmeyer reduction is independent of the choice of matrix
representation and also the group F . In particular, the target-space time t is fixed to equal µτ , and with the chosen
normalization, µ is always the mass of the perturbative excitations. Of course, this could otherwise be achieved through
rescaling the string tension and µ on a case-by-case basis.
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Paralleling the discussion for strings moving on a two-sphere and three-sphere in section 2.1.1, we fix
conformal gauge and use the residual conformal reparametrizations (2.7) to set t = µτ . The e.o.m. then
take the form

D+P− +D−P+ = 0 , D±? = ∂± ?+[A±, ?] . (2.44)

These e.o.m. are first-order differential equations for the current P. Therefore they should be supple-
mented by an additional set of first-order equations. These are given by the flatness equation for the
Maurer-Cartan one-form J

dJ + J ∧ J = 0 , (2.45)

which takes values in the algebra f and consequently can be decomposed under (2.37)

p : D+P− −D−P+ = 0 , (2.46)

g : dA+A ∧A+ P ∧ P = 0 . (2.47)

Finally, the conformal-gauge Virasoro constraints

1

2ν
Tr(P±P±) = −µ2 , (2.48)

complete the set of conformal-gauge string theory equations.

Qualitatively the Pohlmeyer reduction consists of the following stages. Firstly, the Virasoro constraints
(2.48), the e.o.m. (2.44) and the flatness equation projected onto p (2.46)

D+P− = D−P+ = 0 , (2.49)
1

2ν
Tr(P±P±) = −µ2 , (2.50)

are solved in terms of a new set of fields. These fields, which will become those of the reduced theory,
are non-locally related to the original group-valued field f . Secondly, the reduced theory e.o.m. is given
by the substituting these field redefinitions into the flatness equation projected onto h (2.47).

To solve the Virasoro constraints we pick a particular maximal abelian subalgebra of p, which we
denote a. As we require this to be a one-dimensional algebra it is spanned by a single generator T . We
pick this generator to be normalized as

Tr(T 2) = −2ν . (2.51)

The polar decomposition theorem states that, in the Lie algebra setup described above (in particular
when dim a = 1), any two elements P1, P2 ∈ p, satisfying Tr(P 2

1 ) = Tr(P 2
2 ), are related through
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conjugation by a group element g ∈ G: P1 = g−1P2g. It immediately follows that 10

P+ = µg−1
1 Tg1 , P− = µg−1

2 Tg2 , (2.52)

where the normalization is fixed by the Virasoro constraints (2.50). Using the G-gauge symmetry of the
world-sheet sigma model (2.43) we can set g1 = 1. Renaming g2 → g for clarity we therefore have

P+ = µT , P− = µg−1Tg . (2.53)

This solves the Virasoro constraints in terms of a new field g, which is non-locally related to the original
group-valued field f . It is g that becomes the dynamical field of the reduced theory.

To solve the remaining equations (2.49) it is convenient to temporarily introduce the field redefinition

A+ = g−1Ã+g + g−1∂+g . (2.54)

On substituting in this field redefinition and the expressions for P± (2.53), the equations (2.49) simplify
to

[A−, T ] = [Ã+, T ] = 0 . (2.55)

Using the Lie algebra structure (2.39) it is easy to see that these algebraic equations are solved by
restricting A− and Ã+ to take values in h, giving the following expressions for A±

A− = A− ∈ h , A+ = g−1A+g + g−1∂+g , with A± ∈ h . (2.56)

The new fields A± play the rôle of the non-dynamical gauge field in the gauged WZW part of the reduced
theory.

The e.o.m. of the Pohlmeyer-reduced theory is then given by substituting the expressions for P± (2.53)
and A± (2.56) into (2.47)

∂−(g−1∂+g + g−1A+g)− ∂+A− + [A−, g
−1∂+g + g−1A+g] + µ2[g−1Tg, T ] = 0 . (2.57)

The expressions for P± (2.53) explicitly break Lorentz invariance (a consequence of fixing t = µτ).
However, as P+ and P− only appear as a pair in (2.47) the e.o.m. of the reduced theory is Lorentz
invariant. The equation (2.57) arises from varying the action proposed in [55] (based on the gauged

10 In the case where dim a > 1 it is only possible to rotate P± to take values in a and not a one-dimensional subalgebra.
Therefore, after gauge fixing, P+ contains dim a d.o.f. only one of which is eliminated through the Virasoro constraints.
These additional d.o.f. are not fully treated by the reduction, and therefore it is an open question as to whether there is a
complete Pohlmeyer reduction for these theories.
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WZW model plus a potential) with respect to the group-valued field g 11

S = − k

8πν
Tr
[1

2

∫
d2x g−1∂+gg

−1∂−g −
1

3

∫
d3x εmnlg−1∂mgg

−1∂ngg
−1∂lg

+

∫
d2x (A+∂−gg

−1 −A−g−1∂+g − g−1A+gA− + τ(A+)A−)

+

∫
d2x µ2 (g−1TgT − T 2)

]
. (2.58)

This action gives rise to two further variational equations, coming from varying with respect to the
gauge field

τ(A+) = Â+ ≡ (g−1A+g + g−1∂+g)
∣∣
h
,

τ−1(A−) = Â− ≡ (gA−g
−1 − ∂−gg−1)

∣∣
h
. (2.59)

So far these have not been found through the Pohlmeyer reduction procedure. To justify their presence a
discussion of the gauge-symmetries of the e.o.m. (2.57) and the action (2.58) is required. In particular, in
the action there is a single H-gauge symmetry, while in the e.o.m. there is an enhanced (H

L
×H

R
)-gauge

symmetry

g → h−1
L
gh

R
, A+ → h−1

L
A+hL + h−1

L
∂+hL , A− → h−1

R
A−hR + h−1

R
∂−hR . (2.60)

This enhanced gauge symmetry (2.60) can be used to set both A± to zero. The resulting equation of
motion (2.57) describes dimG d.o.f., dimH of which are massless. Motivated by the primary aim of
matching d.o.f. with the original string theory these massless d.o.f. should be absent [55, 24], as they are
in the action (2.58).

To describe how this is achieved it is useful to define the combinations

Â+ = (g−1A+g + g−1∂+g)
∣∣
h
, Â− = (gA−g

−1 − ∂−gg−1)
∣∣
h
, (2.61)

which under the enhanced gauge symmetry (2.60) transform as

Â+ → h−1
R
Â+hR + h−1

R
∂+hR , Â− → h−1

L
Â−hL + h−1

L
∂−hL . (2.62)

Projecting the e.o.m. (2.57) onto h (the potential term vanishes due to commutator with T ) we find that
Â+ and A− are components of a flat two-dimensional connection on-shell. Furthermore, it is possible
to rewrite the e.o.m. (2.57) 12 to see that A+ and Â− are also components of a flat two-dimensional
connection on-shell.

It is therefore possible to use the H
R
-gauge symmetry to fix A− = Â+ = 0 on-shell. To see this we first

11 τ is an anomaly-free automorphism of the algebra h – that is Tr(τ(a)τ(b)) = Tr(ab), where a, b ∈ h. We also define τ̂ ,
the lift of this automorphism to the group H.

12 It is possible to show that (2.57) is equivalent to

∂+(∂−gg
−1 − gA−g−1) + ∂−A+ − [ ∂−gg

−1 − gA−g−1, A+] + µ2[T, gTg−1] = 0 .
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fix A− = 0. The residual gauge-symmetry is given by those transformations for which h
R
is a function

of x+ only. The flatness condition for the connection (Â+, A−) then implies ∂−Â+ = 0. Imposing this
equation the residual gauge-symmetry can be used to fix Â+ = 0. Similarly it is possible to use the
H
L
-gauge symmetry to fix A+ = Â− = 0 on-shell. The resulting set of equations are a special case of the

non-abelian Toda equations [56]

∂−(g−1∂+g) + µ2[g−1Tg, T ] = 0 ,

(g−1∂+g)
∣∣
h

= (∂−gg
−1)
∣∣
h

= 0 . (2.63)

These equations are then just a particular on-shell gauge fixing of the variational equations (2.57) and
(2.59) for the action (2.58).

This demonstrates that one can fix the constraints (2.59) through going partially on-shell. Therefore,
the original system of equations describing strings moving on the symmetric coset space F�G is equivalent
to the system comprised of (2.57) and (2.59) – the variational equations of the gauged WZW model plus
an integrable potential, described by the action (2.58).

The H-gauge symmetry of the action (2.58), or equivalently the e.o.m. (2.57) and constraints (2.59),
acts on the fields as in (2.60) with h

R
= τ̂(h

L
)

g → h−1gτ̂(h) , A+ → h−1A+h+ h−1∂+h ,

A− → τ̂(h)−1A−τ̂(h) + τ̂(h)−1∂+τ̂(h) . (2.64)

Furthermore, when the group H is abelian the action (2.58) has an additional global H symmetry

g → hgτ̂(h) , A+ → hA+h
−1 , h = const

A− → τ̂(h)−1A−τ̂(h) . (2.65)

When H is non-abelian this is no longer a symmetry as the group-like symmetry parameter does not
commute through the second term quadratic in the gauge field in (2.58).

We conclude this section with some comments on the reduced theory action. The Pohlmeyer-reduced
theory action (2.58) takes the form of a generalized sine-Gordon model. These classically integrable
theories 13 fall into two classes – “homogeneous sine-Gordon” and “symmetric space sine-Gordon” [54]. In
the former case the gauged WZW part of the model is based on the coset G�[U(1)]rank(G) – for a review
of these theories see [122]. In general the action (2.58) falls into the second class. Other than the case of
abelian H (when the model also falls into the first class) the symmetric space sine-Gordon theories have
not been studied extensively.

In (2.58) we have introduced a new coupling. This coupling has been suggestively denoted k, in analogy
with the quantized level of WZW theories [53]. Due to the presence of the potential it is not clear if k
should similarly be quantized in the Pohlmeyer-reduced theory. A natural question is whether there is
a connection between k and the string tension. A priori we assume they are unrelated as the reduction

13 The integrability of the generalized sine-Gordon models is discussed in the context of the Pohlmeyer-reduced super-
strings in section 2.4.1. Here we just mention that through the existence of a Lax connection they are classically integrable.
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procedure takes place at the level of the e.o.m. However, it is interesting to note that if one makes the
change of variables (2.53), along with setting t = µτ , in the world-sheet string action (2.41) and identifies
k = 1�α′

14 the resulting expression is precisely the potential of the reduced theory action (2.58). One may
then conjecture that the remaining kinetic, Wess-Zumino and gauge terms of (2.58) arise as a Jacobian
contribution through carrying out the change of variables in the path integral [24].

The vacua of the reduced theory (2.58) may be defined as constant solutions that minimize the potential

−µ2 Tr
[
g−1TgT − T 2

]
. (2.66)

These are then

gvac = h0 ∈ H , h0 = const . (2.67)

When carrying out the Pohlmeyer reduction we initially have the equations (2.57) with an enhanced
(H

L
× H

R
)-gauge symmetry. Part of this gauge symmetry is used to fix the constraints (2.59). Before

this partial gauge fixing it is always possible to choose the vacuum to be the identity, g = 1; choices of
gvac = h0 ∈ H are then gauge-equivalent. After fixing the constraints (2.59) (required for a Lagrangean
set of e.o.m.) this is no longer so – there is a space of vacua that are not related by the H-gauge symmetry
of the action (2.58). As far as the original string world-sheet sigma model is concerned they should be
equivalent [24, 5].

A final comment on the subject of the vacua – expanding the reduced theory action (2.58) near different
vacua can be related to using different partial gauge fixings or different choices of τ in (2.58) and (2.59).
Indeed, it is easy to see that starting with the action (2.58), τ = 1 and expanding near g = h0 is equivalent
to starting with (2.58), τ(a) = h−1

0 ah0
15 and expanding near g = 1.

2.2.1 Scalar field equations of motion and Lagrangians

In [55] it was observed that the variational equations for the action (2.58) are equivalent to the e.o.m. aris-
ing from the Pohlmeyer reduction of the sigma model for the symmetric space F�G [36, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42].
This was observed in the on-shell gauge A± = 0 through a suitable parametrization of the group-valued
field g. The resulting set of equations describe dimG − dimH scalar fields, however they are non-
Lagrangean. It is possible to find a Lagrangian for an alternative set of dimG−dimH scalar fields using
the action (2.58), by gauge fixing the group-valued field g and integrating out the gauge field A± [24].

To clarify these points we will discuss the explicit example of strings moving on an N -sphere, that is
the symmetric space F�G = SO(N + 1)�SO(N). The reduced theory is then based on a gauged WZW

model for the reduced coset G�H = SO(N)�SO(N − 1) plus the integrable potential (2.58). It therefore
describes dim SO(N)− dimSO(N − 1) = N − 1 physical d.o.f.

Using the standard (N + 1)× (N + 1) representation of the algebra f = so(N + 1), with index ν = 1,
we fix the subalgebra g = so(N) to be generated by those generators taking values in the bottom-right

14 Recall that the radius of the target-space sphere has been set equal to one, hence α′ is a dimensionless coupling.
15 This is just a standard inner automorphism of the algebra h.
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N ×N block. We also choose the maximal abelian subalgebra a to be spanned by

T =


0 1 0

−1 0 0

0 0 0

 , (2.68)

satisfying the normalization condition (2.51). This implies the subalgebra h = so(N − 1) is spanned by
those generators taking values in the bottom-right (N − 1)× (N − 1) block.

In the on-shell gauge A± = 0, the reduced theory e.o.m. become the non-abelian Toda equations (2.63),
and the explicit parametrizations

P− = µg−1Tg = µ


0 k0 k

−k0 0 0

−k 0 0

 , g−1∂+g =


0 0 0

0 0 m

0 −m 0

 , (2.69)

can be introduced [55], where k and m are (N − 1)-vectors. Equating Tr(P 2
−) for the two expressions on

the right-hand-side of P− in (2.69) we see that k0 satisfies

k2
0 = 1− k · k . (2.70)

The two parametrizations in (2.69) both implicitly define the group-valued g. Therefore, the fields k

and m should be related and indeed, the identity

∂+(g−1Tg) + [g−1∂+g, g
−1Tg] ≡ 0 , (2.71)

implies

∂+k− k0 m = 0 ⇒ m =
∂+k

k0
. (2.72)

The e.o.m. for the reduced theory in the on-shell gauge A± = 0 (2.63) can then be written as a set of
second-order e.o.m. for the N − 1 scalar fields k

∂−m + µ2k = 0 ⇒ ∂−

(
∂+k√

1− k · k

)
+ µ2k = 0 , (2.73)

where we have substituted in for k0 and m using (2.70) and (2.72) respectively. As observed in [55] these
are the system of equations that arise from the direct reduction of the O(N) sigma model [36]. While
the e.o.m. (2.73) are non-Lagrangean they demonstrate a couple of important features.

Firstly, they are invariant under a global SO(N−1) symmetry with k transforming as a vector. Acting
on the field g the transformation is given by

g → h−1gh , h = const . (2.74)
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When the τ -automorphism is the identity this is the global part of the gauge symmetry (2.64).

Secondly, expanding around the vacuum g = 1 of the reduced theory corresponds to an expansion of
the e.o.m. (2.73) around k = 0. The fluctuations near this vacuum are described by the equation

∂+∂−k + µ2k +O(k3) = 0 , (2.75)

that is N − 1 massive excitations with mass µ.

To construct a Lagrangian describing N − 1 scalar fields, instead of fixing a gauge on A± on-shell, one
should fix a gauge on g and integrate out the gauge field .16 We define the (N+1)×(N+1) antisymmetric
generators of f = so(N + 1)

(Rab)ij = δaiδbj − δajδbi , (2.76)

so that the matrix T (2.68) is equal to R12. Defining the one-parameter subgroups of G = SO(N)

gα(θ) = eθRα+1,α+2 , α = 1, . . . N − 1 , (2.77)

(generalizing the discussion in [163]) a generic element g ∈ G can be written in the form [24]

gN−1(θN−1) . . . g2(θ1)g1(θ1)h , h ∈ H . (2.78)

With the identity τ -automorphism the gauge symmetry (2.64) can be used to fix the group-valued field
g as follows

g = gN−1(uN−2) . . . g2(u1)g1(2ϕ)g2(u1) . . . gN−1(uN−2) . (2.79)

g is thus parametrized in terms of N −1 scalars that will become the physical d.o.f. of the reduced theory
on substituting back into the action (2.58).

It is possible to prove [24] that with this gauge fixing, after integrating out the gauge field, the
Lagrangian for the N − 1 scalar fields X = {ϕ, u

I
} takes the form of a sigma model plus an integrable

potential 17

L =
1

2
Gmn(X)∂+X

m∂−X
n − V (X) . (2.80)

In particular, there is no antisymmetric tensor coupling term involving Bmn. This antisymmetric tensor
contribution could originate either from the Wess-Zumino term in (2.58) or in the process of integrating
out the gauge field. It turns out that both contributions vanish with the gauge choice (2.79) [24].

Furthermore, it is a general statement that with the gauge choice (2.79) the integrable potential V (X)

16 Integrating out the gauge field at the quantum level will give quantum corrections to the background fields of the sigma
model [158, 159, 160, 161, 130, 129, 162]. In this section we will ignore these corrections and consider just the classical
action, however they do play an important rôle in the computation of the one-loop S-matrix discussed in chapter 3.

17 With this parametrisation of g (2.79) the coefficient of the Lagrangian (2.80) in the action (2.58) is k�π.
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only depends on ϕ and takes the form

V (X) =
µ2

8
Tr [ g−1TgT − T 2 ] = −µ

2

4
(cos 2ϕ− 1) . (2.81)

This is a consequence of the commutation relations (2.39), in particular the definition of h as the centralizer
of a in g,

[T, h] = 0 ⇒ [T, gα(θ)] = 0 for α = 2, . . . , N − 1 . (2.82)

The geometries associated to the metrics Gmn(X) will have no non-abelian isometries – due to the
lack of any non-abelian global symmetry of the action (2.58) – and singularities, as for particular values
of g the quadratic term for the gauge field in (2.58) vanishes. These geometries have been studied in the
context of the conformal SO(N)�SO(N − 1) gauged WZW models, and are known as “conformal cosets”
or “conformal spheres” [164], with the notation ΣN−1.

The explicit expressions for Gmn have been worked out for Σ2 [165, 166], Σ3 [167, 163, 168] and
Σ4 [169, 170]. Writing ds2 = Gmn dXmdXn we give expressions for the metrics on Σ1, Σ2 Σ3 and
Σ4 – corresponding to the reductions of strings moving on a two-sphere, three-sphere, four-sphere and
five-sphere:

Σ1 : ds2 = dϕ2 (2.83a)

Σ2 : ds2 = dϕ2 + cot2 ϕ du2
1 (2.83b)

Σ3 : ds2 = dϕ2 + cot2 ϕ (du1 + tanu2 cotu1 du2)2 + tan2 ϕ csc2 u1 du
2
2 (2.83c)

Σ4 : ds2 = dϕ2 + cot2 ϕ (du1 +W1 du2 +W2 du3)2 (2.83d)

+ tan2 ϕ
(

csc2 u1 du
2
2 + sec2 u1 du

2
3

)
W1 =

cotu1 sin 2u2

cos 2u3 + cos 2u2
, W2 =

tanu1 sin 2u3

cos 2u3 + cos 2u2
.

For N = 2, that is Σ1, substituting the metric (2.83a) and potential (2.81) into the Lagrangian (2.80)
gives sine-Gordon Lagrangian (2.13). This is expected as this is the Pohlmeyer reduction of classical
strings moving on a two-sphere.

For N = 3, that is Σ2, substituting the metric (2.83b) and the potential (2.81) into the Lagrangian
(2.80) gives an alternative version of the complex sine-Gordon Lagrangian

L =
1

2
∂+ϕ∂−ϕ+

1

2
cot2 ϕ ∂+u∂−u+

µ2

4
(cos 2ϕ− 1) . (2.84)

This Lagrangian is formally related to the more familiar complex sine-Gordon Lagrangian (2.18) through
a shift ϕ → ϕ + π�2 and redefining the mass µ → iµ. Dropping the potential term this transformation
is a T-duality associated to the U(1) isometry of Σ2 [49, 52, 123]. This U(1) isometry corresponds to a
shift in the field u and is associated to the additional global H = SO(2) symmetry (2.65) of the action
(2.58) in the case of abelian H.
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One feature of the Lagrangian (2.84) that is not particularly appealing is the singularity at ϕ = 0.
Substituting ϕ = 0 into the parametrization of g (2.79) we see that this point corresponds to a vacuum
solution; in particular for u = 0 it corresponds to g = 1. The origin of this singularity is in the quadratic
term for the gauge field in (2.58)

Tr [ g−1A+gA− − τ(A+)A− ] . (2.85)

In the derivation of (2.83b) the identity τ -automorphism was used, and with this choice (2.85) vanishes for
g = 1. Therefore after integrating out the gauge field we expect to find a singularity at the corresponding
point.

For abelian H this issue can be circumvented by using axial gauging. This amounts to choosing the
τ -automorphism τ(a) = −a (which is only an automorphism of an abelian algebra). In this case the
quadratic term for the gauge field does not vanish and on gauge fixing g and integrating out the gauge
field the resulting Lagrangian is not singular at the point corresponding to g = 1. As we are now using a
non-trivial τ -automorphism, the action of the gauge symmetry (2.64) is modified and the parametrization
of g (2.79) is no longer appropriate. Instead fixing

g = g2(−u)g1(2ϕ)g2(u) , (2.86)

substituting into the reduced theory action (2.58) with τ(a) = −a and integrating out the gauge field
gives the complex sine-Gordon Lagrangian (2.18).

Axial gauging is in general suitable for generalized sine-Gordon models for which the gauge group H is
abelian. This includes the class of homogeneous sine-Gordon models, based on the coset G�[U(1)]rank(G).
In addition to the advantages described in the previous paragraph for these theories the vacuum g = 1 is
unique up to gauge transformations. Consequently there has been much investigation into these theories
[118, 119, 120, 121, 122] and their relation under T-dualities [123, 124].

For N = 4 and N = 5 there are field redefinitions that transform the metrics on Σ3 (2.83c) and Σ4

(2.83d) into more appealing forms [164, 169, 170, 24]. The resulting metrics have no isometries. This is
expected as for non-abelian H the action (2.58) has no global symmetries other than the global part of
the gauge symmetry. Furthermore, the Lagrangian is singular at the point corresponding to g = 1, that
is ϕ = 0. As in the N = 3 case this is because the quadratic term for the gauge field in (2.58) vanishes
at g = 1. However, in contrast to the N = 3 case, τ(a) = −a is not an automorphism for non-abelian
h, and thus cannot be used to remove the singularity. It can be shown that there does not exist an
automorphism of so(N − 1), N > 3, such that all the directions in the quadratic term for the gauge field
(2.85) are non-vanishing when g = 1. Therefore there will always be a singularity.

This construction of a reduced theory Lagrangian describing N − 1 scalars is singular at the vacuum
ϕ = 0 for all choices of the τ -automorphism when H is non-abelian. Consequently the Lagrangian is not
suitable for addressing certain problems, such as computing the S-matrix for asymptotic excitations. In
chapter 3 it is claimed that this is an artifact of the gauge fixing procedure on g, and an alternative gauge
choice can resolve this issue.
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2.2.2 Non-compact groups and direct product manifolds

The Pohlmeyer reduction of compact symmetric spaces, which have definite signature, can in principle be
generalized to symmetric spaces involving non-compact groups and with indefinite signature [24, 27, 26].
The theory of general symmetric coset spaces, in contrast to that of compact symmetric spaces, is
extensive. Furthermore, only certain cosets F�G with non-compact F are suitable for defining physically
sensible classical string theories. For example, there is a requirement that the target space only has one
time-like direction. Therefore, following the literature [24, 26], we will focus on the case of particular
interest – AdSN ∼= F�G = SO(N − 1, 2)�SO(N − 1, 1).

Considering the case for which there is an additional compact direction, S1,18 the Polyakov action is
given by

S =
1

4πα′

∫
d2x
√
−hhab

[1

2
Tr(PaPb) + ∂aϑ∂bϑ

]
, (2.87)

where P± ∈ p = so(N − 1, 2)	 so(N − 1, 1). The opposite sign of the trace, compared to (2.41), ensures
that the target space has one time-like direction.

Fixing conformal gauge and using the residual diffeomorphism invariance to set

ϑ = µτ , (2.88)

the Pohlmeyer reduction parallels that of the compact symmetric coset space, discussed in the earlier
part of this section. The Virasoro constraints again take the form

1

2
Tr(P±P±) = −µ2 . (2.89)

The existence of the time-like direction implies that there is a maximal abelian subalgebra of p, spanned
by an element T , such that

TrT 2 = −2 . (2.90)

The Virasoro constraints can then be solved in terms of T and a new group-valued field g ∈ G. Ad-
ditionally, the algebra h, defined as the centralizer of a in g, is so(N − 1). After partial gauge fixing,
the Pohlmeyer-reduced e.o.m. can be integrated up to an action, given by (2.58) with g ∈ SO(N − 1, 1),
A± ∈ so(N − 1) and replacing Tr with −Tr.

Fixing a gauge on g and integrating out A± gives the sinh-Gordon Lagrangian (2.24) for N = 2 and
18 One can also consider the situation where there is no compact direction and the string moves on pure AdS space, see

section 2.1.4. The Polyakov action for classical string theory on AdS space is given by (2.87) with ϑ = 0 and the Virasoro
constraints in conformal gauge take the form

1

2
Tr(P±P±) = 0 .

Unlike (2.48) and (2.89) these are conformally invariant. The reason for this is the residual diffeomorphism symmetry,
the conformal reparametrizations (2.7) have not been fixed. It is possible to proceed with a group-theoretic Pohlmeyer
reduction [27, 26], however care needs to be taken because much of the algebra structure (2.39) does not hold. It is not
clear how to derive the resulting set of conformally invariant e.o.m. from an action.
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(with axial gauging) the complex sinh-Gordon Lagrangian (2.25) for N = 3 as expected. For higher
values of N the relationship between the Pohlmeyer-reduced AdSN and SN theories through analytic
continuation continues. Indeed, appropriately modifying the discussion in section 2.2.1, that is fixing a
gauge on g and integrating out the gauge field, gives a Lagrangian of the form (2.80) with

V (X) =
µ2

4
(cosh 2φ− 1) , (2.91)

and metric Gmn given by (2.83a) – (2.83d) with ϕ→ iφ, ui → vi, up to an overall minus sign.

Following the arguments in section 2.1.3 the Pohlmeyer reduction for classical strings moving on a
direct product of a non-compact symmetric space with indefinite signature and a compact symmetric
space, F0�G0

× F1�G1
, is given by the direct sum of the two reduced theories with the same mass µ.

Therefore, the Pohlmeyer reduction of classical bosonic strings moving on AdSN × SN , our primary
case of interest, is given by two copies of the action (2.58) with the same mass µ, differing by a minus
sign. One copy (that with the same sign as (2.58)) is based on the coset G�H = SO(N)�SO(N − 1),

while the other is based on the coset G�H = SO(N − 1, 1)�SO(N − 1).

One can again fix a gauge on g and integrate out the gauge field, giving a Lagrangian for the (N −
1) + (N − 1) physical scalars. As the two theories are decoupled it is clear that the resulting Lagrangian
is of the form (2.80) with

V (X) = −µ
2

4
(cos 2φ− cosh 2φ) . (2.92)

The metrics Gmn are given by the sum of (2.83a) – (2.83d) with their analytic continuations (ϕ → iφ,
ui → vi, up to an overall minus sign).

It is a natural question to ask whether the reduction procedure can be applied to spaces that contain
additional factors, that is of the form F0�G0

×F1�G1
× . . .×FN�GN .19 The conformal reparametrizations

(2.7) can be used to split this space into two decoupled pieces, giving reductions on, for example, F0�G0
×

S1 with ϑ = µτ and separately R×F1�G1
× . . .×FN�GN with t = µτ . The reduction procedure described

in section 2.2 is not naturally suited to sigma models with target spaces that have more than two factors.
In particular, the G-gauge symmetry cannot be used to completely fix P+ up to a constant, meaning
there are d.o.f. that are not fully treated by the reduction. Therefore it is an open question as to whether
there exists a complete Pohlmeyer reduction for these theories.

2.3 Pohlmeyer reduction of the AdS5× S5 superstring

In this section we outline the classical Pohlmeyer reduction for Type IIB superstring theory on AdS5×S5

following [24]. The Pohlmeyer reduction of classical bosonic strings moving on AdS5 × S5 is described in
19 This includes flat space, and also other examples relevant in the context of the AdS/CFT correspondence and integrable

sigma models, such as AdS2 × S2 × T 6 [84], AdS3 × S3 × T 4 and AdS3 × S3 × S3 × S1 [83].
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section 2.2 and is based on writing the target space in terms of symmetric coset spaces,

AdS5 × S5 ∼=
SO(4, 2)

SO(4, 1)
× SO(6)

SO(5)
. (2.93)

This manifold can be rewritten, using algebra isomorphisms, as

SU(2, 2)

USp(2, 2)
× SU(4)

USp(4)
. (2.94)

It turns out that to include fermions this is the appropriate way to write the space [12]. Indeed, the
numerator groups in (2.94) are enhanced to the supergroup PSU(2, 2|4), and the two-dimensional world-
sheet sigma model is based on the supercoset (1.1).

We start with the two-dimensional world-sheet sigma model given by the GS action for Type IIB
superstring theory on AdS5 × S5 [12], see equation (1.2). The sigma model is based on the supercoset
F̂�G with F̂ = PSU(2, 2|4) and G = USp(2, 2) × USp(4). We will work with a particular 8 × 8 matrix
representation of the superalgebra f̂ = psu(2, 2|4), which is described in detail in appendix A.

Let us consider the field f ∈ PSU(2, 2|4), and define the left-invariant Maurer-Cartan one-form
J = f−1df ∈ f̂. Under the Z4 grading discussed in appendix A this Maurer-Cartan one-form can
be decomposed as follows

J = A+Q1 + P +Q3 , A = J0 ∈ g = f̂0 , Q1 = J1 ∈ f̂1 ,

P = J2 ∈ p = f̂2 , Q3 = J3 ∈ f̂3 . (2.95)

The GS action (1.2) in conformal gauge (2.3) is 20

S =
1

4πα′

∫
d2x STr

(
P+P− +

1

2
(Q1 +Q3− −Q1−Q3 +)

)
. (2.96)

Having fixed conformal gauge, the Virasoro constraints

STr(P±P±) = 0 , (2.97)

need to be imposed, in addition to the variational equations coming from the action (2.96). As in the
bosonic case (2.96) and (2.97) are invariant under the G-gauge symmetry

f → fg ⇒ J → g−1J g + g−1dg , ⇒ g : A → g−1Ag + g−1dg ,

f̂1 : Q1 → g−1Q1g ,

p : P → g−1Pg ,

f̂3 : Q3 → g−1Q3g . (2.98)

20 As we are now writing the bosonic part of the action in terms of special unitary groups, we have ν = 1
2
when comparing

to the bosonic action (2.41).
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The e.o.m. obtained from varying f in (2.96), are

D+P− +D−P+ + [Q1−, Q1 +] + [Q3 +, Q3−] = 0 , (2.99)

[P+, Q1−] = 0 , [P−, Q3 +] = 0 . (2.100)

Interpreted as first-order equations for the components of J they should be supplemented by the flatness
equation (2.45) for the Maurer-Cartan one-form J . In the superstring context, this is an equation taking
values in f̂ and therefore can be decomposed under the Z4 grading 21

p : D−P+ −D+P− + [Q1−, Q1 +] + [Q3−, Q3 +] = 0 , (2.101a)

f̂1 : D−Q1 + −D+Q1− + [P−, Q3 +]− [P+, Q3−] = 0 , (2.101b)

f̂3 : D−Q3 + −D+Q3− + [P−, Q1 +]− [P+, Q1−] = 0 , (2.101c)

g : dA+A ∧A+ P ∧ P +Q1 ∧Q3 +Q3 ∧Q1 = 0 . (2.101d)

Combining the first-order e.o.m. for P (2.99) and the flatness equation projected on f̂2 (2.101a) gives the
following first-order equations for P+ and P−

D+P− + [Q3 +, Q3−] = 0 , D−P+ + [Q1−, Q1 +] = 0 . (2.102)

The Pohlmeyer reduction involves solving the first-order equations (2.102), the fermionic e.o.m. (2.100)
and the Virasoro constraints (2.97) by introducing new variables parametrizing the physical d.o.f. The
e.o.m. of the Pohlmeyer-reduced theory are then given by the flatness equation projected onto f̂0, f̂1 and
f̂3 – (2.101d), (2.101b) and (2.101c) respectively.

The maximal abelian subalgebra, a, of p is two-dimensional and we choose the following basis

TA =
i

2
diag(1, 1,−1,−1, 0, 0, 0, 0) ,

TS =
i

2
diag(0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1,−1,−1) . (2.103)

The first stage of the Pohlmeyer reduction of the AdS5 × S5 superstring [24] is to fix a gauge on P+,

P+ = p1+TA + p2+TS , (2.104)

and write P− as

P− = p1−g
−1TAg + p2−g

−1TSg , (2.105)

where g is an element of G = USp(2, 2) × USp(4) and p1± and p2± are functions of the world-sheet
coordinates. Substituting these expressions into the Virasoro constraints (2.97) implies that p1+ = p2+ =

21 This is in analogy to the bosonic case, where the flatness equation is decomposed under the Z2 grading implicit in
(2.37), see equations (2.46) and (2.47).
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p+ and p1− = p2− = p−. Thus

P+ = p+T , P− = p−g
−1Tg , (2.106)

where T is defined as 22

T =
i

2
diag(1, 1,−1,−1, 1, 1,−1,−1) . (2.107)

T is an element of the maximal abelian subalgebra of p. The algebra h = [su(2)]⊕4 is defined to be the
centralizer of T in g, and the corresponding group is denoted H.

The matrix element T defines a sub-superalgebra of f̂, denoted f̂⊥; the centralizer of T in f̂ (see also
appendix A). The bosonic part of this algebra is then just h ⊕ a. In particular, a is two-dimensional (it
is spanned by TA and TS (2.103)) and can be decomposed as

a = a
T
⊕ ā

T
, (2.108)

where a
T

is the subalgebra generated by T , and ā
T

is its orthogonal complement (generated by T̄ =

TA − TS). Including the Grassmann-odd subspaces it is possible to show that f̂ takes the form

f̂⊥ = ā
T

A
(
[psu(2|2)]⊕2 n a

T

)
≡ ā

T
A (ĥn a

T
) , (2.109)

where ĥ = f̂⊥0 ⊕ f̂⊥1 ⊕ f̂⊥3 . Note that a
T

and ā
T

are both one-dimensional. T , the generator of a
T
,

behaves like a central extension – by definition it commutes with the all the other generators, while ā
T

distinguishes between the bosonic and fermionic elements of the subalgebra ĥna
T
(they have eigenvalues

0 and ±i�2 respectively under the adjoint action of T̄ , the generator of ā
T
).

The world-sheet action for the AdS5×S5 superstring (1.2) possesses a local fermionic κ-symmetry [12].
This is required to eliminate 16 of the 32 fermionic d.o.f. in the superalgebra psu(2, 2|4). A discussion of
the κ-symmetry of the AdS5 × S5 superstring is contained in [12], and, in the context of the Pohlmeyer
reduction, in [24]. Here we note that the Pohlmeyer-reduced theory describes just the physical d.o.f. and
therefore the κ-symmetry gauge should be fixed. This is achieved by projecting the fermionic currents
onto f̂

‖
1 and f̂

‖
3 [21, 24]

Q1 = Q‖1 , gQ3g
−1 = (gQ3g

−1)‖ . (2.110)

Substituting these into the fermionic e.o.m. (2.100) and noting that [T, f̂
‖
1,3] = 2T f̂

‖
1,3, the resulting

equations imply

Q1− = Q3 + = 0 . (2.111)

22 This expression for T is constrained by the choice of maximal abelian subalgebra that was made in (2.103). An
alternative choice, which has not been studied in the literature, would be to take T such that it is zero in the su(4)
subalgebra and its square in the su(2, 2) subalgebra is traceless. This would then be an extension of the pure AdS space
Pohlmeyer reduction that was discussed in sections 2.1.4 and 2.2.2, see also [27, 26].
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The equations (2.102) then simplify to

D+P− = 0 , D−P+ = 0 , (2.112)

which are precisely the equations (2.49) that were solved in the bosonic string reduction discussed in
section 2.2. These equations imply that p± are functions of x± and therefore the residual diffeomorphisms,
given by the conformal reparametrizations (2.7), can then be used to set p+ = p− = µ. Following the
bosonic construction, the equations (2.112) are solved by taking

A+ = g−1∂+g + g−1A+g , A− = A− , A± ∈ h . (2.113)

Finally, we make the following redefinitions of the non-vanishing fermionic currents

Ψ
R

=
1
√
µ

(Q1 +)‖ , Ψ
L

=
1
√
µ

(gQ3−g
−1)‖ . (2.114)

Thus far the e.o.m. (2.99) and (2.100) and the Virasoro constraints (2.97) of the AdS5×S5 superstring
have been solved through writing the currents in terms of a new set of fields {g,A±,ΨR ,ΨL} describing
the physical d.o.f. of the system. Substituting this change of variables in the remaining components of
the flatness equation, (2.101d), (2.101b) and (2.101c), gives the following set of e.o.m. for the reduced
theory

∂−(g−1∂+g + g−1A+g)− ∂+A− + [A−, g
−1∂+g + g−1A+g]

+ µ2[g−1Tg, T ] + µ[g−1Ψ
L
g, Ψ

R
] = 0 ,

D−Ψ
R

= µ[T, g−1Ψ
L
g] , D+Ψ

L
= µ[T, gΨ

R
g−1] , D±? = ∂± ?+[A±, ?] . (2.115)

Again, as in the bosonic case, these equations have an enhanced (H
L
×H

R
)-gauge symmetry given by the

transformations (2.60) for the bosonic fields and

Ψ
R
→ h−1

R
Ψ
R
h
R
, Ψ

L
→ h−1

L
Ψ
L
h
L
, (2.116)

for the fermionic fields.

The H
R
-gauge symmetry arises as a subgroup of the original G-gauge freedom in the world-sheet sigma

model. The reason is that once P+ has been fixed proportional to T , it is still possible to perform further
G-gauge transformations preserving this structure, so long as g ∈ H. The H

L
-gauge symmetry arises in

defining the reduced-theory field, g. It is possible to let g → hg, with h ∈ H, without changing that P−
is proportional to g−1Tg. Both of these gauge freedoms exist because h is the centralizer of T in g.

To write down a Lagrangian whose variational equations give the e.o.m. (2.115) the enhanced (H
L
×H

R
)-
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gauge symmetry needs to be partially fixed to an H-gauge symmetry. This is achieved by setting 23

τ(A+) =
(
g−1∂+g + g−1A+g −

1

2
[[T, Ψ

R
], Ψ

R
]
)∣∣

h
,

τ−1(A−) =
(
gA−g

−1 − ∂−gg−1 − 1

2
[[T, Ψ

L
], Ψ

L
]
)∣∣

h
, (2.117)

where τ , as in the bosonic case, is an anomaly-free 24 automorphism of the algebra h. The remaining
H-gauge symmetry, under which the gauge constraints (2.117) are invariant, is given by (2.64) for the
bosonic fields and

Ψ
R
→ τ̂(h)−1Ψ

R
τ̂(h) , Ψ

L
→ h−1Ψ

L
h , (2.118)

for the fermionic fields.

The e.o.m. (2.115) and the gauge constraints (2.117) then follow from the Lagrangian of the Pohlmeyer-
reduced AdS5 × S5 superstring given in equation (1.5). The reduced theory is thus a G�H gauged
WZW model with a gauge-invariant integrable potential and fermionic extension. For the case of the
AdS5 × S5 superstring G = USp(2, 2) × USp(4) and H = [SU(2)]4. The embedding of these subgroups
into PSU(2, 2|4) is given explicitly in appendix A.

2.3.1 Comments on the Pohlmeyer-reduced AdS5× S5 superstring

We conclude this construction of the Pohlmeyer-reduced AdS5 × S5 superstring with some comments
on the reduced theory action. As the gauge group H is non-abelian there is no global symmetry in
addition to the local H-gauge symmetry. In particular, as the reduced-theory variables are defined in
terms of the left-invariant Maurer-Cartan one-form, the reduced theory is “blind” to the original global
PSU(2, 2|4) symmetry of the superstring theory. Consequently the reduced theory has no target-space
supersymmetry. The form of the reduced theory action (1.5) does, however, suggest the possible existence
of a two-dimensional space-time supersymmetry [24].

The key property of the Pohlmeyer-reduced theory action is its Lorentz invariance

(∂+, A+)→ Λ (∂+, A+) , (∂−, A−)→ Λ−1 (∂−, A−) ,

Ψ
R
→ Λ

1
2 Ψ

R
, Ψ

L
→ Λ−

1
2 Ψ

L
. (2.119)

This assignment of Lorentz charges may be considered somewhat surprising given the gauge fixing (2.106)
and the fact that Ψ

L
and Ψ

R
originated from the two-dimensional vector components of the fermionic

23 This partial gauge fixing is the fermionic extension of the bosonic construction (2.59) described in section 2.2. Indeed
the proof follows the same logic [24]. That is define a new gauge field Â± equal to the right-hand-side of (2.117). On-
shell, one can show that (A+, Â−) and (Â+, A−) are both flat connections and the arguments in section 2.2 can be used
straightforwardly.

24 STr(τ(a)τ(b)) = STr(ab) for a, b ∈ h.
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currents (2.114). Its origin can, however, be seen by introducing µ±

P+ = µ+T , P− = µ−g
−1Tg ,

Ψ
R

=
1
√
µ+

(Q1 +)‖ , Ψ
L

=
1
√
µ−

(gQ3−g
−1)‖ , (2.120)

and formally allowing them to transform under Lorentz symmetry. As in the reduced theory µ+ and µ−
always appear in the Lorentz-invariant combination µ+µ− it may be expected that the transformations
(2.119) are a symmetry.

Parametrizing the group-valued field, g, in terms of algebra-valued fields,

g = exp(X + ξ) , X ∈ m , ξ ∈ h , (2.121)

the linearized e.o.m., in the on-shell gauge A+ = 0, are

∂+ξ = ∂−ξ = 0 , ∂+∂−X + µ2X = 0 ,

∂−Ψ
R

+ µ[Ψ
L
, T ] = 0 , ∂+Ψ

L
+ µ[Ψ

R
, T ] = 0 , ⇒ ∂+∂−Ψ

L,R
+ µ2Ψ

L,R
= 0 . (2.122)

Here we have used the algebra identities [T, [T, f̂
‖
1,3]] = −f̂‖1,3. The fermionic subspaces f̂‖1 and f̂

‖
3 are both

eight-dimensional – hence the 8 + 8 real Grassmann components of the fermionic fields Ψ
L,R

constitute 8
massive two-dimensional Majorana fermions with the same mass µ as the dimm = 8 bosonic modes. The
small-fluctuation spectrum is therefore formally the same as around the BMN vacuum in the superstring
theory.

The linearized e.o.m. (2.122) are (and therefore the quadratic action is) invariant under the standard
two-dimensional N = 8 space-time supersymmetry.25 The non-linear extension of this supersymmetry
is subtle and still not fully understood. The presence of supersymmetry was first conjectured in [24].
Motivated by the N = 2 supersymmetric sine-Gordon model, local non-linear extensions were studied.
However, a transformation under which the reduced theory action (1.5) is invariant could not be found.

In [144, 146], fixing the gauge A+ = 0, it was shown that the reduced theory action (1.5) is invariant
under a non-local non-linear extension of the two-dimensional supersymmetry, with the local part given by
that found in [24]. Due to the non-locality one may expect that the corresponding on-shell supersymmetry
in the S-matrix should be deformed. The resulting N = 8 supersymmetry algebra is related to the sub-
superalgebra f̂⊥ (2.109), in particular h plays the rôle of a non-trivial R-symmetry [24, 3, 144, 146]. Further
details of the structure of this supersymmetry and its on-shell realization are discussed in chapters 4 and
5.

In the bosonic construction in section 2.2 it was observed that if one substitutes the change of variables
of the Pohlmeyer reduction directly into the string action it gives the integrable potential of the reduced
theory. A similar thing occurs for the superstring, in which case one finds the integrable potential and
the fermionic interaction – the two terms in (1.5) involving µ.

Also, as in the bosonic construction, one can fix a gauge on g and integrate out A± to give a Lagrangian
25 The counting of two-dimensional supersymmetries is as follows: N = N supersymmetry represents N left-handed and

N right-handed supersymmetries, sometimes denoted (N,N).
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for 8 bosonic scalar fields and 8 Majorana fermions. The resulting Lagrangian takes the form [24]

L =
1

2
Gmn(X)∂+X

m∂−X
n − V (X)+

1

2
Ψ
L
D+Ψ

L
+

1

2
Ψ
R
D−Ψ

R

+F (X)Ψ
L

Ψ
L

Ψ
R

Ψ
R

+ 2µH(X)Ψ
L

Ψ
R
, (2.123)

where D± are covariant derivatives depending on X. However, just as when the gauge group H is non-
abelian in the bosonic case, this Lagrangian has no global isometries and has a singularity at the point
corresponding to the vacuum of the reduced theory 26

gvac = h0 ∈ H , h0 = const ,

Ψ
L

= 0 , Ψ
R

= 0 . (2.124)

Finally, a comment on the τ -automorphism. The e.o.m. (2.115) obtained from string theory after
solving the Virasoro constraints in terms of the new variables do not “know” about the τ -automorphism.
Thus the information contained in (1.5) that is relevant for string theory should also not depend on τ .
However, it is not clear a priori (and seems seems unlikely) that reduced theory actions with different
choices of τ are completely equivalent as two-dimensional quantum field theories.

2.3.2 The Pohlmeyer-reduced AdS2× S2 and AdS3× S3 superstrings

The world-sheet sigma model actions describing the AdS2 × S2 [171] and AdS3 × S3 [172, 173, 174, 175]
superstrings are the same as that of the AdS5 × S5 superstring (1.2), but with different groups F̂ and G

AdS2 :
F̂

G
=

PSU(1, 1|2)

SO(1, 1)× SO(2)
, (2.125)

AdS3 :
F̂

G
=

PSU(1, 1|2)× PSU(1, 1|2)

SU(1, 1)× SU(2)
. (2.126)

Their Pohlmeyer reductions are discussed in [24] and [27] respectively, and follow the reduction of
the AdS5 × S5 superstring almost exactly.27 Therefore, the actions for the Pohlmeyer reductions of
superstrings on AdS2 × S2 and AdS3 × S3 are given by (1.5). That is a gauged WZW model with an
integrable potential and a fermionic extension. The cosets on which the gauged WZW models are based
are

AdS2 :
G

H
= SO(1, 1)× SO(2) , (2.127)

AdS3 :
G

H
=

SU(1, 1)× SU(2)

[U(1)]2
. (2.128)

26 As in the bosonic case this is expected to be an artifact of fixing a gauge on g and integrating out the gauge field.
27 Regarding the AdS3 × S3 case the bosonic target-space manifold is SU(1, 1) × SU(2). To carry out the reduction of

this bosonic string theory (and also to include the fermions) the group manifold needs to be rewritten as the coset space

[SU(1, 1)× SU(2)]2

SU(1, 1)× SU(2)
.
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In particular, H is trivial and abelian in the AdS2×S2 and AdS3×S3 cases respectively. While retaining
many of the properties of the Pohlmeyer-reduced AdS5 × S5 superstring, the simpler nature of the
truncated theories allows them to highlight some key features of the reduced models.

The fermions of the Pohlmeyer-reduced AdS2 × S2 and AdS3 × S3 superstrings live in certain odd
subspaces of the superalgebras f̂ = psu(1, 1|2) and f̂ = [psu(1, 1|2)]⊕2 respectively. These subspaces are
fixed by a Z4 grading and an additional Z2 decomposition (with the latter coming from the choice of
a, the maximal abelian subalgebra of p, and matrix element T ). The identifications of these subspaces
can be found independently for the three theories [24, 27]. Here we will instead identify all spaces as
subspaces of their analogues in the AdS5 × S5 case:

• In all three theories T is given by the same matrix element (2.107).

• The space m = f̂
‖
2 is 8-dimensional in the AdS5 × S5 case and we use the basis given in appendix

A, see equation (A.17). For the AdS3×S3 case we truncate by setting x3 = x4 = x7 = x8 = 0, and
for the AdS2 × S2 case, x2 = x6 = 0 as well.

• The Grassmann-odd spaces f̂‖1 and f̂
‖
3 are also both 8-dimensional in the AdS5×S5 case with bases

given in equations (A.18) and (A.19) of appendix A. For the AdS3×S3 case we truncate by setting
α3 = α4 = α7 = α8 = 0, and for the AdS2 × S2 case, α2 = α6 = 0 as well.

• In the AdS5 × S5 case the subalgebra h = [su(2)]⊕4 sits inside the 8 × 8 matrix representation as
in equation (A.16). For the AdS3 × S3 case we restrict to the diagonal [u(1)]⊕4. The field content
associated to two of the u(1) algebras completely decouples – leaving the required [u(1)]⊕2.28 For
the AdS2 × S2 case h is empty.

• Finally the sub-superalgebras f̂⊥ universally take the form given in equation (2.109), with ĥ given
by [psu(1|1)]⊕2,

[
u(1) A [psu(1|1)]⊕2

]⊕2 and [psu(2|2)]⊕2 in the AdS2×S2, AdS3×S3 and AdS5×S5

cases respectively.

It is relatively simple to check that these truncations give the correct subalgebras, algebras and superal-
gebras to describe the Pohlmeyer-reduced AdS2 × S2 and AdS3 × S3 superstrings.

In both cases we can fix a gauge on the g and integrate out A± to give a Lagrangian describing the
2+2 (AdS2×S2) and 4+4 (AdS3×S3) physical d.o.f. In the AdS3×S3 case h is abelian, implying axial
gauging, τ(a) = −a, can be used to give a Lagrangian that is non-singular at the point corresponding to
the vacuum of the reduced theory (2.124).

The bosonic sectors of these reduced theories have been described in sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2. For
AdS2 × S2 we expect to find sine-Gordon (2.13) and sinh-Gordon (2.24) mixed through fermions [24, 1]

L =
1

2
∂+φ∂−φ+ ∂+ϕ∂−ϕ+

µ2

4
(cos 2ϕ− cosh 2φ) +

i

2
α∂−α+

i

2
δ ∂−δ +

i

2
ν ∂+ν +

i

2
ρ ∂+ρ

− iµ
(

coshφ cosϕ (νδ + ρα) + sinhφ sinϕ (−ρδ + να)
)
. (2.129)

Here φ and ϕ are real bosonic fields, while α, δ, ν, ρ are real (hermitian) fermions.
28 The two u(1) algebras that decouple are u(1)1 = u(1)2 and u(1)3 = u(1)4, where the subscripts refer to the labellings of

the four copies of su(2) in (A.16). The original four copies of u(1) play an important rôle in the symmetries of the S-matrix
for the Pohlmeyer-reduced AdS3 × S3 superstring, see section 4.2 and appendix D.
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In the AdS3 × S3 case we expect to find the complex sine-Gordon (2.18) and complex sinh-Gordon
(2.25) theories mixed through fermions [27, 1] 29

L =
1

2
∂+φ∂−φ+ tanh2 φ ∂+v∂−v + ∂+ϕ∂−ϕ+ tan2 ϕ ∂+u∂−u+

µ2

4
(cos 2ϕ− cosh 2φ)

+
i

2
α∂−α+

i

2
β ∂−β +

i

2
γ ∂−γ +

i

2
δ ∂−δ +

i

2
λ∂+λ+

i

2
ν ∂+ν +

i

2
ρ ∂+ρ+

i

2
σ ∂+σ

− i

2
tanh2 φ

[
∂+v(λν − ρσ)− ∂−v(αβ − γδ)

]
+
i

2
tan2 ϕ

[
∂+u(λν − ρσ)− ∂−u(αβ − γδ)

]
− iµ

(
coshφ cosϕ (λγ + νδ + ρα+ σβ)

+ sinhφ sinϕ
[

cos(v + u)(ρδ − σγ + λβ − να)− sin(v + u)(λα+ νβ − ργ − σδ)
])

+
1

2

(
sec2 ϕ− sech2 φ

)
(αβ − γδ)(λν − ρσ) . (2.130)

Here φ, ϕ, v, u are real bosonic fields, while α, β, γ, δ, λ, ν, ρ, σ are real (hermitian) fermions.

The physical field contents of the Pohlmeyer-reduced AdS2 × S2 and AdS3 × S3 superstrings are 2 + 2

and 4 + 4 massive d.o.f. respectively. The Pohlmeyer-reduced AdS3 × S3 superstring (2.130) had not
been discussed in the literature before its derivation in [27]. However, the Pohlmeyer-reduced AdS2 ×S2

superstring (2.129) is the N = 2 supersymmetric sine-Gordon model [85, 86, 87]. The precise relation
between the two theories is given in [24].

This implies that the Pohlmeyer-reduction of the AdS2 × S2 superstring is invariant under a standard
N = 2 supersymmetry, which can be seen explicitly by writing the theory in terms of N = 2 superfields.
The standard nature of this supersymmetry (as compared to the AdS3 × S3 and AdS5 × S5 cases) is
linked to the absence of the gauge group H. The algebra formed by the supersymmetry transformations
is related to the sub-superalgebra f̂⊥.

In the AdS3 × S3 case the situation is more similar to the AdS5 × S5 case discussed in section 2.3.
The quadratic Lagrangian (consisting of standard kinetic and mass terms for the 4 + 4 d.o.f.) is invariant
under an N = 4 supersymmetry. The non-linear extension of this again appears to be non-local and has
been found in the A+ = 0 gauge [146]. The algebra formed by the supersymmetry transformations is
related to the sub-superalgebra f̂⊥, with h playing the rôle of an R-symmetry.

In summary the Pohlmeyer-reduced theories for the AdS2×S2, AdS3×S3 and AdS5×S5 superstrings
are all gauged WZW models with cosets given by (2.127), (2.128) and (1.4) plus an integrable potential
and fermionic extension. The d.o.f. are 2+2, 4+4 and 8+8 massive bosons and fermions; the gauge-group
H is trivial, abelian and non-abelian and there is evidence of an N = 2, N = 4 and N = 8 supersymmetry
respectively.

29 In [27] the Lagrangian that is gotten from using the identity τ -automorphism is also given – the result, as one may
expect, is given by the alternative (cot/coth-based) complex sine-Gordon (2.84) and complex sinh-Gordon Lagrangians
mixed through fermions in a similar way.
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2.4 Properties of the Pohlmeyer-reduced AdSN× SN

superstrings

In this section we outline various important developments in the investigation of the Pohlmeyer-reduced
AdSN×SN superstrings since their discovery in [24, 25, 27]. The first of these is the classical integrability
of the Pohlmeyer-reduced theories [24, 143, 144, 145]. The second is the study of their UV-finiteness [28],
and the final discussion is regarding the semiclassical analysis of the Pohlmeyer-reduced theories [5, 29, 30].

2.4.1 Comments on the classical integrability of the Pohlmeyer-reduced
theories

All of the theories that have been discussed so far are classically integrable. Furthermore, the integrable
structures of a string theory and its reduction are connected. In this section we will discuss the inte-
grability in the context of the Lax connection ω. The key property of a Lax connection is that on-shell
(when the e.o.m. are satisfied) it is flat 30

dω + ω ∧ ω = 0 , (2.131)

and it depends on an arbitrary parameter z – known as the spectral parameter.

Returning to the case of the bosonic string moving on the symmetric coset space F�G, discussed in
section 2.2, the Lax connection can be written as

ω = dx+(A+ + z P+) + dx−(A− + z−1P−) . (2.132)

Demanding that ω is flat (2.131) for all z gives three equations (proportional to z−1, z0 and z), which are
equivalent to the e.o.m. of the string theory (2.44) and the flatness of the current J (2.45). The Virasoro
constraints should then be imposed separately.

The Lax connection for the reduced theory can be found by substituting the change of variables (2.53)
and (2.56) into (2.132) to give

ω = dx+(g−1∂+g + g−1A+g + z µT ) + dx−(A− + z−1 µ g−1Tg) . (2.133)

Using the algebra relations (2.39), in particular [h, T ] = 0, it is relatively simple to show that the flatness
(2.131) of the Lax connection (2.133) is equivalent to the e.o.m. of the Pohlmeyer-reduced theory (2.57).
One subtlety is that this procedure does not give the gauge constraints (2.59). However, these constraints
can always be imposed on-shell, implying the theory is classically integrable.

30 The converse should also be true – that is the Lax connection being flat implies the e.o.m. are satisfied.
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For the GS superstring in conformal gauge the Lax connection can be written as [10] 31

ω =dx+(z−1Q3 + +A+ + zQ1 + + z2 P+)

+ dx−(zQ1− +A− + z−1Q3− + z−2 P−) . (2.134)

Requiring that ω is flat (2.131) for all z gives seven equations (proportional to z−3, z−2, z−1, z0, z, z2 and
z3). These seven equations are equivalent to the e.o.m. of the AdS5 × S5 superstring (2.99) and (2.100)
and the flatness of the current J (2.101a) – (2.101d). As in the bosonic case, the Virasoro constraints
should be imposed additionally.

The Lax connection for the Pohlmeyer-reduced AdS5 × S5 superstring can be found by substituting
the change of variables (2.106), (2.111), (2.113) and (2.114) into (2.134) to give [24]

ω =dx+(g−1∂+g +A+ + z
√
µΨ

R
+ z2 µT )

+ dx−(A− + z−1√µ g−1Ψ
L
g + z−2 µ g−1Tg) . (2.135)

Using the algebra relations [h, T ] = 0 and [T, [T, f̂
‖
1,3]] = −f̂‖1,3 the flatness of this Lax connection (2.135)

gives the three e.o.m. of the reduced theory (2.115). Again the gauge constraints (2.117) need to be fixed
separately.

The integrability of the bosonic Pohlmeyer-reduced theories is a powerful tool and has been much used
to explore their features and properties. The literature on this subject is extensive and has been reviewed
in the introduction. Therefore, in the remainder of this section we outline some of the applications of
classical integrability specifically in the context of the Pohlmeyer-reduced superstrings [143, 144, 145].

In [143], generalizing the bosonic construction in [66], the Lax connection (2.135) was used with
the Drinfel’d-Sokolov procedure to construct local conserved charges of spins ±1�2 and ±1 (the light-
cone momenta) in the on-shell gauge A± = 0. The fermionic charges of spin ±1�2 were the first
concrete evidence of the (on-shell) two-dimensional supersymmetry underlying the Pohlmeyer-reduced
superstrings. The Drinfel’d-Sokolov procedure uses the gauge-freedom of the Lax system 32 to transform
the Lax connection into the form 33 34

ω = dx+(µ z2 T + H+) + dx−H− , H± =
∑
n≤−1

hn±z
n ∈ f̂⊥ . (2.137)

Substituting into the flatness equation and projecting onto the centre of h, one finds a tower (order-
31 Note the existence of this Lax connection is linked to the Z4 grading of the superalgebra. In particular the powers of

the spectral parameter z modulo 4 label the grading of relevant the algebra element.
32 Consider the Lax connection under the gauge transformation

ω → ω′ = Φ−1ωΦ + Φ−1dΦ ,

– if ω is flat on-shell then so is ω′.
33 The proof that this is possible (with H± remaining local in fields) is essentially inductive (order-by-order in z)

[66, 143, 144].
34 Alternatively, to construct the currents of negative spin one can use the gauge-freedom to rotate

ω = dx+H+ + dx−(µ z−2 T + H−) , H± =
∑
n≥+1

hn±z
n ∈ f̂⊥ . (2.136)
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by-order in z) of conserved currents that can be used to construct conserved charges. Furthermore,
the coefficients of z−1 are also components of a conserved current giving rise to the spin 1�2 conserved
charge. Reconstructing the transformations of the fields, one finds a non-local non-linear extension of
the standard N = 8 two-dimensional supersymmetry [144, 24] (see section 2.3.1), which can be extended
off-shell in the A+ = 0 gauge [144, 146].

An alternative, yet related, construction of the conserved charges is through the monodromy matrix
[66, 144, 145]. As the Lax connection is flat on-shell the corresponding Wilson line is independent of the
choice of curve as long as the end-points are kept fixed. This motivates the definition of the monodromy
matrix

M(τ ; z) = P exp
(∫ ∞
−∞

dσ ω1(τ, σ; z)
)
, (2.138)

where P exp is the path-ordered exponential and ω1 = 1�2(ω+ − ω−) is the spatial component of the
Lax connection. If ω1 asymptotes to zero as σ → ±∞ then the invariance of the monodromy under
deformations of the curve can be used to prove (dropping contributions at ∞)

M(τ ; z) =M(τ + ∆τ ; z) . (2.139)

This means that the monodromy matrix is conserved. Expanding in powers of the spectral parameter z
one finds an infinite tower of higher spin conserved charges.

In the case of the Pohlmeyer-reduced theories, assuming the fields asymptote to a vacuum configuration
as σ → ±∞ (2.124), ω1 does not asymptote to zero. Consequently the monodromy (2.138) is neither
conserved nor convergent. The way to fix this problem, found in the context of bosonic theories in [66]
and extended to the reduced superstrings in [144], is to define the subtracted monodromy

M̄(τ ; z) = U−1
+ (τ)M(τ ; z)U−(τ) , U±(τ) = lim

σ→±∞
exp

[
µ2(z2x+ + z−2x−)T

]
. (2.140)

This subtracted monodromy then has the required properties to construct a tower of conserved charges.
For further details see [144].

Finally, in [144] (again working in the on-shell gauge A± = 0) the classical solitons of the Pohlmeyer-
reduced AdS5×S5 superstring were constructed using the dressing method. The semiclassical quantization
of these solitons was also explored. The elementary solitons transform in the same bi-fundamental
representation 35 of [psu(2|2)]⊕2 n R2 as the perturbative excitations, while the bound states transform
in the tensor product of atypical symmetric representations (denoted 〈n − 1, 0〉) and have the discrete
masses

M = µ
2k

π
sin
(πn

2k

)
. (2.141)

This suggests a natural truncation of the spectrum n = 1, . . . k. A more detailed discussion of the
35 The fundamental representation of psu(2|2), denoted 〈0, 0〉, is four-dimensional with two commuting and two anticom-

muting elements.
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bound-state spectrum and representations of the superalgebra [psu(2|2)]⊕2 nR2 is given in chapter 6.

2.4.2 Comments on the UV-finiteness of the Pohlmeyer-reduced theories

The Pohlmeyer reduction takes place at the level of the e.o.m. and can therefore be understood as a map
between classically equivalent theories. In general, the quantization of a string sigma model 36 and its
reduction leads to two qualitatively different theories. This may be expected as the reduction procedure
exploits the classical conformal symmetry of the sigma model, which in general is anomalous. A natural
question is what happens when the conformal symmetry is not anomalous and the two-dimensional world-
sheet sigma model defines a consistent quantum string theory, for example, the AdS5 × S5 superstring.

The agreement of the small-fluctuation spectrum of the Pohlmeyer-reduced superstring with that
around the BMN vacuum in superstring theory motivated the proposal in [24] that the Pohlmeyer-
reduction may provide a starting point for a two-dimensional Lorentz-covariant “first-principles” solution
of the AdS5×S5 superstring. The two theories clearly cannot be equivalent if one is UV-finite, while the
other is not. Therefore the two-loop UV-finiteness of the Pohlmeyer-reduced AdS5×S5 superstring found
in [28] was the first major test of quantum equivalence between the superstring and reduced theories.

The UV-finiteness of the Pohlmeyer-reduced AdS5 × S5 superstring is not trivial. To see this we first
look at the bosonic sector of the theory. While fixing a gauge on g and integrating out the gauge field
is not suitable for a perturbative expansion around the vacuum, it does shed light on the finiteness and
renormalizability of the reduced theory. As discussed in section 2.2.2, with a suitable gauge fixing on g,
the resulting Lagrangian takes the form

L =
1

2
Gmn(X)∂+X

m∂−X
n +

µ2

4
(cos 2ϕ− cosh 2φ) , (2.142)

with the metric given by the sum of (2.83d) and its analytic continuation (ϕ → iφ, ui → vi, up to an
overall minus sign).

The gauged WZW models that give the metric term in the Lagrangian (2.142) are two-dimensional
conformal field theories. Therefore, we do not expect any infinite renormalization of the sigma model
metrics.37 On dimensional grounds, the potential terms cannot contribute to the renormalization of two-
derivative terms. Therefore the only divergent contributions to the quantum effective action can be of
potential type.

The cos 2ϕ potential is a relevant perturbation of the gauged WZW theory in the reduction of strings
on R × SN , while the cosh 2φ is an irrelevant perturbation in the AdSN × S1 case [28]. Therefore, the
coefficients of the two terms in the potential in (2.142) run in opposite directions. This implies that the
bosonic sector of the Pohlmeyer-reduced AdS5×S5 superstring is not renormalizable already at one-loop

36 By which we mean quantizing the two-dimensional world-sheet sigma model. This can be done even though it may
not define a consistent quantum string theory.

37 This requires a careful treatment of the integration over the gauge field in the path integral, which may lead to non-
trivial quantum corrections of the sigma model metric [129, 130, 131], necessary to preserve conformal invariance [176]. A
related issue is that the overall coupling constant k can still receive a finite shift, a common feature of gauged WZW models
[53, 177, 178, 130, 129, 132].
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order. To remedy this one would need to introduce an additional mass parameter

V (X) = −µ
2
1

4
cos 2ϕ+

µ2
2

4
cosh 2φ , (2.143)

completely decoupling the reduced SN and the reduced AdSN theories. The divergences could then be
cancelled through separately renormalizing the two mass parameters.

The problem with the renormalizability of the bosonic theory can be summarized as follows; while the
potential of the reduced theory action takes the form

µ2 STr(g−1TgT ) , (2.144)

the divergent one-loop contributions to the quantum effective action are proportional to 38

Tr(g−1TgT ) , (2.145)

and therefore cannot be absorbed into a redefinition of µ.

Following the arguments of the previous paragraphs the bosonic sectors of the Pohlmeyer-reduced
AdS2×S2 and AdS3×S3 superstrings behave in the same way as the AdS5×S5 case and are therefore also
non-renormalizable. However, as explained in section 2.3.2 the Pohlmeyer-reduced AdS2×S2 superstring
is the N = 2 supersymmetric sine-Gordon model [24]. It is well known that, including the fermions,
N = 2 supersymmetric sine-Gordon is renormalizable, and further is UV-finite. In particular one can
show that the contribution from loop diagrams involving fermions is of the form (2.145) and exactly
cancels the bosonic contribution.

In [28] it was shown that the Pohlmeyer-reduced AdS5 × S5 superstring is also UV-finite, by the
same mechanism, to the two-loop level using the dimensional reduction scheme. 39 This scheme is
particularly suitable for actions that cannot be automatically continued to d dimensions. The scheme
uses 2-d Minkowski and spinor identities to write Feynman integrals in a form that can be continued to
d dimensions and proceeds from there. It has been conjectured that the Pohlmeyer-reduced AdS5 × S5

superstring, like N = 2 supersymmetric sine-Gordon, is UV-finite to all orders. A proof of this may
be found with a better understanding of the supersymmetry of the higher-dimensional reduced theories
[24, 144, 146].

In [30] further two-loop computations were carried out, calculating corrections to the semiclassical
partition function. These supported the two-loop UV-finiteness of the reduced theory. Loop corrections
to the semiclassical partition functions and the comparison to string theory are discussed in section 2.4.3.

Finally, a comment on the renormalization of the coupling k. As the Pohlmeyer-reduced theory is
a conformal field theory deformed by an integrable potential, it is expected that k is not infinitely
renormalized. However, it may receive a finite one-loop shift. This is a common feature of gauged WZW

38 The supertrace and trace differ by a sign in the SU(4) (sphere) sector. Therefore the presence of the trace in (2.145)
accounts for the running in opposite directions.

39 This is also expected to be true for the Pohlmeyer-reduced AdS3 × S3 superstring.
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theories [53, 177, 178, 130, 129, 132], and also occurs in the sine-Gordon [179, 35], complex sine-Gordon
[62, 112] and N = 1 supersymmetric sine-Gordon [141] theories. In the case of supersymmetric WZW
and gauged WZW theories [129] and also N = 2 supersymmetric sine-Gordon [85] there is no such shift
– the usual effect is cancelled by an extra contribution from the fermions. There is evidence that this is
also the case for the Pohlmeyer-reduced AdS3 × S3 and AdS5 × S5 theories [28, 3].

2.4.3 Comments on the semiclassical analysis of the Pohlmeyer-reduced
theories

In this section we review the study of the semiclassical partition function of the Pohlmeyer-reduced
theory [5, 29, 30]. The one-loop partition function can be expressed in terms of functional determinants
of the small-fluctuation operators found by perturbing classical solutions. This motivated the work in
[5, 29], wherein the quadratic fluctuations of the Pohlmeyer-reduced theory action (1.5) were investigated
for certain classes of classical solutions, including the reduced theory counterparts of conformal-gauge
homogeneous string solutions and string solutions living in an AdS2×S2 subspace of AdS5×S5. The aim
of these papers was to check if the sum of logarithms of functional determinants that gives the one-loop
partition function is the same as in the conformal-gauge string theory (expanded near the corresponding
solution). While one may expect this result due to the equivalence of the classical e.o.m. it is still a
non-trivial test of the correspondence between the underlying physical d.o.f. of the two theories.

We parametrize the group-valued field g ∈ G as

g = g0e
η , η ∈ g , (2.146)

where η is the fluctuation field and g0 is a classical solution of the reduced theory. η can be decomposed
further under the Z2 decomposition g = f̂0 = f̂

‖
0 ⊕ f̂⊥0 = h⊕m (see appendix A)

η = X + ξ , X ∈ m , ξ ∈ h . (2.147)

The physical bosonic fluctuations should be those corresponding to the coset part, given by the fluctuation
field X. As expected, there are eight components of this bosonic fluctuation field.

The fields ξ and the fluctuations of the gauge fields are in general coupled to X. To isolate the physical
fluctuations the H-gauge symmetry needs to be fixed. We fix the gauge on ξ and A±, understanding that
X should contain the physical fluctuations.

Considering fluctuations around a classical solution, g0, A±0, Ψ
R0, Ψ

L0, parametrized as

g = g0e
η = g0(1 + η +

1

2
η2 +O(η3)) ,

A± → A± 0 +A± , Ψ
R
→ Ψ

R0 + Ψ
R
, Ψ

L
→ Ψ

L0 + Ψ
L
, (2.148)

and assuming vanishing fermionic content, that is Ψ
R0 = Ψ

L0 = 0, the expansion of the reduced theory
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action (1.5) to quadratic order is

Lquad = STr
[1

2
(D0−η + 2g−1

0 A+g0)(D0+η − 2A−) + g−1
0 A+g0A− + τ(A+)A−

− µ2

2
[η, g−1

0 Tg0][η, T ] +
1

2
Ψ
R

[T, D
0−Ψ

R
] +

1

2
Ψ
L

[T, D
0+Ψ

L
] + µg−1

0 Ψ
L
g0Ψ

R

]
,

D
0+? = ∂+ ?+[g−1

0 ∂+g0 + g−1
0 A0 +g0, ?] , D

0−? = ∂− ?+[A0−, ?] . (2.149)

As Ψ
R0 = Ψ

L0 = 0 the bosonic and fermionic fluctuations decouple at quadratic order; the fermionic sector
describes only the physical fermionic d.o.f., that is the sixteen real Grassmann-odd fields parametrizing
Ψ
R
and Ψ

L
.

To isolate the physical bosonic fluctuations the H-gauge symmetry needs to be fixed (or the unphysical
fluctuations integrated out). The action of the H-gauge symmetry on the fluctuation fields can be
determined from (2.64) and (2.118).

2.4.3.1 Fluctuations near solutions in an AdS2 × S2 subspace of AdS5 × S5

Let us consider the particular case when the reduced-theory solutions correspond to string configurations
in an AdS2 × S2 subspace of AdS5 × S5. Such reduced-theory solutions can be parametrized as follows

g0 =

(
gA 0

0 gS

)
, A± 0 = Ψ

R0 = Ψ
L0 = 0 ,

gA =


coshφ 0 0 sinhφ

0 coshφ sinhφ 0

0 sinhφ coshφ 0

sinhφ 0 0 coshφ

 , gS =


cosϕ 0 0 i sinϕ

0 cosϕ i sinϕ 0

0 i sinϕ cosϕ 0

i sinϕ 0 0 cosϕ

 , (2.150)

where φ and ϕ satisfy the sinh-Gordon (2.23) and sine-Gordon (2.12) equations respectively.

It is possible [5] to fix a partial H-gauge such that on substituting the classical solution into the
quadratic fluctuation Lagrangian, (2.149), the physical fluctuation field X decouples from the remaining
unphysical fluctuation fields. Once the physical fluctuations have been decoupled it should be possible
to use the remaining H-gauge symmetry to ensure that the sector of the Lagrangian containing the
unphysical bosonic fluctuations gives a trivial contribution (at one-loop).

The physical bosonic fluctuations, parametrized in the basis of m given in appendix A,

X = YmT
A
m + ZmT

S
m , (2.151)

are described by the quadratic Lagrangian

Lbos quad = −1

2
Ym(∂+∂− + µ2 cosh 2φ)Ym −

1

2
Zm(∂+∂− + µ2 cos 2ϕ)Zm . (2.152)
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The resulting contribution to the one-loop partition function is then given by

([
det(∂+∂− + µ2 cosh 2φ) det(∂+∂− + µ2 cos 2ϕ)

]4)− 1
2

, (2.153)

agreeing with the corresponding result for the corresponding classical solution in conformal-gauge string
theory – demonstrated explicitly in [5]. Similarly, it has been shown [5] that the fermionic contribution
also matches the corresponding result in conformal-gauge string theory. Therefore, for classical solutions
of AdS5×S5 superstring theory localized in AdS2×S2, the one-loop partition functions computed in the
superstring and Pohlmeyer-reduced theories are the same.

2.4.3.2 Homogeneous string solutions

The other class of solutions considered in [5, 29] are the “homogeneous string solutions” [14, 92, 93, 94, 95,
96]. These are solutions for which the string has a rigid shape and consequently (with a suitable gauge
fixing) the coefficients in the quadratic fluctuation Lagrangian are constants. In this case the determinants
of the operators entering the one-loop partition function are expressed in terms of the characteristic
frequencies, which are relatively simple to calculate, and are therefore useful for the comparison between
the superstring and Pohlmeyer-reduced theories.

The approach taken in [5, 29] is to start with a homogeneous solution of conformal-gauge string theory
in embedding coordinates and construct the corresponding group-valued field f using the parametrization
of PSU(2, 2|4) given in [21, 5]. The solution of the Pohlmeyer-reduced theory is then found following the
reduction procedure described in section 2.3.

For these “homogeneous string solutions” theH-gauge symmetry can be used to fix the classical solution
of the reduced theory such that g−1

0 ∂±g0 and g−1
0 Tg0 are constant. Using the quadratic fluctuation

Lagrangian, (2.149), the characteristic frequencies of fluctuations around the reduced-theory solution can
then be found.

The two examples considered in [5] are, firstly, the homogeneous string solution on R × S3 – a rigid
circular two-spin string on an S3 subspace of S5 discussed in [14, 93, 95, 96] – and secondly, the large
spin limit of the folded spinning string on AdS3 × S1 – discussed in [105, 13, 97].

Using the standard embedding coordinates, that is YM (M = −1, 0, . . . , 4) of R4,2 for AdS5 and XI

(I = 1, 2, . . . , 6) of R6 for S5, the first of these solutions is

Y0 + iY−1 = eiκτ , Y1 = Y2 = Y3 = Y4 = 0 ,

X1 + iX2 =
1√
2
eiωτ+imσ , X3 + iX4 =

1√
2
eiωτ−imσ , X5 = X6 = 0 . (2.154)

where the three parameters κ, ω and m are related through the Virasoro constraints

κ2 = m2 + ω2 . (2.155)

Following the method discussed above, the resulting quadratic Lagrangian describes four bosonic fluctu-
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ations (from the SU(2, 2) sector) with frequencies

4 ×
√
n2 + κ2, n ∈ Z , (2.156)

four bosonic fluctuations (from the SU(4) sector) with frequencies

2 ×
√
n2 + κ2 − 2m2 ,

√
n2 + 2κ2 − 2m2 ± 2

√
n2κ2 + (m2 − κ2)2 , (2.157)

and 8 fermionic fluctuations with frequencies

4 ×
√
n2 −m2 +

5κ2

4
±
√
κ4 + n2κ2 −m2κ2 . (2.158)

These characteristic frequencies (found directly from the reduced theory action) are the same as those
found [94, 93] from the AdS5 × S5 superstring world-sheet sigma model expanded near the classical
solution (2.154).

The second solution is the large spin limit of the folded spinning string on AdS5 with spin S [105]
orbiting also on S5 with momentum J [13]. As was noticed in [97] in the limit when S = α′S →∞, with
α′J�logS fixed, this solution simplifies and becomes homogeneous. Again using embedding coordinates,
the solution takes the form

Y0 + iY−1 = eiκτ cosh `σ , Y1 + iY2 = eiκτ sinh `σ , Y3 = Y4 = 0 ,

X1 = X2 = X3 = X4 = 0 , X5 + iX6 = eiντ , κ2 = `2 + ν2 , (2.159)

where it is assumed that κ ∼ `� 1, and ν
κ is fixed (so that the closed-string periodicity condition in σ is

satisfied asymptotically). The bosonic fluctuation frequencies found from the reduced theory action are
then

1 ×
√
n2 + 2κ2 + 2

√
κ4 + n2ν2 , 2 ×

√
n2 + 2κ2 − ν2 ,

1 ×
√
n2 + 2κ2 − 2

√
κ4 + n2ν2 , 4 ×

√
n2 + ν2 , (2.160)

while the fermionic frequencies are

4 ×
√
n2 + κ2 +

ν2

4
±
√
ν2(n2 + κ2) . (2.161)

These again match those found directly from the AdS5 × S5 world-sheet sigma model [97].

The one-loop partition function can be written in terms of a sum over the fluctuation frequencies
(weighted by a minus sign for the fermionic contributions).40 Therefore, as in the AdS2 × S2 case,
we conclude that for these examples of “homogeneous string solutions” the one-loop partition functions
computed in the superstring and the Pohlmeyer-reduced theories are the same.

In [29] the one-loop partition function for reduced-theory solutions, whose string counterparts are
40 Due to the presence of an equal number of bosons and fermions this sum converges.
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localized on AdS3 × S1 were investigated in detail. These computations made extensive use of the fact
that the Pohlmeyer reduction of strings moving on AdS3×S1 is given by the complex sinh-Gordon model
(2.25).

The cases considered in [29] include: the folded spinning string with angular momentum in S1 [13, 97]
(without taking the large spin limit considered in [5]); the circular string with spin in AdS3 and angular
momentum and winding in S1 [93, 95, 99] and the spinning folded string with angular momentum and
winding in S1 [180].

A particularly interesting feature of the second and third cases is that the fluctuation frequencies do
not individually agree with the conformal-gauge string computations, a direct consequence of the winding
in S1. However, in [29] it was shown that their weighted sum still gives the same result as superstring
theory. Therefore the agreement of the one-loop partition function still holds.

2.4.3.3 Two-loop partition function

In [30] the two-loop partition function, a more non-trivial test of quantum equivalence, was studied. As
the two-loop computation is complicated the reduced-theory solution considered corresponds to one of the
simplest string configurations – the large spin limit of the folded spinning string with angular momentum
in S1 [105, 13, 97], see equation (2.159). The relevant two-loop string theory result has been computed
in both conformal gauge [88, 89] and in light-cone gauge [181, 180, 182].

In [30] the calculation of the two-loop partition function is done for two different theories – the
Pohlmeyer-reduced AdS3 × S3 and AdS5 × S5 superstrings – both of which have the folded spinning
string as a classical solution. The result, which we now outline, is qualitatively the same in both
cases. Consider the logarithm of the quantum partition function of the string sigma model (ST ) and the
Pohlmeyer-reduced theory (PR) 41

ΓST = − logZST =
1

2π
f(λ)V2 , f(λ) = a1 +

a2√
λ
,

ΓPR = − logZPR =
1

2π
f̃(k)V2 , f̃(k) = a1 +

a2

k
, (2.162)

where V2 is an infinite volume factor.

The relation between the string and reduced theory quantities is then given by

a1 = a1 , a2 = a2 −
1

4
a2

1 . (2.163)

At two loops there is no longer exact agreement. In the AdS5×S5 case, a2 = K, the Catalan constant,42

and it is somewhat remarkable that this piece appears in both the superstring and reduced theory
41 Recalling that we have set the radius of AdS5 × S5 to one, λ is related to α′ in the usual way

√
λ =

1

α′
,

and on including the contribution of the classical action, f(λ) becomes the full scaling function (or “cusp anomaly”).
42 The Catalan constant is defined by

K =

∞∑
k=0

(−1)k

(2k + 1)2
= 0.916 . . . .
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computations. Furthermore, it appears with the same coefficient if the reduced-theory coupling and
the string tension are related as 43

k =
√
λ =

1

α′
. (2.164)

Recall that this is the same relation that comes from substituting the Pohlmeyer reduction change of
variables directly into the superstring world-sheet sigma model (1.2) and demanding it gives the µ-
dependent terms of the reduced theory action (1.5) – see the related comment in section 2.3.1.

Nevertheless, the presence of the additional term ∼ a2
1 suggests that the relation between the two

quantum partition functions is no longer a simple equality beyond the one-loop level.

43 Note that the difference by a factor of two compared to [30] comes from a factor of two difference in the normalization
of the reduced theory action (1.5).



Chapter 3

The Perturbative S-matrices of the

Pohlmeyer-Reduced AdSN× SN

Superstrings

In this chapter, based on [1, 2, 3], we compute the one-loop two-particle S-matrix of the Pohlmeyer-
reduced AdSN × SN superstrings, for N = 2, 3, 5, where the two-particle S-matrix is defined as the 2

particle → 2 particle scattering amplitude. The motivation for this computation is, firstly, to test and
investigate the classical and quantum integrability of these theories, and secondly, to gain further insight
into the structure of the two-particle S-matrix, with the aim of conjecturing an exact result.

The presence of integrability should constrain the form of the n-particle S-matrix. In particular,
it implies: (i) particle number is conserved; (ii) the set of ingoing momenta is equal to the set of
outgoing momenta; (iii) the n-particle S-matrix factorizes into a product of two-particle S-matrices. The
integrability of the Pohlmeyer-reduced AdSN × SN superstrings, in the context of their S-matrices, is
discussed in detail in chapters 4 and 5.

This chapter is split into two halves. In the first half we discuss the perturbative two-particle S-matrix
of certain generalized sine-Gordon models [1, 2] that arise as Pohlmeyer reductions of classical bosonic
strings moving on symmetric coset spaces (2.58), which were described in section 2.2. In the second half
we extend the bosonic construction of the first half to the Pohlmeyer-reduced AdSN × SN superstrings
(1.5), for N = 2, 3, 5, [1, 3] whose derivations were described in section 2.3.

The bosonic and superstring constructions broadly follow the same approach, which we briefly outline
for Pohlmeyer-reduced AdS5 × S5 superstring.1 As discussed in section 2.2.1 when the gauge group H
is non-abelian, fixing a gauge on the group-valued field g and integrating out the gauge field gives a
Lagrangian that is singular when expanded around the vacuum, g = 1. In [1] it was claimed that this
singularity is an artifact of the gauge fixing procedure. For example, it is absent at the level of e.o.m. when
the on-shell gauge A± = 0 is fixed.

1 For the bosonic construction one can just set the fermionic fields ΨR ,ΨL to zero.

63
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To find a Lagrangian with a regular expansion near g = 1 we use an “off-shell generalization” of this
on-shell gauge. A natural choice for this is the light-cone gauge [1]

A+ = 0 . (3.1)

In two dimensions this preserves the Lorentz invariance of the reduced theory.

In section 2.3.2 it was shown that fixing a gauge on g and integrating out the gauge field for two
truncated models (the Pohlmeyer-reduced AdSN×SN superstrings, N = 2 and N = 3 with axial gauging)
gives the Lagrangians (2.129) and (2.130) with good perturbative expansions around the vacuum [24, 27].
Therefore, these Lagrangians are suitable for comparing to the light-cone gauge, A+ = 0, computation.

For the purposes of computing the two-particle S-matrix we expand around the vacuum g = 1 by
setting

g = exp η , η ∈ g ,

η = X + ξ , X ∈ m , ξ ∈ h , (3.2)

where the algebra-valued field η has been decomposed under the Z2 decomposition g = f̂0 = f̂
‖
0⊕f̂⊥0 = m⊕g

(see equation (2.39) and appendix A). We then expand the reduced theory action (1.5) in powers of the
fields; X, Ψ

R
, Ψ

L
and ξ, A±. Fixing A+ = 0 and varying the reduced theory action with respect to A−

gives the constraint equation

(
g−1∂+g +

1

2
[[Ψ

R
, T ], Ψ

R
]
)∣∣∣

h
= 0 . (3.3)

Expanding out the group-valued field g in terms of X and ξ (3.2), this constraint equation (3.3) can be
used to solve perturbatively for ξ. The resulting action is non-local, however after field redefinitions and
integration by parts, a local action to quartic order in the fields X, Ψ

R
and Ψ

L
can be found. From the

Lie superalgebra structure (A.10), (A.14), (A.15) (or the Lie algebra structure (2.39) in the bosonic case)
it is clear that, continuing this procedure to higher orders, only terms with even powers of the physical
fields (X, Ψ

R
and Ψ

L
) appear.

This local quartic action can then be used to compute the finite part of the one-loop two-particle S-
matrix of the Pohlmeyer-reduced AdSN×SN superstring.2 The contributing Feynman diagrams are given
in figure 3.1 – the diagram involving the sextic vertex is a tadpole contribution and is purely divergent
in the particular regularization scheme we use. The indices I, J,K,L label different types of particle and
each external leg also carries an on-shell momentum pi, constrained by overall momentum conservation.

The quartic action is also invariant under the global part of the gauge group H, that is the trans-
formations given in (2.64) and (2.118) such that h is constant. The fields X, Ψ

R
and Ψ

L
transform in

representations of this symmetry and the 8 + 8 on-shell asymptotic excitations all have the same mass µ.
In particular, the indices I, J,K,L in figure 3.1 run over all the components of X, Ψ

R
and Ψ

L
forming

2 In this thesis the main aim is to compute the two-particle S-matrix for the Pohlmeyer-reduced AdS5 ×S5 superstring.
This is known to be UV-finite [28], therefore the divergent contributions should cancel. (This has been checked for certain
processes.)
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Tree-level :

I

J L

K

4

One-loop :

I

J L

K

4 4

I

J

K

L

6

Figure 3.1: The Feynman diagrams for computing the one-loop two-particle S-matrix of the Pohlmeyer-
reduced theories.

some reducible representation of H. Therefore the two-particle perturbative S-matrix should be invariant
under global H transformations and can mix all components of X, Ψ

R
and Ψ

L
consistent with symmetries

and the usual physical requirements of unitarity and crossing symmetry.

In the bosonic case we also find additional one-loop contributions, which appear when treating the
gauge choice A+ = 0 in the path integral [2]. The motivation for considering these contributions is to
restore certain consequences of integrability. In the superstring case the same method does not produce
the required corrections. Therefore, in the results for the Pohlmeyer-reduced superstrings presented in
this section we do not include these contributions. The necessary one-loop corrections are, however,
discussed in chapters 4 and 5.

To compute the S-matrix we use standard perturbative quantum field theory.3 From the quadratic
part of the action one can construct the asymptotic states, say XI , for which the spatial momentum and
energy eigenvalues are related by the usual relativistic dispersion relation

E =
√
p2 + µ2 . (3.4)

In two-dimensional relativistic theories it is convenient to consider the corresponding rapidity, related to
the on-shell spatial momentum as

p = µ sinhϑ . (3.5)

We will label the on-shell momenta of the incoming states as p1 and p2, with corresponding rapidities ϑ1

3 One option is to use canonical quantization, as in [1]; that is introducing the free-theory operators and equal-time
commutation relations, then computing the S-matrix defined through the interaction Hamiltonian. Alternatively, one can
use Feynman rules, as in [2, 3]; that is the LSZ reduction of the four-point correlation functions. Of course, the two methods
are equivalent.
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ϑ1

ϑ2

I

J L

K

θ12

Figure 3.2: A graphical representation of the two-particle S-matrix.

and ϑ2. As we are considering integrable theories, the outgoing states should have the same momenta as
the incoming states and as the theories are relativistic the S-matrix should only depend on the difference
of the rapidities

θ12 = ϑ1 − ϑ2 . (3.6)

The two-particle S-matrix can then be written as follows

S |XI(p1)XJ(p2)〉 = SKLIJ (θ12) |XK(p2)XL(p1)〉 . (3.7)

with a graphical representation given in figure 3.2.

Analytic S-matrix theory [114, 115, 113] implies a set of analytic constraints on the S-matrix. These
include unitarity, hermitian analyticity [147] and crossing symmetry, which can be expressed as

SMN
IJ (θ12)

[
SMN
KL (θ ∗12)

]∗
= δKI δ

L
J , (3.8)

SKLIJ (θ12) =
[
SIJKL(−θ ∗12)

]∗
, (3.9)

and SKLIJ (θ12) = SLJ̄K̄I(iπ − θ12) , (3.10)

respectively. Matrix unitarity (3.8) and hermitian analyticity (3.9) can be combined to give the usual
braiding unitarity relation that arises naturally in the quantum group approach to factorized S-matrices

SMN
IJ (θ12)SKLMN (−θ12) = δKI δ

L
J . (3.11)

Graphical representations of braiding unitarity and crossing symmetry are given in figures 3.3 and 3.4
respectively.

In integrable field theories the existence of higher-spin local conserved charges can be used to demon-
strate the factorization of the n-particle S-matrix into products of two-particle S-matrices [116]. This
factorization implies the two-particle S-matrix satisfies the Yang-Baxter equation (YBE)

S23(θ12)S12(θ13)S23(θ23) = S12(θ23)S23(θ13)S12(θ12) . (3.12)
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ϑ2
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θ12 θ21
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J

I

J

I

Figure 3.3: A graphical representation of braiding unitarity. Diagrammatically, braiding unitarity
amounts to the statement that scattering two particles and then scattering back is equivalent to the
identity operation. Note that, by definition, θ21 = −θ12.

ϑ1

ϑ2

I

J L

K iπ + ϑ2

ϑ1

K̄

I J̄

L

θ12 θ̄12

Figure 3.4: A graphical representation of crossing symmetry. Diagrammatically, crossing symmetry can
be understood as an equality between the two-particle scattering diagram and its clockwise rotation by
π�2. After rotating the direction of particle 2 is in the negative time direction and therefore needs to be
reversed, implying ϑ2 → iπ + ϑ2, θ12 → θ̄12 = iπ − θ12 and J, K → J̄ , K̄.

Here the triple operator products should be understood as acting on a three particle state with rapidities
ϑ1, ϑ2, ϑ3. The subscripts on S label which particles in the state it is acting on, while the quantities θij
denote the rapidity differences,

θij = ϑi − ϑj . (3.13)

We therefore have the usual relativistic relation

θ13 = θ12 + θ23 . (3.14)

The YBE is essentially the statement that there are two inequivalent ways of factorizing the three-particle
S-matrix and therefore for consistency they should be equal. This can be represented graphically as in
figure 3.5.

As the Pohlmeyer-reduced theories are classically integrable (there exists a Lax connection [24]) we
expect them to be quantum-integrable so that the two-particle S-matrix operator should satisfy the YBE.
Having presented perturbative results for certain bosonic theories the first half of this chapter is concluded
with an analysis of these S-matrices. This discussion focusses on integrability and the YBE – in particular
the apparent contradictions and possible resolutions. For the Pohlmeyer-reduced AdS2 × S2, AdS3 × S3

and AdS5 × S5 superstrings we only present the one-loop results. Discussions of these results are then
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Figure 3.5: A graphical representation of the Yang-Baxter equation.

contained in chapters 4 and 5.

3.1 Pohlmeyer-reduced classical bosonic strings – gauge fixing

and the perturbative S-matrix

Before turning to the superstring case we start by considering the bosonic G/H gauged WZW model plus
an integrable potential that appears [55, 24, 26] as the Pohlmeyer reduction of classical bosonic strings
on the compact symmetric space F�G, discussed in section 2.2. The excitations of this theory around the
trivial vacuum, g = 1, are massive (with mass µ) and below we shall compute the corresponding one-loop
two-particle S-matrix.

3.1.1 Expansion of the action

Our starting point is the symmetrically gauged G�H WZW model with integrable potential, whose action
is given in (2.58) with the τ -automorphism given by the identity. It is interesting to note that fixing the
light-cone gauge, A+ = 0, actually removes the dependence of the action (2.58) on the τ -automorphism.
As we have already seen in section 2.2, g = 1 is a natural vacuum. To study the scattering of perturbative
excitations around this vacuum we parametrize g as in (3.2).

Expanding the action (2.58) in powers of η gives 4

S =− k

8πν

∫
d2x Tr

[
[D+, D−]η +

∞∑
n=1

1

(n+ 1)!

[
(D+η)Ln−1

η (D−η)− µ2Lη(T )Lnη (T )
]]

D±? = ∂± ?+[A±, ?] , Lη? = [η, ?] . (3.15)

4 The expansion of the WZ term in the action can be determined from the condition of gauge invariance.
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Under the gauge transformations (2.64) 5

η → h−1ηh . (3.16)

Therefore the action (3.15) is manifestly invariant under an H-gauge symmetry.

It transpires that to compute the one-loop two-particle perturbative S-matrices only terms up to quartic
order in the fields are required. With this in mind, let us decompose the fluctuation field η into a coset and
a subalgebra piece according to (3.2). The algebra structure (2.39) then implies various simplifications,
for example, Lη(T ) = LX(T ) ≡ [X, T ], and also the following transformations under the gauge symmetry

X → h−1Xh and ξ → h−1ξh . (3.17)

The quadratic part of the action (3.15), which determines the asymptotic scattering states, takes the
form

L(2) = −Tr
[1

2
∂+X∂−X −

µ2

2
[X, T ]2 +

1

2
∂+ξ∂−ξ +A+∂−ξ −A−∂+ξ

]
. (3.18)

The linearized e.o.m. are therefore

∂+∂−X + µ2X = 0 ,

∂+∂−ξ + ∂−A+ − ∂+A− = 0 , ∂−ξ = ∂+ξ = 0 , (3.19)

and imply that only X represent propagating d.o.f.6 The apparent massless and ghost modes (ξ, A+, A−)
in (3.18) should not be physical asymptotic states.

3.1.2 The A+ = 0 gauge and an action for the physical degrees of freedom

To compute the S-matrix for physical excitations the H-gauge symmetry in (3.15) needs to be fixed.
The final expression for the S-matrix should, of course, be gauge-independent. For a regular expansion
near g = 1 we fix a gauge on A± – a natural choice is the light-cone gauge, A+ = 0 [1]. In addition to
being ghost-free (the ghost determinant is field-independent), in two dimensions this gauge choice also
preserves the Lorentz-invariance of the gauge-fixed action. The quadratic Lagrangian is given by (3.18)
with A+ = 0, while the cubic and quartic terms take the following gauge-fixed form

L(3) = −Tr
[1

6

(
∂+X[X, ∂−ξ] + ∂+X[ξ, ∂−X] + ∂+ξ[X, ∂−X] +O(ξ3)

+
1

2
A−([X, ∂+X] + [ξ, ∂+ξ])

]
, (3.20)

L(4) = −Tr
[
− 1

24
[X, ∂+X][X, ∂−X] +

µ2

24
[X, [X, T ]]2 +O(ξ2X2) +O(ξ4)

− 1

6
A−([X, [ξ, ∂+ξ]] + [ξ, [X, ∂+ξ]] + [ξ, [ξ, ∂+X]] +O(ξ3))

]
. (3.21)

5 Recall that we are now specifically using the identity τ -automorphism, τ = 1.
6 This agrees of course with the general counting of d.o.f.. We began with an action containing dimG + 2 dimH fields

(g,A+, A−). The off-shell gauge freedom and the two on-shell constraints (from varying with respect to A±) remove
3× dimH d.o.f., leaving the remaining dimG− dimH = dimm physical d.o.f.
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The terms not been included in (3.20) and (3.21) are not required to determine the one-loop two-particle
S-matrix for the physical states X.

At the classical level, to explicitly decouple the unphysical d.o.f., we may integrate out A− and
perturbatively solve the resulting constraint equation for ξ in terms of X.7 Integrating over A− in
(2.58) gives the constraint equation

(
g−1∂+g

)∣∣∣
h

= 0 , (3.22)

which can be expanded using (3.18) and (3.20) to give

∂+ξ −
1

2
[X, ∂+X]− 1

2
[ξ, ∂+ξ]

+
1

6
[X, [X, ∂+ξ]] +

1

6
[X, [ξ, ∂+X]] +

1

6
[ξ, [X, ∂+X]] +

1

6
[ξ, [ξ, ∂+ξ]] + . . . = 0 . (3.23)

Solving perturbatively for ξ we find

ξ0[X] =
1

2

1

∂+
[X, ∂+X] +O(X4) . (3.24)

Here, the lowest order is quadratic in X, which means that to find the quartic action for X we do not
need to consider higher-order terms.8

On substituting (3.24) into the quadratic (3.18), cubic (3.20) and quartic (3.21) Lagrangians the
resulting action for the physical d.o.f. is naïvely non-local. However, using integration by parts [1] we
find it is equivalent to the following local quartic action

S = − k

8πν

∫
d2x Tr

[1

2
∂+X∂−X −

µ2

2
[X, T ]2

+
1

12
[X, ∂+X][X, ∂−X] +

µ2

24
[X, [X, T ]]2 +O(X6)

]
. (3.25)

In general, higher-order terms in the action (3.25) may contain non-local factors 1�∂+
.9 It is not clear if

we should expect an equivalent local action (possibly after field redefinitions) to exist.

This quartic action can be used to compute the tree-level two-particle S-matrix, as well as the part of
the one-loop two-particle S-matrix given by the bubble diagram in figure 3.1. The Lie algebra structure
behind the theory means that the next term in the expansion of the action will be O(X6). Therefore, all
the diagrams that contribute to one-loop two-particle S-matrix are shown in figure 3.1.

The renormalization of the general theory (2.58) is discussed in [28] (see also section 2.4.2). The
coupling k is not renormalized, but there is a logarithmic UV renormalization of the mass parameter µ
(as well as a field renormalization). One may choose a scheme (MS scheme) in which there is no finite

7 An alternative approach (similar to the one in the standard covariant gauge-choice) would be to replace A− by ∂−ξ̃
and to treat ξ̃, ξ,X as a new set of fields with only X representing asymptotic states. The resulting propagator for (ξ̃, ξ)
will have a ghost-like direction but this should not affect the unitarity of the final S-matrix for X.

8 Considering this procedure in the path integral, one may expect quantum corrections to appear at the one-loop level.
This is discussed in detail in section 3.1.3.

9 Such factors may be familiar from light-cone gauge-fixed gauge theory in four dimensions. As in four-dimensional
gauge theory such factors should not cause problems with unitarity: the original theory we started with is unitary for an
appropriate choice of G and H.
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I J4

Figure 3.6: The Feynman diagram for computing the one-loop correction to the mass of the Pohlmeyer-
reduced theories.

renormalization of µ at the one-loop level. This implies that the diagram in figure 3.6 will give a purely
divergent contribution, and similarly for the tadpole contribution to the one-loop two-particle S-matrix
involving a sextic vertex in figure 3.1. Hence, to compute the finite contribution to the one-loop two-
particle S-matrix (in this particular scheme) from the action (3.25) we do not need to know the sextic
vertex.10. Hereafter we will assume a renormalization scheme satisfying this property.

A final comment on the symmetries of the quartic action (3.25) – as follows from (2.64) the residual
gauge transformations that preserve the gauge-choice A+ = 0 are parametrized by h = h(x−) ∈ h.
Integrating out A− and solving perturbatively for ξ restricts this residual symmetry further, such that
the symmetry transformation parameter, h, is constant. It therefore follows that the quartic action for X,
obtained by integrating out A− (3.25), should be, and indeed is, invariant under this global H symmetry,
given by (3.17) with constant h.

3.1.3 One-loop corrections

The aim of this section is to discuss the non-trivial contribution to the one-loop S-matrix coming from
solving the constraint (3.22) in the path integral [2]. Fixing A+ = 0 in the path integral defined by the
action (2.58) and integrating over A− gives

Z =

∫
[dg] δ

[
g−1∂+g

∣∣
h

]
exp

(
iS
∣∣
A±=0

)
. (3.26)

At the quantum level, solving the delta-function constraint (3.22) to eliminate ξ from the path integral
(3.26) gives rise to a field-dependent functional determinant. This determinant is given by functionally
differentiating the constraint equation (3.22), (3.23) and evaluating the resulting operator on ξ = ξ0[X]

(3.24). The contribution to the path integral is then given by

(
detQ

)−1
, Q? = ∂+?−

1

4
[

1

∂+
[X, ∂+X], ∂+?] +

1

4
[[X, ∂+X], ?]

+
1

6
[X, [X, ∂+?]]−

1

6
[X, [∂+X, ?]]−

1

6
[[X, ∂+X], ?] +O(X4) , (3.27)

where the operator Q acts on a function ? taking values in h.

10 There are additional contributions coming from solving the constraint equation (3.22) in the path integral. These are
discussed in section 3.1.3
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Let us rewrite the operator Q in the following form

Q = ~∂+(1 + α) + β
+
, (3.28)

where the ~ symbol denotes the operator is acting all the way to the right. The operators α and β
+
are

functions of X and its derivatives and at leading order are O(X2).11

To compute the contribution of (3.27) the prescription that we use [2] is to expand the determinant
of Q, written as in equation (3.28), in the usual way, treating ~∂+ as the free part. Neglecting quadratic
divergences and tadpole contributions, to evaluate the contribution of this determinant to the one-loop
two-particle S-matrix we may ignore αn for all n, and β+n for n ≥ 4. Indeed, factorizing out the free part
of the operator, we have

log(det[∂−1
+ Q])−1 = − tr log[∂−1

+ Q] . (3.29)

One may then extract the O(X4) part,

− tr
(
α4 + ∂−1

+ β+4

)
− 1

2
tr
(
α2 + ∂−1

+ β+2

)2
. (3.30)

The traces of α4 in the first term and of α2
2 in the second term both give quadratic divergences. The trace

of ∂−1
+ β+4 in the first term and the cross-terms in the second term both give tadpole integrals. As we are

using a scheme in which tadpole integrals are purely divergent we ignore them along with the quadratic
divergences. We are therefore left with

− tr
(
∂−1

+ β
+2

)2
. (3.31)

Let us note that moving the free operator ~∂+ all the way to the left and setting tadpoles to vanish
can be reinterpreted as choosing a different parametrization of g. For example, we may choose, instead
of (3.2), the following parametrization

g = eη , η = X + ξ − α2 ξ .

The operator (3.28) would be then corrected (to O(X2)) as follows

Q = ~∂+(1 + α) + β
+
− ~∂+α2 +O(X4)

= ~∂+ + β+2 +O(X4) .

That is, the O(X2) piece of α cancels.12 Thus the prescription described above is equivalent to a field
redefinition of ξ by some function of X and its derivatives, or choosing an alternative measure for ξ in
the path integral.

11 The O(Xn) (n ≥ 2) pieces of α and β+ are denoted as αn and β+n respectively. Due to the algebra structure n only
takes even values.

12 It does not appear to be possible to do a similar change of parametrization to cancel the O(X2) part of β+ without
redefining the gauge field A−.
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Introducing an orthonormal basis {Ti} for h and defining β+2Ti = B+ijTj , the contribution (3.31) can
be expressed as the following one-loop correction 13 to the action

∆S = − 1

8π

∫
d2x B

+ij
∂−
∂+

B
+ji . (3.32)

This follows from the standard integral relation (see, for example, section 9.6 of [183])14∫
d2q

(2π)2

1

q+(q+ − p+)
=

i

4π

p−
p+

. (3.33)

Now we have established a prescription for computing the contribution of the functional determinant,
we return to our case of interest, that is the particular determinant and operator given in (3.27). Using
the Jacobi identity we find

β
+2 ? = −1

2
[∂+X, [X, ?]] . (3.34)

Splitting this operator into a “symmetric” and an “antisymmetric” piece [4], and neglecting terms involving
[X, ∂+∂−X] 15, we find the one-loop quartic correction (3.32) is given by 16

∆S = − 1

128π

∫
d2x [S

+ijS−ij + A
+ijA−ij ] , S±ij = 2 Tr

[
[X, T(i][Tj), ∂±X]

]
,

A±ij = Tr
[
[X, ∂±X][Ti, Tj ]

]
. (3.35)

3.1.4 One-loop two-particle S-matrix

In this section we present the one-loop two-particle S-matrix for (2.58) with G�H = SO(N + 1)�SO(N)
[1, 2], the Pohlmeyer reduction of strings moving on an (N + 1)-sphere. The matrix representation of
f = so(N + 2) that we use is given by normalized (N + 2)× (N + 2) antisymmetric matrices (proportional
to (2.76)) meaning that ν = 1. Taking the matrix element T as given in (2.68), expanding the matrix
field X in an orthonormal basis {Tm} for m and rescaling by the overall coefficient in the action (2.58);
k�8π

17

X =

√
8π

k
XmTm , (3.36)

13 The nomenclature “one-loop” refers to the suppression of this term by 1�k as compared to the classical action.
14 This integral can be done using the Lorentz-covariant prescription 1

k+
→ k−

k2+iε
= 1

k++iε sign(k+)
(where k stands for

q or q − p) and integrating separately over q+ and q− as in [183]. An equivalent result is found by using 1
k+
→ k−

k2
and

performing the integral directly by symmetric integration.
15 Such terms can be ignored for the purpose of computing the two-particle S-matrix as they vanish on the linearized

e.o.m. for X (3.19).
16 To compare to [2] note that B+ij = − 1

2
fmpifnpjXm∂+Xn ≡ − 1

2
VmnijXm∂+Xn. Here we have introduced a basis

{Tm} for m and fmpi are a subset of the structure constants of the algebra g.
17 k plays the rôle of the expansion parameter.
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we can write the corrected quartic action (given by the action (3.25) and the one-loop correction (3.35))
in component form

S =

∫
d2x

1

2
∂+Xm∂−Xm +

µ2

2
XmXm

+
π

k

[1

3
XmXm∂+Xn∂−Xn −

1

3
Xm∂+XmXn∂−Xn +

µ2

6
XmXmXnXn

]
− π

2k2

[
Xm∂+XmXn∂−Xn + (N − 2)XmXm∂+Xn∂+Xn

]
+ . . . . (3.37)

Here we see that, treating m as an H = SO(N) vector index, the action is invariant under global SO(N)

transformations as expected. The ellipses denote sextic and higher terms, and also higher-order terms in
1�k.

Using the field redefinition

Xm → Xm −
π

6k
XnXnXm , (3.38)

the quartic action (3.37) can be rewritten as

S =

∫
d2x

1

2
∂+Xm∂−Xm +

µ2

2
XmXm +

π

2k
XmXm∂+Xn∂−Xn

− π

2k2

[
Xm∂+XmXn∂−Xn + (N − 2)XmXm∂+Xn∂+Xn

]
+ . . . . (3.39)

This demonstrates that part of the determinant contribution is a finite shift in the coupling k

k → k + c
H
, c

H
= N − 2 , (3.40)

where c
H

denotes the dual Coxeter number of the group H. Integer shifts in k are a common feature of
gauged WZW models [53, 177, 178, 130, 129, 132]. Indeed, in appendix B, in the case when H is abelian,
two alternative methods for deriving the one-loop corrections based on results of gauged WZW theory are
discussed. In particular, one of these involves using the effective action of the gauged WZW model [129]
for which shifts in k are understood as one-loop effects, coming from functional Jacobian determinants
in the path integral.

Following [1, 2] we use standard perturbative quantum field theory to compute the S-matrix.18 As
argued in section 3.1.2 there is one tree-level Feynman diagram and a single relevant one-loop diagram
(the bubble diagram), see figure 3.1. The one-loop corrections to the action constructed in section 3.1.3

18 One option is to use canonical quantization [1], that is introducing the free-theory operators and equal-time commu-
tation relations

Xm(x) =

∫
dp

2π

1
√

2E
((apme

−i~p·~x + a†pme
i~p·~x)

∣∣∣
E=
√
p2+µ2

,

[Xm(σ1), Ẋn(σ2)] = iδmnδ(σ1 − σ2) , [ap1m, a
†
p2 n

] = 2π δmnδ(p1 − p2) ,

and computing the S-matrix defined through the interaction Hamiltonian. Alternatively, one can use Feynman rules [2, 3],
that is the LSZ reduction of the four-point correlation functions. Of course, the two methods are equivalent.
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contribute to the one-loop two-particle S-matrix through the tree-level Feynman diagram, as they are
suppressed by an additional factor of 1�k.

Denoting θ12 = ϑ1 − ϑ2 ≡ θ, the one-loop S-matrix for this theory [1, 2] is 19

S |Xm(p1)Xn(p2)〉 =
(
S1(θ, k)δmnδpq + S2(θ, k)δmqδnp + S3(θ, k)δmpδnq

)
|Xp(p2)Xq(p1)〉 , (3.41)

Si(θ, k) = S̄i(θ, k) + ∆Si(θ, k) ,

S̄3(θ, k) = S̄1(iπ − θ, k) =
iπ

k
coth θ +

iπ

2k2
(csch θ − coth θ)

− π2

k2
coth θ csch θ +

iπ

2k2
(N − 2)θ coth2 θ +O(k−3) ,

S̄2(θ, k) = 1 +
iπ

k
csch θ − π2

k2
(
1

2
+ csch2 θ) +

iπ

2k2
(N − 2) csch θ +O(k−3) ,

∆S3(θ, k) = ∆S1(iπ − θ, k) = − iπ

2k2
(csch θ − coth θ)− (N − 2)

iπ

k2
coth θ ,

∆S2(θ, k) = −(N − 2)
iπ

k2
csch θ . (3.42)

As expected this S-matrix satisfies the analytic S-matrix constraints (3.8), (3.9), (3.10) and (3.11) to the
appropriate order. In particular, crossing symmetry implies the relation between S1 and S3 in (3.42).

The contribution ∆Si, which comes from the determinant (or the corresponding one-loop correction),
splits into two parts. The part not proportional to (N − 2) is required to maintain some of the conse-
quences of integrability: in the case when H is abelian, N = 2, the one-loop correction restores both the
satisfaction of the YBE at the one-loop level and agreement with the exact S-matrix of [112]. Also, in the
N = 4 case the correction restores the group factorization of the S-matrix under so(4) ∼= su(2) ⊕ su(2).
However, in the non-abelian case, N ≥ 3, the addition of the determinant contribution does not restore
the validity of the YBE [2].

The part with coefficient (N −2) is proportional to the tree-level S-matrix and may be interpreted as a
shift in the coupling k by the dual Coxeter number of H = SO(N), c

H
= N −2. In general, there are two

shifts – k → k + c
H�2 and k → k + c

H
that play a rôle, hence we define the following shifted couplings,

k̃ = k +
c
H

2
, k̂ = k + c

H
. (3.43)

It is useful to extract the phase factor

p
B

(θ, k) = 1 +
iπ

k̃
csch θ − π2

2k̃2
csch2 θ +O(k−3) . (3.44)

This phase factor satisfies the braiding unitarity (3.11) and crossing (3.10) relations

p
B

(θ, k) p
B

(−θ, k) = 1 +O(k−3) , p
B

(θ, k) = p
B

(iπ − θ, k) . (3.45)

19 This determinant contribution is present only for N ≥ 2 (for N = 1, or the sine-Gordon model, the group H is trivial).
The action (3.37) is still valid for N = 1 as the one-loop corrections in the final line cancel.
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The total S-matrix coefficients are then given by

Si(θ, k) = p
B

(θ, k)Ŝi(θ, k) ,

Ŝ3(θ, k) = Ŝ1(iπ − θ, k) =
iπ

k̂
coth θ +

iπ

2k̂2
(N − 2)θ coth2 θ +O(k−3) ,

Ŝ2(θ, k) = 1− π2

k̂2
coth2 θ +O(k−3) . (3.46)

Note that in the phase factor the coupling k enters through k̃, while in the functions Ŝi it enters through
k̂.

3.1.4.1 N = 1: The sine-Gordon model

In the N = 1 case the index m takes a single value and there is only a single amplitude 20

S(θ, k) = p
B

(θ, k)(Ŝ1(θ, k) + Ŝ2(θ, k) + Ŝ3(θ, k))

= 1 +
iπ

k

(
1 +

1

2k

)
csch θ − π2

2k2
csch2 θ +O(k−3) . (3.47)

This agrees with the expansion of the exact S-matrix for the perturbative (Lagrangian-field) excitation
of the sine-Gordon model

S
sG

(θ,∆(k)) =
sinh θ + i sin ∆(k)

sinh θ − i sin ∆(k)
, ∆(k) =

π

k − 1
2

, (3.48)

where ∆(k) encodes the usual shift in the sine-Gordon coupling [179, 35].

3.1.4.2 N = 2: The complex sine-Gordon model

For N = 2 the group H is abelian, and therefore its dual Coxeter number vanishes. Consequently, the
coupling k is unshifted, k̃ = k̂ = k. Usually for the complex sine-Gordon model one takes the coset
G�H = SU(2)�U(1) rather than G�H = SO(3)�SO(2). In the perturbative S-matrix the only difference

amounts to rescaling k by 1�2 (to go from the latter to the former). This is a consequence of the dual
Coxeter number of SU(2) being twice that of SO(3).21 In the remainder of this discussion of the complex
sine-Gordon model we will take k to be rescaled by this factor of 1�2.

In this case the determinant contribution is non-trivial and as H is abelian we expect the corrections
to restore the satisfaction of the YBE (3.12).22 This can be seen easily by noting that for N = 2 the

20 Taking N = 1 and summing the three determinant contributions gives ∆S1(θ, k) + ∆S2(θ, k) + ∆S3(θ, k) = 0. This is
expected as for N = 1 the group H is trivial and thus there is no functional determinant contribution.

21 Alternatively, one can think of the 3 × 3 antisymmetric matrices as the adjoint representation of su(2). In this case
the representation index should be taken as ν = cSU(2)

= 2 as oppose to the value of 1 that was used in the construction of
(3.37).

22 This violation of the YBE at the one-loop level was first observed in [62], where the authors also noted that its
satisfaction can be restored through the addition of a quantum counterterm. For further details see the discussion in
appendix B and also [2].
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reflection coefficient in the S-matrix (3.46) vanishes,

R(θ, k) = Ŝ1(θ, k) + Ŝ3(θ, k) = 0 +O(k−3) . (3.49)

In appendix B two alternative approaches to formulating the one-loop corrections are described. Both
these derivations are only suitable in the case when H is abelian as they use the axially gauged WZW
model discussed in section 2.2.1. These alternative methods both give the same result as the light-cone
gauge choice, A+ = 0, discussed here.

If the reflection coefficient vanishes and we have a crossing symmetry (relating Ŝ1 and Ŝ3) then there
is only one independent amplitude. The S-matrix can then be encoded in a single function

p
B

(θ, k)
(
Ŝ2(θ, k) + Ŝ3(θ, k)

)
= 1 +

2iπ

k
coth

θ

2
− 2π2

k2
coth2 θ

2
+O(k−3) . (3.50)

This expression matches the expansion of the exact S-matrix for the scattering of the lowest-charge
solitons, derived based on assumption of exact integrability [112] 23

S
CsG

(θ, k) =
sinh

(
θ
2 + iπk

)
sinh

(
θ
2 − i

π
k

) . (3.51)

3.1.4.3 N = 4: Group factorization

For N = 4 the field Xm transforms in a vector representation of H = SO(4). Using the isomorphism
so(4) ∼= su(2) ⊕ su(2), with the vector representation of SO(4) equivalent to the bi-fundamental of
SU(2)× SU(2), we can rewrite the S-matrix using SU(2) indices

Ŝpqmn(θ, k) ∼ Ŝcċ,dḋ
aȧ,bḃ

(θ, k) . (3.52)

Due to the integrability of the theory this S-matrix should factorize into the tensor product of two SU(2)

S-matrices

Ŝcċ,dḋ
aȧ,bḃ

(θ, k) = Ŝcd
ab

(θ, k) Ŝ ċḋ
ȧḃ

(θ, k) . (3.53)

This is indeed the case for the S-matrix (3.46) with N = 4

Ŝcdab(θ, k) = ŝ1(θ, k)δdaδ
c
b + ŝ2(θ, k)δcaδ

d
b ,

ŝ1(θ, k) =1− iπ

2k̂
coth θ +

iπ

8k̂2
(5iπ − 4θ) coth2 θ +O(k̂−3) ,

ŝ2(θ, k) =
iπ

k̂
coth θ − iπ

2k̂2
(iπ − 2θ) coth2 θ +O(k̂−3) . (3.54)

23 As these solitons are non-topological it is expected that their S-matrix is related to perturbative excitations considered
above [62, 112].
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These functions satisfy the usual su(2) crossing relations (see equation (3.10))

ŝ1(iπ − θ) = ŝ1(θ, k) + ŝ2(θ, k) , ŝ2(iπ − θ) = −ŝ2(θ, k) . (3.55)

3.1.4.4 N ≥ 3: Problems with integrability

Let us now study whether this S-matrix satisfies the YBE for non-abelian H, that is N ≥ 3. To do this
it is useful to define the following tensor function

Y qrsmnp(θ12, θ23) = Ŝtumn(θ12) Ŝvqup(θ13) Ŝsruv(θ23)− Ŝvunp(θ23) Ŝstmv(θ13) Ŝrqtu (θ12) , (3.56)

where m,n, . . . = 1, . . . , N and θij = ϑi−ϑj . The condition of factorization for an S-matrix of a standard
Lorentz-invariant integrable theory implies that it should satisfy the YBE (3.12), that is the tensor
function Y qrsmnp should vanish.

For N ≥ 3 case the leading-order piece 24 of the tensor Y qrsmnp (3.56) takes the non-zero, but simple form

Y qrsmnp ∝
1

k2
Tr
(
T q
m [T r

n , T s
p ]
)

+O(k−3) , (3.57)

where T n
m are generators of the algebra h = so(N). We conclude that, while in the non-abelian case the

tree-level S-matrix does not satisfy the standard YBE, the “anomaly” has a remarkably simple form: it is
independent of the rapidities and proportional to the structure constants of h = so(N) [2]. The one-loop
violation of the YBE is more complicated and described in detail in [2].

The violation of the classical YBE for N ≥ 3 may have been expected as the S-matrix has a non-trivial
“trigonometric” dependence on the rapidities. At the same time, it is a well-known fact that a tree-level S-
matrix with a non-abelian symmetry satisfying the YBE must have a rational form [35]. It is remarkable,
however, that the S-matrix (3.42) violates the classical YBE by only a constant term proportional to the
structure constants of the global symmetry algebra. This suggests that the satisfaction of the YBE may
be restored by some modification or re-interpretation of the S-matrix.

3.1.5 Comments

In this section we have computed the one-loop perturbative S-matrix of the gauged WZW theory with
an integrable potential (2.58) for G�H = SO(N + 1)�SO(N) [1, 2, 3]. For N ≥ 3, that is when H is
non-abelian, the S-matrix does not satisfy the YBE already at tree level, despite the known classical
integrability of the original theory [24, 143, 144, 145]. This violation of the classical YBE happens to
be surprisingly simple: it is proportional to the structure constants of the algebra h = so(N). This is
consistent with the fact that the YBE is satisfied (at both the tree and one-loop levels) in the abelian
(N = 2) case, corresponding to complex sine-Gordon theory.

The violation of the classical YBE appears to be in contradiction with the classical integrability of the
theory (2.58). One explanation of this “anomaly” is that the d.o.f., Xm, being scattered for N ≥ 3 are not

24 That is the O(k−2) piece, as the O(k−1) part trivially vanishes. Equating this leading-order piece to zero is otherwise
known as the classical YBE.
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gauge invariant: they are rotated into each other by the global remnant of the gauge group H = SO(N),
which may allow for a modification of the YBE. The same reservation does not apply when H is abelian
as in this case there is a subtle difference: while the gauged WZW Lagrangian has an SO(2) gauge
symmetry, it has an additional SO(2) global symmetry (2.65) (a consequence of the abelian nature of the
gauge group). Therefore, the excitations transforming linearly under the global part of the gauge SO(2)

are related by a field redefinition to those excitations transforming linearly under the true global SO(2)

symmetry. There is no corresponding global symmetry when H is non-abelian (compare, for example,
the sigma model metric (2.83b) with (2.83c) and (2.83d)).

A related issue is that fixing the light-cone gauge, A+ = 0, and solving for ξ in the Lax connection
(2.133) gives a non-local expression. This suggests that the perturbative excitations that are being
scattered may not be well-defined under the integrable conserved charges. In particular, the proof of
factorized scattering [116] relies on the existence of higher-spin local conserved charges, and therefore one
may expect a modification to the YBE in cases where these charges become non-local. It is natural to
expect that this modification should be “mild”, and this is indeed what is found in (3.57) [2].

One proposal for how to “repair” the violation of the YBE is based on the observation that in the
generalized sine-Gordon models (integrable deformations of gauged WZW theories) there are hints of a
hidden quantum group structure [65]. With this in mind one may look for a tensor constructed out of
SO(2) invariants (that is breaking the manifest SO(N) symmetry) such that its sum with Ŝpqmn (3.42)
satisfies the YBE. Such a constant tensor was found explicitly for all N at tree level in [2] and extended
to the one-loop level for N = 4 in [3]. At tree level the correcting tensor is rapidity independent, however
at the one-loop level it picks up a rapidity dependence. Furthermore, in the N = 4 case discussed in [3]
it was demonstrated that the corrections can be chosen such that the modified S-matrix commutes with
a quantum-deformed su(2)⊕ su(2) symmetry. The deformation parameter q is related to the coupling k
as

q = exp
(
− iπ

k̂

)
, (3.58)

familiar from the quantum group structure of WZW models [184].

We conclude with a couple of brief comments on various exact results in the literature regarding these
bosonic theories. In particular, we look at their qualitative relation to the perturbative computation
described here. In the case when the gauge group is abelian, H = [U(1)]R say, one is allowed to choose
between axial or vector gauging. For axial gauging the vacuum is unique up to gauge transformations and
the theory possesses a global [U(1)]R symmetry. The theory has a spectrum of non-topological solitons
[54, 117, 118, 120, 121, 122] charged under the global symmetry. As in the case of the complex sine-Gordon
model, the lowest-charge solitons are conjectured to be connected to the perturbative (Lagrangian-field)
excitations of the theory. The axial-gauged theory is in some sense T-dual to the vector-gauged theory
[123, 124], which has a [U(1)]R vacuum moduli space. Under the duality the non-topological solitons
become topological solitons parametrized by this vacuum moduli space. This T-duality relies on the
existence of the additional [U(1)]R global symmetry (2.65), which does not exist in the non-abelian case.
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In [65] a set of topological solitons was constructed for the U(N + 1)�U(N) symmetric space sine-
Gordon model (the Pohlmeyer reduction of string theory on R×CPN+1) which has a non-abelian gauge
group. The corresponding quantum soliton S-matrix was conjectured – it is a trigonometric solution of
the YBE and exhibits a quantum group symmetry. In the classical limit the topological charge of these
solitons becomes small and one may hope that the tree-level S-matrix for the perturbative excitations
can be partially recovered from the solitonic S-matrix.

3.2 Pohlmeyer-reduced superstrings – gauge fixing and the

perturbative S-matrix

Let us now turn to the fermionic extension of the gauged WZW model with integrable potential (1.5),
which describes the Pohlmeyer reduction of the AdSN × SN superstring sigma models [24, 25]. As
discussed in section 2.3 the fields in this action are related to the currents of the superstring sigma model,
based on the supercoset (1.1) for N = 5 ((2.125) and (2.126) for N = 2 and N = 3 respectively).

We start with a derivation of an action for the physical d.o.f. (generalizing the bosonic construction in
section 3.1.2) focussing on the N = 5 case. Recall that the N = 2 and N = 3 cases can be understood
as truncations of the N = 5, see section 2.3.2. The particular 8 × 8 matrix representation of psu(2, 2|4)

that we use is outlined in appendix A. In particular, it is based on the fundamental representation of
g = usp(2, 2)⊕ usp(4). As in the bosonic case, we will work with the identity τ -automorphism, although
again, when we consider the light-cone gauge, A+ = 0, the dependence on the τ -automorphism in the
action (1.5) drops out.

We conclude this section with the explicit results for the one-loop two-particle S-matrices of the
Pohlmeyer-reduced AdSN × SN superstrings, with N = 2, 3, 5. It is important to note that we do
not include contributions coming from treating the A+ = 0 gauge in the path integral, as we did for the
bosonic construction in sections 3.1.3 and 3.1.4. The reason for this is the resulting corrections do not
have the desired effect of restoring the various properties of integrability, as they did in the bosonic case.
The necessary one-loop corrections are discussed further in chapters 4 and 5.

3.2.1 Expansion of the fermionic sector of the action

The action for the Pohlmeyer reduction of the AdS5 × S5 superstring sigma model is given by (1.5) with

g ∈ G = USp(2, 2)×USp(4) , A± ∈ f⊥0 = h = [su(2)]⊕4 , Ψ
R
∈ f
‖
1 , Ψ

L
∈ f
‖
3 . (3.59)

The full action (1.5) is invariant under the H-gauge transformations (2.64) and (2.118). The expansion
of the bosonic part of the action has been discussed in section 3.1.2. We therefore turn to the fermionic
sector given by

S
F

=
k

4π

∫
d2x STr

[
Ψ
L
TD+Ψ

L
+ Ψ

R
TD−Ψ

R
+ µg−1Ψ

L
gΨ

R

]
. (3.60)
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To expand (3.60) near g = 1 we use again the parametrization and decomposition given in (3.2), leading
to

S
F

=
k

4π

∫
d2x STr

[
Ψ
L
TD+Ψ

L
+ Ψ

R
TD−Ψ

R
+ µ Ψ

L
eLηΨ

R

]
. (3.61)

As our aim is to compute the one-loop two-particle S-matrix for the physical fields (X,Ψ
R
,Ψ

L
) we need

the expansion of this action to the quartic order

L(2)
F

= STr
[
Ψ
L
T∂+Ψ

L
+ Ψ

R
T∂−Ψ

R
+ µ Ψ

L
Ψ
R

]
,

L(3)
F

= STr
[
A+[Ψ

L
, Ψ

L
T ] +A−[Ψ

R
, Ψ

R
T ] + µ ξ[Ψ

R
, Ψ

L
]
]
,

L(4)
F

= STr
[µ

2
Ψ
L

[X, [X, Ψ
R

]] +
µ

2
Ψ
L

[ξ, [ξ, Ψ
R

]]
]
. (3.62)

It follows from the quadratic Lagrangian that the fermions Ψ
R
,Ψ

L
have the same mass, µ, as the bosons

X, see (3.19): their linearized e.o.m. are

∂+Ψ
L

= 2µTΨ
R
, ∂−Ψ

R
= 2µTΨ

L
⇒ ∂+∂−Ψ

L,R
+ µ2Ψ

L,R
= 0 . (3.63)

3.2.2 The A+ = 0 gauge and an action for the physical degrees of freedom

Following the bosonic discussion in section 3.1.2 we fix the light-cone gauge, A+ = 0, in the action for the
Pohlmeyer-reduced superstring (1.5). We can then integrate out A− giving the constraint (3.3), whose
expansion, generalizing (3.23), is

−∂+ξ +
1

2
[X, ∂+X] + [Ψ

R
, Ψ

R
T ] +

1

2
[ξ, ∂+ξ] + . . . = 0 . (3.64)

Solving perturbatively for ξ we find

ξ0[X,Ψ
R

] =
1

2

1

∂+
[X, ∂+X] +

1

∂+
[Ψ
R
, Ψ

R
T ] +O(X4, X2Ψ2

R
) . (3.65)

Substituting for ξ, using (3.65), in the perturbative expansion of the bosonic (3.18), (3.20), (3.21) and
the fermionic (3.62) pieces of the action we find a non-local action for the physical d.o.f. (X,Ψ

R
,Ψ

L
) [1].

As in section 3.1.2, integration by parts can be used to put the bosonic part of this non-local action
into the manifestly local form (3.25). The terms containing fermions can also be simplified with the help
of integration by parts and field redefinitions. These field redefinitions amount to using the linearized
e.o.m. (3.19) and (3.63) in the quartic part of the non-local action.25 The result is an equivalent local

25 For example, if we have a quartic term containing [X, ∂+∂−X] we can ignore it: if X satisfies the linearised e.o.m. (3.19)
then ∂+∂−X ∝ X and thus such a term vanishes. Equivalently, these terms can be removed by field redefinitions.
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action leading to the same one-loop two-particle S-matrix

S =
k

4π

∫
d2x STr

[1

2
∂+X∂−X −

µ2

2
[X, T ]2 + Ψ

L
T∂+Ψ

L
+ Ψ

R
T∂−Ψ

R
+ µΨ

L
Ψ
R

+
1

12
[X, ∂+X][X, ∂−X] +

µ2

24
[X, [X, T ]]2

− 1

4
[Ψ
L
T, Ψ

L
][X, ∂+X]− 1

4
[Ψ
R
, TΨ

R
][X, ∂−X]− µ

2
[X, Ψ

R
][X, Ψ

L
]

+
1

2
[Ψ
L
T, Ψ

L
][Ψ

R
, TΨ

R
] +O(X6, X4Ψ2

L,R
, X2Ψ4

L,R
)
]
. (3.66)

As in the bosonic case, higher-order terms in the action (3.66) may contain non-local factors 1�∂+
.

The action (3.66) is invariant under the global part of the H-gauge transformations (2.64) and (2.118)
(recall we are using the identity τ -automorphism)

(X, Ψ
R
, Ψ

L
)→ h−1(X, Ψ

R
, Ψ

L
)h , h = const ∈ H . (3.67)

Therefore, the one-loop two-particle S-matrix for the Pohlmeyer-reduced AdS5 × S5 superstring should
at least have an [SU(2)]4 global symmetry.

Let us now write the action (3.66) in index notation. We shall decompose X and Ψ
R
,Ψ

L
into pieces

that transform in bi-fundamental representations of pairs of the four SU(2) groups that form H,

X = Y + Z , Ψ
L,R

= ζ
L,R

+ χ
L,R

, (3.68)

where the fields Y, Z, ζ
L,R

, χ
L,R

may be identified as 2 × 2 blocks of the 8 × 8 matrix representation of
psu(2, 2|4) (see appendix A for explicit bases and further details)

su(2)1 Y 0 ζ

Y su(2)2 χ 0

0 χ su(2)3 Z

0 ζ Z su(2)4

 . (3.69)

Y and Z represent the 4 bosonic d.o.f. of the Pohlmeyer-reduced theories for the AdS5 and S5 sectors re-
spectively, while the 4 components of ζ

L,R
and the 4 components of χ

L,R
are the fermions that “intertwine”

them.

One way to write the action in a simple form [1] is to formally identify the actions of SU(2)1 and
SU(2)3, and SU(2)2 and SU(2)4. This leaves a single “diagonal” SU(2) × SU(2) subgroup of H. (3.69)
then implies the physical fields all transform in the same bi-fundamental representation of this [SU(2)]2

subgroup, which is locally isomorphic to SO(4).26 In this way we can rewrite the theory such that all the
fields (Y, Z, ζ

L,R
, χ

L,R
) are labelled by an index of the same vector representation of this SO(4) group.

Using the basis of psu(2, 2|4) described in appendix A, we may introduce the component fields as
26 In particular the bi-fundamental representation of the former is the same as the vector representation of the latter.
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follows

Y =

√
4π

k
Ym T

A
m , Z =

√
4π

k
Zm T

S
m ,

ζ
L,R

=

√
4π

k
e
iπ
4 ζ

L,Rm
TL1,R1
m , χ

L,R
=

√
4π

k
e
iπ
4 χ

L,Rm
TL2,R2
m . (3.70)

Here m,n, . . . = 1, 2, 3, 4 are SO(4) vector indices. Ym and Zm are real bosonic fields, while ζ
L,Rm

, χ
L,Rm

are 2-d Majorana-Weyl fermions. Making use of the identities in appendix A we can expand (3.66) in
components to give

S5 =

∫
d2x

1

2
∂+Ym∂−Ym −

µ2

2
YmYm +

1

2
∂+Zm∂−Zm −

µ2

2
ZmZm

+
i

2
ζ
Lm∂+ζLm +

i

2
ζ
Rm∂−ζRm + iµζ

RmζLm +
i

2
χ
Lm∂+χLm +

i

2
χ
Rm∂−χRm + iµχ

RmχRm

+
π

2k

[
− 2

3
YmYm∂+Yn∂−Yn +

2

3
Ym∂+YmYn∂−Yn −

µ2

3
YmYmYnYn

+
2

3
ZmZm∂+Zn∂−Zn −

2

3
Zm∂+ZmZn∂−Zn +

µ2

3
ZmZmZnZn

+
i

2
(γmnpq + εmnpq)(ζLmζLnYp∂+Yq + ζ

RmζRnYp∂−Yq

− χ
LmχLnZp∂+Zq − χRmχRnZp∂−Zq)

+
i

2
(γmnpq − εmnpq)(χLmχLnYp∂+Yq + χ

RmχRnYp∂−Yq

− ζ
LmζLnZp∂+Zq − ζRmζRnZp∂−Zq)

+ iµ(ζ
RmζLm + χ

RmχLm)(YnYn − ZnZn)

− 2iµ(εmnpq + δmnδpq − δmpδnq − δmqδnp)(ζRmχLnYpZq − χRmζLnZpYq)

+ εmnpq(ζRmζRnζLpζLq − χRmχRnχLpχLq)
]

+O(k−2) . (3.71)

Here we have defined the SO(N) tensor γmnpq as

γmnpq = δmpδnq − δmqδnp . (3.72)

The action (3.71) describes 8 + 8 massive d.o.f. and is manifestly 2-d Lorentz invariant as expected,
assuming the fermions transform as 2-d Majorana-Weyl spinors [24]. The Pohlmeyer-reduced AdS5 × S5

superstring was shown to be UV-finite to the two-loop level (and conjectured to be finite to all orders)
[28], see also section 2.4.2. The same should also be true for its gauge-fixed version (3.66) and (3.71).
This implies that the corresponding quantum S-matrix should be finite, and hence should only depend
on the original tree-level mass scale µ.

As discussed in section 2.3.2 (up to a scaling ambiguity in k) the analogous actions for the Pohlmeyer-
reduced AdS2 × S2 and AdS3 × S3 superstrings are given by restricting the indices to m,n, p, q to take
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the values 1 and 1, 2 respectively.27 In particular, the quartic expansions of (2.129) and (2.130) agree
with (3.71), found using the light-cone gauge, A+ = 0, with the appropriate index restrictions, up to field
redefinitions [1].

3.2.3 One-loop two-particle S-matrices

In this section we compute the one-loop two-particle S-matrix coming from the action (3.71) and its
AdS2×S2 and AdS3×S3 truncations using Feynman diagrams and standard perturbative quantum field
theory (that is the LSZ reduction of the four-point correlation functions).28 In the reduced AdSN × SN

theories there are 16 (×(N − 1)2) two-particle states given by

|Ym(p1)Yn(p2)〉 , |Zm(p1)Zn(p2)〉 , |ζm(p1)ζn(p2)〉 , |χm(p1)χn(p2)〉 ,

|Ym(p1)ζn(p2)〉 , |ζm(p1)Yn(p2)〉 , |Zm(p1)χn(p2)〉 , |χm(p1)Zn(p2)〉 ,

|Ym(p1)χn(p2)〉 , |χm(p1)Yn(p2)〉 , |Zm(p1)ζn(p2)〉 , |ζm(p1)Zn(p2)〉 ,

|Ym(p1)Zn(p2)〉 , |Zm(p1)Yn(p2)〉 , |ζm(p1)χn(p2)〉 , |χm(p1)ζn(p2)〉 . (3.73)

Naïvely we have 256 amplitudes in the two-particle S-matrix; however, from the action (3.71) we see
that at tree level there are selection rules such that the four rows of two-particle states in (3.73) scatter
only amongst themselves. This is a consequence of symmetries that are not manifest in the action (3.71).
Therefore, these selection rules apply beyond tree level. We thus have 64 non-zero scattering processes.
The symmetries are discussed in greater detail for each of the particular theories in chapters 4 and 5.

We will list 40 of these amplitudes for each of the AdSN × SN reduced theories, from which the
remaining 24 can be easily derived. For example, to compute Bmnpq(θ) in

S |ζm(p1)Yn(p2)〉 = Bmnpq(θ) |ζp(p2)Yq(p1)〉+ . . . , (3.74)

27 For the reduced AdS3×S3 theory we should also rescale k → k�2. The reason for this is the following. For the reduced
AdS3×S3 theory G = SU(1, 1)×SU(2). The dual Coxeter number of SU(2), cSU(2)

= 2 is twice that of SO(3), cSO(3)
= 1

(see also the discussions in section 3.1.4.2 and in footnote 3 of appendix B). For the reduced AdS5 × S5 theory we have
G = USp(2, 2)×USp(4). The dual Coxeter number of USp(4), cUSp(4)

= 3 is equal to that of SO(5), cSO(5)
= 3. Therefore

the reduced AdS3 × S3 theory should have k → k�2 compared to the G�H = SO(3)�SO(2) theory (3.37) of section 3.1.4,

whereas the reduced AdS5 × S5 theory should have the same normalization of k as the G�H = SO(5)�SO(4) theory (3.37)

of section 3.1.4. For the reduced AdS2 × S2 case the group G is abelian and thus there is no potential quantization of k.
Therefore it can be arbitrarily rescaled. For convenience we assume the same normalization as in the reduced AdS3 × S3

theory, that is we rescale k → k�2 in (3.71). This is also the same normalization as if one takes ν = 1�2 in (2.58).
28 An alternative, but equivalent, method used in [1] is canonical quantization. That is, introducing the bosonic (given

in footnote 18 of chapter 3) and fermionic free theory operators and the usual commutation/anticommutation relations

ζLm(x) =

∫
dp

2π

1
√

2E
(uζ

L
(p) aζpme

−i~p·~x + vζ
L

(p) a†
ζpm

ei~p·~x)
∣∣∣
E=
√
p2+µ2

,

ζRm(x) =

∫
dp

2π

1
√

2E
(uζ

R
(p) aζpme

−i~p·~x + vζ
R

(p) a†
ζpm

ei~p·~x)
∣∣∣
E=
√
p2+µ2

,

{aζp1m, a
†
ζp2m

} = 2π δmnδ(p1 − p2) ,

where the fermionic wave functions have the following explicit form in terms of the rapidity defined in (3.5)

uζ
L

(p) =
√
µ i e−

ϑ
2 , vζ

L
(p) = −√µ i e−

ϑ
2 , uζ

R
(p) =

√
µ e

ϑ
2 , vζ

R
(p) =

√
µ e

ϑ
2 .

The S-matrix is then defined in the standard way through the interaction Hamiltonian.
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where the ellipses stand for other possible terms, we may use the fact that we know Amnpq(θ) in

S |Ym(p1)ζn(p2)〉 = Amnpq(θ) |Yp(p2)ζq(p1)〉+ . . .

⇒ S |ζm(p2)Yn(p1)〉 = Anmqp(θ) |ζp(p1)Yq(p2)〉+ . . .

⇒ S |ζm(p1)Yn(p2)〉 = A∗nmqp(−θ) |ζp(p2)Yq(p1)〉+ . . . , (3.75)

implying that 29

Bmnpq(θ) = A∗nmqp(−θ) . (3.76)

Clearly, if two fermions are passing through each other in (3.75) we pick up a factor of −1.

The reduced AdS5 × S5 theory is UV-finite [28]. Furthermore, it was shown in [24] that the reduced
AdS2 × S2 theory is equivalent to the N = 2 supersymmetric sine-Gordon model and is therefore UV-
finite as well. Semiclassical computations [5, 29, 30] provide a check that the reduced AdS3 × S3 theory
is also UV-finite, at least to the two-loop level. Thus in contrast to the purely bosonic theories there is
no renormalization of the mass parameter µ in the Pohlmeyer-reduced AdSN × SN superstrings.

Just as in the bosonic case (see sections 3.1.2 and 3.1.4), to compute the one-loop S-matrix we only need
to consider the tree-level and one-loop bubble Feynman diagrams in figure 3.1. This is because the finite
contribution of the one-loop tadpole diagram in figure 3.1 (arising from the sextic terms in the action
(3.71)) vanishes in two dimensions. Due to the form of the fermion-boson and fermion-fermion interactions
the (gauged WZW-based) theories we consider here are only naturally defined in two dimensions. This
means the standard dimensional regularization is not suitable. Instead we assume a direct momentum
cut-off and ignore divergent terms. They should cancel against the contributions of tadpole diagrams
coming from the sextic vertices, as the theories are UV-finite.

Below we list the expressions for the one-loop S-matrices in each of the three Pohlmeyer-reduced
AdSN × SN theories [3]. It turns out to be useful to extract the overall phase factor

p0(θ, k ; c) = 1 + c
π csch θ

2k2

(
i
[
2 + (iπ − 2θ) coth θ

]
− π csch θ

)
, (3.77)

from the one-loop S-matrix (with different values of the constant c depending on the theory). One
motivation for this choice is that it sets the YmZn → ZnYm and ζmχn → χnζm amplitudes equal to ±1,
at least to the one-loop level.

3.2.3.1 The Pohlmeyer-reduced AdS2 × S2 theory

Let us start with the action (3.71), restrict the indices m,n, p, q to only take a single value and rescale
k → k�2. The resulting action is then that of the reduced AdS2 × S2 theory (2.129) [24, 1] expanded to
quartic order

S2 =

∫
d2x

1

2
∂+Y ∂−Y −

µ2

2
Y 2 +

1

2
∂+Z∂−Z −

µ2

2
Z2

29 This equality is related to the hermitian analyticity of the S-matrix (3.9), for real θ, combined with invariance under
time-reversal transformations, giving the standard property of real analyticity [113, 147], and spatial-parity transformations.
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+
i

2
ζ
L
∂+ζL +

i

2
ζ
R
∂−ζR + iµζ

R
ζ
L

+
i

2
χ
L
∂+χL +

i

2
χ
R
∂−χR + iµχ

R
χ
L

+
π

k

[
− µ2

3
Y 4 +

µ2

3
Z4 + iµ(ζ

R
ζ
L

+ χ
R
χ
L

)(Y 2 − Z2) + 2iµ(ζ
R
χ
L
− χ

R
χ
L

)Y Z
]

+O(k−2) .

(3.78)

The resulting one-loop S-matrix is found to have the following structure:

Boson−Boson

S |Y (p1)Y (p2)〉 = f
1
(θ, k) |Y (p2)Y (p1)〉+ f

5
(θ, k) |Z(p2)Z(p1)〉

− f6(θ, k) |ζ(p2)ζ(p1)〉 − f6(θ, k) |χ(p2)χ(p1)〉

S |Z(p1)Z(p2)〉 = f
1
(θ,−k) |Z(p2)Z(p1)〉+ f

5
(θ,−k) |Y (p2)Y (p1)〉

− f6(θ,−k) |χ(p2)χ(p1)〉 − f6(θ,−k) |ζ(p2)ζ(p1)〉

S |Y (p1)Z(p2)〉 = f
3
(θ, k) |Z(p2)Y (p1)〉+ f

5
(iπ − θ, k) |Y (p2)Z(p1)〉

− f7(θ, k) |χ(p2)ζ(p1)〉+ f7(θ, k) |ζ(p2)χ(p1)〉

Boson− Fermion

S |Y (p1)ζ(p2)〉 = f
4
(θ, k) |ζ(p2)Y (p1)〉+ if

6
(iπ − θ, k) |Y (p2)ζ(p2)〉

+ f
8
(θ, k) |χ(p2)Z(p1)〉+ if

7
(iπ − θ, k) |Z(p2)χ(p1)〉

S |Y (p1)χ(p2)〉 = f
4
(θ, k) |χ(p2)Y (p1)〉+ if

6
(iπ − θ, k) |Y (p2)χ(p1)〉

− f8(θ, k) |ζ(p2)Z(p1)〉 − if7(iπ − θ, k) |Z(p2)ζ(p1)〉

S |Z(p1)ζ(p2)〉 = f
4
(θ,−k) |ζ(p2)Z(p1)〉+ if

6
(iπ − θ,−k) |Z(p2)ζ(p1)〉

− f8(θ,−k) |χ(p2)Y (p1)〉 − if7(iπ − θ,−k) |Y (p2)χ(p1)〉

S |Z(p1)χ(p2)〉 = f
4
(θ,−k) |χ(p2)Z(p1)〉+ if

6
(iπ − θ,−k) |Z(p2)χ(p1)〉

+ f8(θ,−k) |ζ(p2)Y (p1)〉+ if7(iπ − θ,−k) |Y (p2)ζ(p1)〉

Fermion− Fermion

S |ζ(p1)ζ(p2)〉 = − f
2
(θ, k) |ζ(p2)ζ(p1)〉+ f

5
(θ, k) |χ(p2)χ(p1)〉

+ f
6
(θ, k) |Y (p2)Y (p1)〉+ f

6
(θ,−k) |Z(p2)Z(p1)〉

S |χ(p1)χ(p2)〉 = − f
2
(θ,−k) |χ(p2)χ(p1)〉+ f

5
(θ,−k) |ζ(p2)ζ(p1)〉

+ f6(θ,−k) |Z(p2)Z(p1)〉+ f6(θ, k) |Y (p2)Y (p1)〉

S |ζ(p1)χ(p2)〉 = − f
3
(θ, k) |χ(p2)ζ(p1)〉+ f

5
(iπ − θ, k) |ζ(p2)χ(p1)〉

+ f7(θ, k) |Z(p2)Y (p1)〉+ f7(θ, k) |Y (p2)Z(p1)〉

Functions

f̂
1
(θ, k) = 1− 2iπ

k
csch θ − π csch θ

k2
+O(k−3) , f̂

2
(θ, k) = 1 +

π csch2 θ

k2
+O(k−3) ,

f̂
3
(θ, k) = 1 +O(k−3) , f̂

4
(θ, k) = 1− iπ

k
csch θ +O(k−3) ,

f̂5(θ, k) =
π2

4k2
sech2 θ

2
+O(k−3) , f̂6(θ, k) =

iπ

2k
sech

θ

2
+

π2

2k2
csch θ sech

θ

2
+O(k−3) ,
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f̂
7
(θ, k) =

iπ

2k
csch

θ

2
+O(k−3) , f̂

8
(θ, k) = − π2

2k2
csch θ +O(k−3) .

The 8 functions f̂i are related to fi entering S by the phase factor p0(θ, k ; 1), defined in (3.77)

f
i
(θ, k) = p

0
(θ, k ; 1) f̂

i
(θ, k) . (3.79)

The 1�k terms in f
i
represent tree-level contributions to the two-particle S-matrix [1], and the 1�k2 terms,

the one-loop contributions [3].

3.2.3.2 The Pohlmeyer-reduced AdS3 × S3 theory

Here we start again with the action (3.71), rescaling k → k�2 and restricting the indices m,n, p, q to take
the values 1 and 2 (they are therefore SO(2) vector indices). The resulting action is then that of the
reduced AdS3 × S3 theory (2.130) [27, 1] expanded to quartic order

S3 =

∫
d2x

1

2
∂+Ym∂−Ym −

µ2

2
YmYm +

1

2
∂+Zm∂−Zm −

µ2

2
ZmZm

+
i

2
ζ
Lm∂+ζLm +

i

2
ζ
Rm∂−ζRm + iµζ

RmζLm +
i

2
χ
Lm∂+χLm +

i

2
χ
Rm∂−χRm + iµχ

RmχLm

+
π

k

[
− 2

3
YmYm∂+Yn∂−Yn +

2

3
Ym∂+YmYn∂−Yn −

µ2

3
YmYmYnYn

+
2

3
ZmZm∂+Zn∂−Zn −

2

3
Zm∂+ZmZn∂−Zn +

µ2

3
ZmZmZnZn

+
i

2
γmnpq(ζLmζLnYp∂+Yq + ζ

RmζRnYp∂−Yq

− χ
LmχLnZp∂+Zq − χRmχRnZp∂−Zq)

+
i

2
γmnpq(χLmχLnYp∂+Yq + χ

RmχRnYp∂−Yq

− ζ
LmζLnZp∂+Zq − ζRmζRnZp∂−Zq)

+ iµ(ζ
RmζLm + χ

RmχLm)(YnYn − ZnZn)

− 2iµ(δmnδpq − δmpδnq − δmqδnp)(ζRmχLnYpZq − χmζLnZpYq)
]

+O(k−2) . (3.80)

The corresponding one-loop S-matrix is found to be:

Boson−Boson

S |Ym(p1)Yn(p2)〉 = f
1mnpq(θ, k) |Yp(p2)Yq(p1)〉+ f

5mnpq(θ, k) |Zp(p2)Zq(p1)〉

− f
6mnpq(θ, k) |ζp(p2)ζq(p1)〉 − f

6mnpq(θ, k) |χp(p2)χq(p1)〉

S |Zm(p1)Zn(p2)〉 = f
1mnpq(θ,−k) |Zp(p2)Zq(p1)〉+ f

5mnpq(θ,−k) |Yp(p2)Yq(p1)〉

− f6mnpq(θ,−k) |χp(p2)χq(p1)〉 − f6mnpq(θ,−k) |ζp(p2)ζq(p1)〉

S |Ym(p1)Zn(p2)〉 = f
3mnpq(θ, k) |Zp(p2)Yq(p1)〉+ f

5mqpn(iπ − θ, k) |Yp(p2)Zq(p1)〉

− f7mnpq(θ, k) |χp(p2)ζq(p1)〉+ f7mnpq(θ, k) |ζp(p2)χq(p1)〉
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Boson− Fermion

S |Ym(p1)ζn(p2)〉 = f4mnpq(θ, k) |ζp(p2)Yq(p1)〉+ if6mqpn(iπ − θ, k) |Yp(p2)ζq(p1)〉

+ f
8mnpq(θ, k) |χp(p2)Zq(p1)〉+ if

7mqpn(iπ − θ, k) |Zp(p2)χq(p1)〉

S |Ym(p1)χn(p2)〉 = f4mnpq(θ, k) |χp(p2)Yq(p1)〉+ if6mqpn(iπ − θ, k) |Yp(p2)χq(p1)〉

− f
8mnpq(θ, k) |ζp(p2)Zq(p1)〉 − if

7mqpn(iπ − θ, k) |Zp(p2)ζq(p1)〉

S |Zm(p1)ζn(p2)〉 = f
4mnpq(θ,−k) |ζp(p2)Zq(p1)〉+ if

6mqpn(iπ − θ,−k) |Zp(p2)ζq(p1)〉

− f
8mnpq(θ,−k) |χp(p2)Yq(p1)〉 − if

7mqpn(iπ − θ,−k) |Yp(p2)χq(p1)〉

S |Zm(p1)χn(p2)〉 = f
4mnpq(θ,−k) |χp(p2)Zq(p1)〉+ if

6mqpn(iπ − θ,−k) |Zp(p2)χq(p1)〉

+ f
8mnpq(θ,−k) |ζp(p2)Yq(p1)〉+ if

7mqpn(iπ − θ,−k) |Yp(p2)ζq(p1)〉

Fermion− Fermion

S |ζm(p1)ζn(p2)〉 = − f2mnpq(θ, k) |χp(p2)χq(p1)〉+ f
5̂mnpq

(θ, k) |ζp(p2)ζq(p1)〉

+ f
6mnpq(θ, k) |Yp(p2)Yq(p1)〉+ f

6mnpq(θ,−k) |Zp(p2)Zq(p1)〉

S |χm(p1)χn(p2)〉 = − f2mnpq(θ,−k) |χp(p2)χq(p1)〉+ f
5̂mnpq

(θ,−k) |ζp(p2)ζq(p1)〉

+ f
6mnpq(θ,−k) |Zp(p2)Zq(p1)〉+ f

6mnpq(θ, k) |Yp(p2)Yq(p1)〉

S |ζm(p1)χn(p2)〉 = − f
3̂mnpq

(θ, k) |χp(p2)ζq(p1)〉+ f
5̂mqpn

(iπ − θ, k) |ζp(p2)χq(p1)〉

+ f
7mnpq(θ, k) |Zp(p2)Yq(p1)〉+ f

7mnpq(θ, k) |Yp(p2)Zq(p1)〉

Functions

f̂1mnpq(θ, k) = δmqδnp

(
1− 2iπ

k
csch θ − 2π2

k2
coth2 θ

)
+ εmqεnp

(2iπ

k
coth θ − iπ

k2
(iπ − 2θ) csch2 θ +

3π2

k2
coth θ csch θ

)
+
iπ

k2

(
εmnεpq(csch θ − coth θ) + εmpεqn(csch θ + coth θ)

)
+O(k−3) ,

f̂
2mnpq(θ, k) = δmqδnp

(
1 +

2π2

k2
csch2 θ

)
+ εmqεnp

(
− iπ

k2
(iπ − 2θ) csch2 θ − π2

k2
coth θ csch θ

)
−2iπ

k2
csch θ

(
εmnεpq + εmpεqn

)
+O(k−3) ,

f̂3mnpq(θ, k) = f̂
3̂mnpq

(θ, k) = δmqδnp + εmqεnp

(
− iπ

k2
(iπ − 2θ) csch2 θ +

π2

k2
coth θ csch θ

)
+O(k−3) ,

f̂
4mnpq(θ, k) = δmqδnp

(
1− iπ

k
csch θ − π2

2k2

)
+ εmqεnp

( iπ
k

coth θ − iπ

k2
(iπ − 2θ) csch2 θ +

π2

k2
coth θ csch θ

)
+O(k−3) ,

f̂
5mnpq(θ, k) =

π2

2k2
sech2 θ

2
(δmnδpq − εmnεpq)+

iπ

k2
εmnεpq(csch θ − coth θ) +O(k−3) ,

f̂
5̂mnpq

(θ, k) =
π2

2k2
sech2 θ

2
(δmnδpq − εmnεpq)+

2iπ

k2
εmnεpq csch θ +O(k−3) ,

f̂
6mnpq(θ, k) =

( iπ
2k

sech
θ

2
− π2

2k2
sech

θ

2
tanh

θ

2

)
(δmnδpq − εmnεpq)−

iπ

k2
εmnεpq sech

θ

2
+O(k−3) ,
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f̂
7mnpq(θ, k) =

iπ

2k
csch

θ

2

(
δmpδnq + δmqδnp − δmnδpq

)
+O(k−3) ,

f̂
8mnpq(θ, k) = O(k−3) .

As in the AdS2 × S2 case (3.79) the 10 tensor functions fimnpq are related to f̂imnpq by extracting the
scalar phase factor p

0
(θ, k ; 2), defined in (3.77)

fi(θ, k) = p0(θ, k ; 2) f̂i(θ, k) . (3.81)

Notice that the Y Y ZZ and ζζχχ amplitudes are not related in the same way as they were in the AdS2×S2

case (the functions f
5
and f

5̂
are not equal).

This one-loop S-matrix does not satisfy the YBE. Similarly to the complex sine-Gordon case [62, 2]
(see section 3.1.3) one can find a local quartic correction to the action whose contribution cancels the
underlined terms in the above S-matrix coefficients f̂i and restores the validity of the YBE at the one-loop
order. Adding this correction also restores the equality between the coefficient functions f

5
and f

5̂
. This

is discussed further in section 4.2.2.

3.2.3.3 The Pohlmeyer-reduced AdS5 × S5 theory

The one-loop S-matrix computed starting with the action (3.71) is

Boson−Boson

S |Ym(p1)Yn(p2)〉 = f
1mnpq(θ, k) |Yp(p2)Yq(p1)〉+ f

5mnpq(θ, k) |Zp(p2)Zq(p1)〉

− f+
6 mnpq(θ, k) |ζp(p2)ζq(p1)〉 − f−

6 mnpq(θ, k) |χp(p2)χq(p1)〉

S |Zm(p1)Zn(p2)〉 = f
1mnpq(θ,−k) |Zp(p2)Zq(p1)〉+ f

5mnpq(θ,−k) |Yp(p2)Yq(p1)〉

− f+
6 mnpq(θ,−k) |χp(p2)χq(p1)〉 − f−

6 mnpq(θ,−k) |ζp(p2)ζq(p1)〉

S |Ym(p1)Zn(p2)〉 = f
3mnpq(θ, k) |Zp(p2)Yq(p1)〉+ f

5mqpn(iπ − θ, k) |Yp(p2)Zq(p1)〉

− f+
7 mnpq(θ, k) |χp(p2)ζq(p1)〉+ f7

−
mnpq(θ, k) |ζp(p2)χq(p1)〉

Boson− Fermion

S |Ym(p1)ζn(p2)〉 = f+
4 mnpq(θ, k) |ζp(p2)Yq(p1)〉+ if+

6 mqpn(iπ − θ, k) |Yp(p2)ζq(p1)〉

+ f+
8 mnpq(θ, k) |χp(p2)Zq(p1)〉+ if−

7 mqpn(iπ − θ, k) |Zp(p2)χq(p1)〉

S |Ym(p1)χn(p2)〉 = f−
4 mnpq(θ, k) |χp(p2)Yq(p1)〉+ if−

6 mqpn(iπ − θ, k) |Yp(p2)χq(p1)〉

− f−
8 mnpq(θ, k) |ζp(p2)Zq(p1)〉 − if+

7 mqpn(iπ − θ, k) |Zp(p2)ζq(p1)〉

S |Zm(p1)ζn(p2)〉 = f−
4 mnpq(θ,−k) |ζp(p2)Zq(p1)〉+ if−

6 mqpn(iπ − θ,−k) |Zp(p2)ζq(p1)〉

− f−
8 mnpq(θ,−k) |χp(p2)Yq(p1)〉 − if+

7 mqpn(iπ − θ,−k) |Yp(p2)χq(p1)〉

S |Zm(p1)χn(p2)〉 = f+
4 mnpq(θ,−k) |χp(p2)Zq(p1)〉+ if+

6 mqpn(iπ − θ,−k) |Zp(p2)χq(p1)〉

+ f+
8 mnpq(θ,−k) |ζp(p2)Yq(p1)〉+ if−

7 mqpn(iπ − θ,−k) |Yp(p2)ζq(p1)〉

Fermion− Fermion

S |ζm(p1)ζn(p2)〉 = − f
2mnpq(θ, k) |ζp(p2)ζq(p1)〉+ f

5mnpq(θ, k) |χp(p2)χq(p1)〉
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+ f+
6 mnpq(θ, k) |Yp(p2)Yq(p1)〉+ f−

6 mnpq(θ,−k) |Zp(p2)Zq(p1)〉

S |χm(p1)χn(p2)〉 = − f2mnpq(θ,−k) |χp(p2)χq(p1)〉+ f5mnpq(θ,−k) |ζp(p2)ζq(p1)〉

+ f+
6 mnpq(θ,−k) |Zp(p2)Zq(p1)〉+ f−

6 mnpq(θ, k) |Yp(p2)Yq(p1)〉

S |ζm(p1)χn(p2)〉 = − f3mnpq(θ, k) |χp(p2)ζq(p1)〉+ f5mqpn(iπ − θ, k) |ζp(p2)χq(p1)〉

+ f+
7 mnpq(θ, k) |Zp(p2)Yq(p1)〉+ f−

7 mnpq(θ, k) |Yp(p2)Zq(p1)〉

Functions

f̂1mnpq(θ, k) = δmqδnp
(
1− iπ

k
csch θ − π2

2k2

)
+ δmnδpq

( iπ
k

coth θ +
π

k2
(i(iπ − θ)− π

2
(csch θ − coth θ) csch θ)

)
+ δmpδnq

(
− iπ

k
coth θ +

π

k2
(iθ − π

2
(csch θ + coth θ) csch θ)

)
+O(k−3) ,

f̂
2mnpq(θ, k) = δmqδnp

(
1− π2

k2

)
+
iπ

k
εmnpq coth θ

+ δmnδpq
( π
k2

(−iθ +
π

2
(csch θ − coth θ) csch θ)

)
+ δmpδnq

( π
k2

(−i(iπ − θ) +
π

2
(csch θ + coth θ) csch θ)

)
+O(k−3) ,

f̂
3mnpq(θ, k) = δmqδnp +O(k−3) ,

f̂±
4 mnpq(θ, k) = δmqδnp

(
1− iπ

2k
csch θ − 3π2

8k2

)
+ (δmnδpq − δmpδnq ± εmnpq)

( iπ
2k

coth θ +
iπ

4k2
(iπ − 2θ)

)
+O(k−3) ,

f̂
5mnpq(θ, k) =

π2

4k2
δmnδpq sech2 θ

2
+O(k−3) ,

f̂±
6 mnpq(θ, k) = − π2

4k2
δmnδpq csch

θ

2
(1 + tanh2 θ

2
)

+ (δmnδpq + δmqδnp − δmpδnq ∓ εmnpq)
( iπ

4k
sech

θ

2
+

π2

8k2
csch

θ

2

)
+O(k−3) ,

f̂±
7 mnpq(θ, k) =

iπ

4k
csch

θ

2

(
δmpδnq + δmqδnp − δmnδpq ± εmnpq

)
+O(k−3) ,

f̂±
8 mnpq(θ, k) =

π2

4k2
csch θ

(
δmpδnq + δmnδpq − δmqδnp ∓ εmnpq

)
+O(k−3) ,

Here, again we have extracted the phase factor p
0
(θ, k ; 1) defined in (3.77), that is the functions f

i
in

the S-matrix are given in terms of the corresponding f̂i as

f
i
(θ, k) = p

0
(θ, k ; 1) f̂

i
(θ, k) . (3.82)

The 1�k terms in f
i
are the tree-level contributions found in [1] while the 1�k2 terms are the one-loop

contributions [3].

For the reduced AdS5×S5 theory the Y Y ZZ and ζζχχ amplitudes are related in the same way as they
were for the reduced AdS2 × S2 theory. That is, in contrast to the AdS3 × S3 case, here f

5
= f

5̂
. This

equality turns out to be related to the group factorization property of the perturbative S-matrix [1, 3]
and may be suggesting the presence of a hidden fermionic symmetry relating bosons and fermions.



Chapter 4

The S-matrices of the

Pohlmeyer-Reduced AdS2× S2 and

AdS3× S3 Superstrings

In this chapter, based on [3], we study the S-matrices of the Pohlmeyer-reduced AdS2×S2 and AdS3×S3

superstrings. The Pohlmeyer-reduced AdS2×S2 theory is equivalent to the N = 2 supersymmetric sine-
Gordon model, the exact S-matrix of which is known [87]. We check that its perturbative expansion
matches the one-loop result found in section 3.2.3.1.

For the Pohlmeyer-reduced AdS3 × S3 superstring the story is somewhat analogous to that of the
complex sine-Gordon model discussed in section 3.1.4.2. After adding a set of one-loop corrections,
which can be derived from a local counterterm, the S-matrix satisfies the YBE and commutes with a
novel quantum-deformed supersymmetry. We propose an exact S-matrix satisfying the YBE by demand-
ing quantum-deformed supersymmetry, and the usual physical requirements of crossing symmetry and
unitarity.

We conclude the chapter with a discussion of the various global symmetries of the reduced AdS2 × S2

and AdS3 × S3 theories with the aim of understanding the expected symmetry of the S-matrix of the
Pohlmeyer-reduced AdS5 × S5 superstring.

4.1 S-matrix of the Pohlmeyer-reduced AdS2× S2 theory

In [24] the Pohlmeyer-reduced AdS2 × S2 superstring, based on the supercoset (2.125), was shown to be
equivalent to the N = 2 supersymmetric sine-Gordon model, whose exact S-matrix is known, [85, 86,
87, 140, 141]. In this section we review this S-matrix and check that its perturbative expansion indeed
matches the one-loop result found in section 3.2.3.1.

We also identify certain key features of this theory that will be useful in analyzing the reduced AdS3×S3

and AdS5×S5 theories. In particular, there is a specific overall phase factor that also plays a rôle in the
reduced AdS5 × S5 theory.
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4.1.1 Symmetries

Since in the reduced AdS2×S2 theory G = SO(1, 1)×SO(2) and the gauge group H is trivial, the theory
has no manifest bosonic symmetry (gauge or global), other than the usual two-dimensional Poincaré
symmetry. Parametrizing the group field g in terms of an algebra-valued field (3.2) and substituting into
the action (1.5) we find the Lagrangian (2.129). Expanding to quartic order one finds agreement with
(3.78) up to simple field and coupling constant redefinitions.

Furthermore, the Lagrangian (2.129) is exactly that of the N = 2 supersymmetric sine-Gordon model
[24]. Therefore, this theory has an N = 2 two-dimensional world-sheet supersymmetry, whose algebra
can be represented in the following way 1

so(1, 1) A
(
[psu(1|1)]⊕2 nR2

)
. (4.1)

The superalgebra psu(1|1) contains two anticommuting fermionic generators and no bosonic generators.
The R2 central extensions correspond to the two-dimensional light-cone momenta, P±. Therefore, the
commutation relations can be written as

{Qi
R, Q

j
L} = 0 , {Qi

R, Q
j
R} = δijP+ , {Qi

L, Q
j
L} = δijP− , i, j = 1, 2 . (4.2)

The origin of this N = 2 supersymmetry appears to be in the global target-space supergroup used in the
construction of the AdS2 × S2 superstring theory as a GS sigma model. In particular, in the Pohlmeyer
reduction [24] (see section 2.3) the fermionic fields are redefined in such a way that they become charged
under the 2-d Lorentz symmetry of the reduced theory (2.119) (the original GS fermions are 2-d scalars).

We shall assume the scattering states of the theory are eigenstates of the momentum operator. As
the superalgebra [psu(1|1)]⊕2 commutes with the momentum generators we expect the scattering states
at fixed momenta to transform in a bi-representation of this direct sum. Furthermore, as we are dealing
with an integrable theory we expect the S-matrix to factorize under the corresponding direct-product
symmetry structure [86, 87].

4.1.2 Group factorization of the S-matrix

To confirm that the one-loop S-matrix of section 3.2.3.1 agrees with the perturbative expansion of the
exact N = 2 supersymmetric sine-Gordon S-matrix [86, 87] we relabel our states as follows

|Z〉 = |Φ00〉 , |χ〉 = |Φ01〉 ,

|Y 〉 = |Φ11〉 , |ζ〉 = |Φ10〉 . (4.3)

The N = 2 supersymmetry can be understood as two anticommuting (up to central extensions) N = 1

supersymmetries that act on different indices of |Φaȧ〉 (a, ȧ, . . . = 0, 1). We also take 0 to be a bosonic
index and 1 to be a fermionic index, so that their gradings are

[0] = 0 , [1] = 1 . (4.4)

1 The notation for semi-direct sums and central extensions is defined in footnote 6 of the introduction.
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The S-matrix can then be parametrized in the following way

S
∣∣Φaȧ(p1)Φbḃ(p2)

〉
= Scd,ċḋ

ab,ȧḃ
(θ, k)

∣∣Φcċ(p2)Φdḋ(p1)
〉
. (4.5)

As the reduced AdS2 × S2 theory is integrable we expect the S-matrix to factorize under the direct-sum
symmetry algebra (4.1) as follows

Scċ,dḋ
aȧ,bḃ

(θ, k) = (−1)[ȧ][b]+[ċ][d]S
B

(θ, k)Scd
ab

(θ, k)S ċḋ
ȧḃ

(θ, k) . (4.6)

Here, following [87], an overall bosonic factor S
B

(θ, k) has been extracted. The N = 2 supersymmetric
sine-Gordon S-matrix can be understood as a supersymmetrization of the bosonic sine-Gordon S-matrix
[87, 141]. Therefore, we take this factor to be the sine-Gordon perturbative excitation S-matrix.2 Its
expansion to the one-loop order is

S
B

(θ, k) = 1 +
2iπ

k
csch θ − 2π2

k2
csch2 θ +O(k−3) . (4.7)

It is also useful to think of the factorized S-matrix (4.6) acting on the single-index field Φa:

S |Φa(p1)Φb(p2)〉 = Scdab(θ, k) |Φc(p2)Φd(p1)〉 , (4.8)

where Φ0 is a bosonic and Φ1 is a fermionic state (see (4.4)). The one-loop S-matrix of section 3.2.3.1
has the factorized structure (4.5). Taking into account the bosonic factor (4.7), the one-loop amplitudes
of the factorized S-matrix are then given by

Scdab(θ, k) = p̃
0
(θ, k) Ŝcdab(θ, k) , (4.9)

where

Ŝ00
00(θ, k) = 1 +

iπ

k
csch θ +O(k−3) , Ŝ11

11(θ, k) = −1 +
iπ

k
csch θ +O(k−3) ,

Ŝ11
00(θ, k) =

iπ

2k
sech

θ

2
+O(k−3) , Ŝ00

11(θ, k) = − iπ
2k

sech
θ

2
+O(k−3) ,

Ŝ10
01(θ, k) = 1 +O(k−3) , Ŝ01

01(θ, k) =
iπ

2k
csch

θ

2
+O(k−3) . (4.10)

The overall factor that has been extracted (see (4.6)),

p̃
0
(θ, k) = 1− iπ

k
csch θ +

π csch θ

4k2

(
i(2 + (iπ − 2θ) coth θ)− 3π csch θ

)
, (4.11)

2 The exact S-matrix for the sine-Gordon perturbative excitation is given by

SsG (θ,∆(k)) =
sinh θ + i sin ∆(k)

sinh θ − i sin ∆(k)
,

where ∆ is a function of the coupling k. In the N = 2 supersymmetric sine-Gordon model this function is ∆ = π�k, see
[86, 87] and below. For the original sine-Gordon model the appropriate function is given in (3.48).
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satisfies the following equation

S
B

(θ, k)
[
p̃

0
(θ, k)

]2
= p

0
(θ, k ; 1) +O(k−3) . (4.12)

That is, it matches the phase factor in section 3.2.3.1.

Note that the choice of the phase factor (4.11) implies that Ŝ10
01(θ, k) = 1 at the one-loop order. This

structure continues to hold to all orders – translating the factorized form (4.6) back to the original
notation of section 3.2.3.1 we conclude that the Y Z → ZY and ζχ→ χζ amplitudes are precisely equal
to

±S
B

(θ, k)
[
S10

01(θ, k)
]2
. (4.13)

This is therefore a natural choice for the phase factor and it will also be useful in the case of the reduced
AdS5 × S5 theory discussed in chapter 5.

It can be checked that the one-loop S-matrix (4.8) and (4.10) satisfies the YBE to the one-loop order.
In terms of the tensor Scdab(θ, k) the YBE (3.12) can be written as

Sghab (θ12, k)Sjdhc(θ13, k)Sfegj (θ23, k) = Sjhbc (θ23, k)Sfgaj (θ13, k)Sedgh(θ12, k) . (4.14)

As an immediate consequence, the graded tensor product of two copies of the S-matrix (4.6) also satisfies
the YBE. Therefore, the one-loop S-matrix computed in section 3.2.3.1 satisfies the YBE as expected.

4.1.3 The N = 1 supersymmetric sine-Gordon S-matrix

In the next two sections we shall review the construction of the exact N = 2 supersymmetric sine-Gordon
S-matrix [87]. The first step is to find the N = 1 supersymmetric sine-Gordon S-matrix [141, 140]. The
N = 1 supersymmetric sine-Gordon Lagrangian describes one bosonic and one fermionic d.o.f. We will
be interested in the S-matrix of these excitations,3 which can be denoted as

|φ〉 and |ψ〉 . (4.15)

The N = 1 supersymmetry then transforms φ↔ ψ.

The S-matrix for this theory was first constructed in [140] where it was diagonalized using the following
3 Analogously to the bosonic sine-Gordon theory, here the perturbative excitations of the fields in the Lagrangian

correspond not to the elementary excitations (which are solitons) but to (a limit of) the bound states. This is also the case
in the N = 2 supersymmetric sine-Gordon theory. A brief summary of other sectors of the S-matrix is given in appendix
C. For further details see [141, 86].
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change of basis of two-particle states

|S12〉 =
1√

cosh θ
2

(
sinh

θ

4
|φ(p1)φ(p2)〉+ cosh

θ

4
|ψ(p1)ψ(p2)〉

)
,

|T12〉 =
1√

cosh θ
2

(
cosh

θ

4
|φ(p1)φ(p2)〉 − sinh

θ

4
|ψ(p1)ψ(p2)〉

)
,

|U12〉 =
1√
2

(
|φ(p1)ψ(p2)〉 − |ψ(p1)φ(p2)〉

)
,

|V12〉 =
1√
2

(
|φ(p1)ψ(p2)〉+ |ψ(p1)φ(p2)〉

)
. (4.16)

The diagonalization is a consequence of the S-matrix commuting with supersymmetry. This requirement
further constrains the S-matrix by demanding that there are only two independent amplitudes

S |S12〉 = S
sG

(θ,∆) F+(θ,∆) |S21〉 , S |T12〉 = S
sG

(θ,∆) F−(θ,∆) |T21〉 ,

S |U12〉 = S
sG

(θ,∆) F+(θ,∆) |U21〉 , S |V12〉 = S
sG

(θ,∆) F−(θ,∆) |V21〉 , (4.17)

where ∆ is a function of the coupling k. The exact form of this function depends on the particular theory.
For example, in both the bosonic sine-Gordon and theN = 1 supersymmetric sine-Gordon cases k receives
a finite shift. In the N = 2 supersymmetric sine-Gordon model there is no such shift. In contrast to [140]
we have extracted an overall factor S

sG
(θ,∆), the S-matrix for the sine-Gordon perturbative excitation

S
sG

(θ,∆) =
sinh θ + i sin ∆

sinh θ − i sin ∆
. (4.18)

The N = 1 supersymmetric sine-Gordon model is an integrable theory and the YBE (3.12), (4.14)
should be satisfied. This further constrains the S-matrix by requiring that F± are related as [140]

F±(θ,∆) =

(
1∓

i sin ∆
2

sinh θ
2

)
Q(θ,∆) . (4.19)

The common factor Q(θ,∆) can be fixed using the requirements of (braiding) unitarity (3.8), (3.11) and
crossing symmetry (3.10) [140] 4

Q(θ,∆) =
sinh θ − i sin ∆

sinh θ + i sin ∆
Y (θ,∆) Y (iπ − θ,∆) ,

Y (θ,∆) =

∞∏
l=1

Γ
(

∆
2π −

iθ
2π + l

)
Γ
(
− ∆

2π −
iθ
2π + l − 1

)
Γ
(
− iθ

2π + l − 1
2

)
Γ
(
− iθ

2π + l + 1
2

)
Γ
(

∆
2π −

iθ
2π + l + 1

2

)
Γ
(
− ∆

2π −
iθ
2π + l − 1

2

)
Γ
(
− iθ

2π + l − 1
)
Γ
(
− iθ

2π + l
) . (4.20)

Let us translate this exact S-matrix into the original basis of two-particle states (4.15), again extracting
4 The unitarity and crossing constraints do not have a unique solution. To choose the correct solution one should

use additional arguments related to the pole structure of the S-matrix [140]. Alternatively, one can fix the ambiguity by
matching the S-matrix with the result of a perturbative field theory computation of scattering amplitudes.
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an overall bosonic factor

S |Φa(p1)Φb(p2)〉 = S
sG

(θ,∆) SN1

cd
ab(θ,∆) |Φc(p2)Φd(p1)〉 . (4.21)

Here Φ0 = φ and Φ1 = ψ (that is, 0 is a bosonic and 1 is a fermionic index) and the components of
SN1

(θ,∆) are

SN1

00
00(θ,∆) = Q(θ,∆) (1 + 2i sin

∆

2
csch θ) , SN1

11
00(θ,∆) = iQ(θ,∆) sin

∆

2
sech

θ

2
,

SN1

00
11(θ,∆) = Q(θ,∆) (1− 2i sin

∆

2
csch θ) , SN1

11
11(θ,∆) = iQ(θ,∆) sin

∆

2
sech

θ

2
,

SN1

10
01(θ,∆) = Q(θ,∆) , SN1

01
01(θ,∆) = iQ(θ,∆) sin

∆

2
csch

θ

2
. (4.22)

Motivated by [141, 87] we may think of SN1
(θ,∆) as a minimalN = 1 supersymmetric integrable S-matrix

(denoted as S(1,1)
RSG

in [141]). The S-matrix for the perturbative excitations of the N = 1 supersymmetric
sine-Gordon model can then be understood as the tensor product of the S-matrix for the perturbative
excitation of the sine-Gordon theory with this supersymmetric S-matrix. This structure also extends to
other sectors of the theory [141, 87], for example, the soliton-soliton S-matrix. This is discussed briefly
in appendix C.

It will be useful to write down the expansion of Q(θ,∆) in (4.20) to the one-loop order 5

Q(θ,∆) = 1− i∆ csch θ +
∆2 csch θ

4π

(
i
[
2 + (iπ − 2θ) coth θ

]
− 3π csch θ

)
+O(∆3) . (4.23)

4.1.4 The N = 2 supersymmetric sine-Gordon S-matrix

If ∆(k) is given by 6

k(∆) =
π

∆
, ∆(k) =

π

k
, (4.24)

that is k is not shifted, then the expansion of (4.22) matches the factorized result of the one-loop AdS2×S2

computation (4.10). Similarly, the expansions of Q(θ,∆) (4.23) and the bosonic factor (4.18) match (4.11)
and (4.7) respectively. An immediate consequence is that the one-loop perturbative result of section

5 This can be derived using various polygamma identities. Using this expression it is possible to check that the direct
result of the one-loop computation of the S-matrix for the perturbative excitations of N = 1 supersymmetric sine-Gordon
model agrees with the exact expression [140] given in (4.17), (4.19) and (4.20). The relation between k and ∆ for this theory
is given by [141]

k(∆) =
π

∆
+

1

2
, ∆(k) =

π

k − 1
2

.

This relation is the N = 1 supersymmetric sine-Gordon version of the well-known bosonic sine-Gordon coupling constant
shift (3.48). The relation to the couplings β and γ used in [141] is as follows: k = 2π�β2 , ∆ = γ�8 .

6 k and ∆ are related to the couplings of [86] by k = 1�β2 , ∆ = πγ . The identification (4.24) then agrees with the
relation between β and γ given in [86], derived from central charge and quantum group arguments.
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3.2.3.1 takes the form 7

S
sG

(θ,
π

k
)⊗ SN1

(θ,
π

k
)⊗

G
SN1

(θ,
π

k
) . (4.25)

This agrees with the exact result for the N = 2 supersymmetric sine-Gordon S-matrix [87]. As in the
N = 1 supersymmetric sine-Gordon model, this can be thought of as a supersymmetrization of the
bosonic sine-Gordon S-matrix. The form of the S-matrix (4.25) can be extended to other sectors, for
example, the soliton-soliton S-matrix (see appendix C).

The exact S-matrix (4.25) is written as a tensor product of the three S-matrices each satisfying the
YBE by construction. Therefore it also satisfies the YBE.

4.1.5 Phase factor

In this section we identify a phase factor that will be useful in the discussion of the S-matrix of the
reduced AdS5 × S5 theory in chapter 5 . Motivated by the factorized form of the S-matrix, (4.6), (4.25),
we consider

P (θ,∆) = S
sG

(θ,∆)
[
Q(θ,∆)

]2
, (4.26)

where S
sG

(θ,∆) and Q(θ,∆) are given in (4.18) and (4.20) respectively. As explained below equation
(4.11) this phase factor equals the amplitudes for the Y Z → ZY scattering process. This can be easily
seen from (4.13), (4.21) and (4.22) with

S
B

(θ, k) = S
sG

(θ,
π

k
) , S01

01(θ, k) = Q(θ,
π

k
) . (4.27)

For later use let us record the expansions of this phase factor and its square root to the one-loop (∆2)
order

P (θ,∆) = 1 +
∆2

2π
csch θ

(
i(2 + (iπ − 2θ) coth θ)− π csch θ

)
+O(∆4) . (4.28)√

P (θ,∆) = 1 +
∆2

4π
csch θ

(
i(2 + (iπ − 2θ) coth θ)− π csch θ

)
+O(∆4) . (4.29)

As expected, (4.28) matches the factor that was extracted from the one-loop S-matrix in (3.79).

Finally, we present a few identities that are useful for checking braiding unitarity and crossing relations

Q(θ,∆)Q(−θ,∆) =
sinh2 θ

2

sinh2 θ
2 + sin2 ∆

2

, P (θ,∆)P (−θ,∆) =

(
sinh2 θ

2

sinh2 θ
2 + sin2 ∆

2

)2

,

Q(θ,∆) = Q(iπ − θ,∆) , P (θ,∆) = P (iπ − θ,∆) . (4.30)

7 The symbol ⊗G denotes the graded tensor product, defined with respect to indices in (4.6).
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4.2 S-matrix of the Pohlmeyer-reduced AdS3× S3 theory

In this section we shall investigate the S-matrix of the reduced AdS3 × S3 theory using the result of the
one-loop computation in section 3.2.3.2 as an input. By a similar argument to that given in [28] (see also
section 2.4.2) for the reduced AdS5 × S5 theory, the S-matrix of this theory should be UV-finite.8

The one-loop S-matrix found in section 3.2.3.2 does not satisfy the YBE. In a similar fashion to
the complex sine-Gordon model, discussed in section 3.1.4.2, we will show that the integrability can be
restored at the one-loop order by the addition of a local counterterm. As in [136, 112] we take integrability
at the quantum level as our guiding principle and assume that such a counterterm should naturally appear
in this theory.

In [2] the existence of the counterterm in the complex sine-Gordon model was understood as a conse-
quence of starting with the gauged WZW formulation (2.58), gauge fixing and integrating out unphysical
fields, see section 3.1.3 and appendix B. At present we do not know how to trace the origin of the
counterterm (given below), which is required in the reduced AdS3×S3 theory, to a quantum contribution
coming from a path integral based on the action (1.5). Still, we will show that this counterterm does
originate from a particular functional determinant of an operator acting on algebra-valued fields.

As we shall see below, the one-loop S-matrix corrected to include the local counterterm contribution
group factorizes and also exhibits a novel quantum-deformed supersymmetry. We propose that an exact
S-matrix should be fully constrained by demanding quantum-deformed supersymmetry, satisfaction of
the YBE and group factorization along with the usual physical requirements of unitarity and crossing
symmetry.

4.2.1 Bosonic symmetries

The AdS3 × S3 superstring sigma model is based on the supercoset (2.126) and thus the corresponding
reduced theory [27] has G = SU(1, 1) × SU(2) with the gauge group H = [SO(2)]2. One can also
reformulate the reduced AdS3 × S3 theory such that it has G = U(1, 1) × U(2) and the gauge group
H = [SO(2)]4, see appendix D.9 The action of one of the extra SO(2)s on the physical states is trivial,10

however the action of the other SO(2) is not. Therefore the non-trivial subgroup of H is [SO(2)]3.

It is a feature of theories with an abelian gauge group H that the action (1.5) possesses both an H-
gauge symmetry and an additional global H symmetry (2.65). The fields on which the global part of the
gauge symmetry has a linear action are field redefinitions of the fields on which the global H symmetry
has a linear action. Therefore, the physical symmetry of the on-shell states is a single copy of H.

The action (3.80) is written in a form that has manifest global SO(2) symmetry. To uncover the full
bosonic symmetry group we observe that when m,n, p, q are SO(2) vector indices we have

γmnpq = εmnεpq , (4.31)

8 Indeed, using the expansion (including sextic terms) of the action obtained by integrating out A± in the axially gauged
theory (2.130) [27], we have checked the UV-finiteness of the one-loop Y Y → Y Y scattering amplitude.

9 The dimensions of both G and H have been increased by two, hence there are no extra physical d.o.f. in the theory.
The extra gauge d.o.f. decouple from the rest of the theory and therefore can be ignored in the construction of the action
and in the S-matrix computation.

10 Note that the symmetry acts non-trivially on the gauge field, allowing one to eliminate the corresponding d.o.f..
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where εmn is the usual antisymmetric SO(2) tensor. We can then immediately see that all but the last
line of (3.80) is invariant under four separate SO(2)s, each of which only acts on one species of field,
(Y,Z, ζ, χ). The last line is invariant when these four SO(2)s are identified. There are also two additional
SO(2) symmetries acting as follows (Λ ∈ SO(2))

Ym → ΛmnYn , Zm → ZnΛnm , ζm → ζm , χm → χm ,

Ym → Ym , Zm → Zm , ζm → ζmΛmn , χm → χnΛnm . (4.32)

One can check that these are symmetries of (3.80) using the following identity

δmn(Λ2)qp − ΛmpΛqn − ΛqmΛnp = δmnδpq − δmpδnq − δmqδnp . (4.33)

The three SO(2) symmetries and their action on the fields can be summarized as follows 11

SO(2)C SO(2)B SO(2)F

Y 2 2 0

Z 2 −2 0

ζ 2 0 2

χ 2 0 −2

(4.34)

Let us digress and demonstrate that, as was claimed in section 2.3.2, the truncated action (3.80) agrees
(up to field redefinitions) with the Lagrangian (2.130), obtained by fixing a gauge on g and integrating
out A± at the classical level [27] (as the gauge group H is abelian we choose axial gauging in (1.5); the
Lagrangian (2.130) can then be expanded about the trivial vacuum). The [SO(2)]3 symmetry of (3.80)
(summarized in (4.34)) is the global part of the gauge group. When a gauge is fixed on g and the gauge
field is integrated out this symmetry is completely broken. However, as the gauge group H is abelian, we
still have the additional global H symmetry (2.65), which acts as follows

u→ u+ c1 + c2 , v → v + c1 − c2 ,

α+ iβ → ei(c1+c3)(α+ iβ) , ρ+ iσ → ei(c1+c3)(ρ+ iσ) ,

δ + iγ → ei(c1−c3)(δ + iγ) , ν + iλ→ ei(c1−c3)(ν + iλ) , (4.35)

where c1, c2 and c3 are the three symmetry parameters. Expanding (2.130) to quartic order in “radial”
directions φ, ϕ and using the following field redefinition

Y1 = φ cos v , Y2 = φ sin v , Z1 = ϕ cosu , Z2 = ϕ sinu ,

(ζ
R1, ζR2, ζL1, ζL2, χR1, χR2, χL1, χL2) = (α, β, ρ, σ, δ, γ, ν, λ) , (4.36)

we find agreement with (3.80) up to simple field and coupling constant redefinitions as claimed.
11 The notation is as follows: if the fields Ym, Zm transform in the 2,−2 representations, then they transform as

(Λ ∈ SO(2)) Y → ΛY , Z → ZΛ.
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4.2.2 One-loop corrections and the Yang-Baxter equation

The one-loop S-matrix of section 3.2.3.2 does not satisfy the YBE (3.12). The YBE is related to
the conservation of hidden symmetry charges. As with any global symmetry that is not manifestly
preserved by a quantization procedure one may try to maintain it at the quantum level by adding local
counterterms.12

Here we find local counterterms that restore the satisfaction of the YBE at the one-loop order for the
S-matrix of the reduced AdS3 × S3 theory. In section 4.2.2.1 we suggest a functional determinant origin
for these counterterms, yet it appears that they cannot be naïvely interpreted as arising from a gauge
fixing procedure or integrating out unphysical fields in path integral, as was the case for the bosonic
theories in section 3.1.3. There may still be an alternative Lagrangian formulation of this reduced theory
that leads to the required counterterms. As explained in section 4.2.2.1 such an action would involve
unphysical fields in fermionic subspaces of the superalgebra f̂.

To restore the YBE the underlined terms in the coefficients f̂
i
of the one-loop S-matrix of section

3.2.3.2 need to be cancelled. These terms are of the form that could arise from a set of local quartic
counterterms. As well as cancelling the underlined terms one can add the following arbitrary correction
to the functions f

1
, f

2
, f

3
, f

3̂
, f

4

iπ

k2

[
δmqδnp c1(θ, k) + εmqεnp c2(θ, k)

]
(4.37)

without affecting the YBE.

By analogy with the reduced AdS2×S2 theory and the complex sine-Gordon model [2] we may propose
some assumptions that possible counterterms should satisfy: (i) the counterterms should be second order
in derivatives and local; (ii) the function c1(θ, k) in (4.37), which may be interpreted as an additional
contribution to the phase factor, should vanish. As we already have a phase factor (the amplitude of
YmZn → ZnYm scattering process) that fits into a pattern with the reduced AdS2 × S2 theory it seems
sensible to assume that it is not altered; (iii) the counterterms should factorize into two parts – one
transforming under 2-d Lorentz symmetry like ∂+ and the other like ∂−, with each part separately
invariant under the [SO(2)]3 global symmetry (4.34).

The last requirement is motivated by the origin of the complex sine-Gordon counterterms found in [2],
see equation (3.35). It implies that there should be no counterterms involving four different species of
field (Y,Z, ζ, χ). Consequently, there should be no counterterm-induced shift of the S-matrix proportional
to the tree-level S-matrix (that could be reinterpreted as a shift of the coupling k). Furthermore, f

8
will

then remain zero at the one-loop order. It turns out that the group factorization of the S-matrix discussed
in section 4.2.3 implies that f

8
should be identically zero to all orders.

12 This occurs in a similar bosonic model – the complex sine-Gordon theory (whose quartic expansion is a truncation of
(3.80)) – where there exists a local counterterm that restores the satisfaction of the YBE at the one-loop level, see section
3.1.4.2 and appendix B.
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Let us consider the following counterterm satisfying all of the above requirements 13

∆S3 =

∫
d2x

π

k2
εmnεpq(Ym∂+Yn+Zm∂+Zn − iζRmζRn − iχRmχRn)

(Yp∂−Yq + Zp∂−Zq − iζLpζLq − iχLpχRq) . (4.38)

This counterterm gives the following corrections to the functions parametrizing the S-matrix:

∆f1mnpq(θ, k) = − iπ

k2

(
εmnεpq(csch θ − coth θ) + εmpεnq(csch θ + coth θ) + 2εmqεnp coth θ

)
,

∆f
2mnpq(θ, k) =

2iπ

k2

(
(εmnεpq + εmpεnq) csch θ − εmqεnp coth θ

)
,

∆f
3mnpq(θ, k) = ∆f

3̂mnpq
(θ, k) = −2iπ

k2
εmqεnp coth θ ,

∆f4mnpq(θ, k) = − 2iπ

k2
εmqεnp coth θ ,

∆f
5mnpq(θ, k) = − iπ

k2
εmnεpq(csch θ − coth θ) , ∆f

5̂mnpq
(θ, k) = −2iπ

k2
εmnεpq csch θ ,

∆f
6mnpq(θ, k) =

iπ

k2
εmnεpq sech

θ

2
, ∆f

7mnpq(θ, k) = 0 , ∆f
8mnpq(θ, k) = 0 .

The corrected functions f̂i parametrizing the one-loop S-matrix of section 3.2.3.2 are

f̂
1mnpq(θ, k) = δmqδnp

(
1− 2iπ

k
csch θ − 2π2

k2
coth2 θ

)
+ εmqεnp

(2iπ

k
coth θ − 2iπ

k2
coth θ − iπ

k2
(iπ − 2θ) csch2 θ +

3π2

k2
coth θ csch θ

)
f̂
2mnpq(θ, k) = δmqδnp

(
1 +

2π2

k2
csch2 θ

)
+ εmqεnp

(
− 2iπ

k2
coth θ − iπ

k2
(iπ − 2θ) csch2 θ − π2

k2
coth θ csch θ

)
f̂3mnpq(θ, k) = f̂

3̂mnpq
(θ, k) = δmqδnp + εmqεnp

(
− 2iπ

k2
coth θ − iπ

k2
(iπ − 2θ) csch2 θ +

π2

k2
coth θ csch θ

)
f̂
4mnpq(θ, k) = δmqδnp

(
1− iπ

k
csch θ − π2

2k2

)
+ εmqεnp

( iπ
k

coth θ − 2iπ

k2
coth θ − iπ

k2
(iπ − 2θ) csch2 θ +

π2

k2
coth θ csch θ

)
f̂5mnpq(θ, k) = f̂

5̂mnpq
(θ, k) =

π2

2k2
sech2 θ

2

(
δmnδpq − εmnεpq

)
f̂
6mnpq(θ, k) =

( iπ
2k

sech
θ

2
− π2

2k2
sech

θ

2
tanh

θ

2

)(
δmnδpq − εmnεpq

)
f̂
7mnpq(θ, k) =

iπ

2k
csch

θ

2

(
− δmnδpq + δmqδnp + δmpδnq

)
f̂8mnpq(θ, k) = 0 (4.39)

The addition of the counterterm has restored the relation between the Y Y ZZ and ζζχχ amplitudes,
13 Note that this counterterm may be written as

π

k2
J+J− ,

where J± is the conserved current associated to the manifest global SO(2) symmetry of the action (3.80) (to quadratic
order).
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that is f5 now equals f
5̂
. This may indicate that as well as integrability, a fermionic symmetry relat-

ing the bosons and the fermions is restored when the contributions from the required counterterm are
added. Indeed, in section 4.2.4 we demonstrate that this S-matrix commutes with a quantum-deformed
supersymmetry.

4.2.2.1 Functional determinant origin of the one-loop corrections

One may wonder if the counterterm (4.38) can be derived from the path integral for the gauged WZW-
based theory (1.5) as was the case for the complex sine-Gordon model in section 3.1.4.2 [2]. If we perform
a similar analysis to the bosonic construction of section 3.1.3 starting with the reduced AdS3×S3 theory
we only get a bosonic counterterm, producing part of the correction to f

1

∆f1mnpq(θ, k) = −2iπ

k2

(
δmnδpq(csch θ + coth θ) + δmpδnq(csch θ − coth θ)

)
. (4.40)

It is possible that there is an alternative way of formulating the action (1.5) that treats bosons and
fermions on a more equal footing. In this case one may be able to obtain the counterterm (4.38) as a
contribution of a functional determinant in the one-loop path integral (as in the bosonic case).

As discussed in section 2.3.2 the reduced AdS2 × S2 theory is equivalent to N = 2 supersymmetric
sine-Gordon for which the exact S-matrix is known [87]. The perturbative computation precisely matches
this result, therefore there should be no additional one-loop corrections coming from local counterterms.
In section 5.1.1 it is shown that for the reduced AdS5×S5 theory the one-loop S-matrix group factorizes.
It seems likely that there should be no one-loop corrections in this case either, or at least they should
respect this group factorization property. Therefore, any Lagrangian formulation of the reduced AdS3×S3

theory giving the required corrections at the one-loop order should produce no corrections when applied
to the reduced AdS2 × S2 and AdS5 × S5 theories.

In this section we will postulate a single functional determinant (similar to that found (3.27) in the
light-cone gauge treatment, A+ = 0, of the bosonic theories discussed in section 3.1.3) based on the
algebra structure that gives the required result in all three cases. The corresponding operator acts on
the space

ĥ = f̂⊥0 ⊕ f̂⊥1 ⊕ f̂⊥3 , (4.41)

which has f̂⊥0 = h as a bosonic subalgebra. If this determinant arose in a similar fashion to that in the
bosonic case there should be analogues of the unphysical d.o.f. ξ taking values in the fermionic subspaces
of ĥ. Comparing to the supersymmetric gauged WZW theory written in components or in superfield
forms [185, 129] this suggests that there may be an alternative formulation of the action (1.5) that treats
fermions and bosons on a more equal footing and thus requires extra fermionic components of the gauge
field.

To define the first-order differential operator whose determinant produces the required contribution
we introduce an orthonormal basis {Ti} for h. Furthermore, we take a basis for the fermionic generators
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of f̂⊥1 and f̂⊥3 , {TR
⊥

i } and {TL⊥i }, respectively, such that

STr(TR
⊥

i TL
⊥

j ) = δij , STr(TL
⊥

i TR
⊥

j ) = −δij ,

STr(TR
⊥

i TR
⊥

j ) = 0 , STr(TL
⊥

i TL
⊥

i ) = 0 . (4.42)

We have used the same indices i, j for both the fermionic subspaces as well as the bosonic algebra h = f̂⊥0 .
This is just a notational convenience and is not meant to indicate that there are the same number of
generators in each of these spaces.

It will be useful to denote a basis for the space ĥ (4.41) as {TI}. This includes the orthonormal basis
for h along with the bases for f̂⊥1 and f̂⊥3 described above. We also define the metric

η̂IJ = STr(TITJ) , η̂IK η̂
KJ = δJI , η̂IK η̂KJ = δIJ , (4.43)

so that T I = η̂IJTJ , TI = η̂IJT
J . This metric is not as simple as in bosonic case due to the more

involved supertraces over the fermionic generators (4.42). Finally, for the parallel fermionic subspaces f̂‖1
and f̂

‖
3 we take the bases described in appendix A.

Parametrizing the physical excitations X,Ψ
R
,Ψ

L
as in (3.70), the functional determinant we consider

is

(det Q̂)−1 , Q̂? ≡ ∂+ ?+B̂+? ,

B̂+? =
[
[X, ∂+X]− [Ψ

R
, 2TΨ

R
], ?
]
, (4.44)

where the operator Q̂ acts on a function ? taking values in ĥ. Compared to the operator arising in the
bosonic case (3.27) there is no “symmetric” piece. The action of B̂+ on the basis {TI} for ĥ is defined as

B̂+TI = B̂+ I
JTJ . (4.45)

The linearized e.o.m. for X and Ψ
L,R

are given in equations (3.19) and (3.63). As in the bosonic case in
section 3.1.3 le we can make use of these e.o.m. to replace

(∂−
∂+
B̂+

)
? ≈ −

[
[X, ∂−X]− [2Ψ

L
T, Ψ

L
], ?
]
≡ −B̂− ? . (4.46)

The one-loop correction to the action coming from this determinant can then be written as 14

∆S =
1

8π

∫
d2x

∑
I,J

(−1)[I]B̂+ I
J B̂− J

I +O(B̂3) . (4.47)

For the reduced AdS2×S2 and AdS5×S5 theories this correction term vanishes as required. In the case
of the AdS3 × S3 theory it remarkably gives the non-trivial counterterm (4.38) we postulated above.

It is worth emphasizing that the existence of a single universal expression for the one-loop counterterm
14 Here we have used that η̂ILη̂KL = (−1)[I]δIK : it is equal to 1 if I = K is a bosonic index and to −1 if I = K is a

fermionic index. η̂ is defined in (4.43).
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is rather non-trivial. Its path integral origin, however, remains to be understood.15

4.2.3 Group factorization of the S-matrix

Having added the above counterterm it is possible to repackage the fields in such a way that the resulting
S-matrix factorizes under some group structure. Consider the following set of SO(2) transformations,
which are symmetries of the theory

SO(2)1 SO(2)2 SO(2)3 SO(2)4

Ym 2 0 2 0

Zm 0 2 0 2

ζm 2 0 0 2

χm 0 2 2 0

(4.48)

Any one of these SO(2) transformations can be rewritten as a combination of the other three, agreeing
with the symmetry analysis of section 4.2.1 (where the global bosonic symmetry was demonstrated to be
[SO(2)]3).

We relabel the fields in terms of how they transform under the four SO(2)s given in (4.48) as follows

Yaȧ , Zαα̇ , ζaα̇ , χαȧ , (4.49)

where the indices a, α, ȧ, α̇ (a = 1, 2, α = 3, 4) are vector indices of SO(2)1, SO(2)2, SO(2)3, SO(2)4

respectively, with the following fermionic grading

[a] = [ȧ] = 0 , [α] = [α̇] = 1 . (4.50)

Taking the fields to be real, each has four d.o.f., whereas they should only have two. To remedy this we
impose the following constraints

Yaȧ = −εabεȧḃYbḃ , Zαα̇ = −εαβεα̇β̇Zββ̇ ,

ζaα̇ = −εabεα̇β̇ζbβ̇ , χαȧ = −εαβεȧḃχβḃ . (4.51)

For example,

Y11̇ = −Y22̇ (=
1√
2
Y1) and Y12̇ = Y21̇ (=

1√
2
Y2) . (4.52)

These constraints are necessary for the action to be invariant under all the symmetries given in (4.48).

The field rearrangement (4.49) allows us to consider the single field

ΦAȦ , A = (a, α) and Ȧ = (ȧ, α̇) , (4.53)

15 One possible way to include the fermions ΨR and ΨL in the determinant is through a rotation involving the bosonic
field g. Similar rotations were used in the construction of the reduced theory [24, 27]. However, just considering such
rotations cannot give (4.44): it is necessary to have extra unphysical d.o.f. taking values in the fermionic part of ĥ.
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that encodes all four species of field (Y,Z, ζ, χ) in the natural way.

The counterterm-corrected one-loop S-matrix for the reduced AdS3 × S3 theory then factorizes as
follows

S |ΦAȦ(p1)ΦBḂ(p2)〉 = (−1)[Ȧ][B]+[Ċ][D]SCD
AB

SĊḊ
ȦḂ
|ΦCĊ(p2)ΦDḊ(p1)〉 (4.54)

SCDAB =



L1δadδbc + L2εadεbc

−L3δαδδβγ − L4εαδεβγ

L5δadδβγ + L6εadεβγ

L7δαδδbc + L8εαδεbc

−L9(δabδγδ − εabεγδ)
L10(δαβδcd − εαβεcd)
L11(δacδβδ − εacεβδ)
L12(δαγδbd − εαγεbd)

(4.55)

where Li are functions of θ and the coupling k.

It is useful to understand the factorized S-matrix (4.55) acting on a single-index field

S |ΦA(p1)ΦB(p2)〉 = SCDAB (θ, k) |ΦC(p2)ΦD(p1)〉 , ΦA = (φa, ψα) , (4.56)

where φa are bosonic and ψα are fermionic. This S-matrix should satisfy the usual physical requirements
of unitarity (3.8) and crossing symmetry (3.10). Combining unitarity with hermitian analyticity (3.9)
allows us to instead consider the braiding unitarity relation (3.11)

SCDAB (θ, k) SEFCD(−θ, k) = δEAδ
F
B . (4.57)

Introducing the charge conjugation matrix and a metric

C |ΦA〉 = CAC η̄
CB |ΦB〉 , C−1 |ΦA〉 = η̄ACC

CB |ΦB〉 ,

C |φ1〉 = − |φ2〉 , C |ψ3〉 = − |ψ4〉 , C |φ2〉 = |φ1〉 , C |ψ4〉 = |ψ3〉 , (4.58)

where

η̄AB =
(
diag(1, 1, i, i)

)
AB

, η̄AB =
(
diag(1, 1,−i,−i)

)AB
, (4.59)

the requirement of crossing symmetry can be written

SCDAB (θ, k) = CBE SDEFA (iπ − θ) CFC . (4.60)
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Crossing symmetry implies the following relations between the functions Li,

L1(iπ − θ, k) = L1(θ, k) , L2(iπ − θ, k) = −L2(θ, k) ,

L5(iπ − θ, k) = L5(θ, k) , L6(iπ − θ, k) = −L6(θ, k) ,

L9(iπ − θ, k) = iL11(θ, k) , (4.61)

and similarly for L3, L4, L7, L8, L10, L12.

For consistency (for example, between S |Ym(p1)ζn(p2)〉 and S |ζm(p1)Yn(p2)〉, see also appendix E) the
functions Li should also obey the conjugation relations

Li(θ, k) = L∗i (−θ, k) , i = 1, 2, . . . , 8

L9(θ, k) = −L∗9(−θ, k) , L10(θ, k) = −L∗10(−θ, k) , L11(θ, k) = L∗12(−θ, k) , (4.62)

which, combined with the invariance under time-reversal and spatial-parity transformations of the S-
matrix (4.54), (4.55), imply the hermitian analyticity relation (3.9) (for real θ).

Furthermore, the action (3.80) has a Z2 symmetry

Y ↔ Z , ζ ↔ χ , k → −k , (4.63)

implying the following relations between the functions Li

L1(θ, k) = L3(θ,−k) , L2(θ, k) = L4(θ,−k) ,

L5(θ, k) = L7(θ,−k) , L6(θ, k) = L8(θ,−k) ,

L9(θ, k) = −L10(θ,−k) , L11(θ, k) = −L12(θ,−k) . (4.64)

In appendix E, equation (4.54) is expanded and rewritten in the original SO(2) notation to enable
comparison to the S-matrix of section 3.2.3.2 with the corrected functions (4.39). Key features of the
corrected one-loop S-matrix of section 4.2.2 are the equality of the Y Y ZZ and ζζχχ amplitudes (that is
f
3

= f
3̂
and f

5
= f

5̂
) and the vanishing of the function f

8
. These along with other relationships between

the parametrizing functions are required for the one-loop S-matrix to factorize as in (4.54) and (4.55).
The one-loop result implies the following expressions for Li

Li(θ, k) = p0(θ, k ; 1) L̂i(θ, k) , (4.65)

where the phase factor p0(θ, k ; 1) was defined in (3.77) and

L̂1(θ, k) = L̂3(θ,−k) = 1− iπ

k
csch θ − π2

2k2
+O(k−3)

L̂2(θ, k) = L̂4(θ,−k) =
iπ

k
coth θ − iπ

k2
coth θ − iπ

2k2
(iπ − 2θ)(csch θ)2 +

π2

2k2
coth θ csch θ +O(k−3)

L̂5(θ, k) = L̂7(θ,−k) = 1 +O(k−3)

L̂6(θ, k) = L̂8(θ,−k) = − iπ
k2

coth θ − iπ

2k2
(iπ − 2θ)(csch θ)2 +

π2

2k2
coth θ csch θ +O(k−3)
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L̂9(θ, k) = −L̂10(θ,−k) =
iπ

2k
sech

θ

2
+O(k−3)

L̂11(θ, k) = −L̂12(θ,−k) = − iπ
2k

csch
θ

2
+O(k−3) . (4.66)

The phase factor p0(θ, k ; 1) is the one-loop expansion of the square root of the factor that was identified
in the one-loop S-matrix of the reduced AdS3 × S3 theory, (3.81): the S-matrix has been factorized into
two parts, each of which we take with the same phase factor.

The choice of the phase factor in (4.65) retains the structure L̂5,7 = 1 +O(k−3) to the one-loop order.
From the expanded S-matrix given in appendix E we see that it is not possible to choose a phase factor
such that the amplitude for the YmZn → ZnYm scattering process and L̂5,7 both equal one to all orders.
This is different from the case of the reduced AdS2×S2 theory (4.13) and suggests that these two theories
are not part of the same “family”.16

As well as satisfying the YBE (which has the same form as in (4.14)) to the one-loop order, the
perturbative S-matrix given by (4.55), (4.56) and (4.66) also satisfies the braiding unitarity, crossing and
conjugation relations in equations (4.57), (4.60), (4.61) and (4.62).

For the purpose of discussing the quantum-deformed supersymmetry in the next section it is useful to
rewrite the S-matrix (4.56) in terms of the complex fields 17

φ+ = φ1 + iφ2 , φ− = φ1 − iφ2 , ψ+ = ψ3 + iψ4 , ψ− = ψ3 − iψ4 . (4.67)

The S-matrix (4.56) acting on these fields is

S |φ+φ+〉 = (L1(θ, k)− L2(θ, k)) |φ+φ+〉

S |φ+φ−〉 = (L1(θ, k) + L2(θ, k)) |φ−φ+〉 − 2L9(θ, k) |ψ−ψ+〉

S |ψ+ψ+〉 = − (L3(θ, k)− L4(θ, k)) |ψ+ψ+〉

S |ψ+ψ−〉 = − (L3(θ, k) + L4(θ, k)) |ψ−ψ+〉+ 2L10(θ, k) |φ−φ+〉

S |φ+ψ+〉 = (L5(θ, k)− L6(θ, k)) |ψ+φ+〉+ 2L11(θ, k) |φ+ψ+〉

S |φ+ψ−〉 = (L5(θ, k) + L6(θ, k)) |ψ−φ+〉

S |ψ+φ+〉 = (L7(θ, k)− L8(θ, k)) |φ+ψ+〉+ 2L12(θ, k) |ψ+φ+〉

S |ψ+φ−〉 = (L7(θ, k) + L8(θ, k)) |φ−ψ+〉 (4.68)

This S-matrix clearly respects the U(1) × U(1) bosonic symmetry under which φ± has charges (±1, 0)

and ψ± has charges (0,±1).
16 This is not such a surprise when looking at the supercosets of the corresponding superstring sigma models. For

AdS2 × S2 we have F̂ = PSU(1, 1|2) whereas for AdS3 × S3 we have F̂ = PS([U(1, 1|2)]2), a direct product. The reduced
AdS5 × S5 theory, for which F̂ = PSU(2, 2|4), has a stronger relation to the reduced AdS2 × S2 theory.

17 The S-matrix has a manifest U(1) × U(1) symmetry. The field φ is then charged under the first factor and ψ under
the second. It would be more complete to write φ±0 = φ1 ± iφ2 , ψ0± = ψ3 ± iψ4 , however for clarity we will suppress
the 0 index. The global U(1) indices are in bold to distinguish them from the Lorentz light-cone indices.
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4.2.4 Quantum-deformed supersymmetry

In this section the invariance of the factorized one-loop S-matrix, given by (4.55), (4.56) and (4.66), under
a quantum-deformed supersymmetry is demonstrated.

The reduced AdS2×S2 theory discussed in section 4.1 had an N = 2 world-sheet supersymmetry and
one may expect to find a similar two-dimensional supersymmetry in larger models [24]. This is suggested
also by the integrability of the model, which implies the existence of conserved fermionic charges [143].
The existence of a (non-local) off-shell supersymmetry (with the gauge choice A+ = 0) in the action (1.5)
was demonstrated in [144, 146].

Here we take an alternative approach: the idea is to find supersymmetry as a symmetry of the S-matrix
for on-shell states. The supersymmetry we shall find below appears to be quantum-deformed and thus it
is not immediately clear how it should act on the off-shell fields present in the Lagrangian.

Taking into account that the global bosonic symmetry of (4.68) is [so(2)]⊕2, and motivated by the
expectation of an overall N = 4 supersymmetry [27, 143], we take the following generators of the
symmetry algebra: two SO(2) generators, denoted R and L; two positive chirality supercharges, Q±∓;18

two negative chirality supercharges, S±∓ and two central extensions P̄± (which are related to the light-
cone components of the 2-d momenta, see also (4.2)).19 The commutation relations are given by

[R, R] = 0 , [L, L] = 0 ,

[R, Q±∓] = ±iQ±∓ , [L, Q±∓] = ∓iQ±∓ ,

[R, S±∓] = ±iS±∓ , [L, S±∓] = ∓iS±∓ ,

{S±∓, Q±∓} = 0 , {S±∓, Q∓±} = ± i
2

(R + L) = ±iA ,

{Q±∓, Q±∓} = 0 , {Q±∓, Q∓±} = −P̄+ ,

{S±∓, S±∓} = 0 , {S±∓, S∓±} = P̄− . (4.69)

The linear combination

A ≡ 1

2
(R + L) (4.70)

commutes with all other generators. Therefore this superalgebra may be represented as

s = tn so(2)nR2 , (4.71)

where the so(2) central extension is generated by A, and the R2 central extensions by P̄±. The superal-
gebra t has a bosonic subalgebra so(2), generated by

B ≡ R− L . (4.72)

18 Note that here the labels + and − do not denote the chirality of the supercharges, but rather the charges under the
SO(2)× SO(2) bosonic subalgebra.

19 The bar in P̄± indicates that these generators may have different k-dependent normalization compared to those in
(4.2).
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The commutation relations for the superalgebra t are

[B, B] = 0 , [B, Q±∓] = ±iQ±∓ , [B, S±∓] = ±iS±∓ ,

{S±∓, Q±∓} = 0 , {S±∓, Q∓±} = 0 ,

{Q±∓, Q±∓} = 0 , {Q±∓, Q∓±} = 0 ,

{S±∓, S±∓} = 0 , {S±∓, S∓±} = 0 . (4.73)

This superalgebra (which apparently does not have a standard name) is a semi-direct sum of so(2) with
two copies of psu(1|1) 20

t = so(2) A
[
psu(1|1)

]⊕2
. (4.74)

The central extension A and its corresponding generator acting on the other half of the factorized S-
matrix are actually the same symmetry (as can be seen from (4.48)), and therefore behave in the same
way as the R2 central extensions, P̄±, in the sense that we only have a single copy when we consider the
symmetry of the full S-matrix (4.54)

[t]⊕2 n so(2)nR2 . (4.75)

This is also in agreement with the fact that the global bosonic symmetry is [SO(2)]3.

Given that the bosonic subalgebra of s defined by (4.73) is abelian, it should not be altered by
a quantum deformation (the S-matrix satisfies the YBE while respecting the classical SO(2) × SO(2)

symmetry). As a result the quantum deformation of s we are interested in is rather simple. To construct
it we replace the anticommutation relation for S±∓ and Q∓± with

{S±∓, Q∓±} = ±
[
A
]
q
, (4.76)

where q is the deformation parameter and we use the standard notation

[x]q ≡
qx − q−x

q − q−1
. (4.77)

20 The appearance of this algebra may be expected given the origin of the reduced theory from the GS sigma model based
on the supercoset (2.126) or equivalently (D.4). This is discussed in detail in section 4.3.
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The generators then have the following action on the one-particle states

R |φ±〉 = ±i |φ±〉 , R |ψ±〉 = 0 ,

L |φ±〉 = 0 , L |ψ±〉 = ±i |ψ±〉 ,

Q±∓ |φ±〉 = 0 , Q±∓ |ψ±〉 = d(ϑ, k) |φ±〉 ,

Q±∓ |φ∓〉 = c(ϑ, k) |ψ∓〉 , Q±∓ |ψ∓〉 = 0 ,

S±∓ |φ±〉 = 0 , S±∓ |ψ±〉 = b(ϑ, k) |φ±〉 ,

S±∓ |φ∓〉 = a(ϑ, k) |ψ∓〉 , S±∓ |ψ∓〉 = 0 ,

P̄± |Φ〉 = P±(ϑ, k) |Φ〉 . (4.78)

For the closure of the quantum-deformed supersymmetry algebra we require

ab = P− , cd = P+ ad =
[1

2

]
q
, bc = −

[1

2

]
q
. (4.79)

To consider the action of the quantum-deformed supersymmetry on the two-particle states a coprod-
uct ∆ is required (see, for example, [186]). The coproduct should respect the quantum-deformed
(anti)commutation relations (4.76) 21 and is given by

∆(R) = R⊗ I+ I⊗R , ∆(L) = L⊗ I+ I⊗ L , ∆(P̄±) = P̄± ⊗ I+ I⊗ P̄± ,

∆(Q±∓) = Q±∓ ⊗ q−A + I⊗Q±∓ , ∆(S±∓) = S±∓ ⊗ I+ qA ⊗S±∓ . (4.80)

This coproduct commutes with the S-matrix 22

∆(J) S = S ∆(J) , (4.81)

for an appropriate choice of a, b, c, d in (4.78) and q. Assuming that the deformation parameter is related
to the coupling k by

q = exp(−2πi

k
) , (4.82)

we find

a(ϑ, k) =

√
1

2
sec

π

k
e−

ϑ
2−

iπ
2k , b(ϑ, k) = a∗(ϑ, k) ,

c(ϑ, k) = −eϑ a(ϑ, k) , d(ϑ, k) = eϑ a∗(ϑ, k) . (4.83)

21 As discussed above, the linear combination A = 1�2(R + L) commutes with all the other generators including the
fermionic ones.

22 This relation is equivalent to the usual co-commutativity condition for the R-matrix that arises in the study of quantum
groups (R = P S, where P is the graded permutation operator)

∆op(J)R = R∆(J) , ∆op(J) = P∆(J)P .
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Using (4.79) this implies that the eigenvalues of the central charges P̄± are

P±(ϑ, k) =
1

2
sec

π

k
e±ϑ . (4.84)

That is P̄± can indeed be identified with the light-cone momentum generators up to normalization.
This suggests that the algebra (4.69) is a quantum-deformed N = 4 two-dimensional supersymmetry
with a non-trivial global bosonic R-symmetry subalgebra. The supercharges (whose anticommutators
are proportional to the 2-d momentum generators) are charged under both the Lorentz group, and the
global bosonic symmetry group. It is the existence of this global bosonic R-symmetry that allows for a
non-trivial quantum deformation of the supersymmetry algebra.

Expanding (4.76) at large k we have

[
A
]
q

= A +
2π2

3k2
(A− A3) +O(k−3) . (4.85)

Therefore, the supersymmetry algebra remains standard at the leading (tree-level) order. Note, however,
that for large k the non-trivial coproduct in (4.80) differs from the standard one by 1�k terms, for example,

∆(Q±∓) = Q±∓ ⊗ I+ I⊗Q±∓ +
2πi

k
Q±∓ ⊗ A +O(k−2) . (4.86)

The 1�k terms are required for the tree-level S-matrix to be invariant under the undeformed supersym-
metry algebra (4.69). In this sense the supersymmetry of the S-matrix is deformed already at tree level.
This is in contrast to the AdS2 × S2 case discussed in section 4.1.

While the reason for the quantum deformation is not completely clear, the above simple construction
appears to be consistent and suggests that a similar quantum-deformed supersymmetry may also be
present in the reduced AdS5 × S5 theory. As the bosonic symmetries in the AdS3 × S3 case are abelian
they act on the S-matrix with the standard coproduct. The AdS5 × S5 case, for which the bosonic
symmetries are non-abelian, is less trivial as the coproduct of the bosonic symmetry generators will also
be quantum-deformed (see section 5.2.2).

4.2.5 Exact S-matrix conjecture

Assuming the quantum-deformed supersymmetry discussed in the previous section exists to all orders in
the 1�k expansion one can conjecture an exact S-matrix for the perturbative excitations of the reduced
AdS3 × S3 theory. Commutativity of the S-matrix with the quantum group coproduct (4.80) constrains
the form of the S-matrix up to two functions P1(θ, k), P2(θ, k). Indeed, the most general functions
Li parametrizing a relativistic S-matrix (4.56), (4.55), which commutes with the quantum-deformed
supersymmetry of section 4.2.4, are given by

L1,3(θ, k) =
1

2

[
P1(θ, k) cosh

(θ
2
± iπ

k

)
sech

θ

2
+ P2(θ, k) sinh

(θ
2
∓ iπ

k

)
csch

θ

2

]
,

L2,4(θ, k) =
1

2

[
P1(θ, k) cosh

(θ
2
± iπ

k

)
sech

θ

2
− P2(θ, k) sinh

(θ
2
∓ iπ

k

)
csch

θ

2

]
,

L5,7(θ, k) =
1

2

[
P1(θ, k) + P2(θ, k)

]
, L6,8(θ, k) =

1

2

[
P1(θ, k)− P2(θ, k)

]
,
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L9,10(θ, k) =
i

2
P1(θ, k) sin

π

k
sech

θ

2
, L11,12(θ, k) = − i

2
P2(θ, k) sin

π

k
csch

θ

2
. (4.87)

It can be checked that this S-matrix satisfies the YBE. The two phase factors P1, P2 can be fixed using the
conditions of crossing symmetry (3.10), braiding unitarity (3.11) and consistency with the perturbative
one-loop result we obtained above.

To match the one-loop S-matrix (4.66) we require

P1(θ, k) = 1− iπ

2k2
sech2 θ

2
(θ + sinh θ) +O(

1

k4
) ,

P2(θ, k) = 1 +
iπ

2k2
csch2 θ

2

[
(iπ − θ) + sinh θ

]
+O(

1

k4
) . (4.88)

Crossing symmetry (4.60) and braiding unitarity (4.57) imply the following constraints on the phase
factors

P1(iπ − θ, k) = P2(θ, k) , (4.89)

P1(θ, k)P1(−θ, k) = 1 , P2(θ, k)P2(−θ, k) =
sinh2 θ

2

sinh2 θ
2 + sin2 π

k

. (4.90)

Additionally, the Z2 symmetry (4.63) implies

P1,2(θ, k) = P1,2(θ,−k) . (4.91)

As expected, the perturbative expressions (4.88) satisfy these relations.

To solve (4.90), (4.89) we use the ansatz

P2(θ, k) = p2(θ, k)

∞∏
l=1

ρ(θ + 2iπl, k)

ρ(−θ + 2iπ(l + 1), k)
, (4.92)

where ρ(θ, k) is an arbitrary function and we assume that p2(θ, k) satisfies the following relations

p2(iπ − θ, k) p2(iπ + θ, k) = 1 , p2(θ, k) p2(−θ, k) = 1 . (4.93)

The crossing relation (4.89) implies

P1(θ, k) = p2(iπ − θ, k)

∞∏
l=1

ρ(θ + 2iπ(l + 1
2 ), k)

ρ(−θ + 2iπ(l + 1
2 ), k)

. (4.94)

The first relation in (4.93) implies that the first equation in (4.90) is satisfied by construction, while the
second relation in (4.93), on substituting into the second equation in (4.90), implies

ρ(θ + 2iπ, k) ρ(−θ + 2iπ, k) =
sinh2 θ

2

sinh2 θ
2 + sin2 π

k

=
sinh2 θ

2

sinh
(
θ
2 + iπ

k

)
sinh

(
θ
2 −

iπ
k

) . (4.95)
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Using the gamma function reflection formula this equation is solved by 23

ρ(θ, k) =
Γ(− iθ

2π −
1
k − 1)Γ(− iθ

2π + 1
k )

Γ(− iθ
2π − 1)Γ(− iθ

2π )
. (4.96)

To fix p2(θ, k) we use the relation (4.91), which implies

p2(θ, k) =
sinh

(
θ
2 −

iπ
k

)
sinh

(
θ
2 + iπ

k

) p2(θ,−k) . (4.97)

The minimal choice for the function p2(θ, k) that satisfies (4.93) and (4.97) is

p2(θ, k) =

√
sinh

(
θ
2 −

iπ
k

)
sinh

(
θ
2 + iπ

k

) . (4.98)

We therefore end up with the following solution for the two functions P1, P2:

P1(θ, k) =

√
cosh

(
θ
2 + iπ

k

)
cosh

(
θ
2 −

iπ
k

) ∞∏
l=1

Γ( iθ2π −
1
k + l − 1

2 )Γ( iθ2π + 1
k + l + 1

2 )

Γ(− iθ
2π −

1
k + l − 1

2 )Γ(− iθ
2π + 1

k + l + 1
2 )

Γ(− iθ
2π + l − 1

2 )Γ(− iθ
2π + l + 1

2 )

Γ( iθ2π + l − 1
2 )Γ( iθ2π + l + 1

2 )
,

P2(θ, k) =

√
sinh

(
θ
2 −

iπ
k

)
sinh

(
θ
2 + iπ

k

) ∞∏
l=1

Γ(− iθ
2π −

1
k + l − 1)Γ(− iθ

2π + 1
k + l)

Γ( iθ2π −
1
k + l)Γ( iθ2π + 1

k + l + 1)

Γ( iθ2π + l)Γ( iθ2π + l + 1)

Γ(− iθ
2π + l − 1)Γ(− iθ

2π + l)
. (4.99)

It can be directly checked that (4.99) agrees with the perturbative results (4.88). We therefore conjecture
that the exact S-matrix for the perturbative excitations of the reduced AdS3 × S3 theory is given by the
graded tensor product (4.54) of two copies of (4.55), (4.87) with phase factors (4.99).

The parametrizing functions Li (4.87) satisfy the conjugation relations (4.62) and the S-matrix (4.54),
(4.55) is invariant under time-reversal and spatial-parity transformations. Together these imply that
the S-matrix is hermitian analytic (3.9). Combining with braiding unitarity, it follows that this exact
S-matrix is unitary.

Note that on translating the factorized form (4.54) back to the original notation of section 3.2.3.2, the
exact amplitude for the process YmZn → ZnYm and the square of L5,7 are neither equal to each other
nor to (4.26). This again suggests that the reduced AdS3 × S3 theory is not in the same class of models
as the reduced AdS2 × S2 and AdS5 × S5 theories.

Still, the product of the two phase factors (4.99) is equal to the square root of (4.26) with ∆ = 2π�k.
Furthermore, the factors in front of the products of gamma functions in (4.99) are square roots of the
amplitudes in the complex sine-Gordon S-matrix (3.51). This suggests, by analogy with the reduced
AdS2 × S2 theory, which may be interpreted as an N = 2 supersymmetric dressing of the bosonic sine-
Gordon theory, that the reduced AdS3 × S3 theory may be interpreted as a quantum-deformed N = 4

supersymmetric dressing of the complex sine-Gordon model.
23 There are alternative solutions; the obvious ones are found by considering k → −k and θ → −θ. As we require that

P1(θ, k) = P1(θ,−k) and P2(θ, k) = P2(θ,−k) we can ignore the k → −k solution. We also disregard the θ → −θ solution
as its expansion does not match the perturbative result (4.88). For a similar reason we ignore the solutions

ρ(θ, k) = ±
sinh θ

2

sinh
(
θ
2
± iπ

k

) .
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4.3 Symmetries of the Pohlmeyer-reduced S-matrices

In this section we shall discuss and compare various global symmetries of the reduced AdS2×S2, AdS3×S3

and AdS5×S5 theories with a motivation to understanding the expected symmetry of the S-matrix in the
AdS5 × S5 case. We shall see that this S-matrix may be related to the quantum-deformed psu(2|2)nR3

R-matrix of [128, 127].

The reduced AdS2 × S2 and AdS3 × S3 theories are invariant under a wide range of different types of
symmetries – 2-d Poincaré symmetry, global bosonic symmetries, gauge symmetries, classical supersym-
metries and quantum-deformed symmetries. The 2-d Poincaré algebra 24

iso(1, 1) = so(1, 1) A R2 , (4.100)

contains one Lorentz boost, space translation and time translation, under which all the reduced AdSN ×
SN superstrings are invariant. In each of the reduced AdS2 × S2 and AdS3 × S3 theories the symmetry
that acts on the two-particle states and commutes with the S-matrix is based on a superalgebra of the
form

cnR2 . (4.101)

Here the central extensions correspond to the light-cone momenta and c contains fermionic generators
(charged under the Lorentz group) whose anticommutator is proportional to the momenta. The fermionic
generators are also charged under the bosonic subalgebra, b, of c. The algebra (4.101) thus has the same
structure as a two-dimensional supersymmetry algebra with a bosonic R-symmetry, given by b.

This symmetry appears to originate from the global target-space supersymmetry of the associated
superstring theory – of which the algebra c is a particular sub-superalgebra. In the reduction procedure the
fermionic target-space supersymmetry generators become charged under the Lorentz group and behave
like generators of 2-d supersymmetry in the reduced theory.

In the case of the reduced AdS2×S2 theory the bosonic subalgebra b is absent and the fermionic gen-
erators of c anticommute up to the central extensions. Thus a quantum deformation of the corresponding
algebra (of the kind discussed in section 4.2.4) is trivial. Therefore, in both the reduced AdS2 × S2 and
AdS3 × S3 theories we can write the physical symmetry of the corresponding S-matrix as 25

so(1, 1) A Uq
(
cnR2

)
. (4.102)

24 Recall that A denotes a semi-direct sum (see footnote 6 of the introduction).
25 Here U denotes the universal enveloping algebra. The subscript q then stands for the quantum deformation of this

algebra (which has no effect in the AdS2 × S2 case). That is Uq is the quantum group.
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4.3.1 Algebraic structure of the Pohlmeyer reduction

Recalling the Pohlmeyer reduction of the superstring described in section 2.3 and the underlying algebraic
structure (see also appendix A) we consider the following sub-superalgebra of f̂ 26

ĥ+ = ĥn a
T
. (4.103)

For reference we recap some notation: the space ĥ and the superalgebra f̂⊥ are defined as

f̂⊥ ≡ f̂⊥0 ⊕ f̂⊥1 ⊕ f̂⊥2 ⊕ f̂⊥3

= ā
T

A (ĥn a
T

) , ĥ ≡ f̂⊥0 ⊕ f̂⊥1 ⊕ f̂⊥3 . (4.104)

Note that f̂⊥2 = a
T
⊕ ā

T
, where both a

T
and ā

T
are one-dimensional.

The algebra ĥ+ has the following anticommutation relations involving the central extension

{̂f⊥1 , f̂⊥1 } ⊂ a
T
, {̂f⊥3 , f̂⊥3 } ⊂ a

T
. (4.105)

Distinguishing between the right-hand-sides of these anticommutators it is possible to extend ĥ+ by an
additional central element to give 27

ĥnR2 . (4.106)

The claim is then the following: the on-shell symmetry of the S-matrix for the Pohlmeyer-reduced theories
is given by (4.102) with c = ĥ (and b = h).

4.3.2 The Pohlmeyer-reduced AdS2× S2 theory

As explained in section 4.1.1, the reduced AdS2 × S2 theory has a manifest N = 2 2-d supersymmetry,
for which the superalgebra can be written as

so(1, 1) A
(
[psu(1|1)]⊕2 nR2

)
. (4.107)

This agrees with the form of (4.102) with no quantum deformation. Indeed, as the N = 2 supersymmetry
is manifest in the action, one should not expect any quantum deformation. Furthermore, formally
considering the non-centrally extended superalgebra c = [psu(1|1)]⊕2, whose generators all anticommute,
we see that a quantum deformation of the type considered in the reduced AdS3 × S3 case would have no

26 For the AdS5 × S5 case see equation (2.109) and for the AdS2 × S2 and AdS3 × S3 cases see section 2.3.2.
27 This can also be achieved [144] by constructing the loop algebra associated to the Z4 grading of f̂

L(̂f) =
∞⊕

n=−∞
zn f̂n mod 4.

This has an infinite subalgebra formed by restricting to these elements originating from the sub-superalgebra ĥ+. The
elements of this infinite subalgebra of levels −2,−1, 0, 1, 2 close to form the desired doubly centrally extended algebra.
The closure is a consequence of the fact that levels ±2 contain only central elements. The grading of this loop algebra is
associated to the Lorentz-spin.
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effect on (4.107).

In section 2.3.2 it was demonstrated that for the reduced AdS2 × S2 theory

ĥ = [psu(1|1)]⊕2 , (4.108)

which is consistent with the claim that c in (4.102), (4.107) is given by ĥ.

4.3.3 The Pohlmeyer-reduced AdS3× S3 theory

As discussed in section 4.2.1 and appendix D the manifest bosonic symmetry of the action for the reduced
AdS3 × S3 theory has the following algebra

iso(1, 1)⊕ [u(1)]⊕3 ⊕ [u(g)(1)]⊕3 , (4.109)

where the superscript (g) denotes a gauge symmetry. The fields on which the global part of the H-gauge
symmetry has a linear action are field redefinitions of the fields on which the global H symmetry has a
linear action. Therefore, the physical symmetry acting on on-shell states is

iso(1, 1)⊕ [u(1)]⊕3 . (4.110)

In section 4.2.4 an on-shell quantum-deformed supersymmetry was shown to commute with the one-loop
S-matrix, extending the physical symmetry of the theory to

so(1, 1) A Uq
([

u(1) A [psu(1|1)]⊕2
]⊕2 n u(1)nR2

)
. (4.111)

Due to the abelian nature of the bosonic subgroup, b = u(1)⊕3, only the action of the supersymmetry
generators on two-particle states is quantum-deformed.

The AdS3 × S3 superstring theory can be written as a two-dimensional sigma model with the target
space 28

PS[U(1, 1|2)×U(1, 1|2)]

U(1, 1)×U(2)
. (4.112)

This theory has a global F̂ = PS([U(1, 1|2)]2) symmetry and a G = U(1, 1) × U(2) gauge symmetry. In
the reduced theory we find H = [U(1)]4. As explained in appendix D one of these U(1)s acts trivially on
the physical excitations and can thus be ignored, leaving H = [U(1)]3.

Once this extra u(1) is projected out we find that ĥ in (4.104) is

ĥ =
[
u(1) A [psu(1|1)]⊕2

]⊕2 n u(1) . (4.113)

Therefore, again ĥ is the same algebra as c in (4.102), (4.111).
28 Here we use a somewhat non-standard form of the supercoset leading to an equivalent action (the standard form (2.126)

is given in section 2.3.2). As explained in appendix D the symmetry analysis described in this section is more systematic if
we consider the coset (4.112). For explicit definitions of the various projections of central elements see appendix D.
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4.3.4 The Pohlmeyer-reduced AdS5× S5 theory

Let us now try to use an analogy with the lower-dimensional cases to understand what symmetries should
appear in the AdS5×S5 case. The AdS5×S5 superstring theory is based on the supercoset (1.1), that is
with global symmetry F̂ = PSU(2, 2|4) and gauge symmetry G = USp(2, 2)×USp(4). The gauge group
of the reduced theory is H = [SU(2)]4, and the algebra ĥ in (4.104) is 29

ĥ =
[
psu(2|2)

]⊕2
. (4.114)

The manifest bosonic symmetry of the action for the reduced AdS5 × S5 theory is given by

iso(1, 1)⊕
[
su(g)(2)

]⊕4
, (4.115)

where again the superscript (g) denotes a gauge symmetry. There is no additional global symmetry, in
contrast to the case when H is abelian.

The perturbative S-matrix found in section 3.2.3.3 is constructed in such a way that it has a manifest
[SU(2)]4 symmetry, given by the global part of the gauge group [1]. This is demonstrated explicitly in
sections 5.1 and 5.1.1. A manifest (acting with the standard coproduct) non-abelian global symmetry of
a relativistic trigonometric S-matrix is already in conflict with the YBE equation at tree level [2, 3].

Motivated by the AdS3×S3 example, for which the symmetry group ĥ is quantum-deformed, one may
conjecture that the same should happen in the AdS5×S5 case. That is, the S-matrix should be invariant
under the corresponding quantum group

so(1, 1) A Uq
([

psu(2|2)
]⊕2 nR2

)
, (4.116)

where we have replaced c in (4.102) with ĥ from (4.114).

An R-matrix invariant under Uq
(
psu(2|2)nR3

)
has been studied in [128, 127]. It was observed in [127]

that there is a particular classical limit of this R-matrix that bears strong resemblance to the tree-level
S-matrix found in [1]. This limit was extended to all orders in 1�k in [3] (see also section 5.2) giving
a relativistic trigonometric R-matrix satisfying braiding unitarity, crossing symmetry and the YBE. In
this limit the third central extension vanishes, bringing the algebra to the form (4.102). The resulting R-
matrix has similarities to the one-loop S-matrix of section 3.2.3.3, however they are clearly not identical.
It is then natural to consider this R-matrix as a candidate for the physical S-matrix of the reduced
AdS5 × S5 theory.

Unlike the reduced AdS3 × S3 theory, here the group H = [SU(2)]4 is non-abelian and therefore the
quantum deformation non-trivially affects its action on the two-particle states (the action of H on the
one-loop perturbative S-matrix is given by the standard coproduct). Understanding the origin of this
quantum deformation is an important open question. More generally, this question also applies to similar
bosonic models with non-abelian gauge groups [2, 65, 66, 67], discussed in section 3.1.4.4.

29 This same sub-superalgebra arises when considering the expansion of the superstring action around the BMN vacuum:
the manifest symmetry of the Lagrangian is broken to [SU(2)]4 while the on-shell symmetry (under which the superstring
S-matrix is invariant) is a three-fold central extension of ĥ.



Chapter 5

The S-matrix of the

Pohlmeyer-Reduced AdS5× S5

Superstring

In this chapter, based on [3], we finally consider the case of prime interest – the Pohlmeyer-reduced
AdS5 × S5 superstring – with the aim of understanding the structure of its quantum S-matrix.

We shall first demonstrate the group factorization property of the perturbative S-matrix observed at
the tree and one-loop levels in [1] and [3] respectively. The factorized S-matrix can then be compared
with the quantum-deformed (psu(2|2) n R3)-invariant R-matrix of [128]. A particular classical limit of
this R-matrix was identified in [127] whose form is similar to that of the tree-level S-matrix. We will
extend this limit to all orders and show that this similarity continues to the one-loop order. It is then
natural to consider this R-matrix (composed with the graded permutation operator), plus a phase fixed
by crossing symmetry and braiding unitarity, as a candidate for the S-matrix of the reduced AdS5 × S5

theory.

Other than the similarity with the tree-level S-matrix, the main motivation for considering this
quantum-deformed R-matrix is by analogy with the S-matrix in the AdS3 × S3 case, which is also
invariant under a quantum-deformed supersymmetry. Arguments for the choice of the symmetry algebra,
psu(2|2)nR2, have been given in section 4.3. Additionally, for the bosonic theories (2.58), when the gauge
group H is non-abelian, the physical symmetry of the theory has been conjectured to be the quantum
deformation of h [65, 66, 67].

The one-loop S-matrix, see section 3.2.3.3, is invariant under the maximal bosonic subalgebra of
[psu(2|2)]⊕2 n R2. As this subalgebra is non-abelian, in the quantum-deformed S-matrix its action is
modified. Consequently there are differences between the perturbative S-matrix originating from the
action (1.5) and the quantum-deformed S-matrix, even at tree level [127, 1]. This is not surprising as the
quantum-deformed S-matrix satisfies the YBE while the perturbative H-invariant one-loop S-matrix does
not. We conclude this section by discussing possible relations between the perturbative and quantum-
deformed S-matrices.

118
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5.1 Perturbative S-matrix at the one-loop order

In the reduced AdS5×S5 theory [24] we have G = USp(2, 2)×USp(4) and the gauge group H = [SU(2)]4.
The action (3.71) is written with a manifest global SO(4) symmetry – a subgroup of the global part of
the [SU(2)]4 gauge group. As the A+ = 0 gauge fixing preserves the global part of the gauge symmetry
the action (3.71) should be invariant under the full [SU(2)]4 symmetry. This symmetry can be made
manifest by using the field redefinitions [1] 1

Ym = (σ̄m)ȧaYaȧ , Yaȧ = (σm)aȧYm ,

Zm = (σ̄m)α̇αZαα̇ , Zαα̇ = (σm)αα̇Zm ,

ζm = (σ̄m)α̇aζaα̇ , ζaα̇ = (σm)aα̇ζm ,

χm = (σ̄m)ȧαχαȧ , χαȧ = (σm)αȧχm ,

where (Yaȧ)∗ = Y ȧa, and similarly for Z, ζ, χ. The translation of (3.71) into the manifestly [SU(2)]4

invariant form is [1]

S5 =

∫
d2x

1

2
∂+Yaȧ∂−Y

ȧa − µ2

2
YaȧY

ȧa +
1

2
∂+Zαα̇∂−Z

α̇α − µ2

2
Zαα̇Z

α̇α

+
i

2
ζ
Laα̇∂+ζL

α̇a +
i

2
ζ
Raα̇∂−ζR

α̇a − iµζ
Laα̇ζR

α̇a

+
i

2
χ
Lαȧ∂+χL

ȧα +
i

2
χ
Rαȧ∂−χR

ȧα − iµχ
LαȧχR

ȧα

+
π

2k

[
− 2

3

(
YaȧY

ȧa∂+Ybḃ∂−Y
ḃb − Yaȧ∂+Y

ȧaYbḃ∂−Y
ḃb +

µ2

2
YaȧY

ȧaYbḃY
ḃb
)

+
2

3

(
Zαα̇Z

α̇α∂+Zββ̇∂−Z
β̇β − Zαα̇∂+Z

α̇αZββ̇∂−Z
β̇β +

µ2

2
Zαα̇Z

α̇αZββ̇Z
β̇β
)

+ i
(
ζ
Laα̇ζL

α̇bY ḃa∂+Ybḃ + ζ
Raα̇ζR

α̇bY ḃa∂−Ybḃ + µ ζ
Raα̇ζL

α̇aYbḃY
ḃb
)

− i
(
ζ
Laα̇ζL

β̇aZα̇β∂+Zββ̇ + ζ
Raα̇ζR

β̇aZα̇β∂−Zββ̇ + µ ζ
Raα̇ζL

α̇aZββ̇Z
β̇β
)

+ i
(
χ
LαȧχL

ḃαY ȧb∂+Ybḃ + χ
RαȧχR

ḃαY ȧb∂−Ybḃ + µχ
RαȧχL

ȧαYbḃY
ḃb
)

− i
(
χ
LαȧχL

ȧβZ β̇α∂+Zββ̇ + χ
RαȧχR

ȧβZ β̇α∂−Zββ̇ + µχ
RαȧχL

ȧαZββ̇Z
β̇β
)

+ 4iµ
(
ζ
Raα̇χLβḃY

ḃaZα̇β − χ
RαȧζLbβ̇Y

ȧbZ β̇α
)

+ 2
(
ζ
Laα̇ζLbβ̇ζR

α̇bζ
R

β̇a − χ
LαȧχLββ̇χR

ȧβχ
R

ḃα
)]

+O(k−2) . (5.1)

1 The 2-indices are raised and lowered with the antisymmetric tensors εab, εab. That is, Fa = εabFb, Fb = εbcF
c.

Dotted and undotted indices are assumed to be completely independent. We use the convention that ε12 = 1, ε12 = −1,
εabεbc = δac and the rescaled set of Pauli matrices

σ1 = σ̄1 =
1
√

2

(
1 0
0 1

)
, σ2 = −σ̄2 =

1
√

2

(
0 1
−1 0

)
, σ3 = −σ̄3 =

1
√

2

(
0 i
i 0

)
, σ4 = −σ̄4 =

1
√

2

(
i 0
0 −i

)
.
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5.1.1 Group factorization of the S-matrix

Consider the following factorized S-matrix [1, 126]

S |ΦAȦ(p1)ΦBḂ(p2)〉 = (−1)[Ȧ][B]+[Ċ][D] SCD
AB

SĊḊ
ȦḂ
|ΦCĊ(p2)ΦDḊ(p1)〉 , (5.2)

SCDAB =



K1δ
d
aδ
c
b +K2δ

c
aδ
d
b

−K3δ
δ
αδ
γ
β −K4δ

γ
αδ
δ
β

K5εabε
γδ −K6εαβε

cd

K7δ
c
aδ
δ
β K8δ

γ
αδ
d
b

K9δ
d
aδ
γ
β K10δ

δ
αδ
c
b

(5.3)

where Ki are functions of θ and the coupling k. Here ΦAȦ (with A = (a, α) and Ȧ = (ȧ, α̇), where
a, α, ȧ, α̇ are indices of fundamental representations of the four SU(2) groups comprising the global
[SU(2)]4 symmetry) encodes the fields Yaȧ , Zαα̇ , ζaα̇ , χαȧ in the natural way. Additionally, we assume
the fermionic grading

[a] = [ȧ] = 0 , [α] = [α̇] = 1 . (5.4)

As in the reduced AdS3 × S3 theory it is useful to consider this factorized S-matrix (5.3) acting on a
single-index field

S |ΦA(p1)ΦB(p2)〉 = SCDAB (θ, k) |ΦC(p2)ΦD(p1)〉 , ΦA = (φa, ψα) , (5.5)

where φa are bosonic and ψα are fermionic states. This S-matrix should satisfy the usual physical
requirements of unitarity and crossing symmetry. The braiding unitarity and crossing relations for the
AdS5 × S5 case are the same as for the AdS3 × S3 case, and are given by equations (4.57), (4.60) and
(4.58). Crossing symmetry then implies the following relations between the functions Ki,

K1(iπ − θ, k) = K1(θ, k) +K2(θ, k) , K2(iπ − θ, k) = −K2(θ, k) ,

K5(iπ − θ, k) = iK7(θ, k) , K7(iπ − θ, k) = −iK5(θ, k) ,

K9(iπ − θ, k) = K9(θ, k) , (5.6)

and similarly for K3, K4, K6, K8, K10.

For consistency (for example between S |Ym(p1)ζn(p2)〉 and S |ζm(p1)Yn(p2)〉, see appendix F) the
functions Ki should also obey the following conjugation relations

K1(θ, k) = K∗1 (−θ, k) , K3(θ, k) = K∗3 (−θ, k) ,

K2(θ, k) = K∗2 (−θ, k) , K4(θ, k) = K∗4 (−θ, k) ,

K5(θ, k) = −K∗5 (−θ, k) , K6(θ, k) = −K∗6 (−θ, k) ,

K7(θ, k) = K∗8 (−θ, k) , K9(θ, k) = K∗10(−θ, k) , (5.7)
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which, combined with the invariance under time-reversal and spatial-parity transformations of the S-
matrix (5.2), (5.3), imply hermitian analyticity (3.9) (for real θ).

The action (3.71) also has the Z2 symmetry (4.63) implying the following relations

K1(θ, k) = K3(θ,−k) , K2(θ, k) = K4(θ,−k) ,

K5(θ, k) = −K6(θ,−k) , K7(θ, k) = −K8(θ,−k) ,

K9(θ, k) = K10(θ,−k) . (5.8)

In appendix F equation (5.2) is expanded and rewritten in the original SO(4) notation to enable
comparison to the S-matrix of section 3.2.3.3. Along with other relations between the parametrizing
functions, the equalities between the Y Y ZZ and ζζχχ amplitudes (parametrized by the functions f

3
and

f5) mean the one-loop S-matrix of section 3.2.3.3 factorizes as in (5.2), (5.3) with Ki given by

Ki = p
0
(θ, k ; 1�2) K̂i , (5.9)

K̂1(θ, k) =K̂3(θ,−k) = 1 +
iπ

2k
tanh

θ

2
− 5π2

8k2
− iπθ

2k2
+O(k−3)

K̂2(θ, k) =K̂4(θ,−k) = − iπ
k

coth θ +
π2

2k2
+
iπθ

k2
+O(k−3)

K̂5(θ, k) =− K̂6(θ,−k) = − iπ
2k

sech
θ

2
+O(k−3)

K̂7(θ, k) =− K̂8(θ,−k) = − iπ
2k

csch
θ

2
+O(k−3)

K̂9(θ, k) =K̂10(θ,−k) = 1 +O(k−3) . (5.10)

Here the phase factor p
0
(θ, k ; 1�2) was defined in (3.77) and represents the square root of the factor in

(3.82) (where we considered the full S-matrix rather than the factorized S-matrix).

The choice of the phase factor (3.82) ensures that K̂9,10 = 1+O(k−3) to the one-loop level. This choice
will be convenient for comparing to the quantum-deformed S-matrix. From the expanded S-matrix in
appendix F we see that, as in the reduced AdS2 × S2 case (but unlike the reduced AdS3 × S3 case), a
phase factor can be extracted such that both the amplitude of the YmZn → ZnYm scattering process and
K9,10 are equal to one.

The AdS2 × S2 and AdS5 × S5 superstring sigma models are of the same type being based on the
supergroups

PSU(N,N |2N) , N = 1, 2 . (5.11)

It is natural to expect that the S-matrices of the corresponding reduced theories follow the same pattern.
In particular, the phase factors extracted in section 3.2.3 for these cases were equal (see sections 3.2.3.1
and 3.2.3.3). We therefore conjecture that the phase factor of the reduced AdS5 × S5 theory should
be equal to the phase factor of the reduced AdS2 × S2 theory (4.26), again with ∆ = π�k (4.24).
Further justification for this choice is presented in section 5.2, where it is found that this is precisely the
phase factor that follows from solving the conditions of braiding unitarity and crossing symmetry for the
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quantum-deformed S-matrix.

As expected the one-loop perturbative S-matrix (5.3), (5.5), (5.10) satisfies the braiding unitarity,
crossing and conjugation relations (4.57), (4.60), (5.6), (5.7). Combining braiding unitarity with the
conjugation relations (5.7) and invariance under time-reversal and spatial-parity transformations, we find
that the one-loop S-matrix is unitary as expected. However, substituting the one-loop S-matrix (5.3)
and (5.10) into the YBE, which has the same form as (4.14), one finds that it is not satisfied. This
was also the case for the bosonic models with a non-abelian gauge symmetry [2] (see section 3.1) where
the rôle of the YBE equation required further study. In the next section we will consider the closely
related quantum-deformed S-matrix, based on the quantum-deformed R-matrix of [128, 127], which by
construction satisfies the YBE (4.14).

Let us make two additional comments. In the purely bosonic theories the coupling k is generally shifted
by a constant in certain exact quantum relations (3.40). There appears to be no shift of k in the reduced
AdS2×S2 and AdS3×S3 theories discussed in sections 4.1 and 4.2. The same should also be true in the
reduced AdS5 × S5 theory.

In the reduced AdS3 × S3 theory a quantum counterterm was required to restore integrability (the
satisfaction of the YBE) at the one-loop level, (see section 4.2.2.1). In the reduced AdS5 × S5 theory
counterterms are not required to restore the group factorization of the one-loop S-matrix.2 Furthermore,
the similarity with the quantum-deformed S-matrix of section 5.2 suggests that indeed no additional local
counterterms should be present here.3

5.2 Quantum-deformed (psu(2|2)nR3)-invariant S-matrix

In [128] the fundamental R-matrix associated to the quantum deformation of the universal enveloping
algebra (Uq) of the centrally extended superalgebra psu(2|2) n R3 was constructed. In appendix G we
generalize the relativistic trigonometric classical limit identified in [127] (that exhibits a similarity to the
tree-level S-matrix of the reduced AdS5×S5 theory [1]) to all orders. The relativistic trigonometric limit
corresponds to (i) taking the global symmetry parameter g 4 of [128] to infinity and (ii) identifying the
deformation parameter q with the coupling k by 5

q = exp
(
− iπ

k

)
. (5.12)

In this limit one of the central extensions vanishes leaving the symmetry algebra (4.116) that we expect
from the arguments of section 4.3.

2 This is not the case for the bosonic G�H = SO(5)�SO(4) theory discussed in [2], see also section 3.1.4.3. In this case
the quantum counterterms are required to restore group factorization under so(4) ∼= su(2)⊕ su(2) at the one-loop level.

3 Additionally, the functional determinant proposed in the reduced AdS3 × S3 case (see section 4.2.2.1) has a vanishing
contribution to the one-loop S-matrix in the reduced AdS2×S2 and AdS5×S5 theories (while giving the required correction
(4.38) in the reduced AdS3 × S3 theory).

4Note that in [128] this parameter is denoted g. Here we use g to distinguish it from the group-valued field of the reduced
theory actions (1.5) and (2.58).

5 Such a parametrization of the deformation parameter is familiar from quantum group structures in theories based on
(deformations of) the WZW model (see, for example, [184, 65, 66]).
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The quantum-deformed S-matrix, Sq, is constructed from the R-matrix as follows

Sq = P Rq , (5.13)

where P is the graded permutation operator. Therefore, the quantum-deformed S-matrix in this limit
takes the form

Sq |φ1φ1〉 =
(
J1 + J2

)
|φ1φ1〉

Sq |φ1φ2〉 = J1 sec
π

k
|φ2φ1〉+

(
J2 − iJ1 tan

π

k

)
|φ1φ2〉+ J5 sec

π

k
|ψ4ψ3〉 − J5(1 + i tan

π

k
) |ψ3ψ4〉

Sq |φ2φ1〉 = J1 sec
π

k
|φ1φ2〉+

(
J2 + iJ1 tan

π

k

)
|φ2φ1〉+ J5 sec

π

k
|ψ3ψ4〉 − J5(1− i tan

π

k
) |ψ4ψ3〉

Sq |φ2φ2〉 =
(
J1 + J2

)
|φ2φ2〉

Sq |ψ3ψ3〉 = −
(
J3 + J4

)
|ψ3ψ3〉

Sq |ψ3ψ4〉 = −J3 sec
π

k
|ψ4ψ3〉 −

(
J4 − iJ3 tan

π

k

)
|ψ3ψ4〉 − J6 sec

π

k
|φ2φ1〉+ J6(1 + i tan

π

k
) |φ1φ2〉

Sq |ψ4ψ3〉 = −J3 sec
π

k
|ψ3ψ4〉 −

(
J4 + iJ3 tan

π

k

)
|ψ4ψ3〉 − J6 sec

π

k
|φ1φ2〉+ J6(1− i tan

π

k
) |φ2φ1〉

Sq |ψ4ψ4〉 = −
(
J3 + J4

)
|ψ4ψ4〉

Sq |φaψβ〉 = J7 δ
c
aδ
δ
β |φcψδ〉+ J9 δ

d
aδ
γ
β |ψγφd〉

Sq |ψαφb〉 = J8 δ
γ
αδ
d
b |ψγφd〉+ J10 δ

δ
αδ
c
b |φcψδ〉 (5.14)

where

J1,3(θ, k) = P0(θ, k) cos
π

k
sech

θ

2
cosh

(θ
2
± iπ

2k

)
J2,4(θ, k) = ∓iP0(θ, k)

[
1− cos

π

k
+ cosh θ + cosh

(
θ ± iπ

k

)]
sin

π

2k
csch θ

J5,6(θ, k) = −iP0(θ, k) cos
π

k
sin

π

2k
sech

θ

2

J7,8(θ, k) = −iP0(θ, k) sin
π

2k
csch

θ

2

J9,10(θ, k) = P0(θ, k) . (5.15)

The functions Ji do not parametrize the quantum-deformed S-matrix in the same way as the functionsKi

(5.10) parametrize the perturbative S-matrix (5.3): there is an additional dependence on q = exp(−iπ�k).
Consequently, the manifest [SU(2)]2 global symmetry is broken to [U(1)]2. The quantum-deformed S-
matrix satisfies the YBE equation.

Extracting the phase factor P0(θ, k),

Ji(θ, k) = P0(θ, k) Ĵi(θ, k) , (5.16)
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the 1�k expansion of the functions Ĵi to the “one-loop” order is given by

Ĵ1(θ, k) =Ĵ3(θ,−k) = 1 +
iπ

2k
tanh

θ

2
− 5π2

8k2
+O(k−3)

Ĵ2(θ, k) =Ĵ4(θ,−k) = − iπ
k

coth θ +
π2

4k2
+O(k−3)

Ĵ5(θ, k) =− Ĵ6(θ,−k) = − iπ
2k

sech
θ

2
+O(k−3)

Ĵ7(θ, k) =− Ĵ8(θ,−k) = − iπ
2k

csch
θ

2
+O(k−3)

Ĵ9(θ, k) =Ĵ10(θ,−k) = 1 +O(k−3) . (5.17)

There is a strong similarity with (5.10). However, K1,2,3,4 contain some extra θ-dependent terms. Fur-
thermore, the functions Ji in (5.15) do not satisfy the classical crossing symmetry relations obeyed by
Ki (5.6), rather they satisfy a set quantum-deformed relations given below in (5.26).

5.2.1 Phase factor

To facilitate comparison with the one-loop S-matrix of sections 3.2.3.3 and 5.1.1, the phase factor P0 has
been chosen such that Ĵ9 = Ĵ10 = 1. This phase factor can then be fixed by the requirements of braiding
unitarity (3.11) and crossing symmetry (3.10) (see also [128] and appendix G). We give these relations
in terms of the tensor function SqCDAB (θ, k) defined by

Sq |ΦA(p1)ΦB(p2)〉 = S
q

CD
AB (θ, k) |ΦC(p2)ΦD(p1)〉 . (5.18)

Braiding unitarity implies (see (G.14))

S
q

CD
AB (θ, k) S

q

EF
CD(−θ, k) = δEAδ

F
B . (5.19)

Substituting the quantum-deformed S-matrix (5.14), (5.15) into (5.19) gives the following braiding uni-
tarity relation for the phase factor

P0(θ, k) P0(−θ, k) =
sinh2 θ

2

sinh2 θ
2 + sin2 π

2k

. (5.20)

Introducing the charge conjugation matrix and a metric

C |ΦA〉 = CAC η̄
CB |ΦB〉 , C−1 |ΦA〉 = η̄ACC

CB |ΦB〉 ,

C |φ1〉 = −q 1
2 |φ2〉 , C |ψ3〉 = −q 1

2 |ψ4〉 , C |φ2〉 = q−
1
2 |φ1〉 , C |ψ4〉 = q−

1
2 |ψ3〉 , (5.21)

where

η̄AB =
(
diag(1, 1, i, i)

)
AB

, η̄AB =
(
diag(1, 1,−i,−i)

)AB
, (5.22)
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the requirement of crossing symmetry (G.17) implies

S
q

EF
AB(θ) CFH S

q

DH
GE (iπ + θ) CGC = δCAδ

D
B . (5.23)

In view of the braiding unitarity relation (5.19) this can be rewritten in the usual form

S
q

CD
AB (θ, k) = CBE S

q

DE
FA (iπ − θ) CFC . (5.24)

Substituting the quantum-deformed S-matrix (5.14), (5.15) into (5.24) gives the following crossing relation
for the phase factor

P0(iπ − θ, k) = P0(θ, k) . (5.25)

Crossing symmetry also implies the following relations between the functions Ji

J1(iπ − θ, k) = cos
π

k

[
J1(θ, k) + J2(θ, k)

]
, J2(iπ − θ, k) = − cos

π

k

[
J2(θ, k)− tan2 π

k
J1(θ, k)

]
,

J5(iπ − θ, k) = i cos
π

k
J7(θ, k) , J7(iπ − θ, k) = −i sec

π

k
J5(θ, k) ,

J9(iπ − θ, k) = J9(θ, k) , (5.26)

and similarly for J3, J4, J6, J8, J10. The conjugation relations

J1(θ, k) = J∗1 (−θ, k) , J3(θ, k) = J∗3 (−θ, k) ,

J2(θ, k) = J∗2 (−θ, k) , J4(θ, k) = J∗4 (−θ, k) ,

J5(θ, k) = −J∗5 (−θ, k) , J6(θ, k) = −J∗6 (−θ, k) ,

J7(θ, k) = J∗8 (−θ, k) , J9(θ, k) = J∗10(−θ, k) . (5.27)

still hold as they did for the functions Ki (5.7) as long as the phase factor satisfies

P0(θ, k) = P ∗0 (−θ, k) . (5.28)

However, it is important to note that the quantum-deformed S-matrix (5.14) is no longer invariant under
spatial-parity transformations (for example, the φ1φ2 → φ1φ2 and φ2φ1 → φ2φ1 amplitudes are not
equal) and therefore these conjugation relations do not imply hermitian analyticity.

To summarize, the relativistic trigonometric quantum-deformed S-matrix (5.14), (5.15) is consistent
with braiding unitarity and quantum-deformed crossing symmetry provided the phase factor P0(θ, k)

satisfies the following constraints

P0(θ, k)P0(−θ, k) =
sinh2 θ

2

sinh2 θ
2 + sin2 π

2k

,

P0(iπ − θ, k) = P0(θ, k) , P0(θ, k) = P ∗0 (−θ, k) . (5.29)
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In section 5.1.1 P (θ, π�k) (4.26) was conjectured as a candidate for the phase factor of the reduced
AdS5×S5 theory based on the one-loop computation and group-theory arguments. Here we consider the
factorized S-matrix, hence the corresponding phase factor P0 is the square root of P , that is

P0(θ, k) =

√
P (θ,

π

k
) =

√
sinh θ + i sin π

k

sinh θ − i sin π
k

Q(θ,
π

k
) , Q(θ,∆) =

sinh θ − i sin ∆

sinh θ + i sin ∆
Y (θ,∆) Y (iπ − θ,∆) ,

Y (θ,∆) =

∞∏
l=1

Γ
(

∆
2π −

iθ
2π + l

)
Γ
(
− ∆

2π −
iθ
2π + l − 1

)
Γ
(
− iθ

2π + l − 1
2

)
Γ
(
− iθ

2π + l + 1
2

)
Γ
(

∆
2π −

iθ
2π + l + 1

2

)
Γ
(
− ∆

2π −
iθ
2π + l − 1

2

)
Γ
(
− iθ

2π + l − 1
)
Γ
(
− iθ

2π + l
) , ∆(k) =

π

k
.

(5.30)

From the identities in (4.30) we see that this phase factor satisfies the braiding unitarity, crossing and
conjugation relations (5.29).

The quantum-deformed S-matrix (5.14), (5.15) satisfies the YBE (4.14) by construction [128]. The
graded tensor product (5.2) of two copies of this quantum-deformed S-matrix (5.14), (5.15) along with
the phase factor (5.30) is therefore a candidate for the physical S-matrix of the reduced AdS5×S5 theory.
There are many additional properties of this S-matrix to investigate, for example, its pole structure and
the corresponding bound-state S-matrix [4] (see also chapter 6).

5.2.2 Quantum-deformed symmetry

Let us review the action of the quantum-deformed symmetry [128] on the S-matrix (5.14). The symmetry
algebra is the quantum deformation of the universal enveloping algebra, Uq

(
psu(2|2)nR3

)
. The generators

of psu(2|2) n R3 are: 6 Ra
b – generators of one bosonic su(2); Lαβ – generators of the second bosonic

su(2); Qa
β – one set of four fermionic generators mixing the two su(2)s; Sα

b – the second set of four
fermionic generators and C, P̄± – the three central charges. The non-trivial (anti)commutation relations
of these generators are

[Ra
b, Rc

d] = δbcRa
d − δdaRc

d , [Lα
β , Lγ

δ] = δβγLα
δ − δδαLγδ ,

[Ra
b, Qc

δ] = δbcQa
δ − 1

2
δbaQc

δ , [Lα
β , Qc

δ] = −δδαQc
β +

1

2
δβαQc

δ ,

[Ra
b, Sγ

d] = −δdaSγ
b +

1

2
δbaSγ

d , [Lα
β , Sγ

d] = δβγSα
d − 1

2
δβαSγ

d ,

{Q β
a , Qc

δ} = −εacεβδP̄+ , {S b
α , Sγ

d} = εαγε
bdP̄− ,

{Sα
b, Qc

δ} = δbcLα
δ + δδαRc

b + δbcδ
δ
αC . (5.31)

6 Compared to the notation of [128] we have renamed S↔ Q and K,P→ −P̄+, P̄−.
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To quantum-deform this algebra we first introduce a Chevalley-Serre basis as follows 7

H1 = R2
2 −R1

1 = 2R2
2 , E1 = R2

1 , F1 = R1
2 ,

H2 = −C− 1

2
H1 −

1

2
H3 , E2 = S4

2 , F2 = Q2
4 ,

H3 = L4
4 − L3

3 = 2L4
4 , E3 = L4

3 , F3 = L3
4 .

In this basis the symmetric Cartan matrix is

Ajk =


2 −1 0

−1 0 1

0 1 −2

 (5.32)

and the commutation relations involving Hj are

[Hj , Hk] = 0 , [Hj , Ek] = AjkEk , [Hj , Fk] = −AjkFk . (5.33)

The non-vanishing (anti)commutators between Ej and Fk are

[E1, F1] = H1 , {E2, F2} = −H2 , [E3, F3] = −H3 . (5.34)

The Serre relations, which we will not give here, are then required for the algebra to close. They are
discussed, for example, in [128]. The universal enveloping algebra, U(psu(2|2) n R3) is generated by
polynomials of the Lie algebra generators modulo the commutation relations (5.33), (5.34) and the Serre
relations.

In the quantum deformation, the commutation relations involving Hj remain as they are. The three
non-vanishing (anti)commutators between Ej and Fk are deformed to

[E1, F1] =
[
H1

]
q
, {E2, F2} = −

[
H2

]
q
, [E3, F3] = −

[
H3

]
q
. (5.35)

Recall that [x]q ≡ (qx − q−x)�(q − q−1) and the deformation parameter q is related to k by (5.12). The
Serre relations similarly become quantum-deformed, see [128].

7 Not all the generators of the Lie algebra need to be kept explicitly as certain generators can be rewritten as polynomials
of other generators.
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The quantum-deformed generators have the following action on the one-particle states |φa〉, |ψα〉 8

H1 |φ1〉 = − |φ1〉 , H1 |φ2〉 = |φ2〉 , H1 |ψ3〉 = 0 , H1 |ψ4〉 = 0 ,

H2 |φ1〉 = −(C − 1�2) |φ1〉 , H2 |φ2〉 = −(C + 1�2) |φ2〉 , H2 |ψ3〉 = −(C − 1�2) |ψ3〉 , H2 |ψ4〉 = −(C + 1�2) |ψ4〉 ,

H3 |φ1〉 = 0 , H3 |φ2〉 = 0 , H3 |ψ3〉 = − |ψ3〉 , H3 |ψ4〉 = |ψ4〉 ,

E1 |φ1〉 = q
1
2 |φ2〉 , E1 |φ2〉 = 0 , E1 |ψ3〉 = 0 , E1 |ψ4〉 = 0 ,

E2 |φ1〉 = 0 , E2 |φ2〉 = a(ϑ, k) |ψ4〉 , E2 |ψ3〉 = b(ϑ, k) |φ1〉 , E2 |ψ4〉 = 0 ,

E3 |φ1〉 = 0 , E3 |φ2〉 = 0 , E3 |ψ3〉 = 0 , E3 |ψ4〉 = q−
1
2 |ψ3〉 ,

F1 |φ1〉 = 0 , F1 |φ2〉 = q−
1
2 |φ1〉 , F1 |ψ3〉 = 0 , F1 |ψ4〉 = 0 ,

F2 |φ1〉 = c(ϑ, k) |ψ3〉 , F2 |φ2〉 = 0 , F2 |ψ3〉 = 0 , F2 |ψ4〉 = d(ϑ, k) |φ1〉 ,

F3 |φ1〉 = 0 , F3 |φ2〉 = 0 , F3 |ψ3〉 = q
1
2 |ψ4〉 , F3 |ψ4〉 = 0 ,

C |ΦA〉 = C(ϑ, k) |ΦA〉 , P̄± |ΦA〉 = P±(ϑ, k) |ΦA〉 .

The relativistic trigonometric limit of the R-matrix in [128] is found by taking g→∞. Taking this limit
in the functions a, b, c, d, P± and C given in [128] 9 leads to similar relations to the AdS3 × S3 case
(4.83), (4.84)

a(ϑ, k) =

√
1

2
sec

π

2k
e−

ϑ
2−

iπ
4k , b(ϑ, k) = a∗(ϑ, k) ,

c(ϑ, k) = −eϑ a(ϑ, k) , d(ϑ, k) = eϑ a∗(ϑ, k) , (5.36)

P±(ϑ, k) =
1

2
sec

π

2k
e±ϑ , C(ϑ, k) = 0 . (5.37)

The vanishing of C is consistent with (G.8) and confirms the claim that the third central extension
vanishes, leaving (4.116) as the symmetry algebra. The functions a, b, c, d satisfy the four relations
required for the closure of the supersymmetry algebra,

ad =
[
C +

1

2

]
q
, bc =

[
C − 1

2

]
q
, ab = P− , cd = −P+ . (5.38)

Since P± ∼ e±ϑ we may again interpret P̄± as the 2-d light-cone momentum symmetry generators up
to a normalization. The resulting symmetry algebra strongly resembles a two-dimensional supersym-
metry with a global bosonic R-symmetry. The supersymmetry generators (whose anticommutators are
proportional to the 2-d momentum generators) are charged under both the Lorentz group and the global
bosonic symmetry group. The existence of the global bosonic R-symmetry appears to quantum-deform
the supersymmetry algebra. Unlike the reduced AdS3 × S3 theory the bosonic symmetry here is non-
abelian and therefore is also non-trivially altered by the quantum deformation.

To define the action of these symmetries on the two particle states the coproduct is required. In [128]
an additional braiding factor, U, was introduced in the coproduct. In the g → ∞ limit this braiding

8 In appendix G the notation Ci is used when considering two particle states. It stands for the function C(ϑ, k) evaluated
with rapidity ϑ1 or ϑ2 of the first or the second particle.

9 The g → ∞ limits of b, d, P± in [128] is mildly technical. The simplest way to compute them is to use the g → ∞
limits of a and c and the relations coming from the closure of the supersymmetry algebra acting on one-particle states.
Alternatively, one can expand out the expressions for b, d, P± as a power series in g−1. For this one needs the next-to-leading
order corrections in g−1 for qC , x− and x+.
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factor becomes trivial, see (G.8). The quantum-deformed coproduct is therefore the usual one, given by

∆(Hi) = Hi ⊗ I+ I⊗ Hi , ∆(C) = C⊗ I+ I⊗ C ,

∆(Ei) = Ei ⊗ I+ q−Hi ⊗ Ei , ∆(P̄−) = P̄− ⊗ I+ q2C ⊗ P̄− ,

∆(Fi) = Fi ⊗ qHi + I⊗ Fi , ∆(P̄+) = P̄+ ⊗ q−2C + I⊗ P̄+ . (5.39)

The quantum-deformed S-matrix (5.14) satisfies the commutativity relation with the symmetry generators

∆(J) Sq = Sq ∆(J) . (5.40)

5.3 Relating the perturbative and quantum-deformed

S-matrices

We conclude this chapter with a discussion of possible relations between the one-loop perturbative S-
matrix for the reduced AdS5 × S5 theory, in its factorized form given in section 5.1.1, and the quantum-
deformed S-matrix, based on the R-matrix of [128], in the relativistic trigonometric limit (5.14), (5.15).

Let us first look at two particular amplitudes in the quantum-deformed S-matrix (5.14), (5.17) at
leading order in the 1�k expansion 10

φ1(p1)φ2(p2)→ φ1(p2)φ2(p1) : − iπ
k

coth θ +
iπ

k
,

φ2(p1)φ1(p2)→ φ2(p2)φ1(p1) : − iπ
k

coth θ − iπ

k
. (5.41)

Compared to the tree-level contributions in the perturbative S-matrix (5.10) these amplitudes contain
extra ±iπ�k terms. These corrections are not consistent with hermitian analyticity (3.9).11 As one
requires both braiding unitarity (3.11) and hermitian analyticity (3.9) for matrix unitarity (3.8) to hold,
this implies that the quantum-deformed S-matrix (5.14), (5.17) is not a unitary matrix. Indeed, without
altering the standard commutation relations, one can find a local quartic interaction term that gives the
required tree-level corrections. However, it is not real.

This local quartic interaction is the same order in 1�k as the original quartic interaction terms of (3.71).
Therefore, the addition of one-loop counterterms and the quantum deformation appear to be somewhat
disconnected. In particular, the one-loop counterterms restore some properties of integrable theories,
such as group factorization. However, if the group H is non-abelian, the YBE has a tree-level anomaly
that can only be removed by adding a tree-level quartic interaction (that is not real). There is no clear

10 Note that the phase factor P0 = 1 +O(k−2) and thus it plays no rôle at tree level.
11 The corrections are not consistent with real analyticity, that is

SKLIJ (θ12) = [SKLIJ (−θ∗12)]∗ .

Additionally, they are not invariant under spatial-parity, however, they are invariant under time-reversal transformations

P : SKLIJ (θ12)→ SLKJI (θ12) ,

T : SKLIJ (θ12)→ SIJKL(θ12) .

Hermitian analyticity is given by real analyticity plus invariance under time-reversal transformations.
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origin for these tree-level correction terms in the Lagrangian formulation.

5.3.1 Non-unitary rotation

To relate the two S-matrices we may try an alternative approach. This is to find a non-unitary rotation
of the quantum-deformed R-matrix that restores the classical [SU(2)]2 symmetry and maps it to the
perturbative result (see section 5.1.1). Below we find a rotation which achieves the former at all orders,
and the latter at tree level. It is unclear if this construction can be consistently generalized beyond the
leading order. The quantum-deformed R-matrix (see also appendix G) is related to the S-matrix by 12

Rq = P Sq , (5.42)

where P is the graded permutation operator (P2 = I).
To identify a rotation matrix that restores the classical [SU(2)]2 symmetry we consider the quantum-

deformed R-matrix acting on the space of two-particle states

Rq
(1) =


J1 + J2 0 0 0

0 J1 + J2 0 0

0 0 J3 + J4 0

0 0 0 J3 + J4

 , Rq
(3) =

(
J9 J8

J7 J10

)
,

Rq
(2) = sec

π

k


J1 J2 cosπ�k + iJ1 sinπ�k −J6 e−

iπ
k J6

J2 cosπ�k − iJ1 sinπ�k J1 e
iπ
k J6 −J6

−J5 e−
iπ
k J5 J3 J4 cosπ�k + iJ3 sinπ�k

e
iπ
k J5 −J5 J4 cosπ�k − iJ3 sinπ�k J3

 .

Rotating 13 the quantum-deformed R-matrix with the following non-unitary matrices

U1 =


1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1

 , U3 =

(
1 0

0 1

)
, U2 =

√
sec

π

k


cos π

2k
i sin π

2k
0 0

−i sin π
2k

cos π
2k

0 0

0 0 cos π
2k

i sin π
2k

0 0 −i sin π
2k

cos π
2k

 ,

gives

Rq
(1) =


J1 + J2 0 0 0

0 J1 + J2 0 0

0 0 J3 + J4 0

0 0 0 J3 + J4

 , Rq
(3) =

(
J9 J8

J7 J10

)
, Rq

(2) =


J1 J2 −J6 J6

J2 J1 J6 −J6
−J5 J5 J3 J4

J5 −J5 J4 J3

 .

(5.43)

The rotation clearly transforms the quantum-deformed R-matrix such that it becomes invariant under
the classical symmetry group [SU(2)]2. To construct the rotated S-matrix we then apply the graded
permutation operator P.

12 The S-matrix operator acts on the two-particle states as in (3.7), while the remaining two operators act as follows

Rq |ΦA(p1)ΦB(p2)〉 = Rq
CD
AB (θ) |ΦC(p1)ΦD(p2)〉 , P |ΦA(p1)ΦB(p2)〉 = (−1)[A][B] |ΦB(p2)ΦA(p1)〉 .

13 By rotation we mean the following transformation: Rq(k) → U†kRq
(k)Uk .
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The functions Ji parametrize the rotated S-matrix (5.43) in the same way the functions Ki parametrize
the one-loop perturbative S-matrix of section 5.1.1 (see equations (5.5) and (5.3)). As the leading terms
in the expansions of Ji and Ki match (see equations (5.10) and (5.17)) the rotated S-matrix, based on
(5.43), matches the perturbative S-matrix at tree level.

Note that as U2 is not a unitary matrix there is no contradiction with the fact that while the pertur-
bative S-matrix does not satisfy the YBE and is unitary, the quantum-deformed S-matrix does satisfy
the YBE, but is not unitary.

Beyond tree level the functions Ji and Ki disagree, and they satisfy different crossing relations ((5.26)
and (5.6) respectively). It is natural to try to generalize the non-unitary rotation matrices such that the
resulting rotated S-matrix still respects the classical [SU(2)]2 group symmetry, but also satisfies unitarity
and crossing symmetry. This will introduce a rapidity dependence into the rotation matrices.

One may try to find perturbative corrections to the functions Ji restoring unitarity and crossing
symmetry order-by-order in 1�k. However, this procedure does not uniquely fix the corrections. The
simplest corrections at the one-loop order are exactly those that give the perturbative functions Ki

(5.10). At higher orders J5, J6, J7, J8, J9 and J10 all require corrections, implying that both U1 and U3

will also be non-trivial.

5.3.2 Comments

In summary, we have considered two S-matrices. The first of these, coming from the perturbative
computation [1, 3], is given by equations (5.5), (5.3) and (5.10). This S-matrix is unitary, however
it does not satisfy the YBE . The second is an exact S-matrix based on the quantum-deformed R-matrix
of [128], and is given by equations (5.5), (5.14) and (5.15). This S-matrix satisfies the YBE, however it is
not unitary. Both S-matrices satisfy the group factorization property [1, 3] and their respective versions
of crossing symmetry. There are additional significant differences between the quantum-deformed and
perturbative S-matrices. In particular, as the algebra of H is non-abelian, its action on the quantum-
deformed S-matrix requires a non-trivial coproduct.

One can attempt to construct a non-unitary rotation that maps the two S-matrices into each other.
This has been achieved at tree level, however it is unclear how to consistently generalize to higher orders
in 1�k. If it is possible it will involve introducing a rapidity dependence into the rotation matrix. The
need for this rotation may be related to the apparent conflict between the gauge choice A+ = 0 and the
conservation of hidden integrable charges: it is the presence of the global non-abelian symmetry in the
gauge-fixed action that leads to the tree-level anomaly in the YBE. This issue, as well a justification for
the quantum deformation of the symmetry in the Lagrangian formulation, remain to be clarified. Further
investigation into the integrable structure and solitons of the Pohlmeyer-reduced AdS5 × S5 superstring
[143, 144] and similar theories [65, 66, 67] may provide a deeper insight into these issues.

It is an open question whether the graded tensor product (5.2) of either the quantum-deformed or
rotated S-matrix is the physical S-matrix for the perturbative excitations of the Pohlmeyer-reduced
AdS5 × S5 theory.



Chapter 6

The Bound-State S-matrix of the

Pohlmeyer-Reduced AdS5× S5

Superstring

In this chapter, based on [4], we investigate the quantum-deformed S-matrix of Pohlmeyer-reduced AdS5×
S5 superstring. In particular, we focus on the analytic structure and its explanation in terms of bound
states. Bound states give rise to simple poles of the S-matrix on the physical strip, defined as the region
0 < Im θ < π. For integrable field theories these poles occur at purely imaginary values. The bootstrap
programme can then be used to construct the bound-state S-matrices.

S-matrix theories with symmetries associated to quantum affine groups have been studied extensively
[187, 188, 189, 190, 191]. We briefly outline (see, for example, [190]) some of the important features that
will be needed in the construction of the bound-state S-matrices for the Pohlmeyer-reduced AdS5 × S5

superstring.

We consider the quantum group deformation Uq(ĝ) of the universal enveloping algebra of an affine Lie
algebra ĝ. The quantum group is defined by the Chevalley generators Hj , Ej , Fj , j = 0, 1 . . . , r, which
have non-vanishing commutation relations

[Hj , Ek] = AjkEk , [Hj , Fk] = −AjkFk , [Ej , Fk] = Djk[Hj ]q . (6.1)

The generators also respect the quantum Serre relations, which we will not write here. A is the symmetric
Cartan matrix of ĝ, while D is a diagonal matrix such that D−1A is the standard Cartan matrix. Recall
that

[x]q =
qx − q−x

q − q−1
. (6.2)

The theory describes particle multiplets with masses ma, whose Hilbert spaces Va(θ) are modules

132
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for certain finite dimensional unitary representations πa of Uq(ĝ) with vanishing central charge. The
representations and associated modules are labelled by the rapidity ϑ, which is algebraically associated
to a gradation of ĝ. This gradation is defined by a set of real numbers {sj}, such that the representation
with rapidity ϑ is

πϑa (Ej) = esjϑπa(Ej) , πϑa (Fj) = e−sjϑπa(Fj) . (6.3)

It is also helpful to define g0 as the zero graded Lie subalgebra of ĝ.

The coproduct ∆, describing how the generators act on a tensor product of representations, takes the
following form

∆(Hj) = Hj ⊗ I+ I⊗ Hj ,

∆(Ej) = Ej ⊗ I+ q−Hj ⊗ Ej ,

∆(Fj) = Fj ⊗ qHj + I⊗ Fj . (6.4)

In particular, this defines the action of the symmetry on multi-particle states. For two particles we have

πϑ1ϑ2

ab (J) = (πϑ1
a ⊗ π

ϑ2

b ) ∆(J) , J ∈ Uq(ĝ) . (6.5)

We can then understand the two-particle S-matrix of a relativistic integrable theory as an intertwiner
between the incoming and outgoing Hilbert spaces: 1

Sab(θ) : Va(ϑ1)⊗ Vb(ϑ2) −→ Vb(ϑ2)⊗ Va(ϑ1) . (6.6)

The S-matrix should satisfy the physical requirements of unitarity (3.8) and crossing symmetry (3.10).
Usually, when working with quantum affine groups, braiding unitarity (3.11) is considered – which is
equivalent to unitarity if hermitian analyticity (3.9) is satisfied [147]. The theory is invariant under the
quantum affine symmetry if it commutes with the S-matrix

πϑ2ϑ1

ba (J) Sab(θ) = Sab(θ) π
ϑ1ϑ2

ab (J) , J ∈ Uq(ĝ) . (6.7)

It is often useful to write

Sab(θ) = Xab(θ)qRab(θ) , (6.8)

where Xab(θ) is a scalar factor containing the important analytic structure of the S-matrix, including
all the bound-state poles, and qRab(θ) is the quantum group R-matrix composed with the (graded)
permutation operator, which we call the qR-matrix.

In general integrable field theories if, when scattering particles Va and Vb, a bound state corresponding
1 For clarity we explicitly include the dependence of the S-matrix operator on the difference of rapidities.
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a

b

cucab

ub̄ac̄

uābc̄

Figure 6.1: The rapidity angles for the bootstrap procedure.

to a new particle Vc is exchanged in the direct channel then Sab(θ), has a simple pole at θ = iucab, with
0 < ucab < π and

m2
c = m2

a +m2
b + 2mamb cosucab . (6.9)

Note that if c is a bound state of a and b, then a is a bound state of c and b̄, the antiparticle of b, and b
is a bound state of c and ā,

ucab + uābc̄ + ub̄ac̄ = 2π , (6.10)

as illustrated in figure 6.1.

The position of the bound-state poles must mesh with the representation theory of the quantum affine
algebra. For generic values of the rapidities, the representation πθ1θ2ab is irreducible. So, for consistency,
at the bound-state pole θ = ϑ1 − ϑ2 = iucab, the representation must become reducible and contain Vc as
a component. At this special point

Va ⊗ Vb = Vc ⊕ V ⊥c , (6.11)

and V ⊥c should be in the kernel of Res Sab(iucab):

Res Sab(iucab) : V ⊥c −→ 0 . (6.12)

In general, the affinizable representation Vc is reducible under Uq(g0). Let us write the decomposition as

Vc =
⊕
j

V (j)
c . (6.13)

The behaviour of the S-matrix near the pole is then

Sab(θ) ∼
i

θ − iucab

∑
j

ρj Pc,j
ab . (6.14)

Pc,j
ab is the Uq(g0) invariant intertwiner, which is only non-vanishing on V

(j)
c ⊂ Va ⊗ Vb. It can be
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a

b

b

a

c∑
j

√
|ρj |Pc,jab

∑
j

√
|ρj |Pbac,j

Figure 6.2: The behaviour of the S-matrix near a bound-state pole. The coupling of the bound-state to
the asymptotic states involves both the maps Pc,jab and Pbac,j as well as the weights |ρj |.

expressed as

Pc,j
ab = Pbac,j P

c,j
ab , (6.15)

where P
c,j
ab : Va ⊗ Vb → V

(j)
c and Pbac,j : V

(j)
c → Vb ⊗ Va. Note that when a = b, Pc,j

aa is a projection
operator. The numbers ρj in (6.14) are required to be real, and the sign is dictated by the unitarity of
the underlying quantum field theory. In simple cases, the sign is related to the parity of the bound state
[192]. The coupling of asymptotic states to the bound state is illustrated in figure 6.2.

As c can appear as a bound state of a and b, the S-matrix elements of c with other states, say d, can
be written in terms of those of d with a and b. This is known as the bootstrap, or fusion, procedure.
Explicitly, the relation between the S-matrix elements can be written as

Sdc(θ) =
(∑

j

√
|ρj |Pc,jab ⊗ I

)(
I⊗ Sdb(θ + iūābc̄)

)
(Sda(θ − iūb̄ac̄)⊗ I

)(
I⊗

∑
k

1√
|ρk|

Pabc,k

)
, (6.16)

where ūcab = π − ucab. This expression can be represented graphically as in figure 6.3.

The most difficult aspect of constructing a consistent theory is establishing closure of the bootstrap
programme; that is accounting for all the poles of the S-matrix in the physical strip either in terms of
direct- or cross-channel bound states (which give rise to simple poles) or anomalous thresholds (which in
two dimensions manifest as poles of arbitrary order).

6.1 The underlying affine algebra

The psu(2|2)nR3 algebra discussed in section 5.2.2 admits a Z-gradation

s(Ra
b) = s(Lα

β) = 0 , s(Qa
β) = 1 , s(Sα

b) = −1 ,

s(C) = 0 , s(P̄+) = 2 , s(P̄−) = −2 . (6.17)
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b

d

a

c

θ + iūābc̄

θ − iūb̄ac̄

∑
j

√
|ρj|Pc,jab

b

d

a

c
θ

∑
j

√
|ρj|Pc,jab

time
Figure 6.3: A graphical representation of the bootstrap equations. The higher spin conserved charges
implied by integrability can be used to move the trajectory of particle d so that it either interacts
with bound state c or the particles a and b. In order to extract Sdc(θ) one has to act on the right by
I⊗

∑
j P

ab
c,j/
√
|ρj |.

Therefore, the algebra can be extended by an additional element, the derivation D, acting as follows

[D, J] = s(J) J . (6.18)

The grade of an element can then be identified with twice the Lorentz spin. Hence, as demonstrated
in section 5.2.2, Qa

β and Sα
b have spins ±1�2 and are thus interpreted as supersymmetry generators,

while P̄± are identified (up to an overall constant) with the light-cone components of the two-dimensional
momentum, of spin ±1. The derivation is then the generator of Lorentz transformations, associated to the
so(1, 1) subalgebra in (4.116). The finite set of generators have grades restricted to the interval [−2,+2].

The algebra psu(2|2) n R3 can be thought of as a finite-dimensional subalgebra of the centrally
extended loop superalgebra su(2|2)(σ) associated to a Z4 automorphism σ (related to the Z4 grading
of the superalgebra psu(2, 2|4), see appendix A).

Taking the standard four-dimensional representation of su(2|2) with generators Ra
b, Lαβ , Qa

β , Sα
b

and a single central element I (which in the defining representation is proportional to the unit matrix 1)
the action of the automorphism σ is related to the Z-gradation (6.17) by

σ(J) = eiπs(J)/2J , (6.19)

along with σ(I) = −I. We denote the eigenspaces of σ as σ(su(2|2)j) = eiπj/2su(2|2)j . Therefore

su(2|2)0 = {Ra
b,Lα

β} , su(2|2)1 = {Qa
β} ,

su(2|2)2 = {I} , su(2|2)3 = {Sα
b} . (6.20)
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The algebra su(2|2)(σ) is obtained as a central extension of the loop algebra L(su(2|2), σ), completed with
the derivation:

su(2|2)(σ) = L(su(2|2), σ)⊕ CC⊕ CD , (6.21)

which takes the form

[zm ⊗ J1, z
n ⊗ J2] = zm+n ⊗ [J1, J2] +mSTr(J1J2)δm+n,0 C ,

[C, zm ⊗ J] = 0 , [D, zm ⊗ J] = mzm ⊗ J , [C, D] = 0 . (6.22)

Notice that C can then be identified with the conventional central charge of the infinite algebra and D

with the derivation in (6.18).

For our purposes it will be enough to deal with the more manageable finite algebra psu(2|2) n R3,
which is a finite subalgebra of su(2|2)(σ) consisting of all the elements of grades [−2,+2]. In particular,
the unique elements of grade ±2 are identified with the two centres P̄±

z±2 ⊗ I ∝ P̄± . (6.23)

The fact that these generators are the only elements of grade ±2 and they are in the centre of the algebra
is the reason why psu(2|2) n R3 forms a closed finite subalgebra of the full infinite dimensional affine
algebra.

Before proceeding, we point out a connection with the affine algebra su(2|2)(2) discussed in [142].2 The
outer automorphism used to define this twisted affinization differs from ours by an inner automorphism.
Consequently the affine algebras su(2|2)(σ) and su(2|2)(2) are isomorphic. However, this difference by an
inner automorphism means that the algebras have different Z-gradations. The difference in gradations
has physical consequences, for instance, here the zero graded algebra is 3

h
1/2
≡ su(2|2)0 = su(2)⊕ su(2) , (6.24)

while in [142] it is osp(2|2) ' su(2|1). The interpretation of this algebra in terms of a two-dimensional
supersymmetry is heavily dependent on the particular Z-gradation.

6.2 Representation theory

For a Lie algebra, arbitrary irreducible representations can be built by taking tensor products of smaller
representations and decomposing. For Lie superalgebras, such tensor products can be reducible but
indecomposable. This feature plays a key rôle in the construction of the bound-state S-matrices – the basic
particles transform in a tensor product of two copies of the 4-dimensional representation of psu(2|2)nR3

and bound states transform in representations that lie in tensor products of this representation.

A further complication is that we are interested in the quantum deformation of the algebra, which in
2 In [142] the complex algebra sl(2|2)(2) was considered. Here, for clarity, we write the real form su(2|2)(2).
3 The subscript 1/2 refers to the fact that this is half of the full bosonic R-symmetry h = [su(2)]⊕4 of the Pohlmeyer-

reduced AdS5 × S5 superstring.
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general will modify the representation theory. Since there is no comprehensive analysis of the represen-
tation theory of Uq(psu(2|2)nR3) we make two assumptions (see also [193, 194]) – that q is not a root of
unity, and that, as in the case of the quantum deformation of an ordinary Lie algebra, the representations
of Uq(psu(2|2)n R3) are simply deformations of the representations of psu(2|2)n R3. This is supported
by the explicit construction of low-dimensional representations.

We start by considering the undeformed algebra psu(2|2)nR3. This algebra has an outer-automorphism
group SL(2,R), under which the three centres (C, P̄+ ± P̄−) transform as a triplet. We can therefore
construct representations of this algebra by considering the analogous problem for the Lie superalgebra
su(2|2), which has a single centre, and generating the three centres using the outer-automorphism group.

6.2.1 The long and short representations

Arbitrary representations of the related complex superalgebra gl(2|2) were constructed in [195] (see also
[109, 128]). gl(2|2) consists of the algebra sl(2|2), of which su(2|2) is a particular real form, plus the
additional generator F , which plays the rôle of the fermion number. The simplest set of representations
are of dimension 16(2J1 + 1)(2J2 + 1) and are labelled (J1, J2, q, p), where Ji are a pair of sl(2) spins. q is
identified with the eigenvalue of the central element, which in the defining representation is the identity
matrix, 1, and p is the fermion number label. Ignoring p, these representations are representations of
sl(2|2) (and therefore su(2|2)). In particular, they are the long, or typical, representations denoted {m,n},
with m = 2J1 and n = 2J2 [109, 128]. These representations exist for generic values of the single centre
C = q and using the SL(2,R) outer-automorphism group one can construct representations with arbitrary
values for all three centres satisfying C2 + P+P− = q2.

At special values of the centre q the long representations become reducible but indecomposable. This
is known as a shortening condition.4 The corresponding module splits as

V{m,n} = Vsub-rep ⊕ V ⊥ . (6.25)

Vsub-rep is an invariant subspace under the action of, and is therefore a representation of, psu(2|2)n R3.
However, {m,n} is indecomposable because V ⊥ is not an invariant subspace. It can, however, be used
to define another representation of psu(2|2)nR3 through the quotient

Vfactor = V{m,n}�Vsub-rep
. (6.26)

These two representations will be called the sub-representation and the factor representation respectively.
When the shortening condition holds the generators of the algebra (in a basis such that the module takes
the form (u , v)t, u ∈ Vsub-rep and v ∈ V ⊥) have the structure(

? ?

0 ?

)
. (6.27)

The sub- and factor representations are known as short, or atypical, representations. There are six
4 This shortening condition is very similar to a BPS condition in a supersymmetric quantum field theory.
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possibilities, which we now list [195]:

(i) q = 1�2(m+ n+ 2). In this case, the sub-representation has dimension

4(2mn+ 3m+ n+ 2) (6.28)

and is denoted 〈m,n + 1〉 [128]. The corresponding factor representation is then 〈m + 1, n〉 and has
dimension

4(2mn+m+ 3n+ 2) . (6.29)

(ii) q = −1�2(m+ n+ 2). In this case the situation is the same as case (i) except that the rôles of the
sub- and factor representations are interchanged.

(iii) q = 1�2(m− n), m 6= n. In this case, the sub-representation has dimension

4(2mn+m+ n) (6.30)

and we denote it [m,n]. The corresponding factor representation has dimension

4(2mn+ 3m+ 3n+ 4) , (6.31)

which is consistent with it being [m+ 1, n+ 1], although a more detailed investigation would be needed
to verify this.

(iv) q = −1�2(m − n), m 6= n. In this case the situation is the same as (iii) except that the rôles of
the sub- and factor representations are interchanged.

(v) q = 0, m = n 6= 0. In this case, the sub-representation has dimension

2(2m2 + 4m+ 1) (6.32)

and the corresponding factor representation has dimension

2(6m2 + 12m+ 7) . (6.33)

It is not clear if these representations have a relation with those introduced above.

(vi) q = 0, m = n = 0. For this special case we have that the sub-representation is the singlet, denoted
•, and

{0, 0} −→ • ⊕ adj⊕ • . (6.34)

For our purposes we will be mainly concerned with the atypical representations 〈m,n〉 whose dimensions
are 4(m + 1)(n + 1) + 4mn. In particular, for later use, we note that the representations 〈m, 0〉 have
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dimension 4(m+ 1), q = 1�2(m+ 1), and h
1/2

(defined as the zero grade algebra (6.24)) content

〈m, 0〉 = (m+ 1, 0)⊕ (m, 1)⊕ (m− 1, 0) . (6.35)

The 4-dimensional defining representation then corresponds to 〈0, 0〉.
For the algebra with three non-vanishing centres, the shortening conditions (i) and (ii) can be written

q2 = C2 + P+P− =
1

4
(m+ n+ 2)2 : {m,n} −→ 〈m+ 1, n〉+ 〈m,n+ 1〉 , (6.36)

where the representations on the right-hand-side are the sub- and factor representations. In a similar
way, for m 6= n the shortening conditions (iii), (iv) are

q2 = C2 + P+P− =
1

4
(m− n)2 : {m,n} −→ [m,n] + [m+ 1, n+ 1] . (6.37)

When we consider the quantum algebra Uq(psu(2|2) n R3) the shortening conditions for {m,n} are
appropriately deformed. Following [128] it is natural that the conditions (6.36) and (6.37) should become

[C]2q + P+P− =
[1

2
(m+ n+ 2)

]2
q
, [C]2q + P+P− =

[1

2
(m− n)

]2
q
, (6.38)

respectively. This can be checked for small values of m and n explicitly and we shall assume that it is
true in general. In the deformed theory, the centres for the atypical representations 〈m,n〉 satisfy

[C]2q + P+P− =
[1

2
(m+ n+ 1)

]2
q
. (6.39)

An integrable S-matrix theory constructed from a quantum group requires a meshing of the represen-
tation theory with the analytic structure and in this regard the shortening conditions (6.38) will play
a key rôle. For the construction of the bound-state S-matrix, we will be particularly interested in the
representations {m, 0} of Uq(psu(2|2)nR3).

For these representations, the first shortening condition in (6.38) corresponds to

{m, 0} −→ 〈m+ 1, 0〉 ⊕ 〈m, 1〉 , (6.40)

while for m > 0 the second condition in (6.38) corresponds to

{m, 0} −→ 〈m− 1, 0〉 ⊕ [m+ 1, 1] . (6.41)

Here we have used the fact that [m, 0] ≡ 〈m−1, 0〉 for m > 0. When m = 0 and the shortening condition
(6.38) is satisfied is given explicitly by case (vi) above.

The other piece of information we will need is the decomposition of a tensor product of two short
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representations 〈m, 0〉, m ≥ 0. This takes the form

〈m, 0〉 ⊗ 〈n, 0〉 =

min(m,n)∑
k=0

{m+ n− 2k, 0} . (6.42)

6.3 The basic S-matrix

The bound states of the Pohlmeyer-reduced AdS5 × S5 superstring transform in tensor products of the
short representation πϑn = 〈n − 1, 0〉 (to which we associate the modules Vn(ϑ), n ∈ N) with itself [144].
The masses (up to an overall normalization) of the states follow from the shortening, or BPS, condition
(6.39) with C = 0 and P± related to the light-cone momenta as in (5.37):

mn = µ
2k

π
sin
(πn

2k

)
, (6.43)

which agrees with the semiclassical mass spectrum (2.141) (see also [144]). This expression suggests
that the spectrum of states should be truncated, an issue we will discuss briefly in section 6.5. The
basic states transform in the 4-dimensional representation πϑ1 , hence the two-body S-matrix of the basic
particles involves the tensor product

πϑ1ϑ2
11 = 〈0, 0〉 ⊗ 〈0, 0〉 . (6.44)

As explained in chapter 5 and appendix G the qR-matrix for the tensor product V1⊗V1 can be found from
the general solution of [128] by taking the limit g →∞ [127, 3]. The qR-matrix is equal to the quantum-
deformed S-matrix, Sq, of section 5.2, up to the phase factor. For comparison with the literature – [4] –
in this chapter we find it useful to change the conventions that we have used thus far. In particular, we
rename the fundamental indices of the four SU(2) groups comprising H that were used in section 5.1

a↔ α , ȧ↔ α̇ , (6.45)

still interpreting a as bosonic and α as fermionic.5

As one may expect, the group factorization (5.2) is still preserved, however the factorized S-matrices
are altered. In particular, for those factorized S-matrices given in chapter 5 (written in terms of the
coupling k), the consequence of the change of conventions is the following replacement:6

k → −k . (6.46)

5 The appeal of this convention change is that the bound states transform in the symmetric representations 〈n− 1, 0〉 ⊗
〈n − 1, 0〉. Working with the original conventions, the construction described in this chapter still follows through, but
with the bound states transforming in the antisymmetric representations 〈0,n − 1〉 ⊗ 〈0,n − 1〉. The underlying physical
requirement is that the bound states should transform in higher representations of the su(2) subalgebra of h

1/2
that is also

a subalgebra of the su(4) algebra associated to the five-sphere [3, 144].
6 Note that the phase factor P0(θ, k) given in (5.30), whose derivation was outlined in section 5.2.1, is actually invariant

under k → −k. Therefore the only effect of this transformation is in the functions Ĵi (5.17), for which the phase factor has
been extracted.
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When taking the g → ∞ limit of the quantum-deformed R-matrix of [128] the parametrization of the q
in terms of k (discussed in appendix G) is also suitably modified,

q = exp
( iπ
k

)
. (6.47)

For convenience, having changed conventions, we give the explicit expression for the qR-matrix in the
basis {|φa〉 , |ψα〉}, in terms of q and x = eθ 7

qR(x) |φaφa〉 = A |φaφa〉 , qR(x) |ψαψα〉 = D |ψαψα〉 ,

qR(x) |φ1φ2〉 =
A−B
q + q−1

|φ2φ1〉+
qA+ q−1B

q + q−1
|φ1φ2〉+

q−1 C

q + q−1
|ψ3ψ4〉 −

C

q + q−1
|ψ4ψ3〉 ,

qR(x) |φ2φ1〉 =
A−B
q + q−1

|φ1φ2〉+
qB + q−1A

q + q−1
|φ2φ1〉 −

C

q + q−1
|ψ3ψ4〉+

q C

q + q−1
|ψ4ψ3〉 ,

qR(x) |ψ3ψ4〉 =
D − E
q + q−1

|ψ4ψ3〉+
qD + q−1E

q + q−1
|ψ3ψ4〉+

q−1 F

q + q−1
|φ1φ2〉 −

F

q + q−1
|φ2φ1〉 ,

qR(x) |ψ4ψ3〉 =
D − E
q + q−1

|ψ3ψ4〉+
qE + q−1D

q + q−1
|ψ4ψ3〉 −

F

q + q−1
|φ1φ2〉+

q F

q + q−1
|φ2φ1〉 ,

qR(x) |φaψα〉 = G |ψαφa〉+H |φaψα〉 , qR(x) |ψαφa〉 = K |ψαφa〉+ L |φaψα〉 , (6.48)

with 8

A =
q
1�2x

1�2 − q−1�2x
−1�2

x1�2 − x−1�2
, D =

q
1�2x

−1�2 − q−1�2x
1�2

x1�2 − x−1�2
,

B =
2(q

1�2 − q−1�2)

x− x−1
− (q

3�2x
−1�2 + q

−3�2x
1�2)

(x1�2 + x−1�2)
, E =

2(q
1�2 − q−1�2)

x− x−1
− (q

3�2x
1�2 + q

−3�2x
−1�2)

(x1�2 + x−1�2)
,

C = − (q
1�2 − q−1�2)(q + q−1)

x1�2 + x−1�2
, F =

(q
1�2 − q−1�2)(q + q−1)

x1�2 + x−1�2
,

G = L = 1 , H = K =
q
1�2 − q−1�2

x1�2 − x−1�2
.

Since the tensor product has Uq(h1/2
) content

〈0, 0〉 ⊗ 〈0, 0〉 = (2, 0)⊕ (0, 2)⊕ 2(1, 1)⊕ 2(0, 0) , (6.49)

7 The functions parametrizing the qR-matrix in (6.48), also used in [128, 127], are related to those parametrizing the
S-matrix in (5.14) as follows(

A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, K, L
)
∝
(
(J1 + J2), J2, −J5, −(J3 + J4), −J4, J6, J9, J7, J8, J10

)
.

8 We have used the same normalization for the fermions as in chapter 5. Compared to [4] this amounts to a redefinition
ψα → e

iπ�4ψα.
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another way to express the qR-matrix is in terms of Uq(h1/2
)-invariant projectors

qR(x) =
q
1�2x

−1�2 − q−1�2x
1�2

x1�2 − x−1�2
P(0,2) +

q
1�2x

1�2 − q−1�2x
−1�2

x1�2 − x−1�2
P(2,0) + f+(x)P(+)

(0,0) + f−(x)P(−)
(0,0)

+
(q

1�4x
1�4 − q−1�4x

−1�4)(q
1�4x

−1�4 + q
−1�4x

1�4)

x1�2 − x−1�2
P(+)

(1,1)

+
(q

1�4x
1�4 + q

−1�4x
−1�4)(q

1�4x
−1�4 − q−1�4x

1�4)

x1�2 − x−1�2
P(−)

(1,1) ,

f±(x) =
1

2(x1�2 + x−1�2)

(4(q
1�2 − q−1�2)

x1�2 − x−1�2
+ (q

3�2 − q−3�2)(x
1�2 − x−1�2)

±
(
(q

3�2 + q
−3�2)2(x+ x−1)− 2(q3 − 4q2 + 6q − 10 + 6q−1 − 4q−2 + q−3)

)1�2

)
. (6.50)

Suitably modifying (to account for the change of conventions) the results of chapter 5, the quantum-
deformed S-matrix for the scattering of basic excitations can be written as

X11(θ)⊗ S̃11(θ)⊗
G
S̃11(θ) , (6.51)

where 9

S̃11(θ) = Q(θ,
π

k
) qR(x) , and X11(θ) = S

sG
(θ,

π

k
) =

sinh θ + i sin π
k

sinh θ − i sin π
k

, (6.52)

with q given by exp(iπ�k) and Q(θ, π�k) defined in equation (5.30). Note that we have extracted the
overall factor X11(θ), which contains all of the poles in the physical strip.

6.4 The bootstrap programme

The representation πϑ1ϑ2
11 is irreducible for generic values of ϑ1 and ϑ2. In fact it is identified with the 16-

dimensional long representation {0, 0}. However, using the representation theory discussed in section 6.2
for special values of the rapidity difference θ the representation becomes reducible. Setting C1 = C2 = 0,
the tensor product has P± = P± 1 + P± 2. Therefore the first shortening condition in (6.38) becomes

(P+ 1 + P+ 2)(P− 1 + P− 2) = [1]2q ⇒ θ = ± iπ
k
. (6.53)

At these special points, the representation becomes reducible

{0, 0} −→ 〈1, 0〉 ⊕ 〈0, 1〉 (6.54)

9 Recall that the phase factor identified in section 5.2.1 (see equation (5.30)) is given by

P0(θ, k) =

√
SsG (θ,

π

k
)Q(θ,

π

k
) ,

and is invariant under k → −k, that is

P0(θ, k) = P0(θ,−k) .
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and for the upper sign in (6.53) 〈0, 1〉 and 〈1, 0〉 are the sub- and factor representations, respectively. For
the lower sign these are swapped over.

At these points the qR-matrix, and hence the S-matrix, has a non-trivial kernel. As S̃11(θ) commutes
with the quantum-deformed symmetry Uq(psu(2|2)nR3), the kernel is the invariant subspace correspond-
ing to the sub-representation. The bound state is then associated to the factor representation. Taking
k to be positive, the special point θ = iπ�k lies on the physical strip and the potential bound state
corresponds to the representation V2 = 〈1, 0〉. In this case, the kernel of S̃11(iπ�k) corresponds to the
sub-representation 〈0, 1〉:

S̃11(
iπ

k
) : V〈0,1〉 −→ 0 . (6.55)

The bound state transforms in the factor representation and we write

πθ2 ⊂ π
θ+ iπ

2k ,θ−
iπ
2k

11

∣∣∣
factor

. (6.56)

On the other hand, because S̃11(iπ�k) permutes the rapidities it interchanges the special points (6.53).
Therefore it maps the factor representation 〈1, 0〉 ⊂ {0, 0} to the sub-representation 〈1, 0〉 ⊂ {0, 0}, and
we write

πθ2 ⊂ π
θ− iπ2k ,θ+

iπ
2k

11

∣∣∣
sub

. (6.57)

Since the shortening of the tensor product representation is key to the construction of the bound-state
S-matrices, we will discuss it in explicit detail. The tensor product module V1 ⊗ V1 can be decomposed
in terms of Uq(h1/2

) modules (6.49) as

V{0,0} = V(2,0) ⊕ V
(+)
(1,1) ⊕ V

(−)
(1,1) ⊕ V(0,2) ⊕ V

(+)
(0,0) ⊕ V

(−)
(0,0) . (6.58)

Explicitly, we have the bases

V(2,0) : |φ1φ1〉 , q
1�2 |φ1φ2〉+ q

−1�2 |φ2φ1〉 , |φ2φ2〉 ,

V
(±)
(1,1) : |φ1ψ3〉 ± |ψ3φ1〉 , |φ2ψ3〉 ± |ψ3φ2〉 ,

|φ1ψ4〉 ± |ψ4φ1〉 , |φ2ψ4〉 ± |ψ4φ2〉 ,

V(0,2) : |ψ4ψ4〉 , q
1�2 |ψ3ψ4〉+ q

−1�2 |ψ4ψ3〉 , |ψ3ψ3〉 ,

V
(+)
(0,0) :

(q
1�2 − q−1�2)

q + q−1

(
q
−1�2 |φ1φ2〉 − q

1�2 |φ2φ1〉
)
− (q−

1�2 |ψ3ψ4〉 − q
1�2 |ψ4ψ3〉) ,

V
(−)
(0,0) : q

−1�2 |φ1φ2〉 − q
1�2 |φ2φ1〉 −

(q
1�2 − q−1�2)

q + q−1

(
q
−1�2 |ψ3ψ4〉 − q

1�2 |ψ4ψ3〉
)
. (6.59)

Generically, the supersymmetry generators E2 and F2 act between the Uq(h1/2
) modules according to

figure 6.4. At the special point, when θ = iπ�k, the situation is modified as shown in figure 6.5.
In particular, the action along the dotted lines is in one direction only as indicated by the arrows.
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V
(+)
(1,1) V

(−)
(0,0)

V(2,0) V(0,2)

V
(+)
(0,0) V

(−)
(1,1)

Figure 6.4: Action of the supersymmetry generators E2 and F2 on the Uq(h1/2
) submodules of V1⊗ V1 at

generic θ.

V
(+)
(1,1) V

(−)
(0,0)

V(2,0) V(0,2)

V
(+)
(0,0) V

(−)
(1,1)

Figure 6.5: Action of the supersymmetry generators E2 and F2 on the Uq(h1/2
) submodules of V1 ⊗ V1

when θ = iπ�k. Note that the dotted lines have one-sided arrows.

The subspace V(0,2) ⊕ V
(−)
(1,1) ⊕ V

(−)
(0,0) becomes an invariant subspace and forms a module for the sub-

representation 〈0, 1〉. When θ = −iπ�k the arrows are reversed

The S-matrix of the bound state V2 can then be found by using the bootstrap equations (6.16). At
the special rapidity difference, using (6.50), we have

S̃11(
iπ

k
) = Q(iπ/k) qR(q)

= Q(iπ/k)

[
(q

1�2 + q
−1�2)P(2,0) + 2P(+)

(1,1) +
q2 − q + 4− q−1 + q−2

q1�2 + q−1�2
P(+)

(0,0)

]
, (6.60)

which is non-vanishing on the factor representation 〈1, 0〉 and vanishing on the sub-representation 〈0, 1〉,
as required for the consistency of the bootstrap (6.12). Notice that the S-matrix evaluated at iπ�k is not
a projector, rather it is a weighted sum of Uq(h1/2

) projectors; precisely the situation described at the
start of this chapter.10

The bootstrap equations (6.16) can then be used to write down the S-matrix for the scattering of V1

with V2

S̃12(θ) =

(
I⊗ S̃11(θ +

iπ

2k
)

)(
S̃11(θ − iπ

2k
)⊗ I

) ∣∣∣
V1⊗V2

, (6.61)

10 As discussed in section 5.3 the quantum-deformed S-matrix appears not to be unitary when q is a phase. This is an
issue that requires further study and therefore we leave the associated matter of the positivity and reality of the weights ρj
for future study.
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m n

m + n

π(m+n)
2k

m n

|m− n|

π − π|m−n|
2k

Figure 6.6: The three-point couplings and associated rapidity angles.

The projection factors in (6.16) are not shown explicitly since in this case the decomposition of V2 into
Uq(h1/2

) representations is non-degenerate and the S-matrix acts diagonally: V1 ⊗ V
(j)
2 → V

(j)
2 ⊗ V1.

Therefore, (6.16) is only non-vanishing when j = l and so the ρj factors are not needed. The projection
onto V2 is indicated implicitly.

The bootstrap programme now continues with the following rules. Particles are associated to the
representations πθn = 〈n − 1, 0〉 with masses given in (6.43). Each particle is self conjugate n = n̄. The
appearance of bound states is governed by the three-point couplings at rapidity angles

um+n
mn =

π(m + n)

2k
, u

|m−n|
mn = π − π|m− n|

2k
, (6.62)

illustrated in figure 6.6. The fact that the particles are self conjugate implies these two relations are
equivalent. The scalar factor Xmn(θ) provides simple poles on the physical strip at these rapidity
differences, as well as poles corresponding to bound states in the crossed channel at θ = i(π − um+n

mn )

and θ = i(π − u|m−n|
mn ). For instance the S-matrix element S12(θ) has four simple poles. The poles at

θ = 3iπ�2k and iπ− iπ�2k correspond to particles V3 and V1 respectively, in the direct channel. Similarly,
the poles at θ = iπ−3iπ�2k and iπ�2k, to particles V3 and V1 in the crossed channel. As we will now see,
this meshes perfectly with the quantum group representation theory. The tensor product representation
we are considering is

πθ1θ212 = 〈0, 0〉 ⊗ 〈1, 0〉 . (6.63)

According to the representation theory of the undeformed algebra psu(2|2)nR3, at generic θ we expect
the tensor product (6.63) to be the irreducible representation {1, 0}. The simple pole at θ = 3iπ�2k is
precisely the point where the first shortening condition for the representation {1, 0} in (6.38) is satisfied.
The corresponding factor representation is 〈2, 0〉. It is then possible to check that the S-matrix, S̃12,
constructed from the bootstrap equations (6.61), is only non-vanishing on 〈2, 0〉 (which has Uq(h1/2

)

content (3, 0)⊕ (2, 1)⊕ (1, 0)) as required:

S̃12(
3iπ

2k
) ∝ 1

4

[
(q + q−1)(q + 1 + q−1)P(3,0) + (q + q−1)(q

1�2 + 1 + q
−1�2)P(2,1)

+ (q
5�2 + q

1�2 + 2 + q
−1�2 + q

−5�2)P(1,0)

]
. (6.64)
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This is consistent with particle 3 forming as a bound state of particles 1 and 2 (6.62).

However, the representation {1, 0} admits a second shortening condition (6.38) occurring at the point
θ = iπ − iπ�2k corresponding to the representation 〈0, 0〉. Once again it is possible to check that the
S-matrix, S̃12, constructed from the bootstrap equations (6.61), is non-vanishing only on 〈0, 0〉 (which
has Uq(h1/2

) content (1, 0)⊕ (0, 1)):

S̃12(iπ − iπ

2k
) ∝ i(q1�2 − q−1�2)P(1,0) + (q + q−1)P(0,1) , (6.65)

matching the other three-point coupling in (6.62).

The picture for general S̃mn(θ) is now clear. The tensor product representation

πθ1θ2mn = 〈m− 1, 0〉 ⊗ 〈n− 1, 0〉 , (6.66)

is (generalizing the analogous statement for the undeformed algebra (6.42)) the reducible representation

{m + n− 2, 0} ⊕ {m + n− 4, 0} ⊕ · · · ⊕ {|m− n|, 0} . (6.67)

The simple pole at θ = iπ(m + n)�2k occurs precisely at the point where {m+n−2, 0} becomes reducible
with factor representation 〈m + n − 1, 0〉. At this point the S-matrix, S̃mn(iπ(m + n)�2k), is only non-
vanishing on this subspace. Correspondingly, at the simple pole θ = iπ− iπ|m− n|�2k the representation
{|m − n|, 0} becomes reducible with factor representation 〈|m − n| − 1, 0〉. At this point, S̃mn(iπ −
iπ|m− n|�2k) is only non-vanishing on this subspace.

While it has been checked that the S-matrix has the required projection properties for the case m = 1

and n = 3 [4], the above picture has not been proved for arbitrary m and n.

6.4.1 The quantum-deformed relativistic S-matrix

To construct the bound-state S-matrix of the Pohlmeyer-reduced AdS5 × S5 superstring we take two
copies of the S-matrix building blocks, S̃mn(θ), together with a scalar factor providing the necessary poles
on the physical strip. The particles transform in tensor-product representations 〈n− 1, 0〉 ⊗ 〈n− 1, 0〉 of
the quantum-deformed symmetry algebra Uq([psu(2|2)]⊕2 nR3). Generalizing the S-matrix for the basic
particles given in (6.51) the bound-state S-matrix elements take the form

Smn(θ) = Xmn(θ)⊗ S̃mn(θ)⊗
G
S̃mn(θ) , (6.68)

The scalar factor Xmn(θ) satisfies the bootstrap equations by itself and therefore is defined by specifying
its action on the basic two-particle state m = n = 1:

X11(θ) = S
sG

(θ,
π

k
) =

sinh θ + i sin π
k

sinh θ − i sin π
k

≡
sinh( θ2 + iπ

2k )

sinh( θ2 −
iπ
2k )
·

cosh( θ2 −
iπ
2k )

cosh( θ2 + iπ
2k )

. (6.69)

Note that this factor has simple poles at iu2
11 = iπ�k corresponding to the direct channel bound state

〈1, 0〉, and at i(π − u2
11) = iπ − iπ�k, corresponding to the cross channel bound state.
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By applying the bootstrap equations it follows that Xmn(θ) has four simple poles at ium+n
mn , iu|m−n|

mn and
their crossed positions i(π − um+n

mn ) and i(π − u|m−n|
mn ). Defining the standard S-matrix building blocks

[x] = {x}{2k − x} , {x} = (x− 1)(x+ 1) , (x) =
sinh( θ2 + iπx

4k )

sinh( θ2 −
iπx
4k )

, (6.70)

then Xmn(θ) is given by

Xmn(θ) = [m + n− 1][m + n− 3] · · · [|m− n|+ 1] . (6.71)

6.5 Comments

It is clear from the mass formula (6.43) that the particle states can only exist for n < 2k. Indeed, the
bound-state pole of Smn(θ) at θ = iπ(m + n)�2k moves off the physical strip for m + n > 2k. So the
spectrum of states must be bounded. The situation is qualitatively similar to that of the breather states
in the sine-Gordon model [35], in which case the breather spectrum is truncated at n ∼ k. The potential
bound-state pole of Smn(θ) for m+n > k (but < 2k so that it still lies on the physical strip) is understood
as an anomalous threshold arising from a graph involving the soliton states of the theory. Therefore it is
not a bound-state pole (see, for example, [113]).

This mechanism does not appear to be applicable in the Pohlmeyer-reduced theory, as the basic states
are not themselves bound states. There are two other ways that the additional poles may be removed,
which are discussed in [4]. The first is motivated by the S-matrix of the non-simply-laced Toda theories
[196, 197], and involves modifying the building blocks (6.70) such that the unwanted poles are absent.
The second way that the spectrum could truncate is if the representation theory when q is a root of unity
is modified. The representation theory of the quantum group Uq(psu(2|2)n R3) has not been developed
in this case, however similar mechanisms do exist for bosonic models.

The analysis of the full S-matrix has therefore not been completed. However, the construction that
has been described in this chapter (see also [4]) is particularly compelling and involves a subtle meshing
of the representation theory of the quantum affine supergroup with the pole structure of the S-matrix.

The appearance of this quantum-deformed S-matrix of the Pohlmeyer-reduced theory as the g → ∞
limit of the quantum deformation of the light-cone gauge-fixed superstring S-matrix suggests that the
two may be connected by some interpolating structure. Indeed, it has been recently shown [6] that
this structure can be understood as a consistent, but non-relativistic, S-matrix theory that interpolates
between the S-matrices of the Pohlmeyer-reduced theory and the light-cone gauge-fixed superstring. The
bound-state R-matrices for this interpolating theory have also been constructed in [157]. In [155, 156] this
interpolating R-matrix was shown to be related to a novel quantum-deformed affine algebra. It would be
useful to understand the relationship of this algebra, presumably through the g→∞ limit, to the infinite
dimensional quantum-deformed su(2|2)(σ) underlying the Pohlmeyer-reduced AdS5 × S5 superstring.



Chapter 7

Conclusions and Outlook

In recent years the AdS/CFT correspondence, a weak/strong duality between string theory on AdS space
and a conformal field theory living on its boundary, has received much attention. This is largely due to its
potential application in the study of strongly-coupled gauge theories related to those that underpin the
Standard Model of particle physics. Possibly the most well understood example of the correspondence
is the duality between Type IIB superstring theory on AdS5 × S5 and N = 4 super Yang-Mills theory
in four dimensions. In particular, the remarkable presence of integrability in the planar limit, when the
string coupling is set to zero, has led to significant developments in the light-cone gauge quantization of
this superstring theory. However, the quantization of the superstring theory is not completely understood
and the lack of Lorentz-invariance in the light-cone gauge has complicated its study.

The Pohlmeyer reduction relates the superstring sigma model to a classically equivalent Lorentz-
invariant theory describing only the physical d.o.f. [24]. It may therefore provide a starting point for a
two-dimensional Lorentz-covariant “first-principles” solution of the AdS5×S5 superstring. To explore this
possibility we have investigated the Pohlmeyer-reduced theory with the aim of clarifying any quantum
relationship between the two theories. In particular, we have focussed on the computation and conjecture
of an exact quantum S-matrix for the Pohlmeyer-reduced AdS5 × S5 superstring [1, 2, 3, 4].

The actions of the two classically equivalent theories (1.2) and (1.5) are qualitatively very different.
Hence, if there is a connection it is likely to be non-trivial. As one may expect from the relationship
between the e.o.m., the one-loop semiclassical partition functions match [5, 29]. Furthermore, there are
suggestions that the agreement extends to two-loops, albeit no longer through a simple equality [28, 30].
The S-matrices of the two theories have a similar structure, and both have a symmetry based on the
superalgebra [psu(2|2)]⊕2 n R3. Consequently, they appear as different limits of a larger interpolating
S-matrix [128, 127, 6]. While the full status of any quantum relationship between the two theories is
not completely clear, these results suggest a deeper connection than one may a priori expect from two
classically equivalent systems with different actions.

Summary of results

In section 3.1 we computed the one-loop S-matrix for various bosonic truncations of the reduced
superstring. In particular, the contribution from integrating over the gauge field in the path integral
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was included. In the case where the symmetry group is abelian (the complex sine-Gordon model) these
corrections are important for consistency with quantum integrability. In particular, they restore the
satisfaction of the Yang-Baxter equation (YBE) – a consistency condition for the factorization of the
three-particle S-matrix into a product of two-particle S-matrices – at the one-loop level. When the
symmetry group is non-abelian the perturbative S-matrix does not satisfy the YBE, even at tree level.
This appears to be in contradiction with the classical integrability of these theories and its resolution is an
open question. One possible approach is based on the idea that the S-matrix for the physical excitations
should be invariant under a quantum deformation of the non-abelian symmetry [2, 65, 66, 67].

In section 4.1 we reviewed the Pohlmeyer-reduced AdS2 × S2 superstring. This theory is equivalent
to the N = 2 supersymmetric sine-Gordon model, for which the exact S-matrix is known [87]. In the
AdS3 × S3 case, discussed in section 4.2, we found that the perturbative one-loop S-matrix requires
a correction (that can be computed from a local quartic counterterm) for consistency with quantum
integrability – this correction restores the satisfaction of the YBE. It remains an interesting open question
as to whether there is an alternative formulation to (1.5) of this theory (treating bosons and fermions in
a more symmetric way) that automatically produces the required counterterm (4.38), as happened in the
complex sine-Gordon model. Such a formulation may also make the (non-local) two-dimensional super-
symmetry observed in [144, 146] more manifest.1 Furthermore, we demonstrated that the perturbative
S-matrix is invariant under a quantum deformed N = 4 2-d supersymmetry algebra originating from the
underlying supergroup structure. It is important to understand the origin of this quantum deformation,
for example, if it is somehow related to the non-locality of the classical supersymmetry discussed in
[144, 146]. Under the assumption of the quantum-deformed supersymmetry we proposed an exact (all
orders in 1�k) expression for the S-matrix of the reduced AdS3 × S3 superstring.

In chapter 5 we investigated the perturbative S-matrix of the Pohlmeyer-reduced AdS5×S5 superstring.
This S-matrix has a manifest H = [SU(2)]4 global symmetry – the residual gauge symmetry after gauge-
fixing A+ = 0. We demonstrated that the S-matrix factorizes under the group structure in the same
fashion as the light-cone gauge-fixed superstring S-matrix. However, the YBE is not satisfied, even at
tree level. Motivated by its existence in the AdS3 × S3 case we proposed that the factorized S-matrix
of the reduced AdS5 × S5 theory may also have quantum-deformed symmetry, restoring the satisfaction
of the YBE. The quantum-deformed S-matrix is based on the fundamental R-matrix for the quantum
deformation of the universal enveloping algebra of psu(2|2)nR3. This R-matrix was constructed in [128],
and in [127] a particular limit was identified in which its structure becomes similar to that of the tree-level
perturbative S-matrix of the reduced AdS5 × S5 theory. Here we extended this relativistic trigonometric
limit to all orders and demonstrated that the similarity between the resulting quantum-deformed S-matrix
and the perturbative S-matrix continues to be present at the subleading one-loop order.

There are, however, significant differences between the perturbative and quantum-deformed S-matrices.
The is former is unitary by construction, but does not satisfy the YBE, while the latter satisfies the
YBE by construction, but is not unitary.2 Furthermore, as the algebra of H is non-abelian, its action
on the quantum-deformed S-matrix requires a non-trivial coproduct – it is also quantum-deformed. In
section 5.3 we related the two S-matrices through a non-unitary rotation at tree level. Whether this

1 Non-localities such as (∂+)−1, (∂+∂−)−1 can be understood as solving for massless fields.
2 The quantum-deformed S-matrix does satisfy braiding unitarity, however it is not hermitian analytic.
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rotation can be extended to higher orders in 1�k is unclear, but if it is possible it will involve introducing
a rapidity dependence into the rotation matrix.

Finally, in chapter 6 the representation theory of Uq
(
psu(2|2) n R3

)
and the pole structure of the

quantum-deformed S-matrix were shown to mesh in such a way that the bootstrap procedure could be
used to construct the S-matrix elements for the scattering of bound states. While a full analysis of the
quantum-deformed S-matrix has not been completed, the construction in chapter 6 is consistent with the
semiclassical soliton mass spectrum [144]. It is therefore particularly compelling and the result should
play a key rôle in the solution of the Pohlmeyer-reduced AdS5 × S5 superstring.

Outlook and future directions

The outlook for the Pohlmeyer-reduced AdS5 × S5 superstring falls into two distinct areas. The first
involves open questions about the theory itself, while the second relates to the application of the reduced
theory to IIB superstring theory on AdS5 × S5.

In this thesis we have constructed an exact S-matrix, conjectured to describe the scattering of the
basic excitations of the Pohlmeyer-reduced AdS5×S5 superstring and their bound states. This S-matrix
was found by demanding invariance under the quantum deformation of the universal enveloping algebra
of [psu(2|2)]⊕2 n R2. Two key issues with this quantum-deformed S-matrix are, firstly, it is not unitary
and secondly, it disagrees mildly with the perturbative result. The resolution of these problems is an
important open question.

In section 5.3 we explored the possibility that the two S-matrices (quantum-deformed and perturbative)
may be related by a non-unitary rotation. The need for this rotation may be related to a conflict between
the gauge choice A+ = 0 (used to compute the perturbative S-matrix) and the conservation of hidden
integrable charges; it is the presence of the global non-abelian symmetry (preserved by the gauge choice)
that leads to a tree-level anomaly in the YBE. It is not clear if either the quantum-deformed or rotated
S-matrix is the physical S-matrix for the perturbative excitations of the Pohlmeyer-reduced AdS5 × S5

superstring. This issue, as well the reason for the quantum deformation of the symmetry in the Lagrangian
formulation, remain to be clarified.

There is also the question of the closure of the bootstrap procedure – the semiclassical mass spectrum
[144] suggests that the spectrum should be truncated. One possible mechanism could be the quantization
of k, however this appears to be in contradiction with the identification of k with 1�α′ in the semiclassical
analyses of [5, 29, 30].

On a more tangential note, it would be interesting to investigate different classical reductions. For
example, recall that in the Pohlmeyer reduction of the AdS5 × S5 superstring the Virasoro constraints
were solved in terms of a matrix element T , non-vanishing in both the su(2, 2) and su(4) subalgebras of
psu(2, 2|4) [24]. One could instead take T non-vanishing only in the su(2, 2) subalgebra, such that its
square is traceless. In some sense this would be a generalization of the Pohlmeyer-reduction of strings
moving on pure AdS space to the superstring. Although, as the matrix T (and hence the corresponding
part of the two-dimensional stress-tensor) vanishes in the su(4) subalgebra, the five-sphere is frozen out
at the quantum level.

The study of this theory is potentially motivated by the recent interest in the Pohlmeyer reduction of
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Figure 7.1: The interpolating S-matrix.

strings moving on pure AdS space, which has been useful in the study of open strings with end-points
on the boundary of AdS and three-point closed-string solutions – dual to scattering amplitudes/Wilson
loops and three-point correlation functions respectively in N = 4 super Yang-Mills.

An alternative reduction procedure is that of Faddeev and Reshetikin [198], which solves the Virasoro
constraints for bosonic strings on R × S3 having formulated the theory in terms of currents. However,
the resulting model is not manifestly 2-d Lorentz invariant. Generalizing to the superstring case and
investigating the precise relation between the two reduced theories is certainly worth further study.

Finally, the Pohlmeyer reductions of superstring theories on various other backgrounds, such as AdS4×
CP3 and AdS3 × S3 × S3 × T 1, and also including the flat directions in the reductions of superstrings
on AdS3 × S3 × T 4 and AdS2 × S2 × T 6, would be interesting to explore in the context of the AdS/CFT
correspondence.

As discussed in chapters 5 and 6 and appendix G, the quantum-deformed R-matrix of the reduced
theory appears as a limit of the larger quantum-deformed R-matrix of [128], which also contains the
light-cone gauge-fixed superstring R-matrix in the q → 1 limit.3 Therefore, there appears to be an
interpolating integrable structure connecting the two theories. In some sense this may be understood as
a quantum analogue of the classical picture of an interpolating Hamiltonian structure.

In [6] the non-relativistic crossing equation associated to the interpolating R-matrix [128] was solved.
The resulting phase is a deformation of the light-cone gauge-fixed superstring phase.4 Together with the
R-matrix this phase allows one to construct an interpolating S-matrix with both the light-cone gauge-fixed
superstring and the quantum-deformed Pohlmeyer-reduced superstring S-matrices appearing in different
limits, see figure 7.1.

3 In this limit, to recover the light-cone gauge-fixed superstring R-matrix, the global symmetry parameter g of [128]
should be taken proportional to the string tension,

√
λ = 1�α′. (Recall we have set the (equal) radii of AdS5 and S5 to

one.)
4 In the usual integral representation of the phase the gamma functions are replaced with q-deformed gamma functions.
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Whether there is a consistent physical interpretation of this interpolating S-matrix is a key open
question. In particular, due to its non-relativistic nature, there is currently no interpretation of the
dispersion relation in terms of energy and momentum away from the limiting regimes. A related question
is whether there exists an interpolating Lagrangian.

In [155] the interpolating R-matrix was shown to be associated to a novel quantum-deformed affine
algebra. It was further shown that this algebra reduced to the Yangian of the light-cone gauge-fixed
superstring theory [151] in the rational q → 1 limit. Using this infinite symmetry the R-matrix for the
bound states transforming in higher representations was constructed in [157]. The meshing of the analytic
structure of the phase with the presence of these bound states remains to be studied. In particular, in
[6] it was observed that if the interpolating spectral parameter is fixed such that in the q → 1 limit
one recovers the light-cone gauge-fixed superstring S-matrix, and in the λ → ∞ limit one has the usual
relativistic crossing relation, the bound states transform in the opposite set of short representations 5

in the two limits. This suggests that something subtle may be happening in the interpolating region
regarding the spectrum of the two theories.

To conclude, the original aim of investigating the Pohlmeyer-reduced AdS5 × S5 superstring was to
look for a possible Lorentz-covariant “first-principles” solution. While the investigation of the S-matrix
appears to have taken us in a different direction (towards an interpolating S-matrix), it is interesting to
recall that the semiclassical analysis of [5, 29, 30] does suggest a more direct quantum relation between
the two theories. One may wonder if the interpolating S-matrix could explain this discrepancy and if so,
could it provide a map between certain observable quantities in the Pohlmeyer-reduced and superstring
theories?

5 That is 〈n− 1, 0〉 ⊗ 〈n− 1, 0〉 and 〈0,n− 1〉 ⊗ 〈0,n− 1〉.



Appendix A

PSU(2, 2|4): Definitions and Notation

Here we present the particular matrix representation of psu(2, 2|4) which we used in the main text (see also
[21, 24]). In particular, we shall make explicit the identification of the g = usp(2, 2)⊕ usp(4) subalgebra

whose corresponding group G is the subgroup G in the F̂�G coset sigma model, and also the group G in
the G/H gauged WZW model.

Let us define the following 8× 8 matrices

Σ =

(
Σ 0

0 1

)
, K =

(
K 0

0 K

)
, Σ2 = 1 , K2 = −1 ,

Σ =


1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

0 0 −1 0

0 0 0 −1

 , K =


0 −1 0 0

1 0 0 0

0 0 0 −1

0 0 1 0

 . (A.1)

A generic element of the algebra psu(2, 2|4) can then be written as follows

f̂ =

(
A X

Y B

)
, TrA = TrB = 0 , (A.2)

satisfying the reality condition

f̂ = −Σ−1̂f†Σ , f̂† =

(
A† −iY†

−iX† B†

)
. (A.3)

Here A and B are 4 × 4 matrices whose components are commuting while X and Y are 4 × 4 matrices
whose components are anticommuting. The reality condition (A.3) then gives the following conditions
on A, B, X and Y

ΣA†Σ = −A , B† = −B , iΣY† = X , iX†Σ = Y . (A.4)
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Thus A ∈ su(2, 2) and B ∈ su(4).

The algebra psu(2, 2|4) can be extended by two central elements. For the matrix representation
described above these are given by the identity matrix multiplied by the imaginary unit i, which we
denote I, and the fermionic parity matrix

W = i diag(1, 1, 1, 1,−1,−1,−1,−1) . (A.5)

The supertrace of I vanishes, hence its union with psu(2, 2|4) gives the superalgebra su(2, 2|4). If W is
also included then one finds the superalgebra u(2, 2|4).

The algebra psu(2, 2|4) admits a Z4 grading and the matrix representation that we are using can be
decomposed under this grading as follows

f̂ = f̂0 ⊕ f̂1 ⊕ f̂2 ⊕ f̂3 , (A.6)

−K−1 f̂ str K = ir fr , f̂ st =

(
At −Yt

Xt Bt

)
. (A.7)

General elements of f0,2 take the form

f̂0,2 =

(
A0,2 0

0 B0,2

)
,

A0 = KAt0K , A2 = −KAt2K ,

B0 = KBt
0K , B2 = −KBt

2K ,
(A.8)

and general elements of f̂1,3

f̂1,3 =

(
0 X1,3

Y1,3 0

)
, iX1 = −KYt

1K , iX3 = KYt
3K . (A.9)

The subspaces of this decomposition satisfy the following commutation relations

[̂fm, f̂n] ⊂ f̂m+n mod 4 . (A.10)

Identifying f̂0 = g and f̂2 = p, then g forms a subalgebra. It is then this algebra whose corresponding
group is the group G in the F�G coset sigma model and in the G�H gauged WZW model.

It is possible to perform a further Z2 decomposition, allowing one to define the group H in the G�H
gauged WZW model. To do this we identify the following fixed element T ∈ f̂2

T =
i

2
diag(1, 1,−1,−1, 1, 1,−1,−1) , (A.11)

which satisfies

STr(T 2) = 0 , (A.12)

and is non-degenerate in both the su(2, 2) and su(4) bosonic subalgebras. The Z2 decomposition is then
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given by

f̂‖m = −[T, [T, f̂m]] , f̂⊥m = −{T, {T, f̂r}} . (A.13)

It should be noted that this is an orthogonal decomposition, that is

f̂ = f̂‖ ⊕ f̂⊥ , STr(̂f‖ f̂⊥) = 0 . (A.14)

Then

[̂f⊥, f̂⊥] ⊂ f̂⊥ , [̂f⊥, f̂‖] ⊂ f̂‖ , [̂f‖, f̂‖] ⊂ f̂⊥ . (A.15)

We identify h = f̂⊥0 , m = f̂
‖
0, a = f⊥2 , n = f̂

‖
2. Elements from these subspaces satisfy the commutation

relations (2.39). h is thus a subalgebra and the corresponding subgroup is then identified as the group H
in the G�H gauged WZW model.

It is possible to show that h has the following form
su(2)1 0 0 0

0 su(2)2 0 0

0 0 su(2)3 0

0 0 0 su(2)4

 , (A.16)

demonstrating that h = [su(2)]⊕4.

The physical fields of the Pohlmeyer-reduced theory, X, Ψ
R

and Ψ
L
, take values in f̂

‖
0, f̂
‖
1 and f̂

‖
3

respectively. Here we explicitly write out the basis of these subspaces of the superalgebra psu(2, 2|4) used
in chapter 3.

An arbitrary element of bosonic subspace f̂
‖
0 can be written as

f
‖
0 (xi) =



0 0 x1 + ix2 −x3 − ix4 0 0 0 0

0 0 −x3 + ix4 −x1 + ix2 0 0 0 0

x1 − ix2 −x3 − ix4 0 0 0 0 0 0

−x3 + ix4 −x1 − ix2 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 x5 + ix6 x7 + ix8

0 0 0 0 0 0 −x7 + ix8 x5 − ix6
0 0 0 0 −x5 + ix6 x7 + ix8 0 0

0 0 0 0 −x7 + ix8 −x5 − ix6 0 0


(A.17)
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where xi are commuting parameters. An arbitrary element of fermionic subspace f̂
‖
1 is

f
‖
1 (αi) =



0 0 0 0 0 0 α1 + iα2 α3 + iα4

0 0 0 0 0 0 −α3 + iα4 α1 − iα2

0 0 0 0 α5 − iα6 −α7 − iα8 0 0

0 0 0 0 −α7 + iα8 −α5 − iα6 0 0

0 0 −iα5 + α6 iα7 − α8 0 0 0 0

0 0 iα7 + α8 iα5 + α6 0 0 0 0

iα1 + α2 −iα3 + α4 0 0 0 0 0 0

iα3 + α4 iα1 − α2 0 0 0 0 0 0


(A.18)

where αi are anticommuting parameters. Finally, an arbitrary element of the fermionic subspace f̂
‖
3 can

be written in terms of f‖1 (αi) as

f
‖
3 (αi) = 2Tf

‖
1 (αi) . (A.19)

Explicitly, we choose the following bases:1

f̂
‖
0 :

TA1 = f
‖
0 (x1 = 1�2; xi = 0) , TA2 = f

‖
0 (x2 = 1�2; xi = 0) ,

TA3 = f
‖
0 (x3 = 1�2; xi = 0) , TA4 = f

‖
0 (x4 = 1�2; xi = 0) ,

TS1 = f
‖
0 (x5 = 1�2; xi = 0) , TS2 = f

‖
0 (x6 = 1�2; xi = 0) ,

TS3 = f
‖
0 (x7 = 1�2; xi = 0) , TS4 = f

‖
0 (x8 = 1�2; xi = 0) .

f̂
‖
1 :

TR1
1 = f

‖
1 (α1 = 1�2; αi = 0) , TR1

2 = f
‖
1 (α2 = 1�2; αi = 0) ,

TR1
3 = f

‖
1 (α3 = 1�2; αi = 0) , TR1

4 = f
‖
1 (α4 = 1�2; αi = 0) ,

TR2
1 = f

‖
1 (α5 = 1�2; αi = 0) , TR2

2 = f
‖
1 (α6 = 1�2; αi = 0) ,

TR2
3 = f

‖
1 (α7 = 1�2; αi = 0) , TR2

4 = f
‖
1 (α8 = 1�2; αi = 0) .

f̂
‖
3 :

TL1
1 = f

‖
3 (α1 = 1�2; αi = 0) , TL1

2 = f
‖
3 (α2 = 1�2; αi = 0) ,

TL1
3 = f

‖
3 (α3 = 1�2; αi = 0) , TL1

4 = f
‖
3 (α4 = 1�2; αi = 0) ,

TL2
1 = f

‖
3 (α5 = 1�2; αi = 0) , TL2

2 = f
‖
3 (α6 = 1�2; αi = 0) ,

TL2
3 = f

‖
3 (α7 = 1�2; αi = 0) , TL2

4 = f
‖
3 (α8 = 1�2; αi = 0) .

Inspecting (A.17), (A.18), (A.19) and (A.16) we see that the subspaces f̂‖0, f̂
‖
1 and f̂

‖
3 can be decomposed

into irreducible representations of the subalgebra h. This is expected from the commutation relation

[h, f̂
‖
0,1,3] ⊂ f̂

‖
0,1,3 . (A.20)

In this thesis we find it convenient to formally identify su(2)1 with su(2)3 and su(2)2 with su(2)4 and
write the fields in representations of the resulting [su(2)]⊕2 ∼= so(4). Indeed the bases above have been

1 The notation is, for example, that (x1 = 1�2; xi = 0) means x1 = 1�2 and the remaining xi = 0 and similarly for α.
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chosen such that the indices on TA, TS , TR1 , TR2 , TL1 , TL2 are vector indices of this so(4). Of course
it is always possible to transform back to representations of the full [su(2)]⊕2 with the knowledge of the
original structure.

These generators satisfy a number of relations used in chapter 3 to write the quartic Lagrangian in
component form

STr(TAmT
A
n ) = δmn , STr(TSmT

S
n ) = δmn , STr(TAmT

S
n ) = 0 ,

STr(TR1
m TL1

n ) = δmn , STr(TR2
m TL2

n ) = δmn , STr(TR1
m TL2

n ) = 0 , STr(TR2
m TL1

n ) = 0 ,

TL1
m = 2T TR1

m , TR1
m = 2TL1

m T , TL2
m = 2T TR2

m , TR2
m = 2TL2

m T ,

STr([TAm, T
A
n ][TAp , T

A
q ]) = −δmpδnq + δmqδnp , STr([TSm, T

S
n ][TSp , T

S
q ]) = δmpδnqδmqδnp ,

STr([TAm, [TAn , T ]][TAp , [TAq , T ]]) = −δmnδpq , STr([TSm, [TSn , T ]][TSp , [TSq , T ]]) = δmnδpq ,

STr({TR1
m , TL1

n }[TAp , TAq ]) = 1�2 (−εmnpq − δmpδnq + δmqδnp) ,

STr({TR1
m , TL1

n }[TSp , TSq ]) = 1�2 (−εmnpq + δmpδnq − δmqδnp) ,

STr({TR2
m , TL2

n }[TAp , TAq ]) = 1�2 (εmnpq − δmpδnq + δmqδnp) ,

STr({TR2
m , TL2

n }[TSp , TSq ]) = 1�2 (εmnpq + δmpδnq − δmqδnp) ,

STr([TAm, T
R1
n ][TAp , T

L1
q ]) = 1�4 (εmnpq − δmnδpq − δmpδnq + δmqδnp) ,

STr([TSm, T
R1
n ][TSp , T

L1
q ]) = 1�4 (εmnpq + δmnδpq + δmpδnq − δmqδnp) ,

STr([TAm, T
R2
n ][TAp , T

L2
q ]) = 1�4 (−εmnpq − δmnδpq − δmpδnq + δmqδnp) ,

STr([TSm, T
R2
n ][TSp , T

L2
q ]) = 1�4 (−εmnpq + δmnδpq + δmpδnq − δmqδnp) ,

STr([TAm, T
R1
n ][TSp , T

L2
q ]) = 1�4 (−εmnpq − δmnδpq + δmpδnq − δmqδnp) ,

STr([TSm, T
R1
n ][TAp , T

L2
q ]) = 1�4 (εmnpq − δmnδpq + δmpδnq − δmqδnp) ,

STr([TAm, T
R2
n ][TSp , T

L1
q ]) = 1�4 (−εmnpq + δmnδpq − δmpδnq + δmqδnp) ,

STr([TSm, T
R2
n ][TAp , T

L1
q ]) = 1�4 (εmnpq + δmnδpq − δmpδnq + δmqδnp) ,

STr({TR1
m , TL1

n }{TR1
p , TL1

q }) = −εmnpq , STr({TR2
m , TL2

n }{TR2
p , TL2

q }) = εmnpq .



Appendix B

The complex sine-Gordon model and

one-loop corrections

Historically, it was first observed in the perturbative S-matrix analysis of [136] that for the complex
sine-Gordon model the Yang-Baxter equation is not satisfied at one loop, but can be restored by the
addition of quantum counterterms [136, 138]. In [136] this counterterm was restricted to be ultra-local.
This is not, in fact, a necessary requirement: the only condition is that the resulting S-matrix should
satisfy the YBE at the one-loop level. For example, local counterterms with up to two derivatives may
be interpreted as corrections to the sigma model part of the action. This is relevant in the context of the
gauged WZW theory interpretation of this model.

In [112] the scattering of non-topological solitons in the CsG model was considered. Using the semi-
classical results of [62] and the requirement of the YBE, an exact quantum soliton S-matrix for CsG was
proposed. As the solitons of this model are not topologically distinct from the perturbative excitations
considered in section 3.1 their S-matrices should be related [62, 112].

Motivated by various features of this quantum soliton S-matrix,1 it was proposed in [112] that the
theory that is quantum-integrable is the SU(2)�U(1) gauged WZW model with an integrable potential
(2.58). This theory, which reduces to the complex sine-Gordon action of [136] at the classical level,2

should then be viewed as the proper quantum definition of the latter.

Evidence for this proposal has been provided through three independent constructions of the one-loop
corrections [2], required to preserve the integrability, each taking the gauged WZW model as a starting
point. One of these is the light-cone gauge, A+ = 0, approach discussed in section 3.1.3. The remaining
two alternative methods are outlined in this appendix. The three methods all give the same corrections.

1 For example, the relation to the gauged WZW theory suggests an explanation of the quantization condition on the
coupling k required by [112] for consistency of the quantum soliton S-matrix.

2 The relation between the complex sine-Gordon model and the G�H = SU(2)�U(1) gauged WZW theory with an
integrable potential was first discussed in [49, 50]. As demonstrated in section 2.2.1 if one takes axial gauging, fixes the
H-gauge on the group-valued field g and integrates out the gauge field then the resulting Lagrangian is that of the CsG
model (2.18).
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B.1 Gauged WZW origin of quantum counterterms

Our aim is to understand the origin of the one-loop corrections required for maintaining integrability
from the perspective of the gauged WZW formulation of the CsG model. As a starting point we take the
action in (2.58) with G�H = SU(2)�U(1).

We define generators of g = su(2),

τM =
i

2
σM , M = 1, 2, 3 , (B.1)

where σM are the usual Pauli matrices, and pick τ3 to be the generator of H = U(1). g takes values
in the fundamental matrix representation of G = SU(2) so that the normalization constant in (2.58) is
ν = 1

2 .
3 The potential of (2.58) is then defined in terms of the matrix

T = τ3 , (B.2)

which satisfies the normalization condition (2.51).

H is abelian, and therefore we can and do consider axial gauging, τ(a) = −a. Fixing a gauge on g

g = e−τ3χe2τ1φeτ3χ , (B.3)

where χ and φ are the two remaining physical fields, substituting into the action (2.58) and integrating
out the gauge fields we end up with the action for the CsG Lagrangian (2.18)

S =
k

4π

∫
d2x
[
∂+φ∂−φ+ tan2 φ ∂+χ∂−χ+

µ2

2
(cos 2φ− 1)

]
. (B.4)

While directly integrating out the gauge field is valid classically, there may be quantum corrections to
the S-matrix resulting from a consistent treatment in the path integral. One approach exploring these
corrections in the light-cone gauge, A+ = 0, was discussed in section 3.1.3. Here we discuss two alternative
methods, both of which lead to same result. Furthermore, the resulting S-matrix agrees with the soliton
scattering matrix constructed in [112].

The first approach is to start with the quantum effective action for the gauged WZW theory proposed in
[129, 130, 131] and deform it by the integrable potential as in (2.58). The effective action of [129, 130, 131]
is consistent with the quantum conformal symmetry of the resulting sigma model. As the conformal
symmetry of the gauged WZW theory is strongly related to the integrability of the deformed theory, one
may expect that the resulting S-matrix will satisfy the YBE.

The second approach is based on direct integration over the H = U(1) gauge fields starting with (2.58).
The resulting quantum determinant computed following [133] produces a local one-loop correction that

3 As we are considering G�H = SU(2)�U(1), here the normalization of k agrees with that in the complex sine-Gordon

model, discussed in section 3.1.4.2. That is rescaling k by a factor of 1�2 (compared to the G�H = SO(N + 1)�SO(N)
discussion in section 3.1.4) to account for the fact that the 3×3 antisymmetric matrices should be interpreted as the adjoint
matrix representation of su(2) with index ν = cSU(2)

= 2 (as oppose to the fundamental matrix representation of so(3) with
index ν = 1).
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contributes to the S-matrix.

Neither of these two approaches can be used to compute the S-matrix in the case of a non-abelian
gauge group H: they involve fixing a gauge on g, which cannot be done in a non-singular way when
expanding the action near g = 1 for non-abelian H (see section 2.2.1).

B.1.1 Approach based on the quantum effective action of gauged WZW
theory

The motivation behind the approach described in this section is partly heuristic. We start with the local
part of the quantum effective action for the gauged WZW theory constructed in [129, 130, 131] and add
to it the same potential as in (2.58). Even though the local part of the effective action is formally not
gauge invariant, we insist that it should describe the same massive d.o.f. that are present at the classical
level, that is we still parametrize g as in (B.3) and integrate out the gauge field. We then compute the
resulting one-loop S-matrix.4

In the case when H is abelian the local part of the quantum effective action of the (axially) gauged
WZW theory [129, 130, 131] supplemented with the potential is 5

Seff = −k + c
G

4π
Tr
[1

2

∫
d2x g−1∂+gg

−1∂−g −
1

3

∫
d3x εmnlg−1∂mgg

−1∂ngg
−1∂lg

+

∫
d2x (A+∂−gg

−1 −A−g−1∂+g − g−1A+gA− −
(
1− 2c

G

k + c
G

)
A+A−)

+

∫
d2x µ2(g−1TgT − T 2)

]
. (B.5)

To keep the mass of the perturbative excitation as µ we have assumed the coefficient of the potential
term is also shifted from k to k + c

G
. While we conjecture that the above action is correct to one-loop

order, there may be further potential (or “mixed”) corrections depending on µ at higher orders.

In the case that we are considering G = SU(2), H = U(1), that is we have c
G

= 2. Using the
parametrization of g in (B.3) and solving for the gauge field we arrive at the following effective action

Seff =
k + 2

4π

∫
d2x

[
∂+φ∂−φ+

tan2 φ ∂+χ∂−χ

1− 2
k tan2 φ

+
µ2

2
(cos 2φ− 1)

]
. (B.6)

Rescaling φ such that the quadratic action takes a canonical form and expanding in 1�k � 1 gives

Seff =

∫
d2x

1

2

(
∂+φ∂−φ+ φ2∂+χ∂−χ− µ2φ2

)
+

2π

k

(1

3
φ4∂+χ∂−χ+

µ2

6
φ4
)

+
4π2

k2

( 1

6π
φ4∂+χ∂−χ−

µ2

6π
φ4 +

17

90
φ6∂+χ∂−χ−

µ2

45
φ6
)

+O(k−3) . (B.7)

4 Though we start with the effective action, this effective action is by construction an action for the current variables
rather than g. Also, we omit non-local contributions. For these reasons we should still include quantum loop contributions
coming from the classical part of the effective Lagrangian.

5 Here cG is the dual Coxeter number of G. Note that in [129, 130, 131] cG is defined as 2cG . Also, ∂ and ∂̄ in
[129, 130, 131] are respectively ∂+�2 and ∂−�2 here and similarly for the gauge field components.
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Compared to a similar expansion of the original CsG Lagrangian (2.18) we have additional 1�k2 terms
that may be interpreted as quantum “counterterms” required for maintaining integrability at the quantum
level.

Since Seff has a global U(1) symmetry, corresponding to a shift in χ (related to the global symmetry
(2.65)), by introducing the “cartesian” coordinates (analogous to Xm section 3.1.4)

X1 = φ cosχ , X2 = φ sinχ , (B.8)

we may write the action in a manifestly SO(2) invariant form.

This action is then related to (3.37) (with N = 2 and k → 2k – see footnote 3 of appendix B) by a
field redefinition. Therefore, computing the perturbative one-loop S-matrix we find the same result as
found in the A+ = 0 gauge (3.50).

B.1.2 Approach based on directly integrating out the gauge field

In this section we show that we can get the same one-loop S-matrix by starting with the SU(2)�U(1)
action (2.58) and directly integrating out the gauge field in the path integral, taking into account the
corresponding determinant contribution.

Fixing the same gauge on g as in (B.3) and setting

A± = a±τ3 , (B.9)

the resulting action becomes

S =
k

4π

∫
d2x

[
∂+φ∂−φ+ sin2 φ ∂+χ∂−χ− a+ sin2 φ ∂−χ− a− sin2 φ ∂+χ

− a−a+ cos2 φ+
µ2

2
(cos 2φ− 1)

]
. (B.10)

If we simply solve for the gauge field components a± we arrive at the action for the CsG Lagrangian
(2.18). However, integrating out a± in the path integral requires careful definition of the measure and
may result in a non-trivial quantum determinant. In addition to the well-known dilaton term on a curved
two-dimensional background [134, 135] there is also a local two-derivative contribution [135] discussed in
detail in the appendix of [133]. In general, starting with a path integral of the form

Z =

∫
[da] exp

[ i
2

∫
d2x M(φ) a+a−

]
, (B.11)

where a± is a two-dimensional vector field and assuming a natural definition of the resulting determinant
(equivalent to setting a+ = ∂+u, a− = ∂−v and integrating over the scalar fields u, v) one finds the
following local contribution to the effective action

− 1

8π

∫
d2x ∂+ logM ∂− logM . (B.12)

In the present case M = cos2 φ. Therefore, we find the extra “counterterm” that should be added to
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the naïve action (B.4)

− 1

2π

∫
d2x ∂+ log cosφ ∂− log cosφ . (B.13)

The result is the following “corrected” action

Scorr =
k

4π

∫
d2x

[
∂+φ∂−φ+ tan2 φ ∂+χ∂−χ+

µ2

2
(cos 2φ− 1)− 2

k
tan2 φ ∂+φ∂−φ

]
, (B.14)

where the 1�k term is the one-loop determinant contribution.

To compute the S-matrix we again rescale φ by
√

2π�k and expand the action as

Scorr =

∫
d2x

1

2

(
∂+φ∂−φ+ φ2∂+χ∂−χ− µ2φ2

)
+

2π

k

(1

3
φ4∂+χ∂−χ+

µ2

6
φ4
)

+
4π2

k2

(
− 1

2π
φ2∂+φ∂−φ+

17

90
φ6∂+χ∂−χ−

µ2

45
φ6
)

+O(k−3) . (B.15)

Once again, through field redefinitions, one can see that this action gives the same one-loop two-particle
S-matrix as that coming from the A+ = 0 gauge in section 3.1.4.2 and as that coming from the effective
gauged WZW action construction in section B.1.1.

B.1.3 Comments

The three methods that we have discussed all give the same one-loop correction to the perturbative S-
matrix of CsG defined by the action (B.4). This correction originates from the definition of the quantum
complex sine-Gordon theory in terms of the SU(2)�U(1) gauged WZW model plus a potential.

The method described in section B.1.1 starts with the local part of the quantum effective action of the
gauged WZW theory, while the methods described in sections 3.1.3 and B.1.2 take into account quantum
corrections to the process of gauge fixing and integrating out the gauge fields in the path integral. In [2]
it was shown that the closed-form actions of the methods described in B.1.1 and B.1.2, given in equations
(B.6) and (B.14), are related by a field redefinition if considered to the leading (one-loop) order in 1�k.

The resulting one-loop S-matrix is consistent with factorization and agrees with the exact solitonic
S-matrix of [112]. It remains to be seen if agreement for any of the three methods persists beyond the
one-loop order.



Appendix C

Complete S-matrices of the N = 1 and

N = 2 supersymmetric sine-Gordon

models

In this appendix we review the complete S-matrices of the N = 1 and N = 2 supersymmetric sine-Gordon
theories [141, 87].

C.1 N = 1 supersymmetric sine-Gordon

The Lagrangian of the N = 1 supersymmetric sine-Gordon model may be written as (see also (2.129))

L
ssG

=
k

4π

(
∂+ϕ∂−ϕ+

µ2

2
cos 2ϕ+ i δ∂−δ + i ν∂+ν − 2iµ νδ cosϕ

)
, (C.1)

In section 4.1.3 the S-matrix for the perturbative excitations was reviewed. The complete S-matrix of this
theory is much larger due to the existence of solitons and breathers. Schematically, it takes the following
form [141]

Soliton− Soliton : S
sG

(θ,∆)⊗ S(2)
RSG

(θ,∆) ,

Soliton−Breather : S(n)
sG

(θ,∆)⊗ S(n)
RSG

(θ,∆) ,

Breather −Breather : S(n,m)
sG

(θ,∆)⊗ S(n,m)
RSG

(θ,∆) , (C.2)

with 1

∆ =
π

k − 1
2

. (C.3)

The S-matrix factorizes into the bosonic (S
sG
) and supersymmetric (S

RSG
) parts. The bosonic factor

is always given by the S-matrix for the corresponding excitations in the sine-Gordon model with the
1 In the bosonic sine-Gordon theory one has ∆ = π�k − 1, see equation (3.48).
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coupling (C.3). The supersymmetric part is discussed in [141]. The S-matrix for perturbative excitations
that we discuss in this paper is a special case of the breather-breather S-matrix with n = m = 1, see
[141]. The bosonic n = m = 1 factor is given by

S(1,1)
sG

(θ,∆) = S
sG

(θ,∆) =
sinh θ + i sin ∆

sinh θ − i sin ∆
. (C.4)

Similarly, the supersymmetric n = m = 1 S-matrix is given by (4.22)

S(1,1)
RSG

(θ,∆) = SN1
(θ,∆) . (C.5)

Looking for poles and zeros on the physical strip amounts to investigating the limit when θ = i∆.
S
sG

(θ,∆) has a simple pole at θ = i∆. The S and U channels (defined in section 4.1.3) of SN1
(θ,∆) have

a simple zero, while the T and V channels have no pole or zero. Thus the S and U channels of the total
perturbative excitation S-matrix have no pole or zero, while the T and V channels have a simple pole at
θ = i∆ corresponding to the existence of a bound state.

C.2 N = 1 supersymmetric sinh-Gordon

An associated theory is the N = 1 supersymmetric sinh-Gordon model. This theory is formally related
to N = 1 supersymmetric sine-Gordon (C.1) by the transformation

ϕ→ iφ , ν → iρ , δ → iα , k → −k . (C.6)

Therefore the N = 1 supersymmetric sinh-Gordon Lagrangian is (see also (2.129))

L
sshG

=
k

4π

(
∂+φ∂−φ−

µ2

2
cosh 2φ+ i α∂−α+ i ρ∂+ρ− 2iµ ρα coshφ

)
. (C.7)

The exact S-matrix for the perturbative bosonic and fermionic excitations is related to that given in
section C.1 by k → −k (see also section 4.1.3)

S
sG

(θ,−∆(k))⊗ SN1
(θ,−∆(k)) , ∆(k) =

π

k + 1
2

. (C.8)

Unlike the N = 1 supersymmetric sine-Gordon case this theory does not have a degenerate vacuum and
thus has no soliton solutions. The perturbative excitations are the only physical excitations and thus
(C.8) is the complete S-matrix for this theory.

The pole structure of the S-matrix is consistent with this. Looking for poles and zeros at θ = i∆,
the S and U channels have neither while the T and V channels have a simple zero. The lack of poles
implies that there are no bound states of the perturbative excitations and is evidence for the absence of
any additional sectors. 2

2 For reference, it is useful to note that SsG (θ,−∆) has a zero at θ = i∆, whilst SN1
(θ,−∆) has a pole in the S and U

channels and neither a pole nor a zero in the T and V channels.
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C.3 N = 2 supersymmetric sine-Gordon

In section 4.1.4 the S-matrix for the perturbative excitations of N = 2 supersymmetric sine-Gordon was
interpreted [87] as the supersymmetrization of the bosonic sine-Gordon S-matrix (4.25). One can also
interpret the same S-matrix as the supersymmetrization of the bosonic sinh-Gordon S-matrix. Indeed,
rather than labelling the states as in (4.3) let us label them as follows

|Y 〉 = |Φ00〉 , |ζ〉 = |Φ01〉 ,

|Z〉 = |Φ11〉 , |χ〉 = |Φ10〉 , (C.9)

with the index 0 being bosonic and 1 fermionic. Instead of factoring out the S-matrix for the perturbative
excitation of the sine-Gordon model we may factor out the S-matrix for the perturbative excitation of
the sinh-Gordon model. This corresponds to replacing k → −k and ∆ → −∆ in (4.18) and (4.24). The
N = 2 supersymmetric sine-Gordon S-matrix then factorizes as follows

S
sG

(θ,−∆)⊗ SN1
(θ,−∆)⊗

G
SN1

(θ,−∆) , ∆ =
π

k
. (C.10)

The two ways of writing this S-matrix are completely equivalent. Indeed, they have the same poles and
zeroes, which can be seen using the results outlined in sections C.1 and C.2.

While it is possible to factorize the S-matrix as described in (C.10) this is not the most natural
interpretation. The reason for this is that the N = 2 supersymmetric sine-Gordon model has solitonic
excitations which, like in bosonic sine-Gordon case, play the rôle of the elementary excitations in this
theory [87]. To construct the S-matrix for these excitations we can generalize the discussion in section
C.1 for the sine-Gordon model, but not for sinh-Gordon as it has no such excitations. The complete
S-matrix for N = 2 supersymmetric sine-Gordon theory takes the following schematic form (∆ = π�k)
[87]

Soliton− Soliton : S
sG

(θ,∆)⊗ S(2)
RSG

(θ,∆)⊗
G
S(2)
RSG

(θ,∆) ,

Soliton−Breather : S(n)
sG

(θ,∆)⊗ S(n)
RSG

(θ,∆)⊗
G
S(n)
RSG

(θ,∆) ,

Breather −Breather : S(n,m)
sG

(θ,∆)⊗ S(n,m)
RSG

(θ,∆)⊗
G
S(n,m)
RSG

(θ,∆) . (C.11)

Identifying the lowest mass breather, n = m = 1, with the perturbative excitation and using (C.4) and
(C.5) one finds agreement with (4.25).



Appendix D

Comments on the symmetries of the

AdS3× S3 superstring and reduced

theories

In this appendix we discuss symmetries of the AdS3×S3 reduced and superstring theories. The usual way
of constructing the GS superstring sigma model is to start with the supercoset [172, 173, 174, 175, 27]

[PSU(1, 1|2)]2

SU(1, 1)× SU(2)
. (D.1)

The numerator supergroup [PSU(1, 1|2)]2 has a bosonic subgroup [SU(1, 1)]2 × [SU(2)]2 that can be
extended by four central elements to [U(1, 1)]2 × [U(2)]2. The coset (D.1) can then be rewritten as

[U(1, 1|2)]2

U(1, 1)×U(2)× [U(1)]2
. (D.2)

Following [27] we use the following parametrization for the corresponding superalgebra f̂ = [u(1, 1|2)]⊕2


a1 α 0 0

α̃ b1 0 0

0 0 a2 β

0 0 β̃ b2

 . (D.3)

where a1, a2 are 2 × 2 u(1, 1) matrices and b1, b2 are 2 × 2 u(2) matrices. α and β are 2 × 2 complex
fermionic matrices, as are α̃ and β̃, which contain the same d.o.f. as α and β respectively.

As for the AdS5 × S5 GS superstring (see appendix A) f̂ = [u(1, 1|2)]⊕2 admits a Z4 decomposition of
the form (A.6), (A.10). The Z4 decomposition relevant for construction of the reduced AdS3×S3 theory
is discussed in [27]; its key property is that it mixes the two copies of [U(1, 1|2)]2.

Two of the four central elements discussed above live in f̂0 and two in f̂2. 1 In the AdS2 × S2 and
1 This is different from the cases of the AdS2×S2 and AdS5×S5 theories, where the numerator supergroup is of the form
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AdS5×S5 theories all central elements in f̂2 are projected out, and we may do the same for the AdS3×S3

case. For the symmetry analysis of the reduced theory it is useful not to project out the central elements
in f̂0. Therefore, the resulting supercoset we shall consider is

PS([U(1, 1|2)]2)

U(1, 1)×U(2)
. (D.4)

Here the projections P and S correspond to the following constraints on the entries of (D.3)

Tr(a1) + Tr(b1) + Tr(a2) + Tr(b2) = 0 ,

Tr(a1)− Tr(b1) + Tr(a2)− Tr(b2) = 0 . (D.5)

Choosing the same element T ∈ a (recall that a is the maximal abelian subalgebra of f̂2) as in [27], we find
that the subalgebra h ⊂ f̂0 (defined by [h, T ] = 0) is [u(1)]⊕4. One of the four u(1)s takes the following
form (

1 0

0 −1

)
. (D.6)

As the structure of the superalgebra (D.3) is block diagonal, any “symmetry” arising from this generator
will have a trivial action on the physical fields in both the superstring and reduced theories.

Putting all of this together, we find that in the reduced AdS3 × S3 theory H is [U(1)]3, rather than
the [U(1)]2 that one may predict by considering the coset (D.1). The bosonic symmetries of the reduced
theory thus consist of a global [U(1)]3 and a gauged [U(1)]3.

It is worth noting that the Lagrangian of the world-sheet superstring is not altered by this discussion.
All we have done is to include the central elements in the numerator supergroup and simultaneously
divide by them in the denominator group. Therefore, the G-gauge symmetry can always be used to
remove them giving back the original supercoset (D.1). Furthermore, the addition of these two central
elements does not affect the construction of the reduced theory. They both live in the algebra h, which
is gauged in the reduced theory (therefore the central elements do not alter the d.o.f. count).

Starting with the supercoset (D.4) one may carry out the Pohlmeyer reduction procedure by first
gauge fixing these central elements and then proceed as in [27]. Alternatively, if the central elements
are included, then there are two extra d.o.f. in the group field g and the gauge field A±, but also two
extra gauge symmetries.2 Considering the light-cone gauge, A+ = 0, of chapter 3, integrating out A−
and using the resulting constraint equation to eliminate ξ, one finds that the additional central elements
have no effect on the gauge-fixed Lagrangian (3.80).

PSU(N,N |2N), N = 1, 2. To get PSU(N,N |2N) from U(N,N |2N), one should project out the two two central elements
(the supertrace and the trace), both of which live in f̂2 if one considers the Z4 decomposition of U(N,N |2N).

2 One of the U(1) gauge symmetries has trivial action on the group field g, containing the physical bosonic excitations,
and on the fermions. However, it will have a non-trivial action on the gauge field.



Appendix E

The Factorized S-matrix of the reduced

AdS3× S3 theory

In this appendix we present the explicit form of the factorized S-matrix (4.54) and (4.55) and rewrite it
in terms of fields transforming in the vector representation of the same SO(2) group to enable comparison
with the S-matrix of section 3.2.3.2. This single SO(2) is obtained by identifying the two SO(2)s with
indices a and α and also the two SO(2)s with indices ȧ and α̇. Naïvely this gives an [SO(2)]2 symmetry
but the actions of these SO(2)s coincide, leaving a single SO(2). After this identification the following
rules can be used to translate to the single SO(2) notation

I⊗ I→ δmqδnp , I⊗K→ εmqεnp ,

K⊗K→ δmqδnp , K⊗ I→ εmqεnp ,

(I)abcd = δadδbc , (K)abcd = εadεbc , (E.1)

where the first entry in the tensor product corresponds to undotted indices and the second entry to dotted
indices.

The S-matrix has the following structure:

Boson−Boson

S |Ym(p1)Yn(p2)〉 =
(
(L2

1 + L2
2)δmqδnp + L1L2εmqεnp

)
|Yp(p2)Yq(p1)〉

+
(
− 2L2

9(δmnδpq − εmnεpq)
)
|Zp(p2)Zq(p1)〉

−
(
(L1 + L2)L9(δmnδpq − εmnεpq)

)
|ζp(p2)ζq(p1)〉

−
(
(L1 + L2)L9(δmnδpq − εmnεpq)

)
|χp(p2)χq(p1)〉

S |Zm(p1)Zn(p2)〉 =
(
(L2

3 + L2
4)δmqδnp + L3L4εmqεnp

)
|Zp(p2)Zq(p1)〉

+
(
− 2L2

10(δmnδpq − εmnεpq)
)
|Yp(p2)Yq(p1)〉

+
(
(L3 + L4)L10(δmnδpq − εmnεpq)

)
|χp(p2)χq(p1)〉

+
(
(L3 + L4)L10(δmnδpq − εmnεpq)

)
|ζp(p2)ζq(p1)〉

S |Ym(p1)Zn(p2)〉 =
(
(L2

5 + L2
6)δmqδnp + 2L5L6εmqεnp

)
|Zp(p2)Yq(p1)〉

+
(
2L2

11(δmpδnq − εmpεnq)
)
|Yp(p2)Zq(p1)〉

+
(
(L5 − L6)L11(−δmnδpq + δmqδnp + δmpδnq)

)
|χp(p2)ζq(p1)〉
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−
(
(L5 − L6)L11(−δmnδpq + δmqδnp + δmpδnq)

)
|ζp(p2)χq(p1)〉

S |Zm(p1)Yn(p2)〉 =
(
(L2

7 + L2
8)δmqδnp + 2L7L8εmqεnp

)
|Yp(p2)Zq(p1)〉

+
(
2L2

12(δmpδnq − εmpεnq)
)
|Zp(p2)Yq(p1)〉

−
(
(L7 − L8)L12(−δmnδpq + δmqδnp + δmpδnq)

)
|ζp(p2)χq(p1)〉

+
(
(L7 − L8)L12(−δmnδpq + δmqδnp + δmpδnq)

)
|χp(p2)ζq(p1)〉

Boson− Fermion

S |Ym(p1)ζn(p2)〉 =
(
(L1L5 + L2L6)δmqδnp + (L1L6 + L2L5)εmqεnp

)
|ζp(p2)Yq(p1)〉

+
(
(L1 − L2)L11(δmpδnq − εmpεnq)

)
|Yp(p2)ζq(p1)〉

+
(
(L5 + L6)L9(−δmpδnq + δmqδnp + δmnδpq)

)
|Zp(p2)χq(p1)〉

S |ζm(p1)Yn(p2)〉 =
(
(L1L7 + L2L8)δmqδnp + (L1L8 + L2L7)εmqεnp

)
|Yp(p2)ζq(p1)〉

+
(
(L1 − L2)L12(δmpδnq − εmpεnq)

)
|ζp(p2)Yq(p1)〉

+
(
− (L7 + L8)L9(−δmpδnq + δmqδnp + δmnδpq)

)
|χp(p2)Zq(p1)〉

S |Ym(p1)χn(p2)〉 =
(
(L1L5 + L2L6)δmqδnp + (L1L6 + L2L5)εmqεnp

)
|χp(p2)Yq(p1)〉

+
(
(L1 − L2)L11(δmpδnq − εmpεnq)

)
|Yp(p2)χq(p1)〉

+
(
− (L5 + L6)L9(−δmpδnq + δmqδnp + δmnδpq)

)
|Zp(p2)ζq(p1)〉

S |χm(p1)Yn(p2)〉 =
(
(L1L7 + L2L8)δmqδnp + (L1L8 + L2L7)εmqεnp

)
|Yp(p2)χq(p1)〉

+
(
(L1 − L2)L12(δmpδnq − εmpεnq)

)
|χp(p2)Yq(p1)〉

+
(
(L7 + L8)L9(−δmpδnq + δmqδnp + δmnδpq)

)
|ζp(p2)Zq(p1)〉

S |Zm(p1)ζn(p2)〉 =
(
(L3L7 + L4L8)δmqδnp + (L3L8 + L4L7)εmqεnp

)
|ζp(p2)Zq(p1)〉

+
(
− (L3 − L4)L12(δmpδnq − εmpεnq)

)
|Zp(p2)ζq(p1)〉

+
(
(L7 + L8)L10(−δmpδnq + δmqδnp + δmnδpq)

)
|Yp(p2)χq(p1)〉

S |ζm(p1)Zn(p2)〉 =
(
(L3L5 + L4L6)δmqδnp + (L3L6 + L4L5)εmqεnp

)
|Zp(p2)ζq(p1)〉

+
(
− (L3 − L4)L11(δmpδnq − εmpεnq)

)
|ζp(p2)Zq(p1)〉

+
(
− (L5 + L6)L10(−δmpδnq + δmqδnp + δmnδpq)

)
|χp(p2)Yq(p1)〉

S |Zm(p1)χn(p2)〉 =
(
(L3L7 + L4L8)δmqδnp + (L3L8 + L4L7)εmqεnp

)
|χp(p2)Zq(p1)〉

+
(
− (L3 − L4)L12(δmpδnq − εmpεnq)

)
|Zp(p2)χq(p1)〉

+
(
− (L7 + L8)L10(−δmpδnq + δmqδnp + δmnδpq)

)
|Yp(p2)ζq(p1)〉

S |χm(p1)Zn(p2)〉 =
(
(L3L5 + L4L6)δmqδnp + (L3L6 + L4L5)εmqεnp

)
|Zp(p2)χq(p1)〉

+
(
− (L3 − L4)L11(δmpδnq − εmpεnq)

)
|χp(p2)Zq(p1)〉

+
(
(L5 + L6)L10(−δmpδnq + δmqδnp + δmnδpq)

)
|ζp(p2)Yq(p1)〉

Fermion− Fermion

S |ζm(p1)ζn(p2)〉 = −
(
(L1L3 + L2L4)δmqδnp + (L1L4 + L2L3)εmqεnp

)
|ζp(p2)ζq(p1)〉

−
(
2L9L10(δmnδpq − εmnεpq)

)
|χp(p2)χq(p1)〉

+
(
(L1 + L2)L10(δmnδpq − εmnεpq)

)
|Yp(p2)Yq(p1)〉

+
(
− (L3 + L4)L9(δmnδpq − εmnεpq)

)
|Zp(p2)Zq(p1)〉

S |χm(p1)χn(p2)〉 = −
(
(L1L3 + L2L4)δmqδnp + (L1L4 + L2L3)εmqεnp

)
|χp(p2)χq(p1)〉

−
(
2L9L10(δmnδpq − εmnεpq)

)
|ζp(p2)ζq(p1)〉

+
(
− (L3 + L4)L9(δmnδpq − εmnεpq)

)
|Zp(p2)Zq(p1)〉

+
(
(L1 + L2)L10(δmnδpq − εmnεpq)

)
|Yp(p2)Yq(p1)〉

S |ζm(p1)χn(p2)〉 = −
(
(L5L7 + L6L8)δmqδnp + (L5L8 + L6L7)εmqεnp

)
|χp(p2)ζq(p1)〉

+
(
L11L12(δmpδnq − εmpεnq

)
|ζp(p2)χq(p1)〉

+
(
− (L5 − L6)L12(−δmnδpq + δmqδnp + δmpδnq)

)
|Zp(p2)Yq(p1)〉
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+
(
− (L7 − L8)L11(−δmnδpq + δmqδnp + δmpδnq)

)
|Yp(p2)Zq(p1)〉

S |χm(p1)ζn(p2)〉 = −
(
(L5L7 + L6L8)δmqδnp + (L5L8 + L6L7)εmqεnp

)
|ζp(p2)χq(p1)〉

+
(
L11L12(δmpδnq − εmpεnq

)
|χp(p2)ζq(p1)〉

+
(
(L7 − L8)L11(−δmnδpq + δmqδnp + δmpδnq)

)
|Yp(p2)Zq(p1)〉

+
(
(L5 − L6)L12(−δmnδpq + δmqδnp + δmpδnq)

)
|Zp(p2)Yq(p1)〉



Appendix F

The Factorized S-matrix of the reduced

AdS5× S5 theory

In this appendix we present the explicit form of the factorized S-matrix (5.2) and (5.3) in terms of states
transforming in the vector representation of the same SO(4) group to enable comparison with the one-loop
S-matrix of section 3.2.3.3.

Following the discussion of symmetries in section 5.1, the [SU(2)]4 is related to the single SO(4) of
sections 5.1 and 3.2.3.3 by identifying the two SU(2)s with indices a and α and the two SU(2)s with
indices ȧ and α̇. The resulting [SU(2)]2 is locally isomorphic to SO(4).

After identifying the pairs of SU(2)s the following rules can be used to translate to the SO(4) notation

I⊗ I→ δmqδnp , P⊗ I+ I⊗ P→ δmqδnp + δmpδnq − δmnδpq ,

P⊗ P→ δmpδnq , P⊗ I− I⊗ P→ −εmnpq ,

(I)cdab = δdaδ
c
b , (P)cdab = δcaδ

d
b ,

where the first entry in the tensor product corresponds to undotted indices and the second to dotted
ones.

The S-matrix has the following structure:

Boson−Boson

S |Ym(p1)Yn(p2)〉 =
(
(K1(K1 +K2))δmqδnp −K1K2δmnδpq +K2(K1 +K2)δmpδnq

)
|Yp(p2)Yq(p1)〉

+
(
−K2

5δmnδpq
)
|Zp(p2)Zq(p1)〉

+
(1

2
(K1 +K2)K5(δmnδpq + δmqδnp − δmpδnq − εmnpq) +K2K5δmnδpq

)
|ζp(p2)ζq(p1)〉

+
(1

2
(K1 +K2)K5(δmnδpq + δmqδnp − δmpδnq + εmnpq) +K2K5δmnδpq

)
|χp(p2)χq(p1)〉

S |Zm(p1)Zn(p2)〉 =
(
(K3(K3 +K4))δmqδnp −K3K4δmnδpq +K4(K3 +K4)δmpδnq

)
|Zp(p2)Zq(p1)〉

+
(
−K2

6δmnδpq
)
|Yp(p2)Yq(p1)〉

−
(1

2
(K3 +K4)K6(δmnδpq + δmqδnp − δmpδnq − εmnpq)−K4K6δmnδpq

)
|χp(p2)χq(p1)〉
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−
(1

2
(K3 +K4)K6(δmnδpq + δmqδnp − δmpδnq + εmnpq)−K4K6δmnδpq

)
|ζp(p2)ζq(p1)〉

S |Ym(p1)Zn(p2)〉 =
(
K2

9δmqδnp
)
|Zp(p2)Yq(p1)〉

+
(
K2

7δmpδnq
)
|Yp(p2)Zq(p1)〉

+
(1

2
K7K9(−δmnδpq + δmqδnp + δmpδnq + εmnpq)

)
|χp(p2)ζq(p1)〉

−
(1

2
K7K9(−δmnδpq + δmqδnp + δmpδnq − εmnpq)

)
|ζp(p2)χq(p1)〉

S |Zm(p1)Yn(p2)〉 =
(
K2

10δmqδnp
)
|Yp(p2)Zq(p1)〉

+
(
K2

8δmpδnq
)
|Zp(p2)Yq(p1)〉

−
(1

2
K8K10(−δmnδpq + δmqδnp + δmpδnq + εmnpq)

)
|ζp(p2)χq(p1)〉

+
(1

2
K8K10(−δmnδpq + δmqδnp + δmpδnq − εmnpq)

)
|χp(p2)ζq(p1)〉

Boson− Fermion

S |Ym(p1)ζn(p2)〉 =
(
(K1 +

1

2
K2)K9δmqδnp +

1

2
K2K9(−δmnδpq + δmpδnq − εmnpq)

)
|ζp(p2)Yq(p1)〉

+
(1

2
K1K7(δmpδnq − δmnδpq + δmqδnp + εmnpq) +K2K7δmpδnq

)
|Yp(p2)ζq(p1)〉

+
(
−

1

2
K5K7(−δmqδnp + δmnδpq + δmpδnq − εmnpq)

)
|χp(p2)Zq(p1)〉

+
(
−

1

2
K5K9(−δmpδnq + δmnδpq + δmqδnp + εmnpq)

)
|Zp(p2)χq(p1)〉

S |ζm(p1)Yn(p2)〉 =
(
(K1 +

1

2
K2)K10δmqδnp +

1

2
K2K10(−δmnδpq + δmpδnq − εmnpq)

)
|Yp(p2)ζq(p1)〉

+
(1

2
K1K8(δmpδnq − δmnδpq + δmqδnp + εmnpq) +K2K8δmpδnq

)
|ζp(p2)Yq(p1)〉

+
(1

2
K5K8(−δmqδnp + δmnδpq + δmpδnq − εmnpq)

)
|Zp(p2)χq(p1)〉

+
(1

2
K5K10(−δmpδnq + δmnδpq + δmqδnp + εmnpq)

)
|χp(p2)Zq(p1)〉

S |Ym(p1)χn(p2)〉 =
(
(K1 +

1

2
K2)K9δmqδnp +

1

2
K2K9(−δmnδpq + δmpδnq + εmnpq)

)
|χp(p2)Yq(p1)〉

+
(1

2
K1K7(δmpδnq − δmnδpq + δmqδnp − εmnpq) +K2K7δmpδnq

)
|Yp(p2)χq(p1)〉

+
(1

2
K5K7(−δmqδnp + δmnδpq + δmpδnq + εmnpq)

)
|ζp(p2)Zq(p1)〉

+
(1

2
K5K9(−δmpδnq + δmnδpq + δmqδnp − εmnpq)

)
|Zp(p2)ζq(p1)〉

S |χm(p1)Yn(p2)〉 =
(
(K1 +

1

2
K2)K10δmqδnp +

1

2
K2K10(−δmnδpq + δmpδnq + εmnpq)

)
|Yp(p2)χq(p1)〉

+
(1

2
K1K8(δmpδnq − δmnδpq + δmqδnp − εmnpq) +K2K8δmpδnq

)
|χp(p2)Yq(p1)〉

+
(
−

1

2
K5K8(−δmqδnp + δmnδpq + δmpδnq + εmnpq)

)
|Zp(p2)ζq(p1)〉

+
(
−

1

2
K5K10(−δmpδnq + δmnδpq + δmqδnp − εmnpq)

)
|ζp(p2)Zq(p1)〉

S |Zm(p1)ζn(p2)〉 =
(
(K3 +

1

2
K4)K10δmqδnp +

1

2
K4K10(−δmnδpq + δmpδnq + εmnpq)

)
|ζp(p2)Zq(p1)〉

+
(
−

1

2
K3K8(δmpδnq − δmnδpq + δmqδnp − εmnpq)−K4K8δmpδnq

)
|Zp(p2)ζq(p1)〉

+
(1

2
K6K8(−δmqδnp + δmnδpq + δmpδnq + εmnpq

)
|χp(p2)Yq(p1)〉

+
(
−

1

2
K6K10(−δmpδnq + δmnδpq + δmqδnp − εmnpq)

)
|Yp(p2)χq(p1)〉

S |ζm(p1)Zn(p2)〉 =
(
(K3 +

1

2
K4)K9δmqδnp +

1

2
K4K9(−δmnδpq + δmpδnq + εmnpq)

)
|Zp(p2)ζq(p1)〉
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+
(
−

1

2
K3K7(δmpδnq − δmnδpq + δmqδnp − εmnpq)−K4K7δmpδnq

)
|ζp(p2)Zq(p1)〉

+
(
−

1

2
K6K7(−δmqδnp + δmnδpq + δmpδnq + εmnpq

)
|Yp(p2)χq(p1)〉

+
(1

2
K6K9(−δmpδnq + δmnδpq + δmqδnp − εmnpq)

)
|χp(p2)Yq(p1)〉

S |Zm(p1)χn(p2)〉 =
(
(K3 +

1

2
K4)K10δmqδnp +

1

2
K4K10(−δmnδpq + δmpδnq − εmnpq)

)
|χp(p2)Zq(p1)〉

+
(
−

1

2
K3K8(δmpδnq − δmnδpq + δmqδnp + εmnpq)−K4K8δmpδnq

)
|Zp(p2)χq(p1)〉

+
(
−

1

2
K6K8(−δmqδnp + δmnδpq + δmpδp − εmnpq)

)
|ζp(p2)Yq(p1)〉

+
(1

2
K6K10(−δmpδnq + δmnδpq + δmqδnp + εmnpq)

)
|Yp(p2)ζq(p1)〉

S |χm(p1)Zn(p2)〉 =
(
(K3 +

1

2
K4)K9δmqδnp +

1

2
K4K9(−δmnδpq + δmpδnq − εmnpq)

)
|Zp(p2)χq(p1)〉

+
(
−

1

2
K3K7(δmpδnq − δmnδpq + δmqδnp + εmnpq)−K4K7δmpδnq

)
|χp(p2)Zq(p1)〉

+
(1

2
K6K7(−δmqδnp + δmnδpq + δmpδnq − εmnpq)

)
|Yp(p2)ζq(p1)〉

+
(
−

1

2
K6K9(−δmpδnq + δmnδpq + δmqδnp + εmnpq)

)
|ζp(p2)Yq(p1)〉

Fermion− Fermion

S |ζm(p1)ζn(p2)〉 = +
(
−

1

2
(K1K4 −K2K3)εmnpq − (K1K3 +

1

2
(K1K4 +K2K3))δmqδnp

+
1

2
(K1K4 +K2K3)δmnδpq − (K2K4 +

1

2
(K1K4 +K2K3))δmpδnq

)
|ζp(p2)ζq(p1)〉

−
(
K5K6δmnδpq

)
|χp(p2)χq(p1)〉

+
(
−

1

2
(K1 +K2)K6(δmnδpq + δmqδnp − δmpδnq − εmnpq) +K2K6δmnδpq

)
|Yp(p2)Yq(p1)〉

+
(1

2
(K3 +K4)K5(δmnδpq + δmqδnp − δmpδnq + εmnpq)−K4K5δmnδpq

)
|Zp(p2)Zq(p1)〉

S |χm(p1)χn(p2)〉 = +
(1

2
(K1K4 −K2K3)εmnpq − (K1K3 +

1

2
(K1K4 +K2K3))δmqδnp

+
1

2
(K1K4 +K2K3)δmnδpq − (K2K4 +

1

2
(K1K4 +K2K3))δmpδnq

)
|χp(p2)χq(p1)〉

−
(
K5K6δmnδpq

)
|ζp(p2)ζq(p1)〉

+
(1

2
(K3 +K4)K5(δmnδpq + δmqδnp − δmpδnq − εmnpq)−K4K5δmnδpq

)
|Zp(p2)Zq(p1)〉

+
(
−

1

2
(K1 +K2)K6(δmnδpq + δmqδnp − δmpδnq + εmnpq) +K2K6δmnδpq

)
|Yp(p2)Yq(p1)〉

S |ζm(p1)χn(p2)〉 = −
(
K9K10δmqδnp

)
|χp(p2)ζq(p1)〉

+
(
K7K8δmpδnq

)
|ζp(p2)χq(p1)〉

+
(
−

1

2
K8K9(−δmnδpq + δmqδnp + δmpδnq + εmnpq)

)
|Zp(p2)Yq(p1)〉

+
(
−

1

2
K7K10(−δmnδpq + δmqδnp + δmpδnq − εmnpq)

)
|Yp(p2)Zq(p1)〉

S |χm(p1)ζn(p2)〉 = −
(
K9K10δmqδnp

)
|ζp(p2)χq(p1)〉

+
(
K7K8δmpδnq

)
|χp(p2)ζq(p1)〉

+
(1

2
K7K10(−δmnδpq + δmqδnp + δmpδnq + εmnpq)

)
|Yp(p2)Zq(p1)〉

+
(1

2
K8K9(−δmnδpq + δmqδnp + δmpδnq − εmnpq)

)
|Zp(p2)Yq(p1)〉



Appendix G

Relativistic trigonometric limit of the

quantum-deformed

(psu(2|2)nR3)-invariant R-matrix

In [128] the fundamental R-matrix associated to the quantum deformation of the centrally extended
superalgebra psu(2|2) n R3 was constructed. This R-matrix depends on various parameters: the global
algebra parameters, α, g; the deformation parameter q; and the spectral parameters x+

i , x
−
i , γi (i = 1, 2),

where x+
i and x−i are related by a constraint equation. There is a natural choice for the parameters γi

(which control the normalization of the fermions) that is given in [128]. We take γi to be given by this
choice, rescaled by a factor of 4

√
−g2.

In this appendix we generalize the limit of [127] that leads to a relativistic trigonometric quantum-
deformed classical r-matrix to give the exact relativistic trigonometric quantum-deformed R-matrix of
interest. The classical limit investigated in [127] corresponds to expanding the deformation parameter

q = 1 +
h

2g
+O(g−2) . (G.1)

g−1 is plays the rôle of ~ (that is, it is small but finite). The relativistic trigonometric limit relevant for
the reduced AdS5 × S5 theory is h→∞ (discussed in section 6.5 of [127]).

To generalize we set

h ∝ g
k
, (G.2)

and take k−1 to be the parameter playing the rôle of ~. Assuming q (or equivalently k) is finite, the strict
h→∞ limit corresponds to the strict g→∞ limit in the new parameters (g, k).

All dependence on α in the R-matrix then drops out and we fix it equal to one. The spectral parameters
x±i are reinterpreted in terms of rapidities, and the deformation parameter q, is parametrized in terms of

175
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the coupling k as

q = 1 +

∞∑
n=1

an
kn

. (G.3)

This limit is the same as the one described in section 6.5 of [127], rewritten in a way that allows us to
consider it to higher orders. The fixing of the remaining parameters is achieved by matching the resulting
R-matrix with the one-loop result for the perturbative S-matrix as closely as possible.

In the strict g→∞ limit the constraint equation relating x±i reduces to

(x+
i )2 = q2(x−i )2 . (G.4)

To solve it we set

x±i = −iq± 1
2 e−ϑi . (G.5)

As suggested by this ansatz, the variables ϑi are identified with the rapidities. Trying to match the
one-loop S-matrix as closely as possible suggests the following expansion of q to the one-loop order

q = 1− iπ

k
− π2

2k2
+O(k−3) . (G.6)

This prompts us to make a conjecture that the exact form of q should be

q = exp
(
− iπ

k

)
. (G.7)

For convenience we give some of the quantities that appear in the R-matrix of [128] in this limit and
parametrization,

γi =

√
1

2
sec

π

2k
e−

ϑi
2 −

iπ
4k , qCi = Ui = 1 . (G.8)

The R-matrix is parametrized by ten functions Ji,1

Rq |φ1φ1〉 =
(
J1 + J2

)
|φ1φ1〉

Rq |φ1φ2〉 = J1 sec
π

k
|φ1φ2〉+

(
J2 − iJ1 tan

π

k

)
|φ2φ1〉 − J5 sec

π

k
|ψ3ψ4〉+ J5(1 + i tan

π

k
) |ψ4ψ3〉

Rq |φ2φ1〉 = J1 sec
π

k
|φ2φ1〉+

(
J2 + iJ1 tan

π

k

)
|φ1φ2〉 − J5 sec

π

k
|ψ4ψ3〉+ J5(1− i tan

π

k
) |ψ3ψ4〉

Rq |φ2φ2〉 =
(
J1 + J2

)
|φ2φ2〉

Rq |ψ3ψ3〉 =
(
J3 + J4

)
|ψ3ψ3〉

1 The ten functions Ji are related to the ten functions A,B, . . . ,K of section 6.3 and [128] as follows

(J1, J2, J3, J4, J5, J6, J7, J8, J9, J10) = (
A−B

2
,
A+B

2
,−

D − E
2

,−
D + E

2
,−

C

2
,
F

2
, H,K,G,L) .

We have also renamed ψ1,2 → ψ3,4.
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Rq |ψ3ψ4〉 = J3 sec
π

k
|ψ3ψ4〉+

(
J4 − iJ3 tan

π

k

)
|ψ4ψ3〉 − J6 sec

π

k
|φ1φ2〉+ J6(1 + i tan

π

k
) |φ2φ1〉

Rq |ψ4ψ3〉 = J3 sec
π

k
|ψ4ψ3〉+

(
J4 + iJ3 tan

π

k

)
|ψ3ψ4〉 − J6 sec

π

k
|φ2φ1〉+ J6(1− i tan

π

k
) |φ1φ2〉

Rq |ψ4ψ4〉 =
(
J3 + J4

)
|ψ4ψ4〉

Rq |φaψβ〉 = J7 δ
d
aδ
γ
β |ψγφd〉+ J9 δ

c
aδ
δ
β |φcψδ〉

Rq |ψαφb〉 = J8 δ
δ
αδ
c
b |φcψδ〉+ J10 δ

γ
αδ
d
b |ψγφd〉 (G.9)

The quantum-deformed S-matrix of section 5.2 is then defined as

Sq = PRq , (G.10)

where P is the graded permutation operator.

As in sections 5.1.1 and 5.2 the index notation is as follows

a = (1, 2) , α = (3, 4) , A = (a, α) , (G.11)

with the fermionic grading

[a] = 0 , [α] = 1 . (G.12)

In the relativistic trigonometric limit the functions Ji are given by (5.15). The phase factor R0 of [128]
is related to P0 by

R0(θ, k) = P0(θ, k) csch
θ

2
sinh

(θ
2

+
iπ

2k

)
. (G.13)

The requirement of braiding unitarity for the R-matrix is written as [128]

Rq12Rq21 = I⊗ I . (G.14)

In terms of the rapidities the interchange of 1 and 2 sends θ ≡ ϑ1 − ϑ2 → −θ. The R-matrix satisfies
(G.14) so long as the phase factor satisfies

R0(θ, k)R0(−θ, k) = 1 . (G.15)

This implies the following constraint on the phase P0 in (G.13)

P0(θ, k)P0(−θ, k) =
sinh2 θ

2

sinh2 θ
2 + sin2 π

2k

. (G.16)

The quantum-deformed R-matrix also has a crossing symmetry subject to a constraint on the phase
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factor. The condition for crossing symmetry is given by [128]

(C−1 ⊗ I)RqST⊗I
1̄2

(I⊗ C)Rq12 = I⊗ I , (G.17)

where ST denotes supertransposition and the action of charge conjugation C on one-particle states is as
follows

C |φ1〉 = −q 1
2 |φ2〉 , C |ψ3〉 = −q 1

2 |ψ4〉 , C |φ2〉 = q−
1
2 |φ1〉 , C |ψ4〉 = q−

1
2 |ψ3〉 . (G.18)

In the g→∞ limit the crossed spectral parameters are given by

x̄±i = −x±i , γ̄i = −iγi , qC̄i = Ūi = 1 . (G.19)

Crossing symmetry relates the R-matrices Rq12 and Rq 1̄2. Considering “Lorentz invariant” combinations
of the spectral parameters, for example, x1/x2, and comparing to x̄1/x2, we see that they are related by
θ ≡ ϑ1 − ϑ2 → θ+ iπ as expected. The R-matrix satisfies the crossing relation (G.17) if the phase factor
satisfies

R0(θ, k) R0(θ + iπ, k) =
cosh

(
θ
2 + iπ

2k

)
sinh

(
θ
2 −

iπ
2k

) tanh
θ

2
. (G.20)

Combining with the braiding unitarity relation (G.16) implies the following constraint on the phase P0

P0(iπ − θ, k) = P0(θ, k) . (G.21)

Crossing symmetry also implies a set of relations between the functions Ji given in (5.26).

Finally, the conjugation relations (5.27) hold as long as the phase factor satisfies

R0(θ, k) = R∗0(−θ, k) ⇒ P0(θ, k) = P ∗0 (−θ, k) . (G.22)
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